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Lipid bilayers are the structural building blocks of cell membranes and represent 
fundamental motifs in engineered soft matter. Understanding their interaction with 
nanomaterials, and in particular with nanoparticles (NPs),  is one of the central challenges 
of nanomedicine and materials science, pursuing a twofold goal: i) to respond to the 
urgent quest for the mechanistic understanding of nano–bio interactions, which 
determine NPs cytotoxicity in living organisms; ii) to enable the rational design of smart 
NPs/lipid nanodevices of biocompatible nature for multiple technological purposes. In this 
work, we combine inorganic NPs with synthetic lipid bilayers, either in lamellar or non-
lamellar arrangement, with two main purposes. Lipid bilayers are primarily employed as 
simplified and highly controllable models of cell membranes, enabling the identification 
of key determinants at stake in the interaction of engineered NPs with biological 
interfaces. Secondly, we exploit the conjugation of NPs with lipid bilayered-systems to 
develop hybrid nanostructures with technological relevance. The work presented here is 
organized in three parts. Part I focuses on the physicochemical investigation of the 
interaction of Turkevich-Frens citrated gold NPs (AuNPs@CT) with synthetic model 
bilayers of different physicochemical features: our results shed light on the peculiar 
clustering process of AuNPs@CT observed onto natural membranes, which, although well-
known and biologically relevant, has remained largely unaddressed. In addition, we show 
that these results find application in the development of a new plasmon-based assay, for 
the determination of the mechanical properties of natural membranes. In Part II, we 
extend the investigation to curved-bilayered structures, ubiquitous in cells under certain 
conditions. Employing a library of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) with different 
physicochemical features, we directly compare the interaction of AuNPs with model 
membranes of different symmetry, i.e. from lamellar to cubic architectures, encountered 
in diseased cells: these results constitute the first attempt to systematically investigate 
the impact of membrane curvature in the interaction with nanomaterials. Finally, in Part 
III, we address the interaction of cubic lipid assemblies with Superparamagnetic Iron Oxide 
NPs (SPIONs), showing that, beside its fundamental interest, it can be exploited for the 
development of smart nanostructured hybrids with potential application in the biomedical 
field. In summary, the results presented in this work advance our current understanding 
of the events occurring at Nano-bio Interfaces and pave the way for the development of 
new technological devices, exploiting the conjugation of NPs with lipid bilayers. 
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Lipid bilayers are the molecular building blocks of cell membranes and ubiquitous 
structural motifs in synthetic soft matter assemblies. Naturally inspired synthetic 
bilayered-systems can be employed as artificial platforms mimicking more complex 
biological assemblies and as biocompatible scaffolds to build artificial devices for 
nanomedical applications. Combining these systems with inorganic nanomaterials, e.g. 
engineered nanoparticles (NPs), is therefore of interest both for natural and synthetic soft 
matter assemblies.  
In this work, we investigate the interaction of inorganic NPs of different physicochemical 
features with synthetic lipid bilayers, both arranged in lamellar and non-lamellar 
assemblies, with a twofold purpose: i) to mimic the interaction of NPs with biological 
barriers, e.g. plasma membranes, under highly controlled conditions, to gain insights on 
the main factors at play in NPs cytotoxicity; ii) to guide the rational design of hybrid smart 
nanomaterials, where NPs are included into the lipid bilayer, which can be exploited in 
the nanomedicine field, i.e. as drug delivery systems.  
This work is organized as follows: Chapter I (Paper I) provides a general introduction on 
engineered NPs and synthetic lipid assemblies, together with the fundamental and 
applicative implications of their mutual interaction. Chapter II presents a theoretical 
description of the main techniques used for this research work. Chapter III summarizes 
the main results of this project, which will be then separately discussed in three different 
parts: Part I (Papers II, III and IV) will focus on the aggregation mechanism of Turkevich-
Frens citrated gold NPs (AuNPs@CT) onto phosphocholine-based bilayer models: the 
peculiar clustering of AuNPs@CT was observed onto the surface of natural membranes, 
e.g. Extracellular Vesicles (EVs), and might have relevant implications in NPs 
internalization pathways and cytotoxicity. Here, the mechanistic details of this 
phenomenon, hitherto largely unaddressed, will be elucidated. Beside the fundamental 
relevance, these findings will also provide the basis for development of a new assay for 
the assessment of the rigidity of natural membranes. Part II (Paper V) will widen this 
investigation, exploring more complex lipid-based models, which mimic transient non-
lamellar bilayered-structures encountered in cells. The results gathered represent one of 
the first insights on the role of membrane curvature on the interactions occurring at the 
nano-bio interface. Part III (Paper VI, VII) will report an investigation on the restructuring 
of non-lamellar lipid assemblies of cubic symmetry, induced by gold and 
Superparamagnetic Iron Oxide NPs: the findings here reported can be exploited for the 
design of smart hybrid platforms with potential application in the biomedical field. Finally, 
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Chapter IV will review the most important findings of this work and introduce possible 
future developments.  
The last part of this thesis will consist of papers – published, submitted or in preparation 
– connected to this research work. 
 
1.1 The self-assembly of lipids 
 
Lipids represent a major class of biomolecules with essential biological functions, ranging 
from the structural confinements of cells and organelles, to the storage of energy and 
molecular signalling 1. Moreover, they represent versatile building blocks for the design 
of biocompatible platforms for multiple biomedical applications 2–4. Their spontaneous 
assembly in aqueous media is of outmost interest for both natural and engineered 
systems. Lipids of amphiphilic nature, i.e. comprising a hydrophilic headgroup and a 
hydrophobic chain (Fig.1.1a, top part), spontaneously associate in water to give rise to an 
extraordinarily rich variety of liquid crystalline phases, as a function of their chemical 
structure, temperature, pressure and aqueous phase content and/or composition 5.  
 
Figure 1.1 a) Graphical sketch of the basics of lipid self-assembly. From top to bottom: an 
amphiphilic molecule comprising a hydrophilic head group and a hydrophobic tail, a flat lipid 
bilayer and a liposome. b) Liquid crystalline lipid phases with  increasing interfacial curvature from 
the extreme left (L2 inverse spherical and cylindrical micelles) to the extreme right (L1 direct  
spherical and cylindrical micelles), passing from the HII the inverse hexagonal phase, the Ia3d, Pn3m 
and Im3m cubic phases (of inverse and direct nature) and the HI direct hexagonal phase. The Lα 
lamellar phase, in the middle, has zero interfacial curvature. Readapted from 6,7. 
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The unique polymorphism of lipids originates from the balance of the hydrophobic effect 
with weak intra- and intermolecular interactions, combined with specific geometric 
packing constraints 8.  
Lipid bilayers (Fig. 1.1a, middle part) are one of the simplest outcomes of lipid self-
assembly and represent a fundamental structural unit of almost all living organisms and 
viruses: indeed, biological membranes are flat sheets, composed of two layers of polar 
lipid molecules, enclosing the inner environment of cells and confining membrane-bound 
organelles. From a basic standpoint, the structure of living cells and cell-secreted vesicles 
can be reproduced at a laboratory level by synthetic “liposomes” of varying sizes 9: these 
systems, which we will extensively employ in paragraph 3.1 (Papers II, III and IV), are 
characterized by a lamellar lipid bilayer enclosing an inner aqueous pool (Figure 1.1a, 
bottom part). 
However, lipids can also self-assemble into non-lamellar architectures, characterized by 
different degree of complexity and symmetry in one, two or three dimensions (see some 
common examples in Figure 1b).  
 
 
Figure 1.2 a) Representation of the two principal curvatures k1 and k2 e in a point P of a generic 
surface. Readapted from 10;  b) Lipid monolayer with positive, zero and negative curvature at the 
lipid/water interface; c) Characteristic cone, cylindrical and wedge shape of amphiphilic lipids, 
giving rise to direct non-lamellar (positive mean interfacial curvature), lamellar (zero mean 
interfacial curvature) and inverse non-lamellar (negative mean interfacial curvature) structures. 
Readapted from 11. 
 
These different lipid phases can be topologically classified in terms of their lipid/water 
interface (i.e., the region where lipid polar headgroups are in contact with the aqueous 
medium), which can be considered as a surface in the 3D space. For any given point (P) 
of this water/lipid interface, a normal to the surface can be extended and two principal 
curvatures (k1 and k2) can be defined, as the maximum and minimum value of the 
curvature in the considered point (Fig. 1.2a). k1 and k2 can be combined to obtain the 
Mean (H) and Gaussian (K) curvatures, characterizing the surface in P 11,12:  






(𝑘1 + 𝑘2)     (1.1) 
 
𝐾 = 𝑘1𝑘2     (1.2) 
 
The shape of any surface can be univocally determined by defining H and K in all its points 
13. According to the most commonly adopted convention, a positive mean interfacial 
curvature corresponds to the monolayer bending towards the hydrocarbon chain region, 
while a negative mean curvature corresponds to the bending in the other way round 
(Figure 1.2b) 11. While cylindrical amphiphiles originate lamellar structures, i.e. with zero 
mean interfacial curvature, positive and negative interfacial H values are favored for the 
case of cone-shaped and wedge-shaped amphiphiles, respectively (Figure 1.2c) 11. Liquid 
crystalline phases with positive interfacial H for all their points are defined “direct” 
phases, while a negative H throughout the interface is associated with “inverse” phases 
12. As evident from Figure 1b, the interfacial H of common lipid assemblies continuously 
increases from inverse micelles (L2) to direct ones (L1), passing from assemblies with 
intermediate curvature values. 
 
Figure 1.3 Representation of the infinite periodical minimal surfaces Gyroid, Diamond and Primitive 
Schwartz, together with the corresponding cubic bicontinuous mesophases Ia3d (QG), Pn3m (QD) 
and Im3m (QP). Readapted from 2,14. 
 
Among all these structures, cubic bicontinuous phases (Q-type in Figure 1.1b) have a high 
biological relevance, spontaneously occurring in natural membranes under selective 
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conditions (e.g., starvation, infection, oxidative stress and other diseases) 12,15,16. These 
so-called “cubic membranes” arise from the folding of the lipid bilayer in the 3D space 
and represent highly curved membranes arrangements, whose biological function is still 
poorly understood 17. Moreover, they have attracted an intense interest from the medical 
technology field, due to their unique nanostructure 12,18–20. These phases can occur both 
as direct and inverse and comprise of a single and continuous lipid bilayer diving the 3D 
space into two sets of interwoven aqueous nanochannels (Fig. 1.3, bottom part). The 
three main type of bicontinuous cubic phases encountered in nature are associated to 
the Pn3m, Im3m and Ia3d crystallographic space groups. For these systems, the bilayer 
mid-plan sits on mathematical surfaces characterized by zero H and K in all their points, 
which are called “infinite periodical minimal surfaces” (IPMS) 11; in particular, Im3m, 
Pn3m and Ia3d cubic phases are associated with the primitive Schwarz (P), diamond 
Schwarz (D) and gyroid (G) IPMS (Fig. 1.3, top part), respectively, leading to the alternative 
names of QP, QD and QG 13. 
In this work, we will employ the inverse cubic Pn3m phase of Glycerol monooleate (GMO), 
a wedge-shaped lipid characterized by high biocompatibility and biodegradability and an 
extraordinarily variegated polymorphism in water 21. In paragraph 3.2 (Paper V), we will 
propose this system as innovative biomimetic platform, enabling to investigate the 
interaction of naturally occurring cubic membranes with inorganic NPs. On the other side, 
we will show that the structure of the GMO/water Pn3m phase can be finely tuned by the 
inclusion of nanomaterials and optimized for drug delivery applications (paragraph 3.3, 
Paper VI and VII).  
 
1.2 Inorganic Nanoparticles for Nanomedicine 
 
In the last decades, inorganic NPs have emerged as potentially unique nanomedical tools, 
offering the possibility to probe and control a multitude of biological processes at a 
nanoscale level 22. Their peculiar physicochemical (e.g., optical, magnetic, electronic and 
catalytic) features, determined by their nanometric size, have been exploited for multiple 
biomedical applications, including diagnostics, therapeutics and biosensing 23,24. This 
thesis will focus on two selected classes of inorganic NPs: i) gold NPs (AuNPs), extensively 
employed throughout this work (Chapter 3, Papers II, III, IV, V and VI) and ii) SPIONs, 
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1.2.1 Gold Nanoparticles 
 
AuNPs are one of the most promising nanomaterials for nanomedical applications 25, due 
to their unique physicochemical properties and ease and versatility of their synthesis 26. 
The earliest synthetic route was introduced by Turkevitch et al. in 1951 27, based on the 
simple citrate-driven reduction of Au3+ to Au0 in water solution: this method and its more 
recent modifications 28, extensively employed in this work (paragraph 3.1, Papers II, III 
and IV), lead to spherical citrate-stabilized AuNPs, with size control within the 9-120 nm 
range 26.  Non-spherical AuNPs (e.g., Au nano-cubes, -stars and -rods) are synthetized 
through more recent protocols: in particular, Au nanorods (AuNRs), which have been 
found to be the most effective contrast agents for the treatment of cancer though 
photothermal therapy 29, are synthetized by both top-down (e.g., lithographic and 
catalytic methods) and bottom-up (e.g., seed-mediated growth and electrochemical 
methods) approaches 29. Here (paragraph 3.2, Paper V), we employ a newly developed 
one-pot seedless synthetic technique 30 to prepare AuNRs with controllable aspect ratio 
(length/width) and low polydispersity.  
AuNPs size, shape and surface functionalization control their physicochemical features, 
including their optical behavior.  
 
Figure 1.4 AuNPs with different shapes and corresponding optical extinction (transmission) or 
scattering (dark-field) spectra. Reprinted from 31. 
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Due to their peculiar interaction with light, AuNPs exhibit unique optical properties, 
underpinning their potential in an impressive number of medical applications (e.g., from 
photodiagnostics, to photothermal therapy of cancers and other diseases, to cell-
imaging) 26. The so-called “plasmonic” properties of AuNPs have been attributed to the 
collective coherent oscillation of conduction band electrons of AuNPs, which is induced 
by the electromagnetic field of light. This oscillation, known as localized surface plasmon 
resonance (LSPR), resonates with the a characteristic frequency of light and induces a 
strong absorption in the visible region, which originates the characteristic ruby color of 
AuNPs dispersions 32. This phenomenon is strongly dependent on NPs size, shape and 
inner structure, as evident from Fig. 1.4 31. In addition, the LSPR is dependent on the 
chemical environment of AuNPs: this makes of AuNPs direct nano-probes, able to sense 
local variations in their proximal environment 31, such as modifications occurring at the 
AuNPs surface (e.g., ligand-exchange events) or in their surrounding medium, and the 
assembly of multiple AuNPs in bigger structures (i.e., NPs clustering).   
In particular, when single AuNPs come into close proximity (center-to-center distance 
smaller than five times their radius 32), new collective oscillation modes emerge, due to 
the coupling of individual AuNPs LSPR 31. Being lower in energy with respect to individual 
AuNPs plasmon modes, these new oscillations lead to a red-shifted LSPR and a darkening 
of the AuNPs dispersion 32. This phenomenon is the current focus of a very active research 
area, aimed at building-up smart materials with tailored optical properties for multiple 
technological applications 32–34. Here, we leverage the optical variations of citrated 
AuNPs’ LSPR, induced by coupling, to monitor and characterize their spontaneous 
aggregation on synthetic and biogenic lipid vesicles (paragraph 3.1), with relevant 
implications both from a fundamental (section 3.1.1 and 3.1.3, Papers II and IV) and 
applicative standpoint (section 3.1.2, Paper III).  
 
1.2.2 Superparamagnetic Iron Oxide Nanoparticles 
 
Due to their unique magnetic properties, magnetic NPs are expected to play a major role 
on the medicine of tomorrow 35. Magnetic NPs are intensively investigated as contrast 
agents for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), as carriers enabling magnetic guidance for 
non-invasive drug and gene delivery and as nanosources of heat, for the treatment of 
cancer via magnetic fluid hyperthermia 36. Due to their biocompatibility and 
biodegradability, Superparamagnetic Iron Oxide Nanoparticles (SPIONs) represent the 
most widely employed magnetic nanomaterials for Nanomedicine, with applications as 
MRI contrast agents already on the market and underway clinical trials as magnetic 
targeted vectors 35. In this work (paragraph 3.3, Papers VI and VII), we employ magnetite 
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(Fe3O4)-based SPIONs, synthetized through a well-characterized protocol 37 leading to 
hydrophobic oleic acid/oleylamine-capped NPs, with 5 nm in size and low polydispersity.  
Due to their small size, Iron Oxide NPs exhibit a peculiar magnetic behavior, i.e. 
superparamagnetism: indeed, at sizes of tens of nanometers and below, ferri- or 
ferromagnetic materials are a single magnetic domain, endowed with a particularly high 
magnetic susceptibility. However, differently from the corresponding bulk materials, NPs 
lose their net magnetization in the absence of an external field, when temperature is 
higher than the so-called “blocking temperature” (TB) 36. Although depending on the 
material, TB is usually below room temperature (r.t.): indeed, at r.t. the thermal energy is 
able to induce thermal fluctuations of the NPs magnetic moment, due to either the 
movement of NPs within their fluid medium (Brownian fluctuations) or internal 
fluctuations of the magnetic moment with respect to the crystal lattice (Néel 
fluctuations), producing the relaxation of the magnetization when the magnetic field is 
removed 36. This superparamagnetic property leads the potential of SPIONs in 
Nanomedicine: their high magnetic susceptibility allows for easily driving SPIONs to 
specific biological targets (e.g., tumors to be treated or imaged though MRI) through a 
static magnetic field, while the lack of remnant magnetization after the removal of fields 
enables preserving NPs colloidal stability in biological fluids 35. In addition, SPIONs are 
able to convert the magnetic energy supplied by alternating magnetic fields into thermal 
one, through Brown and/or Néel relaxation mechanisms, serving as colloidal mediators 
for heat generation 36; this property underpins the application of SPIONs in magnetically 
induced hyperthermia treatment of cancer cells. More importantly for this work (see 
paragraph 3.3, Papers VI and VII), SPIONs can be combined with a thermosensitive lipid 
matrix, to obtain hybrid devices for controlled drug delivery applications.  
 
 
1.3 The combination of inorganic NPs with bilayered-lipid assemblies (Paper I) 
 
The combination of inorganic NPs with lipid lamellar and non-lamellar bilayered-
assemblies represents a very active research field, meeting some of the urgent needs of 
Nanomedicine. Indeed, including stimuli-responsive NPs within a nanostructured lipid 
matrix is one of the most promising strategies for the development of smart nano-hybrids 
for diagnostic and therapeutic applications. Moreover, this combination can be used to 
mimic nano-bio interactions in simplified conditions, aimed at predicting the degree of 
toxicity of nanomaterials. In addition, the unique features of NPs, dictated by their 
nanometric size, can be used to probe different physicochemical properties of both 
synthetic and natural soft matter assemblies, which are not easily accessible with more 
traditional techniques.  
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In the following, I will introduce the main energetic contributions at stake when NPs are 
put in contact with lipid bilayers, devoting a particular attention to interactions of non-
covalent nature (section 1.3.1). Then, I will review the state of the art on the combination 
of NPs with synthetic bilayered-assemblies, for both biomimetic studies (section 1.3.2) 
and nanomedical applications (1.3.3).    
 
1.3.1 The interaction of NPs with lipid bilayers: the role of non-specific forces 
 
When a free-standing lipid bilayer is exposed to a NP, the interaction that follows leads 
to different outcomes, depending on the energetics of the system. In a simple model of a 
bioinorganic interface, i.e. a spherical NP of radius R1 interacting with a lipid membrane 
of curvature 1/R2, the energetic balance between repulsive and attractive forces can be 
roughly expressed by a classical DLVO (Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek) formalism 
(eqn. (1.3)), in which the NP-bilayer energy of adhesion (Eadh) is described by the electrical 
double layer (EEL) and the London–van der Waals (ELW)  energy contributions: 
 
𝐸𝐴𝑑ℎ  = 𝐸
𝐸𝐿 + 𝐸𝐿𝑊     (1.3) 
 
































)     (1.5) 
 
with 𝜓1 and 𝜓2 surface potentials of the NP and the membrane, d NP-bilayer separation, 
k the Debye length, h membrane thickness and A the Hamaker constant. While the ELW 
contribution is always of attractive nature, EEL can be positive or negative, depending on 
both NP and bilayer’s surface charges: if NP-bilayer attractive terms overcome the 
repulsive ones (i.e., Eadh < 0), the adhesion of the NP to the lipid membrane is 
thermodynamically favored. Adhesion can be potentially followed by wrapping of the NP 
by the membrane, depending on the balance between NP-bilayer adhesion (Eadh) and 
membrane elasticity (Eel). Indeed, the energetic gain due to the adhesion forces is 
maximized by increasing the contact area between the NP and the lipid membrane (eqn. 
(1.6)) 39: 
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with w adhesion energy per unit area and Sad membrane-NP contact area. Concurrently, 
the increment in NP’s wrapping degree is associated with an increasing membrane 
deformation penalty (Eel), expressed through the Cahnam–Helfrich–Evans formalism 39: 
𝐸𝑒𝑙 = ∫ 𝑑𝑆[𝛾 + 2𝑘𝐵(𝐻 − 𝑐0)




with S the entire interfacial area. 
From eqn. (1.7), the deformation penalty depends on the membrane topology, i.e. mean 
H and Gaussian K curvatures (eqn. (1.1) and (1.2)), on its mechanical (surface tension 𝛾 
and bending rigidity kB) and intrinsic properties (spontaneous curvature c0 and Gaussian 
saddle splay modulus kG). The interplay between Eadh and Eel ultimately determines the 
NP–membrane arrangement which minimizes the  energy of the system, from unwrapped 
NPs (e.g., for small nanoparticles and/or weakly interacting with the lipid phase), to fully 
engulfed NPs (e.g., for larger and/or strongly adhered nano-objects), as sketched in Fig. 
1.5a. In the framework of this theoretical description, in recent years the interaction of 
NPs with lipid membranes has been explored for different purposes: from fundamental 
studies aimed at a understanding the possible adverse effects of nanomaterials, to 
applicative ones, where the interaction of NPs and lipid bilayers is exploited for the design 
of engineered hybrid assemblies for analytical and material science applications. 
 
 
Figure 1.5 a) Illustration of the three possible configurations for a NP interacting with a lipid 
membrane: from left to right, (i) NP free in the environment (repulsive contribution to the np–
bilayer total interaction overcoming the attractive one); (ii) NP’s adhesion to the membrane, 
causing its partial wrapping and (iii) NP’s full engulfment (strong attractive NP–bilayer forces). 
Readapted from ref 40; b) representation of ellipsoidal NP’s reorganization from a side-oriented 
configuration, adopted during the wrapping process, to a tip-oriented configuration, minimizing 
the energy required for full NP’s engulfment and internalization. Reproduced from ref. 41 
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1.3.2 Interaction of NPs with lipid bilayers for the study of nano-bio interfaces  
 
Despite the impressive technological advancement of engineered nanomaterials for 
Nanomedicine, their clinical translation is severely limited by the poor understanding of 
their behaviour in living organisms. The interaction of nanomaterials with living systems 
is mediated by biological barriers, such as cell plasma membranes, which primarily 
determine NPs biological fate and possible cytotoxic effects 42–49 Thus, understanding the 
interaction of NPs with biological interfaces is the key to fill the gap between the 
design/development of nanomaterials and their end use application. In this context, 
synthetic lipid assemblies (paragraph 1.1), taken as simplified models of plasma 
membrane, represent key tools to investigate nano–bio interactions under highly 
controlled conditions 44,45,50 and in the absence of any receptor-mediated interaction, 
present in more complex biological environments 51–53. In recent years, the combination 
of experimental observations on model membranes with the theoretical modelling of NP-
membrane interaction (section 1.3.1) allowed disentangling the main determinants in NP-
membranes non-specific interactions, laying the foundations to predict NPs behaviour in 
biological systems. In the following, some of these determinants, either related to NP or 
to the membrane, will be briefly reviewed.  
Key NPs features in the interaction with lipid membranes 
Depending on NPs size, the NP-membrane interaction can result in different outcomes: 
NPs with size comparable or smaller than the bilayer thickness can be embedded within 
the bilayer or translocate across it, by simple diffusion or opening pores; larger particles 
(>10 nm) can be engulfed by lipid membranes, with multiple experimental observations 
pointing at the existence of an optimal NP size for wrapping 54,55. From the theoretical 
standpoint, the energetic balance between the adhesion forces (eqn. (1.6)) and the 
membrane elastic deformation penalty (eqn. (1.7)) results in two characteristic NPs 








     (1.9) 
 
For relatively small membrane deformations, i.e. within the “bending-dominated 
regime”, the wrapping process is controlled by the competition between membrane 
bending rigidity and NP’s adhesion strength, leading to a critical radius Rkw: for R<Rkw, NPs 
remain unwrapped, while for R>Rkw NPs are fully engulfed.  For membrane deformations 
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larger than √2𝑘𝑏/𝛾  , i.e. in the “tension-dominated regime” 
39,40,56, the NP wrapping 
depends also on γ, which leads to a second crossover NP radius Rkγ (eqn. (1.9)). 
Differently from NPs size, the impact of NPs shape on nano-bio interactions is far less 
understood: from the theoretical standpoint, the increase of the surface area/volume 
ratio from spherical to non-spherical NPs maximizes the surface available for adhesion 
and wrapping by lipid membranes (eqn. (1.6)), enhancing their reactivity and potentially 
inducing higher in vivo cytotoxic effects 57. On the other side, the high local surface 
curvature of asymmetric NPs increases the energy barrier associated to membrane 
deformation 39,56: this is predicted to lead to preferential wrapping orientations of 
asymmetric NPs, to minimize the energy cost for membrane deformation 41,58 (Fig. 1.5b).  
NPs shape and size often represent minor factors in the interaction of NPs with lipid 
interfaces, which is primarily mediated by the ligands coating the NP surface; the 
physicochemical nature of the coating agent determines NPs polarity and interfacial 
properties, directly involved in the electrostatic and London–van der Waals contributions 
to NPs adhesion to a lipid bilayer (eqn. (1.4) and (1.5)). Ligand charge plays a major role 
in the phenomenon: indeed, since most of biologically-inspired model membranes have 
zwitterionic or slightly anionic nature, cationic NPs promote a stronger interaction with 
respect to anionic ones, which is often associated with relevant adverse cytotoxic effects 
in vivo 59–64.  In addition, the polarity of the coating agent controls NPs spontaneous 
localization when challenging a lipid bilayer: while hydrophilic NPs larger than 10 nm can 
be partially or fully wrapped by the membrane, smaller hydrophobic NPs can either 
spontaneously cross 65,66 or be entrapped 65 within the lipid membrane depending on their 
polarity. 
Eventually, the binding strength between the NPs surface and its coating agent affects 
both single NP–membrane interactions and collective NP–NP interactions at the nano–
bio interface: physisorbed ligands, which can be easily displaced from the NP surface 
through ligand-exchange 67, are associated to an enhanced reactivity of NPs, which can 
be considered as ‘‘naked’’. In paragraph 3.1 (Paper II), we will show that hydrophilic 
weakly absorbed ligands on the surface of AuNPs, i.e. citrate anions, can be easily 
replaced by membrane lipid components, promoting peculiar aggregation phenomena at 
the nano-bio interface. Moreover, in paragraph 3.3 (Paper VII), we will demonstrate that 
hydrophobic physisorbed ligands, i.e., oleic acid/oleylamine coatings on iron oxide NPs, 
are associated with NPs pearl-necklace aggregation inside monoolein bilayers.  
Key membrane features in the interaction with NPs 
The compositional heterogeneity of biological membranes, comprising of thousands of 
different lipids, carbohydrates and proteins 68, can be reproduced, at different complexity 
levels, by model membranes. In recent years, it has been shown that the composition of 
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synthetic bilayers determines specific physicochemical, mechanical and thermodynamic 
properties affecting the interaction with NPs. As an example, membrane surface 
potential, determined by the percentage of non-ionic, anionic and cationic lipids 69, 
strongly affects the interaction with NPs, as predicted by eqn. (1.4). Moreover, the 
interaction with nanomaterials is deeply affected by the presence of specific membrane 
components, such as cholesterol: this molecule, which is one of the most abundant 
sterols in biological membranes, affects the fluidity of lipid bilayers, promoting peculiar 
NPs-membrane interactions 70–72, which will be the focus of section 3.1.3 (Paper IV).  
 
 
Figure 1.6 Representation of gel and liquid-crystalline state of a flat lipid bilayer and a bilayer-
enclosed liposome.The conversion between the two physical states is triggered by heating above 
the melting temperature (Tm). Readapted from 21.  
 
More importantly, the molecular structure of membrane lipid components determines 
the packing of lipids within the bilayer at a given temperature: this, in turn, affects both 
the physical state, relevant for the discussion of paragraph 3.1 (Papers II, III and IV), and 
the overall topological curvature of the membrane, which will represent the main topic 
of paragraph 3.2 (Paper V). These two latter parameters are of prominent relevance in 
the interactions with nanomaterials and will be separately discussed in the following.  
The physical state of a lipid bilayer at a given temperature is dictated by the molecular 
geometry of lipid components, determining its gel–liquid crystalline phase behavior. By 
increasing temperature, lipid bilayers undergo a main phase transition from the so-called 
‘‘gel state’’ (Lb), where hydrocarbon chains are tightly packed and almost locked in place, 
to a ‘‘fluid state’’ (Lα), where lipids freely diffuse within the 2D membrane plane (Figure 
1.6). The ‘‘melting transition temperature’’ (Tm) is specific for a given lipid composition 
and determines the mechanical response of the membrane at a given temperature. In 
particular, the high values of membrane bending rigidity (kB) of gel phase bilayers with 
respect to fluid phase ones 56 are responsible for their reduced reactivity towards 
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nanomaterials, mainly due to the increased energy cost of membrane to bend and wrap 
around a NP  (eqn. (1.7)). This topic will be the focus of sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 (Papers 
II and III), dealing with PC bilayers of different bending rigidity interacting with citrated 
AuNPs.  
Beside the physical state, membrane topology is theoretically predicted to play a crucial 
role in the interaction with NPs. As discussed in paragraph 1.1, natural and synthetic lipid 
bilayers may fold into flat, as well as more organized non-planar bilayered-structures, 
whose interaction with NPs represents a highly unexplored research area. From a 
theoretical standpoint, non-zero values of mean (eqn. (1.2)) and Gaussian (eqn. (1.3)) 
curvatures lead to a modification of Helfrich energy (eqn. (1.7)) with respect to the case 
of lamellar membranes, which is connected to variations in the elastic response towards 
externally induced deformations (e.g., NPs adhesion and wrapping). Moreover, different 
topologies are associated with a variation in the frustration packing free energy (EP) of 
the system 73 (eqn. (1.10)) which might have important implications in the interaction 
with NPs.  
𝐸𝑃 = 𝑘(𝑙 − 𝑙𝑟)
2     (1.10) 
with k stretching rigidity of lipid chains, l and lr hydrophobic chain extension in the 
stretched and relaxed state, respectively.  
Paragraph 3.2 (Paper V) will deal on the impact of membrane curvature in the interaction 
with nanomaterials, comparing the effect of prototypical NPs on lamellar and cubic non-
lamellar synthetic models. Paragraph 3.3 (Paper VI and VII) will focus on the structural 
modifications induced by hydrophobic NPs on lipid assemblies, including biologically 
relevant phase transitions between lipid mesophases of different curvature. These 
transitions, which share similar energy barriers and molecular re-arrangements with 
membrane fusion processes 42, will be rationalized combining the Helfrich theory (eqn. 
(1.7)) with geometrical packing considerations (eqn. (1.10)).  
 
1.3.3 Interaction of Nanoparticles with synthetic lipid bilayers for the 
development of hybrid soft devices 
 
Besides the fundamental interest, the interaction of NPs with lipid membranes can be 
exploited to design and develop hybrid nanostructured materials for applications in 
different technological fields, ranging from Nanomedicine, to biosensing, to material 
science. 
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As highlighted in paragraph 1.1, lipids’ self-assembly in water gives rise to a wide variety 
of structures with different geometry, which can host hydrophilic-coated NPs in the 
aqueous regions and/or hydrophobic-coated NPs in the hydrophobic domains. 
Remarkably, NPs can spontaneously insert within the lipid scaffolds due to non-specific 
forces (section 1.3.1), thus representing a facile approach to obtain relatively complex 
hybrid materials with controlled structure and defined physicochemical properties.  
The combination of NPs with lipid assemblies leads to materials with interesting features: 
(i) the biocompatibility of the lipid moiety allows envisioning their application in 
biomedical fields; (ii) the self-assembly of lipids is responsive to temperature, hydration 
and other experimental conditions, whose variations can be triggered on demand, by 
external stimuli applied to NPs included within the lipid scaffold: this allows building-up 
new materials endowed with stimuli-responsiveness for applications in different fields, 
e.g. controlled drug delivery; (iii) the confinement of NPs in lipid assemblies can locally 
concentrate and impose them a spatial arrangement: this can lead to an enhancement of  
NPs-related signals, e.g. optical or MRI readout for diagnostic applications. Moreover, the 
membrane-templated organization of NPs can induce variations in their physicochemical 
features (e.g., optical properties), which can be used to probe multiple properties of 
synthetic and natural host lipid scaffolds.   
The inclusion of different kinds of inorganic NPs within lipid assemblies of lamellar nature 
represents a widely employed strategy for developing hybrid nanomedicines: 
magnetoliposomes, i.e. lipid vesicles embedded with hydrophobic SPIONs, represent a 
well-known example of hybrid material endowed with NPs-induced responsivity to static 
and alternating magnetic fields, which makes them good candidates in remotely 
controlled drug delivery 74–76. More recently lamellar lipid vesicles have been also 
combined with hydrophobic AuNPs, to build-up photoresponsive and thermosensitive 
hybrid liposomes 77. In addition, multifunctional hybrid liposomes containing 
magnetoplasmonic nanoparticles (SPIONs@Au) were recently developed, merging the 
hypothermic and photothermal abilities of the two inorganic building blocks for image-
guided delivery of anti-HIV drugs 78,79. 
In section 3.1.2 (Paper III), the combination of citrated AuNPs with phosphocholine 
vesicles of lamellar nature is exploited to develop a new hybrid assay: here, the peculiar 
optical properties of AuNPs, arising from their bilayer-templated aggregation at the 
vesicles surface, is exploited to probe  the mechanical properties of the lipid membrane 
itself, with relevant implications from both a technological and biological standpoint. 
Besides lamellar lipid structures, the employment of lipid scaffolds of non-lamellar nature 
has attracted growing interest in the last two decades 7,12,18,80–85; this is mainly related to 
the possibility to host much higher amounts of hydrophobic species (e.g., active principles 
for targeted delivery applications) with respect to their lamellar analogues 81,86,87. 
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Moreover, their complex inner architecture has been recognized to promote a strong 
interaction with biological barriers 88,89, enhancing the uptake and therapeutic efficiency 
of medicines. The inclusion of NPs within these promising architectures can be exploited 
not only to introduce stimuli-responsiveness, but also to finely tune their structure, 
engineering it for its final purpose: this will represent the focus of paragraph 3.3 (Paper 
VI and VII), wherein we will exploit the inclusion of inorganic NPs within lipid cubic phases 
to finely manipulate and optimize their structure for technological applications in the 
drug delivery field.  




In this chapter, I will briefly introduce the working principles of the main investigation 
techniques used in this work. Details on the employed instrumentations, approaches 
adopted for data analysis and the samples’ environment are extensively described in the 
full text and/or SI of the papers connected to this thesis.  
 
2.1 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a non-destructive technique, allowing to obtain bi-
dimensional surface maps with nanometric resolution and information on several 
physicochemical properties of the sample 90,91. The working principle of an AFM 
experiment consists of measuring the interaction forces between the AFM probe, which 
comprises of a cantilever with a tip (with a nanometric radius) at its free end, and the 
sample 92. 
To obtain an AFM surface topography image, the AFM tip is brought close to the sample 
and then raster-scanned over the x-y plane of its surface, mapping the tip-sample 
interactions at each point. This is accomplished by finely controlling the AFM probe’s 
position through a piezoelectric stage, onto which the probe is mounted.  
While scanning the surface, the AFM tip undergo attractive or repulsive interactions with 
the sample (e.g., Van der Waals, electrostatic, capillary, magnetic interactions, etc.), 
leading to a negative or positive bending of the cantilever, respectively. The force 
experienced by the tip while the cantilever is deflected can be described by the Hook law: 
 
𝐹 =  −𝑘𝑥     (2.1) 
 
with k spring constant of the cantilever and x cantilever deflection. Thus, the extent of 
the cantilever deflection depends on k (a cantilever-related property) and the strength of 
forces between the tip and the sample. 
The up/down and side deflection of the cantilever as the tip scans along the surface is 
monitored through a laser beam, reflected from the back of the reflective AFM cantilever. 
This beam is tracked by a position sensitive photo-detector, recording the vertical and 
lateral motion of the probe. The deflection sensitivity of the detector is calibrated in 
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terms of how many nanometers of motion correspond to a unit of voltage measured on 
the detector.  
While detecting the deflection of the lever during scanning, the position-sensitive 
detector also provides a feedback to maintain the accurate response and a constant 
setpoint. Different feedback parameters (setpoint values) are alternatively chosen, 
depending on the AFM operational mode 93.  
AFM can operate in different working modes, allowing for imaging the sample and/or 
probing local physicochemical properties (e.g., magnetic, elastic, electric properties, etc.).  
“Contact”, “non-contact” and “tapping” modes are the most widely employed AFM 
modes and can be distinguished in terms of the cantilever behaviour.  
In the contact mode, the tip is in physical contact with the sample, while scanning its 
surface. 
For the case of topographic imaging, the mapping of the surface can be obtained by fixing 
the tip-sample force (i.e., F of eqn. (2.1)), by using the feedback loop (i.e., constant-force 
mode). Alternatively, the height of the probe above the sample (i.e., x of eqn. (2.1)) can 
be kept fixed, monitoring the cantilever deflection during the scanning of the sample’s 
surface (i.e., constant-height mode). 
In the tapping mode the cantilever oscillates in close proximity of the sample surface, at 
the resonance frequency of the cantilever and at a defined amplitude. This amplitude is 
kept constant during scanning, constituting the feedback parameter.  
In the non-contact mode, the cantilever does not touch the sample surface, as it oscillates 
above it with a lower amplitude with respect to the tapping mode.  The oscillation 
frequency is slightly higher than the cantilever’s resonance frequency. In this case, either 
the amplitude or the frequency of oscillation can be chosen as feedback parameters.  
A less common AFM operating mode is the “PeakForce Tapping” mode, recently 
developed by Bruker 94; this mode has been extensively employed in this work (paragraph 
3.1, Paper III), to record force spectroscopy data.  
Within this approach, the cantilever oscillates with a frequency below its resonance 
frequency in the proximity of the sample’s surface, periodically touching it. The tip-
sample interaction force at each touch is instantaneously recorded and used by the 
feedback loop to control and minimize the applied force on the sample 94.  
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2.2 Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy (LSCM) 
 
Laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) allows for imaging thin optical sections, with 
high-resolution and depth selectivity, in specimens of thickness up to 100 micrometers 95. 
Images are acquired point-by-point within a selected optical section, while sections of 
different depths can be subsequently reconstructed, allowing three-dimensional imaging 
of objects. In LSCM, the specimen is irradiated in a point-wise fashion with a laser beam 
and the fluorescence, arising from the interaction between the laser light and the sample, 
is detected point by point. To obtain information about the entire specimen, the laser 
beam is guided across the specimen (or viceversa), through a scanning process. As can be 
seen from Figure 2.1 95, a coherent light beam is emitted by a laser excitation source and 
passes through a pinhole (aperture pinhole), situated in a conjugate plane with a scanning 
point on the specimen and a second pinhole positioned in front of the detector (a 
photomultiplier tube). The laser is reflected by a dichromatic mirror and scanned across 
the specimen, illuminating points of 0.25-0.8 μm in diameter in a defined focal plane; 
secondary fluorescence emitted from the specimen (in the same focal plane) passes back 
through the dichromatic mirror and is focused as a confocal point at the detector pinhole 
aperture. Only a small fraction of the out-of-focus fluorescence emission is delivered 
through the pinhole aperture, while most of it does not contribute to the resulting image: 
this increases the image quality and resolution with respect to conventional fluorescence 
microscopy. In addition, optical sectioning allows a great number of slices to be cut and 
recorded at different planes of the specimen, with the specimen being moved along the 
optical axis (Z) by controlled increments (0.5-1.5 μm).  
  
Figure 2.1 Confocal microscopy geometry from Olympus microscopy resource centre 95. 
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The result is a 3D data set, which provides information about the spatial structure of the 
object. Here, we employ CLSM for the optical imaging investigation described in 
paragraph 3.2; details on the used instrument and data analysis are reported in the full 
text of Paper V. 
 
2.3 Small-Angle X-Ray and Neutron Scattering (SAXS and SANS) 
 
In the Small-Angle Scattering (SAS) techniques, the elastic scattering from a sample is 
recorded at very low angles, which opens the possibility to investigate nanostructured 
materials, with disomogeneities ranging from few nm to hundreds of nm 96. In a SAS 
experiment, a beam of collimated radiation with a defined wavelength (λ), which can be 
a neutron (SANS) or an X-ray photon (SAXS) beam, is directed at the specimen (Figure 
2.2);  the light elastically scattered by the sample is collected by a position-sensitive 
mono- or bi-dimensional detector, which converts the bidimensional intensity pattern 
into a monodimensional curve, describing the scattering intensity (I(q)) as a function of 
the so-called scattering vector q 96.  
q is the modulus of the resultant between the incident, k i, and the scattered, ks, 
wavevectors, and is given by 96,97:  
|𝑞| =  |𝑘𝑓 −  𝑘𝑖| =  
4𝜋𝑛
𝜆
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃)     (2.2)  
with 2θ scattering angle and n refractive index of the sample.  
I(q) results from the constructive and destructive interference between the waves 
scattered from all the illuminated atoms of the specimen and contains a structural 
information, accounting for the shape, size and interaction between the different 
scattering centres within the sample 96,97:   
𝐼(𝑞) = 𝐾𝑁𝑃𝑉𝑃
2(𝛥𝜌)2𝑃(𝑞)𝑆(𝑞) + 𝐵   (2.3) 
with K the amplitude accounting for instrumental factors, 𝑁𝑃 numerical density of the 
scattering particles, 𝑉𝑃  the scattering particle volume fraction and B incoherent 
background. Importantly, P(Q) is the particles “form factor”, accounting for their shape, 
while S(Q) is the interparticle “structure factor”, accounting for the spatial correlation 
between different scatterers within the sample 96,97. Finally, 𝛥𝜌   is a contrast term, 
quantifying the difference between the interaction of the probe with the sample and the 
surrounding medium. This term depends on the type of probe/sample interaction, which 
is defined by the nature of the probe itself: in a SAXS experiment, it arises from the 
differences in the electron density between the sample and the continuous medium 96,97. 
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On the other side, in a SANS experiment, 𝛥𝜌 originates from differences between the 
interaction of the neutron beam with the nuclei of the specimen and that of the medium 
96.  
In this work, SAXS is extensively employed for different purposes, spanning from the 
characterization of the size and shape of inorganic NPs, to the analysis of the inner 
structure of lipid mesophases, to the investigation of the interaction between NPs and 
soft matter assemblies. 
 
Figure 2.2 Geometry of a Small-Angle Scattering experiment. The incident beam hits the sample 
and the pattern of scattered light (assuming elastic scattering) is revealed with a 2D detector. the 
modulus of the wave vector q is defined as 4πsin(θ)/λ) with 2θ being the angle between the incident  
and scattered beams. 
 
As X-ray source, either a laboratory source or synchrotron light, providing a higher X-ray 
flux, has been employed, with instrumental details reported in the full text and/or SI of 
the attached papers. On the other side, SANS has been employed in the work described 
in paragraph 3.1, with technical information on the instrument and data analysis being 
detailed in the full text and SI of Paper II. 
 
2.4 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 
 
Dynamic light Scattering (DLS) is one of the most popular methods to determine the size 
of nanoparticles. When NPs are small compared to the wavelength of light, they scatter 
the light in all the directions when exposed to it, according to the so-called “Rayleight 
scattering”. When a sample containing NPs is hit by a coherent and monochromatic light 
source, a time-dependent fluctuation in the intensity of the scattered light can be 
observed. These scattering intensity fluctuations are due to NPs undergoing Brownian 
motion within the dispersion and, thereby, contain information on the hydrodynamic size 
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of NPs through the Stokes-Einstain relation 98.  This information can be derived from an 
autocorrelation of the scattering intensity trace recorded during the experiment. The 
normalized scattered intensity time autocorrelation function (C(t)) of the scattered light 





= [1 + 𝛽[𝑔(1)(𝑡)]
2
]     (2.4) 
 
where β is a constant determined by the specific experimental setup and g(1)(t) is the 
normalized first order (scattered electric field) time autocorrelation function. For a dilute 
dispersion of monodisperse NPs, g(1)(t) is a single exponential function, with a time decay 
connected with the translational self-diffusion coefficient of the NP (D) and the scattering 
length vector (q), as follows: 
 
𝑔(1)(𝑡) = exp(−𝑞2𝐷𝑡)      (2.5) 
For a relatively polydisperse sample, a general approach is to expand the autocorrelation 
function in terms of the distribution moments of the decay rates through the cumulant  
analysis 99, stopped at the second order: 
𝑔(1)(𝑡) = exp (−𝛤1𝑡
1
2!
𝛤2𝑡)     (2.6) 
with Γi=q2Di, reciprocal decay time for each different size population within the sample.  
A more powerful method considers a weighted and continuous distribution of the decay 
rates, leading to the following form of the autocorrelation function 98: 




with W(Γ) intensity-weighted size distribution of the scattering objects. In order to 
determine W(Γ) it from the autocorrelation function, a Laplace inversion is necessary, 
requiring mathematical techniques, known as regularization techniques. Among them, 
Provencher has developed an algorithm called ‘CONTIN’, which has become the method 
of choice for analyzing polydisperse samples, yielding a distribution of the decay rates 
weighted for the overall contribution to the scattered intensity 98.  
DLS has been extensively employed throughout this work (paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2), with 
details on DLS instruments and data analysis being fully reported in the full text and SI of 
Papers II, III, IV and V.  
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2.5 X-Ray and Neutron Reflectometry (XRR and NR) 
 
Reflectivity experiments with neutrons or X-Rays give insight into the structure and 
composition of thin films at interfaces. The short wavelengths of the probe allow for a 
sub-nanometer resolution 100.  
In a reflectometry experiment, a beam of neutrons or X-rays hits the sample at an incident 
angle θi. Part of this beam will be elastically scattered by the sample, resulting in its 
reflection in the plane of incidence at the same angle as the incident one (specular 
reflection) or at a different angle (off-specular reflection) 100.  
In the case of specular reflection, momentum transfer vector q (eqn. (2.2)) is 
perpendicular to the sample surface (i.e., the (x, y) plane) and, therefore, only has a z-
component in the direction normal to the surface, i.e. qz = 2ki (see Fig. 2.3a).  
In its simplest form, a reflectometry experiment measures the intensity of a specularly 
reflected neutron or X-Ray beam, as the wavelength or the angle of incidence of the probe 
is varied 101. Specular reflectivity is usually expressed as a function of qz, i.e. the only non-
null component of the q vector, which can be obtained from the wavelength of the probe 
and the sample reflection angle (which, for the case of specular reflectivity, is equal to 
the incident angle θi) from the following relation 101: 
𝑞𝑧  =  
4𝜋
𝜆
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑖)     (2.8) 
In a typical NR or XRR experiment, a neutron or X-Ray beam of very low divergence 
impinges on a thin film surface at a grazing incidence 101. Up to a critical angle of incidence 
the neutron beam undergoes total external reflection and, beyond that, the beam 
penetrates the stratification of the sample and gets reflected at the interfaces.  
Due to the absence of qx and qy components of the q vector, a specular reflectivity 
measurement only provides information on the structure of the sample in the direction 
perpendicular to its surface; for the common case of a layered thin film, this experiment 
yields information on the thickness of the layers, their densities, interface roughness, etc.  
On the contrary, in the case of off-specular reflection, q will also have non-null qx and qy 
components, being not perpendicular to the sample surface (Figure 2.3b). Off-specular 
reflection is measured by recording the reflectivity of the sample outside the specular 
condition, i.e. angle of reflection (θf) ≠ angle of incidence (θi). In this case, the reflected 
beam, with non-zero qx and qy components, provides information on the lateral (x,y) 
structure of the sample, such as interface roughness and structure of in-plane domains.  
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Figure 2.3 Representative sketch of the specular and off-specular reflections from an ideal 
interface. 
 
Here, specular X-Ray Reflectometry is employed for the study reported in section 3.1.1 
(Paper II), aimed at investigating the absorption of AuNPs onto a thin supported lipid 
bilayer. On the other side, specular Neutron Reflectometry is used to characterize rafted 
supported lipid bilayers (section 3.1.3, Paper IV), while we employ off-specular NR to 
investigate the interaction of AuNPs with lipid membranes of high lateral organization, 
i.e. lipid films with cubic symmetry (paragraph 3.2, Paper V). Detailed information on the 
instruments employed and data treatment are reported in the full text and SI of the 
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3.1 Interaction of citrated gold Nanoparticles with lipid bilayers: from fundamental 
understanding to applications (Papers II, III, IV) 
 
Turkevich-Frens gold nanoparticles stabilized with citrate anions (AuNPs@CT) are one of 
the most explored class of inorganic nanoparticles for biomedical applications. Upon 
incubation with synthetic and natural lipid vesicles, they exhibit an intriguing behavior 
61,102–106: a redshift of the AuNPs@CT localized surface plasmon resonance absorption is 
observed, due to interparticle coupling resulting from a membrane-templated clustering 
of AuNPs 61,106–109 (see paragraph 1.1). The clustering of NPs in proximity of cell 
membranes has been recognized to deeply affect their internalization and cytotoxic 
pathways 42,63; moreover, the membrane-induced variations in AuNPs@CT LSPR have 
been recently exploited to develop surface plasmon-based biosensors 110,111. Despite its 
fundamental and applicative relevance, a thorough understanding of the phenomenon is 
still missing to date.  
In the first part of the work (section 3.1.1), which is the subject of a recently published 
paper (Paper II), we will characterize from a physicochemical standpoint the interaction 
of AuNPs@CT with zwitterionic 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 
(POPC) bilayers, as synthetic models of cell membranes. The gathered results will enable 
elucidating the main factors at play in AuNPs@CT aggregation onto lipid bilayers, leading 
to a comprehensive description of the phenomenon. In the second part of the work 
(section 3.1.2), we will exploit this acquired knowledge to develop an AuNPs@CT-based 
nanoplasmonic assay for the determination of the mechanical properties of natural 
membranes, whose full description can be found in a recently submitted manuscript 
(Paper III). Eventually, section 3.1.3 will summarize the main results of a freshly published 
work (Paper IV),  wherein the findings on AuNPs@CT interaction with simple 
phosphocholine bilayers are used as starting point to head towards more complex model 
systems, approaching the reality of cell membranes: the impact of introducing nanoscale 
heterogeneities within the membrane, i.e. lipid rafts, in the interaction with AuNPs@CT 
will be explored.  
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3.1.1 Interaction of AuNPs with POPC model bilayers (Paper II) 
 
Here, we employ an ensemble of optical, structural and surface techniques to 
characterize the interaction of AuNPs@CT (16 nm diameter, zeta potential: 36 ± 2 mV) 
with model POPC vesicles of 100 nm in size and slightly negative Z-potential (-4.9 ± 0.4 
mV, see SI of Paper II for AuNPs@CT and liposomes characterization). The main 
physicochemical and structural features of this interaction are separately summarized in 
the following (see Paper II full text for details) and ultimately merged into a final 
mechanistic hypothesis of interaction.  
Optical features of AuNPs/vesicles: Irreversible aggregation driven by ligand exchange 
As described in section 1.2.1, UV-Vis Spectroscopy can be used to monitor AuNPs surface 
plasmon resonance absorption, whose variations can be directly related to AuNPs 
aggregation. Here, we employed UV-Vis spectroscopy to study the clustering of 
AuNPs@CT induced upon mixing with POPC liposomes (see SI of Paper II for the 
preparation of samples). Fig. 3.1a shows that the addition of decreasing amounts of 
liposomes causes a progressive broadening of the LSPR  peak of AuNPs@CT and, 
eventually, the appearance of a redshifted shoulder for the lowest amounts of added 
liposomes; this phenomenon, also visible by naked-eyes (Fig. 3.1b), is a clear indication 
that the clustering of AuNPs is a membrane-dependent phenomenon, which strictly 
occurs on the liposomal surface, so that the lower the liposomal surface extension 
available, the higher the aggregation extent of AuNPs@CT.  
 
Figure 3.1 UV-Vis spectra of AuNPs@CT (1.3 nM) in the presence of different amounts of POPC 
liposomes (R (Liposomes/AuNPs@CT number ratio) = 8; 2; 0.5, and 0.25) and visual appearance of 
the corresponding samples (b, c); (d) UV-Vis spectra R = 2 complexes, initially mixed in different 
volumes, and then diluted to the same final volume and visual appearance of the corresponding 
samples (e). 
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Importantly, Fig. 3.1c-e highlight that kinetic effects are of prominent relevance:  in 
particular, both the mixing order of the species (i.e., liposomes added to the AuNPs@CT 
(Fig. 3.1c) vs. AuNPs@CT added to liposomes (Fig. 3.1b)) and the volume at which 
AuNPs@CT and liposomes are initially mixed (Fig. 3.1d-e) determine meaningful 
differences in the extent of NPs clustering; this suggests that the membrane-induced 
aggregation of AuNPs@CT proceeds under kinetic control and it is of irreversible nature. 
This feature implies the presence of an irreversible step in the process, which constitutes 
the driving force of the whole phenomenon. A set tailored experiments, reported below, 
allowed identifying this crucial step with a ligand exchange between the POPC lipid 
composing the membrane and the AuNPs@CT capping agent, i.e. citrate.  
As discussed in section 1.3.2, the nature of NPs surface ligands mediates their interaction 
with lipid interfaces, primarily determining the nano-bio interaction pathway and its 
outcome. Differently from most of AuNPs capping agents, citrate anions are only 
physisorbed on the NPs surface and can be easily displaced by other covalent or 
noncovalent ligands 67,112, leaving the gold surface “naked” and highly reactive. 
 
 
Figure 3.2 (a, b) Photos of the two-phase system (NPs + water)/(chloroform + POPC) of (a) 
AuNPs@CT and (b) AuNPs@MPA, captured: soon after chloroform addition (t0), after 20 min (t1) 
and 24 h (t2). (c, d) Representative UV-Vis spectra of R = 1 (c) AuNPs@CT and (d) AuNPs@MPA 
before and after incubation with POPC liposomes.   
 
To explore the implications of citrate exchangeable nature, we compared the behavior of 
AuNPs@CT with the one of equal-sized AuNPs, capped with a covalently bounded 
thiolated ligand of similar size and charge as citrate (3-mercaptopropionic acid, MPA): in 
a 1:1 (v:v) CHCl3/water biphasic system, where POPC molecules are present in the organic 
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phase, AuNPs are either blocked in the aqueous 
phase (i.e., AuNPs@MPA in Fig. 3.2b) or 
completely transferred to the organic phase (i.e., 
citrated AuNP in Fig. 3.2a), depending on the 
nature of the ligand. This opposite behaviour is 
due to the fact that, while MPA is not exchanged 
with POPC due to the strength of the Au-S 
bound, citrate is easily displaced by the lipid at 
the chloroform-water interface, where a 
monolayer of POPC is present, leading to the 
extraction of AuNPs to the organic phase. This 
correlates well with the optical behaviour of 
AuNPs when incubated with POPC liposomes in 
water: differently from AuNPs@CT (Fig. 3.2c), 
AuNPs@MPA do not aggregate upon mixing with 
vesicles (Fig. 3.2d), highlighting  a major role of 
citrate-POPC exchange in driving the clustering 
of AuNPs.  
We can conclude that the kinetic nature of the 
AuNPs@CT clustering onto lipid bilayers finds an 
explanation at a molecular level in the 
irreversible nature of citrate-POPC ligand 
exchange at the nano-bio interface, which, 
involving a partial substitution of the citrate shell 
with POPC and citrate release, would represent 
an irreversible binding step.  
 
Structural features of AuNPs/vesicles: the 
asymmetric shape and distribution of clusters 
We characterized the structure of AuNPs@CT-
POPC liposomes complexes combining solution 
ensemble techniques (SAXS and SANS) with 
atomic force microscopy (liquid AFM). SAXS and 
SANS provide complementary structural 
information at the nanoscale: the high 
AuNPs/H2O contrast in SAXS emphasizes the 
structural features of AuNPs@CT and of their 
aggregates, whereas the high lipid/D2O contrast 
in SANS provides access to structural details of 
Figure 3.3 (a) SAXS of POPC liposomes in 
the presence of different amounts of 
AuNPs (R = 0.5 and 0.25); comparison of 
the experimental curves with the power 
laws I(q)=q-1 and I(q)=q-2 (inset). (b) 
Representative AFM images of POPC 
liposomes after interaction with AuNPs (R 
= 0.25); magnification of the AFM image 
which highlights AuNP aggregates. (c) 
SANS profiles of POPC liposomes in the 
presence of different amounts of AuNsP (R 
= 1 and 0.25); the curve fit for liposomes 
according to a polydisperse core-shell 
model is consistent with vesicles of a 45 nm 
radius and 0.3 PDI (inset). SANS 
measurements performed at D11, ILL. 
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NPs’ effects on the lipid bilayer. Fig. 3.3a displays SAXS profiles of AuNPs/liposomes 
complexes at 2 and 4 AuNPs per liposome on average. Due to the low concentration, the 
scattering of liposomes is not distinguishable from the water background, thereby the 
signal is exclusively due to AuNPs@CT. When liposomes are present, the scattered 
intensity shows a clear q-2 trend in the low-q range (Fig. 3.3a, inset) (see SI of Paper II for 
quantitative analysis of SAXS profiles), hinting  at a fractal arrangement of the primary 
particles 113, not observed in the absence of liposomes. AFM in liquid on the same samples 
(Fig. 3.3b) showed compact assemblies of AuNPs on lipid vesicles or vesicle aggregates; 
even if AFM doesn’t allow to establish whether the aggregates are of  2D or 3D nature, a 
SAXS power law with a decay exponent higher than 2 is expected from a 3D compact 
cluster of AuNPs@CT 113–115. Therefore, the combination of AFM and SAXS results is 
consistent with the formation of 2D clusters of tightly packed AuNPs on the liposomes 
surface. Importantly, since AuNPs@CT and liposomes share comparable concentrations, 
the presence of membrane-confined extended AuNPs@CT aggregates on a single 
liposome implies a strongly uneven distribution of AuNPs@CT: some liposomes will be 
extensively coated by AuNPs, while others will be devoid of NPs. This conclusion is 
supported at the ensemble level by SANS analysis (Figure 3.3c), showing no significant 
variations induced on liposomes scattering profiles upon interaction with AuNPs@CT, in 
line with the hypothesis that the vast majority of the liposomes remain ‘‘undressed”. 
To summarize, the combination of SANS, AFM and SAXS highlights two key features of 
AuNPs@CT aggregation onto lipid membranes: i) AuNPs@CT clusters are of asymmetric, 
i.e. 2D, nature; ii) AuNPs@CT aggregation extensively occurs on a limited number of 
liposomes, leading to a strongly uneven distribution of AuNPs@CT among the vesicles 
ensemble.   
 
Thermodynamic insights on AuNPs aggregation: the role of membrane bending rigidity  
As described in section 1.3.2, the physicochemical properties of lipid bilayers are 
recognized to strongly affect the interaction with NPs. Recent studies address the 
interaction of AuNPs@CT with lipid vesicles of similar composition as the system here 
considered: specifically, it was found that, depending on the membrane physical state, 
the aggregation of AuNPs@CT was either inhibited (e.g., on gel phase DPPC bilayers) or 
promoted (e.g., on liquid-crystalline phase DOPC bilayers), according to an on-off 
mechanism 102,106. This has been generally interpreted in terms of membrane fluidity’s 
differences between gel and fluid phase membranes. Here, we show that membrane 
bending rigidity, more than fluidity, plays a key role in AuNPs@CT membrane-templated 
aggregation. Membrane bending rigidity, which is increasingly recognized as a key-factor 
affecting the reactivity of synthetic and natural bilayers towards nanomaterials 38,56, 
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controls the extent of NPS wrapping (eqn. (1.7)), ultimately determining the NP-
membrane contact area and the strength of interactions at the nano-bio interface.   
Here, we investigated the impact of membrane bending rigidity by introducing high 
bending costs on the AuNPs@CT-bilayer interaction and monitoring the subsequent 
effect on AuNPs clustering. AuNPs@CT were incubated with POPC supported lipid 
bilayers (SLBs) obtained on a silicon wafer (see Paper II for preparation), where the close 
interaction with the support hinders membrane bending and wrapping around NPs, while 
the membrane lateral fluidity is scarcely modified 116. The XRR profiles (Fig. 3.4a) of POPC 
SLBs in the absence and in the presence of AuNPs@CT only differs for a slight shift in the 
XRR oscillations of the bilayer form factor to lower q values, consistent with the adhesion 
of only few AuNPs@CT on the lipid membrane 117 (see SI of Paper II for details).  
 
 
Figure 3.4 a) XRR profiles of a POPC SLB before and after incubation with AuNPs; the curve fitting 
of the experimental curve and derived scattering length density (SLD) profile (inset). XRR 
measurements performed at ID03, ESRF. (b) UV-vis plasmon resonance spectra of small-diameter 
(5 nm) citrated AuNPs in the absence and in the presence of POPC liposomes (R = 0.1); (c) Liquid 
AFM of AuNPs on a POPC SLB. (d) QCM-D experiment on the adsorption of AuNPs on a POPC SLB: 
lines and filled circles represent the frequency shifts, while lines and empty circles the dissipation 
factors; the curves are normalized for the overtone numbers. The graph highlights that, after the 
formation of a stable POPC SLB (1), the AuNP injection (2) results in the stable adsorption of some 
NPs on the target membrane, with an overall coverage of approximately 3.5% of the SLB surface 
(see SI of Paper II for details). 
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AFM images confirm this finding, showing AuNPs@CT embedded in the SLB as single 
objects or dimers (Fig. 3.4c), while QCM-D data (Fig. 3.4d) highlight that AuNPs@CT only 
cover the 3.5% of the SLB surface. Taken all together, these results show that AuNPs@CT 
adhere to the rigid SLB membrane, while their clustering is significantly limited, which 
points out a key role of membrane rigidity. 
To corroborate this result, we investigated the effect of AuNPs@CT size in the interaction 
with POPC liposomes: indeed, as explained in section 1.3.1 (eqn. (1.7)), decreasing NP size 
involves an higher energy penalty for the membrane to deform around the NP surface, 
due to the higher imposed local curvature. 
Challenging POPC liposomes with significantly smaller AuNPs@CT (5 nm instead of 16 nm 
in diameter, see SI of Paper II for synthesis), we observed no trace of plasmon coupling 
from AuNP UV–Vis absorbance (Fig. 3.4b): this indicates that 5 nm AuNPs@CT, which are 
expected to be wrapped by the membrane to a lower extent, do not cluster, which 
confirms a major role of membrane bending rigidity in the AuNPs@CT /POPC liposome 
interaction.  
We interpreted this result considering that the bending capacity of the bilayer determines 
the extent of wrapping around a NP (eqn. (1.7)), i.e. the NP-membrane contact area 
where the citrate-POPC exchange takes place. The removal of citrate reduces the 
interparticle electrostatic repulsion on the membrane, enabling short-range NP-NP Van 
der Waals interactions, which leads to the formation of AuNPs clusters on the lipid 
surface. If wrapping is inhibited by high bending costs, AuNPs@CT clustering is not 
observed for the same NP coating and lipid membrane, which can be attributed the lower 
POPC-citrate substitution on the NP surface, preventing short-range interactions. 
 
AuNPs@CT-lipid bilayers interaction: a mechanistic hypothesis 
The ensemble of experimental results can be framed in a mechanistic hypothesis, which 
would account for: i) the irreversible adsorption of AuNPs@CT; ii) the 2D-clustering of 
AuNPs@CT on selected liposomes; iii) the role of membrane bending rigidity in the 
AuNPs@CT aggregation. 
Considering the strong imbalance in the distribution of AuNPs@CT clusters, we 
hypothesized the presence of a specific driving force directing the targeting of selected 
liposomes: this was identified with the release of citrate (and Stern counterions) at the 
wrapped area of an AuNPs@CT, which follows POPC ligand exchange. When multivalent 
citrate anions are released, the ionic strength at the ligand-exchange site will locally 
increase to a significant extent, lowering the kinetic barrier for NPs aggregation and 
establishing preferential trails for AuNPs@CT recruitment towards the liposome 
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concerned. This hypothesis would fit into a multistep model (Fig. 3.5), where the 
following steps can be outlined: 
(i) Adhesion. The negative charge of AuNPs@CT, imparted by the citrate coating, 
prevents NP-NP aggregation in water solution; however, the electrostatic barrier for the 
adhesion of AuNPs@CT to the bilayer is significantly lower, due to the low surface charge 
of liposomes. Thermal fluctuations can easily bring AuNPs@CT close to the bilayer, where 
adhesion, driven by short-range Van der Waals attraction, occurs. 
(ii) Wrapping. AuNPs@CT adhesion locally imposes a high curvature to the membrane. 
Provided that NPs size is large enough and that membrane bending rigidity is sufficiently 
low, the partial wrapping of AuNPs@CT takes place, leading to the irreversible POPC-
citrate ligand exchange. The extent of citrate displacement depends on the NP wrapped 
area and, thereby, on the balance between the NP-membrane adhesion forces and the 
energy penalty due to membrane bending.  
(iii) “Citrate-trail.” The release of citrate and associated counterions determines a 
localized increase in the ionic strength: this in turn increases the probability of the 
adhesion of another NP to the same liposome, followed by a synergistic cascade effect, 
where each adhered NP partially releases its coating to mark the pathway for the 
following NP.  
(iv) 2D-membrane-templated aggregation.  Once more than one AuNP@CT is present on 
the same liposome, the decreased NP-NP electrostatic repulsion due to partial citrate 
release, together with the tendency of the membrane to decrease the locally imposed 
curvature due to NP’s adhesion, leads to the formation of 2D membrane-confined 
AuNPs@CT supracrystals on the lipid bilayer. 
Combining the DLVO formalism with the Helfrich elastic theory (section 1.3.1), this 
mechanistic hypothesis discloses how thermodynamic (i.e., electrostatic and Van der 
Waals interactions, lipid membrane elastic properties) and kinetic effects (citrate-lipid 
exchange at the nano-bio interface) are intertwined.  
It is worth to notice that this whole phenomenon is intimately connected to- and mainly 
driven by AuNPs@CT surface features, rather than their chemical composition; indeed, it 
does not occur when Au-covalently bounded ligands are involved 67. Under this 
perspective, we can easily hypothesize that this behaviour will be shared by different 
nanomaterials (e.g., inorganic NPs with a different core) with similar surface properties, 
with broad impacts for colloid science and technology. As an example, the understanding 
of this phenomenon might have relevant implications for the use of different NPs’ kinds 
in Nanomedicine, since NPs’ internalization in cells as clusters, rather than as primary NPs, 
has dramatic effects on their bioactivity. Moreover, the acquired fundamental knowledge 
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on AuNPs@CT interaction with synthetic bilayers can be also exploited for technological 
purposes, e.g. the rational design of engineered hybrid materials for applicative purposes. 
In particular, the following section, which summarizes the main results of Paper III, will 
illustrates how the newly discovered dependence of AuNPs@CT aggregation on 




Figure 3.5 Mechanism of interaction between AuNPs and the lipid membrane. (a) Adhesion-





3.1.2 AuNPs as nanoprobes of the nanomechanical properties of biological 
membranes: a “stiffness ruler” based on nanoplasmonics (Paper III) 
 
The mechanical properties of membrane-enclosed compartments (e.g., cells, organelles, 
enveloped viruses, biogenic and synthetic vesicles) regulate their response to external 
deformations and are relevant in several physical, chemical and biological processes 
42,51,52,118. Depending on their deformability, synthetic vesicles engineered for drug 
delivery display different pharmacokinetics and internalization mechanism 119. The 
mechanical properties of cells and bound-organellae are involved in numerous biological 
processes (e.g., cell fusion, growth and differentiation, internalization of NPs or viruses 
120–123, etc.) and are recognized as biomarkers of   pathological cell conditions 124–126.  
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Although central for a number of research areas (from nanomedicine, to biophysics and 
pharmaceutical technology), the accurate assessment of the mechanical properties of 
both synthetic and natural soft matter objects remains a major challenge 52,127. Traditional 
methodologies (shape fluctuation optical analysis 128, micropipette aspiration 129, X-ray 
scattering 130,131 and neutron spin-echo 132) are cost- and/or time-consuming, with results 
often affected by a non-negligible discrepancy 127,133–136. 
Recently, techniques that enable an active probing of the mechanical response of the 
entire membranous compartment to an applied deformation (i.e., its “stiffness”) 
emerged as unique tools to provide a comprehensive description of the mechanical 
properties of the system 137. Unfortunately, such methods (e.g., Atomic Force Microscopy 
based Force Spectroscopy (AFM-FS), optical tweezers, etc.), probing a single object at a 
time, are labour-intensive and low-throughput. Moreover, they are often affected by 
statistical inaccuracy and neglect the intrinsic variability across populations in biogenic 
samples. Equally importantly, experienced users are often required for both performing 
measurements and analysing data.  
Here, we propose AuNPs@CT as effective nanoprobes of the stiffness of soft objects, with 
typical submicron size; this approach overcomes the limitations of the current methods. 
The “stiffness nanoruler” consists in a simple colorimetric assay, which exploits the 
unique plasmonic properties of AuNPs@CT, absorbed onto lipid membranes, to assess 
the rigidity of synthetic and natural vesicles according to a fast, inexpensive and facile 
approach (see Paper III full text for details).  
In section 3.1.1 (Paper II), we put forward a mechanistic hypothesis where the wrapping 
extent of AuNPs@CT by the lipid membrane of POPC vesicles, regulated by their 
mechanical properties, is one of the main drivers for their aggregation onto the vesicles’ 
surface. Leveraging this finding, here we employ a set of synthetic PC vesicles of different 
rigidity to highlight a clear functional correlation between the membrane mechanical 
properties and the aggregation extent of AuNPs@CT, monitored through UV-Vis 
spectroscopy. This newly discovered functional dependence is then applied to estimate 
the stiffness of synthetic and natural lipid vesicles of unknown composition and 
properties, e.g. the one of biogenic Extracellular Vesicles (EVs). 
Starting from four different phospholipids (characterized by the same polar headgroup, 
but different hydrophobic chains, see the inset in Figure 3.6b), we prepared six batches 
of 100 nm vesicles dispersions in water (see SI of Paper III for  preparation and 
characterization) composed of pure or mixed lipids, hereafter referred as DSPC, 
DSPC/DPPC (50/50 %mol); DPPC; DPPC/POPC (50/50 %mol); POPC and DOPC.  
As widely reported in the literature on lipid bilayers, this set of vesicles will display 
different Tm of the bilayers (section 1.3.2); therefore, while some membranes will be in 
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the gel phase at r.t., other will be in the liquid-crystalline state 138,139. This different phase 
state of the membranes affects the mechanical properties of vesicles (see section 1.3.2 
for details) 140–143.  
We exploit AFM-FS to determine the stiffness of liposomes at r.t.: Fig. 3.6a reports the 
force-distance curves for each dispersion, where the force experienced by the AFM tip 
while indenting the sample is plotted against the tip-sample separation. 
 
 
Figure 3.6 a) AFM force-distances curves for the different vesicles batches, together with graphical 
representation of vesicles deformation induced by the AFM tip at two different separation 
distances; b) Stiffness values (N/m) of DOPC; POPC, POPC/DPPC, DPPC and DSPC vesicles, 
determined through force-distance based AFM; All error bars represent the uncertainties obtained 
by bootstrapping (1000 repetitions of 5 draws, with replacement). The inset show the chemical 
formulas of 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DPPC), 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) and 1,2-dioleoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC). 
 
The slope observed in the linear regime (i.e., at distances shorter than the contact point) 
represents the stiffness of the vesicles (Fig. 3.6b) (see Paper III full text and SI for details). 
This stiffnesses’ set, was then used to validate our new optical method for the assessment 
of stiffness.  
To this purpose, we challenged the same set of vesicles with a water dispersion of citrated 
AuNPs@CT (see Paper III for the preparation of hybrid samples) and monitored the 
spectral variations in the region of the plasmon absorbance of AuNPs@CT through UV-
Vis spectroscopy (Figure 3.7a).  
While the spectrum of AuNPs@CT in the absence of lipid vesicles is marked by a well-
defined surface plasmon resonance band at 522 nm, the mixing with liposomes 
determines a variation in the AuNPs@CT plasmon absorbance, which is maximized by 
decreasing membrane stiffness in a continuous trend: going from DSPC to DOPC the 
colour of AuNPs@CT dispersion shifts from red to increasingly dark shades of violet and 
blue (bottom inset in Figure 3.7a), which is associated to the progressive emergence of a 
high-wavelength shoulder in their absorbance spectrum, eventually resulting in a 
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secondary plasmon peak at about 625 nm (Figure 3.6a). This new spectral feature is the 
hallmark of the AuNPs@CT aggregation, whose spatial proximity produces the coupling 
of primary AuNPs@CT plasmons (section 1.2.1).  
These experimental observations can be framed within our model of membrane-
templated AuNPs@CT aggregation, illustrated in section 3.1.1. 
 
 
Figure 3.7 a) UV-Vis spectra of AuNPs@CT (1.3 nM) in the presence of different synthetic vesicles 
(0.2 Nm,) at a liposomes/AuNPs number ratio of 1/100. The visual appearance of the corresponding 
samples is shown in the bottom inset; b) Mechanism of interaction between AuNPs@CT and lipid 
vesicles characterized by different stiffness. The image on the top sketches the adhesion of an AuNP 
onto a soft membrane, provoking the partial release of citrate and counterions, as a consequence 
of the AuNP’s wrapping by the membrane (section 3.1.1). This results in the formation of AuNPs 
aggregates onto the vesicle’s surface. The image on the bottom represents the docking of an AuNP 
onto a stiffer lipid membrane, resulting in a lower AuNP’s wrapping extent and citrate release, 
leading to a decrease of AuNP-AuNP distance with respect to the bulk solution, without AuNPs 
clustering. 
 
AuNPs@CT aggregation is initiated by the wrapping of AuNPs@CT by the membrane, 
where the citrate/POPC exchange promotes the release of citrate and counterions. As 
sketched in Figure 3.7b, the wrapped area per particle, which depends on the energetic 
cost required to bend the membrane, ultimately regulates the extent of citrate release 
and, thereby, the aggregation AuNPs@CT. 
This gradual dependence AuNPs@CT aggregation on the stiffness of synthetic vesicles, 
which was further confirmed by Synchrotron SAXS analysis (see Paper III for details), can 
be exploited to set-up a UV-Vis spectroscopic assay to probe the mechanical properties 
of unknown lipid vesicles. To this purpose, we defined an empirical descriptor of 
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AuNPs@CT aggregation, i.e. the “stiffness index” (S.I.), which accounts for the main 
AuNPs@CT spectral variations induced by liposomes (see Paper III for the evaluation of 
S.I. from UV-Vis spectra). This allowed building-up an empirical ‘AuNPs@CT spectral 
response’ vs. ‘membrane stiffness’ scale, reported in Figure 3.8a, where the S.I. values of 




Figure 3.8 a) S.I. values (blue spots) with relative errors bars plotted as a function of membrane 
stiffness. The red curve represents the sigmoidal curve fit, while the grey dashed curve represents 
the first derivative of the sigmoidal curve fit with respect to stiffness.  The coefficient values ± 
standard deviation and chi square obtained from the fitting, together with the mathematical 
expression characterizing the sigmoidal curve fit, are reported in the right inset; b) UV-Vis 
absorbance of AuNPs@CT (1.3 nM) the presence of synthetic PC vesicles (dashed curves) and 
natural extracellular vesicles (solid green curve) at a lipid concentration of 0.04 mg/ml; d) 
Sigmoidal fit curve representing the sigmoidal trend of S.I. as a function of membrane stiffness. The 
EVs S.I. (1.23), evaluated through UV-Vis spectroscopy, and stiffness, predicted by the sigmoidal 
law (0.026 N/m), are reported as grey points in the graph. The grey error bar represents the 
stiffness interval obtained through AFM-FS for EVs. The right inset represents the stiffness values 
of PC vesicles (grey bars) and EVs (green bar) determined through AFM-FS.  
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Each S.I. point represents the average value obtained from measurements on five 
independent samples, highlighting a particularly high reproducibility (see y-error bars in 
the figure and SI of Paper III for detailed information).  
The relationship between AuNPs@CT plasmon properties and membrane stiffness can be 
quantitatively described by a sigmoidal law, having the following expression: 
 
















     (3.1) 
 
with a, b, c and d parameters obtained by fitting the experimental values of S.I. vs. 
stiffness (see red curve fit and right inset of Figure 3.8a) with eqn. (3.1). 
This calibration equation sets a functional connection between the spectral variations of 
AuNPs@CT , as described by the S.I., and the vesicles’ stiffness, and can be exploited to 
quantitatively estimate the mechanical properties of lipid membranes of unknown 
composition and properties, with high sensitivity and reproducibility. We notice that  with 
this method we are able to easily discriminate systems with very close stiffnesses, as 
POPC and DOPC membranes, whose mechanical properties are usually not 
distinguishable with many other techniques 144,145, while -to the best of our knowledge- 
the error associated is the lowest among all the other available methods to measure 
membrane stiffness. In addition, the presence of a sigmoidal law, which exhibits the 
highest variation of S.I. in the central region of the selected set of membrane stiffness 
(see grey dashed curve of Figure 3.8a, representing the first derivative of the sigmoidal 
fit) provides maximum sensitivity in the region where the rigidities of natural membranes 
usually fall (i.e., between 0.02-0.025 N/m 146).  
This method requires minimal sample amounts and can be applied to complex biogenic 
systems. As a proof-of-principle, we tested the assay on a sample of extracellular vesicles, 
EVs (see SI of Paper III for details on cell line and characterization of EVs), which are 
membrane-bound vesicles secreted by eukaryotic cells, acting as essential mediators of 
cell signalling and potential biomarkers of pathological conditions 147–149. 
The stiffness of EVs, determined through AFM-FS, falls in the middle of the stiffness 
interval defined by the synthetic standards used for calibration (right inset of Figure 3.8c); 
accordingly, the optical modification induced by EVs on AuNPs@CT, monitored through 
UV-Vis (Figure 3.8b), is intermediate between the ones of DPPC and DPPC/POPC synthetic 
standards. This striking agreement demonstrates that the correlation between 
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AuNPs@CT aggregation and membrane stiffness, observed in synthetic vesicles, still holds 
for far more complex systems of biological origin. More importantly, the value of stiffness 
estimated from the S.I. of the AuNPs@CT/EVs hybrid, according to the calibration trend 
(0.026 N/m), falls right in the middle of the EVs rigidity range determined through AFM 
(see Figure 3.8c), demonstrating the predictive ability of this optical method. 
In summary, the nanoplasmonic properties of AuNPs@CT can be effectively used to 
assess the stiffness of soft matter objects with a higher sensitivity with respect to the 
current methods. In addition, the method here proposed can be applied on sample 
quantities as small as 15 μl (with a concentration of EVs in the 10-8 M range), which 
represents a game-changer for precious biological samples, otherwise untraceable. 
Moreover, differently from other methods (e.g., AFM-FS, micropipette etc..) which probe 
the elasticity of single objects 137, it allows for the determination of the ensemble-
averaged membrane stiffness, where possible variability across the population is 
considered. To conclude, this new approach would overcome most of the limitations of 
the current methods, employing a time and cost effective colorimetric and/or 
spectrophotometric determination of membrane nanomechanics. 
 
 
3.1.3 Towards more reliable membrane models: the role of lipid rafts in AuNPs 
aggregation on lipid bilayers (Paper IV)  
 
In this last part of this work, we extend the knowledge acquired on AuNPs@CT interaction 
with simple PC bilayers (sections 3.1.1-2) to more sophisticated biomimetic systems, 
moving closer to the complexity of biological membranes. This is the subject of a recent 
publication (Paper IV), addressing the role of nanoscale heterogeneities within the 
membrane, i.e. “lipid rafts”, in the interaction with NPs.  
Biological membranes feature the presence of discrete micro and/or nanodomains, 
where lipids, such as cholesterol, sphingomyelin, saturated glycerophospholipids and 
glycosphingolipids, self-segregate in the liquid-ordered phase (Lb), which is immiscible 
with the surrounding liquid-crystalline disordered phase (Lα) 150 (section 1.3.2). These lipid 
rafts are involved in various biological functions and act as sites for the assembly of 
signalling molecules and the selective adsorption of nanosized materials 151–154. 
Importantly, multiple evidence shows that membrane lateral heterogeneities play a role 
in NPs internalisation and cytotoxicity 71,72,155; however, the physicochemical details of 
NPs/lipid rafts interaction remain largely unknown to date. 
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To address this issue, we exploited AFM to directly visualise the interaction of 
prototypical inorganic nanoparticles, i.e. AuNPs@CT, with model multicomponent SLBs 
(DOPC/DSPC/cholesterol (39/39/22 mol%)), reproducing the nanometric lateral 
heterogeneity of cell membranes. 
SLBs were formed through vesicle fusion and primarily characterized by Neutron 
Reflectivity (see Paper IV full text and SI for details), highlighting the presence of a 
continuous planar bilayer onto the silicon substrate of 5 nm in thickness (see right inset 
of Figure 3.9a for a graphical representation). 
 
Figure 3.9 a) Representative AFM topography of the SLB. The bilayer uniformly covers the surface, 
displaying both the Lb (brighter thicker regions) and Lα phases (darker thinner regions) as 
segregated domains. The reported scalebar is 1 µm. The 500x500 nm micrograph (bottom inset) 
displays the small hole in the bilayer that allowed flattening the image with respect to the SiO2 
surface. Two perpendicular height profiles were traced, horizontally and vertically, across the 
whole image (top inset); the profiles confirm the presence of the two distinct lipid phases covering 
the surface; b) Representative AFM topography of the SLB following the injection of AuNPs. Lipid 
rafts are still visible as differently shaded areas. The larger and heterogeneous spherical objects 
represent unfused vesicles while the smaller ones are the AuNPs that have been homogeneously 
adsorbed on the lipid bilayer. Scalebar is 1 µm. The inset reports a Transmission Electron 
Microscopy (TEM) image of the AuNPs that were used in the experiments, scalebar is 100 nm (refer 
to the SI of Paper IV for details regarding TEM characterization); c) Representative AFM 
micrographs that clearly display the selective adsorption of AuNPs along the boundaries of the lipid 
rafts (brighter regions of the SLB that correspond to the Lb lipid phase). From the images it is also 
possible to distinguish between isolated and clustered NPs. All scalebars are 100 nm; d) Contour 
images obtained from the micrographs. Black lines represent the rafts edges while gold circles 
define the contours of the AuNPs. The gold NPs edges are always in contact with at least one of the 
lines describing the lipid segregated phase boundaries. 
 
AFM was then used to resolve in detail the in-plane rafts morphology, spotting the 
presence of nanometric domains of different heights, i.e. 3.7 vs. 4.7 nm (Figure 3.9a and 
Paper IV for details): the thicker domains were associated with a cholesterol- and DSPC-
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enriched Lb phase, while thinner regions to the Lα lipid phase, mainly composed of DOPC 
156. 
Figure 3.9b shows a representative AFM topography of the SLB following the AuNPs@CT 
injection within the AFM cell: the bigger spherical objects represent vesicles that still have 
to fuse with the bilayer, while the smaller ones are the AuNPs@CT, which seem to be 
homogeneously distributed above the SLB (See Paper IV for the details on the method 
used to discriminate unfused vesicles from AuNPs@CT). 
To precisely determine whether the AuNPs@CT target specific locations on the lipid 
matrix, we reduced the size of the scanned region to ∼ 600 × 600 nm (Figure 3.8c) and 
used the software Gwyddion 2.53.16 to precisely localize AuNPs@CT adsorbed on the 
SLB. The contour images of AuNPs@CT and rafts, highlighted in Figure 3.8d in different 
colours (see Paper IV for details on the analysis of images), reveal that the 91% of NPs 
absorb along the edges of lipid phase boundaries. To the best of our knowledge, this 
finding constitutes the first direct proof that NPs preferentially target and accumulate at 
the boundaries of lipid rafts.   
This phenomenon can be explained considering that phase boundaries represent 
energetically favourable niches for lipid–NPs interactions: the thickness mismatch along 
the boundaries of neighbouring domains increases the exposure of lipid hydrocarbon 
regions to water, which involves high interfacial energy costs. 
When absorbing onto the lipid bilayer, AuNPs induce the bending of the membrane, 
which entails an energy penalty increasing the free energy of the overall process (eqn. 
(1.7)), section 1.3.1). This bending cost is minimized along the phase boundaries, due the 
local negative curvature of the membrane induced by the thickness mismatch: this 
generates energetically favourable conditions for the selective adsorption of AuNPs@CT 
at the edges of lipid rafts, where the free energy of NP/lipid interaction is reduced. 
In addition, through the application of an AFM-based morphometric nanomechanical 
characterisation, we further investigated the reorganisation of the lipid bilayer, as a 
consequence of the AuNPs@CT adsorption: combining the AFM evaluation of AuNPs@CT 
average contact angle on the SLB with simple geometrical considerations (Fig. 3.10), we 
found that AuNPs penetrate the lipid bilayer at the rafts boundaries and reach the 
underlying substrate (see full text of Paper IV for details).  
This result further extends the characterisation of the NPs–lipid interaction, showing that 
rafts boundaries represent not only preferential absorption sites, but also regions of 
enhanced permeability: here, the mechanical stress induced by the thickness mismatch 
between different domains facilitates the membrane wrapping around the adsorbed NPs, 
allowing their full penetration within the bilayer. 
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To summarize, here we showed that AuNPs@CT preferentially target lipid phase 
boundaries both as adsorption and penetration sites, hence providing the first direct 




Figure 3.10 Schematic representation of the configuration used to evaluate, from a conceptual 
point of view, the contact angle that would characterize an AuNPs with a diameter of 14 nm, 
adsorbed on a rigid flat surface and surrounded by a   ̴ 5 nm lipid bilayer.  
 




3.2 Interaction of inorganic Nanoparticles with lamellar and non-lamellar model 
membranes: curvature effects in nano-bio interactions (Paper V) 
 
This chapter extends our investigation to synthetic lipid membranes of non-lamellar 
nature (paragraph 1.1), to explore the effects of surface curvature (eqn. (1.1) and (1.2)) 
on nano-bio interactions. 
For NPs, the curvature is crucial for the interaction with biological interfaces 157. NPs 
curvature, defined by NPs size and shape, strongly affects their reactivity and interaction 
with lipid membranes. Indeed, it determines the area available for NPs adsorption on lipid 
surfaces 57, modulating the strength of NPs-membrane adhesion forces (paragraph 1.3); 
moreover, a high surface curvature, either uniformly distributed on the surface of NPs 
(e.g., small NPs with sizes of a few nm) or localized at the sharp edges of asymmetric NPs 
(e.g., nanorods), is associated with higher energetic costs in terms of wrapping and 
internalization by membranes (section 1.3) 41,58,158,159. Finally, curvature plays a significant 
role in the surface functionalization of NPs (e.g., ligand surface density), affecting their 
chemical identity 157. For these reasons, NPs curvature is intensively investigated as a 
critical determinant in their interaction with natural and synthetic membranes. 
On the contrary, the role of membrane interfacial curvature, connected with membrane 
geometry (section 1.1), represents a less explored research field, which could potentially 
be of similar impact at the nano-bio interface. As introduced in section 1.1, a flat 
configuration of the lipid bilayer is the most commonly encountered geometry in 
membranes of healthy cells; however, curved membrane configurations, as cubic 
bicontinuous arrangements, are known to occur in cells under pathological conditions 
(e.g., drug detoxification, starving, infection, oxidative stress, and cancer disease) 12,15,17 
and during cell membrane fusion 160–162. Up to now, investigations related to cubic 
membranes has been limited to a descriptive level, while the biological function of 
membrane arrangements with non-zero interfacial curvature remains unexplored 12,17. 
This chapter will summarize the main results of a paper in preparation (Paper V), where 
we report one of the first systematic studies on the role of curvature in nano-bio 
interactions.  
Here, the impact of curvature is investigated by focusing either on the lipid membrane 
and on NPs. On the “membrane side”, we compared model lipid films of different 
geometry, i.e. flat lamellar (Lα) phases, with zero mean (H, eqn.(1.1)) and Gaussian (K, 
eqn.(1.2)) interfacial curvatures, and curved cubic (Pn3m) phases, with negative 
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interfacial H and K. On the “NPs side”, we employed AuNPs of similar size and surface 
coating, but different shapes, namely: i) gold spheres (AuNSs), with uniform positive H 
and K, and ii) gold nanorods (AuNRs), with two highly-curved surfaces (the poles) of 
similar H and K as AuNSs, separated by a cylindrical body with zero K and reduced H, i.e. 
one half of that of AuNSs. 
Figure 3.11 highlights the main physicochemical features of these four building blocks. 
 
Figure 3.11 Panel a) Physicochemical characterization of NPs. Left and right parts: SAXS profile of 
AuNSs and AuNRs in water and corresponding curve fits according to a Schultz spheres model for 
AuNSs and a Cylinder poly radius model for AuNRs, from the NIST package SANS Utilities. Left insets 
report TEM images of AuNSs and AuNRs; Middle part: Table reporting values of Z-potential, 
diameter and/or diameter and length of AuNSs and AuNRs, determined by TEM and SAXS analyses. 
SAXS results are obtained from proper fitting procedures (see SI of Paper V), providing 
polydispersity values (i.e., “P” in the table). Panel b) Physicochemical characterization of lipid 
films. Left and right parts: Three-dimensional reconstruction of a confocal fluorescence z-stack of 
images of the lamellar and cubic films (tilted surface area of 150 x 150 μm). The insets reports the 
inner Lα and Pn3m structures; Middle part: Table reporting composition, internal structure, and 
average thickness of lipid films. 
 
AuNSs and AuNRs (Panel A) capped with the cationic ligand mercaptoundecyl-N,N,N-
trimethyl ammonium bromide (TMA) and Cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB), 
respectively, present a net positive surface charge in water (see Z-potential values in 
Figure 3.11, Panel A and refer to the full text and SI of Paper V for NPs synthesis and 
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characterization). SAXS and TEM analyses highlight AuNSs and AuNRs of similar core 
diameter and AuNRs with average aspect ratio of 4.5 (evaluated from SAXS).  
Lipid films with different internal structure (Panel B) were formed by spin-coating of 
lipid/n-hexane solutions with different compositions (i.e., GMO for the cubic phase and 
GMO/DOPC (50/50 mol %) for the lamellar phase) onto a solid substrate and subsequent 
hydration (see Paper V for details). The 3D reconstruction of the films labelled with Nile 
Red, performed with CLSM (see section 2.2 and Paper V for more information), reveals 
homogeneous thickness at the micron scale. 
Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 report the investigation on the interaction of these lamellar and 
cubic films with AuNSs and AuNRs.  
We were interested in structural features at two length scales, which were investigated 
combining structural techniques with nanoscale resolution (i.e., Neutron Reflectivity (NR) 
and Grazing-Incidence Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (GISANS)) with CSLM, that gives 
insight on micron-scale structural details. This combination directly connects NPs-induced 
modifications in lipid films’ internal nanostructure (section 3.2.1) with morphological 
alterations of the whole membrane (section 3.2.2), occurring at the micro-scale level. In 
the last part of this work (section 3.2.3), we interpret our findings and propose a NPs-
membrane interaction mechanism, which accounts for the observed curvature effects. 
 
3.2.1 NPs/lipid films interaction: structural modifications at the nanoscale 
 
We investigated the internal nanostructure of lipid films with or w/o AuNSs and AuNRs 
through Neutron Reflectivity (OFFSPEC reflectometer 163, Isis Neutron and Muon Source, 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK). GMO and GMO/DOPC films on silicon blocks were 
mounted inside the measuring cell; after 12 h of equilibration, the reflectivity in D2O was 
recorded (see Paper V for details). Subsequently, AuNPs in D2O (0.12 mg/ml in Au) were 
pumped in the cell, and the reflectivity was acquired after 8 h of additional incubation. 
The reflectivity profiles of mixed GMO/DOPC (Fig. 3.12a) and pure GMO (Fig. 3.12b) films 
without AuNPs are consistent with the formation of highly ordered Lα and Pn3m 
mesophases, respectively, with prominent Bragg peaks corresponding to the typical 
reflexes of these two arrangements (see Paper V for details). 
The addition of AuNSs to the lamellar film (Fig. 3.12a) produces a significant reduction in 
the Bragg peaks’ intensity (see green curve as compared to red one), connected with a 
partial disruption of the Lα arrangement. Conversely, the impact of AuNSs on the cubic 
film seems negligible, suggesting that the Pn3m nanostructure is completely preserved, 
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even after 13 hours of interaction (8 h of incubation + 5 h of measurement). This result 
was further confirmed by NR measurements performed at REFSANS 164 (Heinz Maier-
Leibnitz Zentrum in Garching), on the same system and under the same experimental 
conditions, highlighting a Pn3m structure which is unmodified by AuNSs (see Fig. S3 of SI 
of Paper V for details). 
 
Figure 3.12 a) Reflectivity vs. q profiles of GMO/DOPC lamellar phase film in the absence (red curve) 
and the presence of AuNSs (green curve) and AuNRs (blue curve). The reflectivity of the bare silica 
surface is also reported (gray curve). The inset sketches the inner Lα structure of the lipid film; b) 
Reflectivity vs. q profiles of GMO cubic phase film in the absence (red curve), and the presence of 
AuNSs (green curve) and AuNRs (blue curve). The reflectivity of the bare silica surface is also 
reported (gray curve). The inset sketches the inner cubic Pn3m structure of the lipid film. 
 
Thus, differences in membrane curvature seem to produce a significant variation in the 
films’ structural response. 
To get more insight on this phenomenon, we further investigated the impact of AuNSs on 
cubic phases in a longer time frame, by means of GISANS (REFSANS 164, Heinz Maier-
Leibnitz Zentrum, Garching, Germany): our results, reported in Paper V, highlight a partial 
disruption of the Pn3m structure, observed after 32 h of incubation with AuNSs. This 
suggests that AuNSs do impact the structure of cubic membranes; however, the effect 
occurs for longer exposure times than for lamellar phases, pointing out an essential role 
of curvature in the structural stability of the model membranes. 
The impact of AuNRs on both lamellar and cubic films is dramatically stronger: indeed, 
they destroy both the lamellar (blue curve of Figure 3.12a) and cubic (blue curve in Figure 
3.12b) arrangements, as evident from the absence of Bragg reflexes in the corresponding 
reflectivity profiles. At variance with the case of AuNSs, this robust interaction with AuNRs 
does not allow discriminating between the structural response of lamellar and cubic 
phases in the time frame of our experimental observations; to gain insight on this faster 
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disruption process, we performed Neutron Reflectivity kinetics studies (REFSANS 164, 
Heinz Maier-Leibnitz Zentrum, Garching, Germany), allowing for monitoring the 
structural alteration produced by AuNRs on a shorter time scale. To the purpose, we 
measured the reflectivity of lipid films in H2O, right before and after the injection of 
AuNRs within the measuring cell, at time intervals of 2.5 minutes over 5 hours (see Paper 
V for further details).  
In Fig. 3.13, we report the (Qz, Qx) representations of NR data, along with the 
corresponding NR detector screens (right insets), for the lamellar (Panel A) and cubic film 
(Panel B), before and at different times from the addition of AuNRs.  
(Qz, Qx) representations enable the analysis both of the specular and the off-specular 
reflectivity of the samples 165: indeed, the integrated intensity along the specular 
reflectivity line (see blue line in the left (Qz, Qx) plot of Panel B) gives the specular 
reflectivity profile of lamellar and cubic films, which are analogous to the ones of Fig. 
3.12a-b (reported in the SI of Paper V). 
 
 
Fig.3.13 Panel a: (Qz, Qx) representations of the off-specular scattering of a lamellar film in the 
absence of AuNRs and for different elapsed times from the injection of AuNRs. The insets represent 
the NR detector; Panel b: (Qz, Qx) representations of the off-specular scattering of a cubic film in 
the absence of AuNRs and for different elapsed times from the injection. The insets represent the 
corresponding images of the NR detector. 
 
Also, the (Qz, Qx) maps of both lamellar and cubic films in the absence of AuNPs show 
pronounced off-specular patterns, i.e. out of the specular reflectivity line, consisting in 
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marked “Bragg sheets” 165 (see the red line in the left (Qz, Qx) plot of Panel B, as an 
example). These off-specular features are also visible in the corresponding detector 
screens, as higher intensity stripes. Bragg sheets are characteristic of highly ordered 
samples and coincide with the Bragg peaks from the specular reflectivity 165, 
distinguishing the Lα and Pn3m structures of lamellar and cubic films, respectively (see 
Paper V for further details).  
Due to their high intensity, off-specular Bragg sheets allow monitoring the impact of 
AuNRs on lipid films' structure over time. Panels A and B highlight a strong effect of AuNRs 
on both lamellar and cubic arrangements, which can be identified in the smearing out of 
their characteristic Bragg sheets; this effect advances with time and ultimately leads to 
the complete loss of the off-specular feature, hinting to the disruption of the films’ inner 
architecture. However, lamellar films completely lose their organization significantly 
faster than cubic ones, with Braggs sheets completely vanishing within 12 minutes. On 
the contrary, cubic phase-related off-specular is still detectable after more than two h of 
incubation with AuNRs.  Thus, cubic phases show an enhanced structural resilience 
towards the action of rods with respect to lamellar ones, which is entirely in line with the 
findings on spherical particles. In addition, this slower disruption process allowed us to 
appreciate a subtler detail of the restructuring action of AuNRs on cubic phases; in 
particular, we highlighted a non-negligible shrinkage of the cubic phase lattice parameter 
(i.e., 2 Å), after only 2.5’ of incubation with AuNRs (see specular reflectivity profiles of Fig. 
S4 of SI of Paper V). This effect, which is observed when the cubic arrangement is still 
intact (Figure 3.13, middle (Qz, Qx) plot of Panel B), might be the driving force for the 
progressive collapse of the mesophase.  
In summary, the NR analysis, performed both as static and kinetic investigation, allowed 
characterizing NPs-lipid films interactions at a nanoscale level: giving access to the 
alterations induced by NPs on the nanostructure of model films, it highlighted a crucial 
role of curvature, of either the membrane or the NPs, in nano-bio interactions.  
To connect this nanoscale structural information with the impact of AuNPs on the 
membrane as a whole, we further observed the NPs-films interaction on a larger length 
scale (i.e., micron-scale): through CSLM, we monitored real-time the morphological 
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3.2.2 NPs/lipid films interaction: real-time morphological effects at the micron-
scale 
 
CLSM measurements were performed over the same time frame of NR kinetics, with 
fluorescently labelled lamellar and cubic films imaged before and after the injection of 
AuNPs (see Paper V for details on sample preparation and imaging). Figure 3.14 gathers 
representative side-view confocal microscopy images of a lamellar film absorbed onto a 
glass substrate, challenged by AuNSs (Panel a) and AuNRs (Panel b).  
AuNSs produces an initial swelling of the film (20’), increasing the distance between the 
different lamellae composing this structure; this leads to the progressive peeling-off of 
the lamellar film (60’), with a gradual detachment of the outer surface layers. Once 
removed from the original matrix, these lipid layers start to bend and roll-up in closed 
onion-like vesicles (180’), which get partially adsorbed onto the film surface. After 180’ of 
incubation, only a thin layer of the original lamellar film is preserved on the glass surface, 
partially covered by micron-sized multilamellar vesicles. AuNRs produce a similar 
morphological modification, which, however, occurs in a faster time frame: indeed, an 
massive swelling of the lamellar film is observed after just 1’ from the AuNRs addition, 
while the peeling-off already starts after 5’, leading to the complete disruption of the film 
within 10’. 
 
Figure 3.14 Panel a) Representative confocal microscopy images (side view) of a lamellar film right 
before and after 20’, 60’, 180’ from the addition of AuNSs; Panel b) Representative confocal 
microscopy images (side view) of a lamellar film right before and after 1’, 5’, 10’ from the addition 
of AuNRs.   
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A completely different behaviour is observed when AuNPs challenge cubic films (Fig. 
3.15). Specifically, AuNSs (Panel A) seem to “excavate” the cubic membrane (30’), 
producing cavities of increasing depth over time, which ultimately reach the glass surface. 
After 180’ of incubation, the lipid film, although mostly intact, presents micron-sized 
holes (top-view inset in Panel A).  
 
Figure 3.15 Panel a): Representative confocal microscopy images (side view) of a cubic film right 
before and after 30’, 180’ from the addition of AuNSs The right inset represents the top view of 
cubic film after 180’ incubation with AuNSs; Panel b): Representative confocal microscopy images 
(side view) of a cubic film right before and  after 20’, 50’, 51’ from the addition of AuNRs. The 
bottom right inset collects three top view images of a lipid droplet acquired at 0”, 5” and 10” from 
its formation. The final pictures were obtained from the overlay between the absorption of AuNRs 
(gryscale) and the fluorescence of Nile Red, labelling the lipid hydrophobic matrix (red color). 
 
 As already observed for the case of lamellar membranes, AuNRs are associated with a 
similar disruptive mechanism as AuNSs, which is, however, faster and of more profound 
nature (Panel B): AuNRs initially increase the film’s roughness (20’), with the formation of 
micron-scale “hills and hollows” across the membrane. Then, the lipid film gets 
progressively eroded, with the depth of the hollows increasing with time: within 50’, this 
leads to the complete retraction of the film in localized areas of the glass, i.e. its de-
wetting, giving rise to isolated thick lipid droplets. These droplets get destroyed by the 
action of AuNRs within a few seconds from their formation. This process's temporal 
evolution can be followed by imaging a horizontal section of a droplet (top-view bottom 
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inset, Panel B) at different times from its formation, in both fluorescence and 
transmission mode. The overlay between the transmission (gray scale) and the 
fluorescence (red scale) contributions allows us to simultaneously capture the 
morphological evolution of the lipid matrix (fluorescently labelled) and the AuNPs (low-
transmission black spots in the image). At t=0’, AuNRs are mostly located as micron-sized 
clusters at the lipid droplet edges, encircling it. Then (5” image), they start to excavate 
and unroll the droplet advancing from the edges, i.e. their accumulation points, leading 
to its complete collapse within 10”. 
Overall, we can conclude that: i) perfectly in line with the structural analysis (section 
3.2.1), the impact of AuNRs on both lamellar and cubic films is stronger and leads to faster 
morphological modifications than AuNSs; ii) AuNPs interact with lamellar and cubic 
phases according to two different and well-defined mechanisms, i.e. the peeling-off of 
the lamellar assembly and the excavation of the cubic one. As these two phenomena were 
observed for both spherical and cylindrical AuNPs, i.e. independently from their shape, 
membrane curvature seems to be the main factor determining the NPs-membrane 
interaction pathway. 
 
3.2.3  NPs/lipid films interaction: curvature effects 
 
The ensemble of gathered results, offering a view on different length scales, highlights 
that NPs-model membrane interaction is deeply affected by both membrane interfacial 
curvature (connected to the geometry of the lipid phase) and NPs surface curvature 
(associated to NPs shape).  
Both NR and CLSM results point out a major role of AuNPs asymmetric shape in this 
interaction; in particular, NR measurements show that AuNRs induce a complete loss of 
Lα and Pn3m nanostructures within less than 15’ and 2 h, respectively. On the contrary, 
the combination of NR and GISANS analyses highlights that AuNSs act on a completely 
different time frame, with a partial disruption of lamellar and cubic structures after 13 h 
and 32 h, respectively. These observations are perfectly in line with CLSM findings, 
showing a direct connection between the micron scale morphological alteration and the 
nanoscale restructuring of lipid films, induced by AuNPs. Thus, we can conclude that NPs 
curvature is a major player, with asymmetric geometries being associated with highly 
destructive effects. Importantly, this behaviour holds for both lamellar and non-lamellar 
models, highlighting a universal effect of NPs asymmetry in nano-bio interactions.  
Beside NPs surface curvature, we found that the interfacial curvature of the lipid 
membrane is a key factor at stake in NPs-films interactions. Specifically, NR and CLSM 
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analyses highlight that, for a given NPs’ type, membrane geometry determines both the 
strength and the pathway of interaction with NPs: indeed, independently from their 
shape, NPs induce a faster disruption of the inner nanostructure of lamellar membranes 
with respect to cubic ones, which results into more rapid morphological modifications at 
the micron-scale. This hints to a universal role of membrane curvature in in nano-bio 
interactions, with highly curved membranes showing an enhanced structural stability 
towards nanomaterials. 
Combining the NR and CSLM data, it is possible to define two different mechanisms 
describing the interaction of lamellar and cubic phases with NPs, responsible for their 
different stability. 
The faster structural modification of Lα films induced by both AuNSs and AuNRs (section 
3.2.1) is associated with an initial swelling, followed by the progressive exfoliation of the 
multilamellar arrangement (section 3.2.2), proceeding from the outer lamellar layers. We 
can hypothesize that, right after their injection, AuNPs start to penetrate the outer part 
of the lamellar film, i.e. the one exposed to the water external medium. This penetration 
would primarily occur via electrostatic and dipolar interactions between the cationic 
coating of AuNPs and the polar headgroup of the lipids composing the membrane, 
directly exposed to the water phase; this interaction would enable the insertion of AuNPs, 
together with their hydration shell, within the hydrophilic domains of the phase, i.e. the 
water layers separating the different lamellae. Then, the mismatch between the thickness 
of the water layers (between 2 and 3 nm, see Paper V for details) and NPs hydrodynamic 
size (see DLS measurement in the SI of Paper V) would be responsible for the initial 
swelling of the lamellar film (Fig. 3.14). Then, the increasing inter-lamellar distance would 
reduce the interactions between different lamellae, producing the detachment of the 
outer lamellar layers, i.e. the ones in direct contact with NPs. Indeed, lipid bilayers of 
equal composition are held together only by weak Van Der Waals forces, in equilibrium 
with repulsive electrostatic and entropic contributions 8. Thus, inter-bilayer interactions 
can be easily overwhelmed by attractive single bilayer-NPs forces of electrostatic nature. 
The thinning of the film would favour the penetration of NPs within its deeper part, i.e. 
the one closer to the solid support, provoking its progressive peeling-off. The loss of the 
lamellar periodicity as the layers are being detached the one from the other can be 
connected to the progressive smearing out of the Lα-structural features, observed 
through NR (Fig. 3.12 and 3.13). 
A completely different interaction mechanism can be outlined for the case of cubic 
membranes, related with their higher structural stability. NR data highlight a progressive 
disruption of the cubic Pn3m nanostructure by NPs, which starts from the shrinkage of its 
lattice parameter (section 3.2.1). This nanoscale phenomenon parallels a progressive 
excavation of the film observed at the micron-scale (section 3.2.2), leading to its de-
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wetting; interestingly, this phenomenon proceeds from NPs clusters, which, acting like 
micron-sized “diggers”, progressively erode and unroll the lipid matrix. We can 
hypothesize that, in this case, NPs are not able to fully penetrate the inner aqueous region 
of the film, i.e. the aqueous nanochannels of 4.4 nm in diameter (see Paper V for details), 
due to its peculiar nanostructure. Indeed, cubic phases represent a highly interconnected 
3D network, where a single lipid bilayer folds in the space originating bicontinuous 
aqueous and lipid domains (paragraph 1.1); this robust 3D architecture would impede a 
full insertion of NPs within the aqueous channels of smaller size (which would lead to its 
disruption due to size mismatch), preventing a fast unfolding. Instead, the attractive NPs-
lipid headgroups forces would result in the absorption of NPs, residing onto the film 
surface as clusters. As highlighted by NR analysis, their presence induces an immediate 
shrinking of the phase, leading to local water expulsion and subsequent dehydration: we 
can speculate that this phenomenon drives the progressive collapse of the cubic 
arrangement, which would proceed from the different NPs accumulation points across 
the membrane, leading to the formation of multiple isolated droplets.  
To summarize, we found that NPs-lipid membrane interaction depends on both the 
internal nanostructure of the membrane and the shape of NPs. These two variables 
represent two sides of the same coin, as a single parameter, i.e. curvature, can describe 
their variations. In these terms, we can state that a non-uniform NPs surface curvature 
promotes a more robust interaction with the lipid matrix. On the other hand, when 
referring to the membrane interfacial curvature, we observe that flat membranes 
experience more substantial disruptive effects than curved ones when exposed to NPs. 
We hypothesize that this is due to the different inner structure of lamellar and cubic 
membranes: the bilayers composing the lamellar films are only held together by weak 
Van der Waals interactions and, thereby, can be easily detached the one from the other 
by the action of NPs. On the other hand, cubic phase films consist of a single 3D 
architecture, which offers a broader resistance against NPs’ disruptive effects.  
These findings represent one of the first insight into membrane curvature's role in the 
interactions with nanomaterials. Notably, the newly discovered enhanced resilience of 
cubic membranes might have important implications at a biological level.  
As already introduced, the biological function of curved membranes is poorly understood: 
in particular, whether their formation is solely a result of aberrant processes within 
diseased cells or represent a functional response to these pathologies remains unclear 
164.   
Engineered NPs share their size with biologically relevant entities (i.e. DNA, surface 
proteins, biogenic extracellular vesicles, and viruses), which often results in similar 
interaction pathways with cells (paragraph 1.3). Thus, we might connect the higher 
structural stability exhibited by cubic membranes towards NPs with a similar behaviour 
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towards natural nano-objects, such as viral pathogens. In this perspective, our findings 
suggest a possible “protective role” of the cubic architecture, which occurs in infected, 
stressed, or starved cells. This arrangement would represent a biological barrier with 
enhanced structural resilience, occurring in extreme cell conditions to minimize the 
membrane response towards harmful external perturbations.




3.3. Inclusion of inorganic NPs in cubic membranes: from understanding to the 
development of hybrid smart materials (Papers VI, VII) 
 
As detailed in paragraph 1.3, the inclusion of inorganic NPs within nanostructured lipid 
assemblies combines the rich polymorphism of lipid phases with the advanced functional 
properties provided by NPs, expanding the applicative spectrum of these two building 
blocks.  
Among the possible lipid scaffolds, cubic phases (paragraph 1.1) have recently emerged 
in the biomedical research field: their internal cubic structure enables the encapsulation 
of larger amounts of hydrophobic molecular additives with respect to dispersed lamellar 
lipid phases (e.g., liposomes), featuring their application as highly efficient vehicles for 
drug, gene and food ingredients delivery 19,86. Moreover, their particularly high interfacial 
surface is connected to an enhanced interaction with biological barriers 88,166, enabling to 
reach the desired target inside the cell, with relevant implications in therapeutic and 
diagnostic fields.  
Some recent studies report on the insertion of different kinds of inorganic NPs within 
cubic lipid systems for applicative purposes 84,167; however, fundamental knowledge on 
the effects of NPs on the structure of lipid mesophases, enabling the rational design and 
optimization of hybrid materials for the desired biomedical purpose, is still limited.  
In the first part of this work (section 3.3.1), which summarizes Paper VI and part of Paper 
VII, we will report a thorough characterization of the structural impact of two different 
kinds of hydrophobic NPs, i.e. AuNPs and SPIONs, on the self-assembly of Phytantriol 
(Phyt) (Fig.3.16a), i.e. a polymorphic amphiphile able to form Pn3m cubic phases in water 
excess and room temperature. 
On the basis of our results, we will propose a general model to interpret and predict the 
effects of NPs on the lipid phase behaviour, where the structural modifications induced 
by NPs on the cubic phase only depend on their size and volume fraction, but not on their 
chemical identity. The last part of the work (section 3.3.2) will be the subject of Paper VII: 
here, the knowledge gathered on NPs/lipid self-assembly will be applied to the rational 
design of hybrid cubic phases, composed of SPIONs and glycerol monooleate (GMO), i.e. 
a "generally recognized as safe" lipid from FDA and commonly used in the food industry 
168. We will show that the inclusion of SPIONs within this biocompatible matrix has the 
twofold advantage of i) enabling a fine control of the lipid structure and ii) introducing 
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responsiveness to magnetic fields. These two possibilities will lead to the design of a new 
smart hybrid platform, optimized for applications in the drug delivery field. 
 
3.3.1 Phase behaviour of lipid mesophases containing hydrophobic NPs (Papers 
VI and VII) 
 
Here, we report a detailed structural investigation of Phyt/water cubic phases doped with 
two different types of hydrophobic NPs of similar size (3-4 nm in diameter), namely 
dodecanethiol-capped AuNPs and oleic acid/oleylamine-capped SPIONs (see Paper VI full 
text and SI for the synthesis and characterization of NPs and the preparation of hybrid 
samples). Thanks to their hydrophobic coating, NPs are expected to localize within the 
hydrophobic domains of the mesophase, while their small size is predicted to not destroy 
the Phyt lipid bilayer 169.  
Figure 3.16 reports the structural effect of increasing amounts of AuNPs (Fig. 3.16b) and 
SPIONs (Fig. 3.16c) on the Phyt/water system (at 25°C and in water excess), monitored 
through SAXS. While the Bragg peaks of a neat cubic Pn3m arrangement are clearly 
recognizable in the absence of NPs, in line with literature 170, the addition of NPs deeply 
impacts the structure and phase behavior. Remarkably, at relatively low NPs 
concentrations we observe a shrinking of the Pn3m cubic phase (see SI of Paper VI for 
details), while a phase transition from cubic (Pn3m) to hexagonal (HII) phase occurs upon 
increasing the amount of both AuNPs or SPIONs. This effect is evident from the 
appearance of the typical Bragg reflexes of the HII phase, which replace the ones of the 
Pn3m arrangement at the highest NPs amounts. In the absence of NPs, the Pn3m-HII 
transition is triggered by heating the Phyt/water system above 50°C. The ability of NPs to 
shift the boundaries between different mesophases has been observed for similar hybrid 
systems, e.g. silica NPs embedded within phospholipid assemblies 171, and might be 
implied in possible cytotoxic effects of small NPs. 
To interpret this behavior, we consider the total free energy per unit area of a lipid bilayer 
(gT) as a balance between gC and gP, i.e. the elastic curvature (eqn. (1.7)) and the 
frustration packing (eqn. (1.10)) free energies per unit area of the bilayer 11: 
 
𝑔𝑇 = 𝑔𝐶 + 𝑔𝑃     (3.2) 
 
The variation of the total free energy (ΔgT), involved in the transition from the cubic 
(initial) to the hexagonal (final), phase is: 
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∆𝑔𝑇 = 𝑔𝐻𝐼𝐼 − 𝑔𝑃𝑛3𝑚 = ∆𝑔𝐶 + ∆𝑔𝑃    (3.3) 
 
 
Figure 3.16 (a) Chemical structure of Phyt; (b, c) SAXS profiles of Phyt/H2O system in the absence 
(blue dashed line) and in the presence of (b) AuNPs and (c) SPIONs at the concentrations of  1 × 10-
5, 2 × 10-5, 4 × 10-5 per Phyt molecule. The dashed red lines represent the scattering profile of a dry 
film of AuNPs and SPIONs. The Miller indexes assignments (hkl) of the Pn3m and hexagonal phase 
are reported in the graphs.  
 
In the absence of NPs, the hexagonal phase is characterized by a higher gP than the cubic 
one (ΔgP > 0) 11, and by a lower energy of elastic curvature (ΔgC < 0) 172: thus, the Pn3m 
phase dominates at r.t., due to |Δg𝑃| being larger than |Δg𝐶| (Fig. 3.17, left part). Since 
the Pn3m-HII transition in neat Phyt/water systems is already favoured by the elastic 
contribution (ΔgC), we hypothesize that the major effect of NPs is to lower|Δg𝑃|(Fig. 3.17, 
right part): this effect would be dependent on NPs amount and provoke a full 
replacement of the Pn3m phase with the HII one for a defined NPs concentration 
threshold. In eqn. (1.10), gP is defined by a harmonic oscillator-like law, describing the 
stretching or compression of lipid chains with respect to their relaxed state. Within the 
Pn3m structure, the lipids close to a NP experience an increase in their frustration 
packing, as their hydrocarbon chains stretch to fill the hydrophobic cavities created by 
the insertion of the NP (Fig. 3.17). On the contrary, NPs can fill the voids of the hexagonal 
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arrangement (Fig. 3.17), without any stretching penalty for the lipid hydrocarbon chains: 
these two concomitant effects would lead to a decrease in |Δg𝑃|, which represents a 
possible driving force for the cubic to hexagonal phase transition.  
 
 
Fig. 3.17 Effects of NPs on lipid mesophases architectures. Illustrative scheme of the NPs-induced 
modification of the Frustration Packing Energy (GP) of both cubic and hexagonal mesophases. 
 
To obtain a full characterization of the NPs/Phyt system phase behaviour, we further 
explored the temperature dependence in the range 25-50°C, at fixed NPs/Phyt ratio of 1 
× 10-5. While the SAXS profiles of the binary Phyt/H2O system show the characteristic 
Pn3m-HII transition at 50 °C 170 (Fig. 3.18a), the behaviour of hybrid systems is 
substantially different: in the presence of SPIONs (Fig. 3.18b) or AuNPs (Fig. 3.18c), the 
Pn3m phase persists at room temperature, but a temperature increase to 35°C is 
sufficient to promote the transition to the hexagonal phase. 
We can conclude that the presence of NPs enables to finely control the structure of the 
Phyt/water system, in two different ways: depending on NPs’ concentration, either a 
shrinking of the cubic phase (lower NPs amounts) or a transition to the hexagonal one 
(higher NPs amounts) is induced. The same result can be achieved by heating at a fixed 
NPs amounts, which triggers the Pn3m-HII at temperatures which can be considerably 
lower than those observed for the binary system. The transition temperatures are 
controlled by the NPs’ concentration (see full text and SI of Papers VI and VII for details).  
Remarkably, the core of NPs does not show to affect the restructuring of the hybrid 
system. This description has therefore a general validity, holding for hydrophobic NPs 
with sizes comparable with the thickness of the lipid bilayer, irrespectively of 
composition. 
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This structural fine-tuning, enabled by NPs, and specifically the possibility to control the 
Pn3m-HII transition temperature to near-physiological values, can be exploited to design 
temperature-responsive drug delivery systems. The transition to hexagonal phases 
implies a significant lowering of water content 170,173, with abrupt water expulsion and 
possible release of hydrophilic active principles, originally confined in the water channels 
of the cubic phase. 
In order to exploit this opportunity for controlled drug delivery, we focused on 
GMO/water assemblies, which are characterized by a similar phase behaviour as 
Phyt/water systems, but superior biocompatibility and biodegradability168. The next 
paragraph, which summarizes the results of Paper VII, will report the combination of this 
lipid matrix with the same hydrophobic SPIONs employed for Phyt/water systems, with a 
more specific focus on the rational design of hybrid drug delivery vehicles. 
 
Fig. 3.18 SAXS profiles of Phyt/H2O mesophases in the absence (a) and in the presence of (b, c) 1 × 
10-5 NPs ((b) SPIONs and (c) AuNPs) per Phyt molecule at 25 °C (blue), 35 °C (green curves) and 50 
°C (red curves); the Miller indexes assignments (hkl) of the Pn3m and hexagonal phase are reported 
in the graphs.  
 
3.3.2 Design and characterization of GMO/SPIONs cubic phases for controlled 
drug delivery (Paper  VII) 
 
Here, we report the design and optimization of GMO/water cubic phases embedded with 
oleic acid/oleylamine-capped SPIONs (see Paper VII full text and SI for synthesis and 
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characterization of NPs and the preparation of hybrid samples) for controlled drug 
delivery purposes. 
Through SAXS, we characterized the structure of these bulk assemblies (in water excess), 
as a function of SPIONs concentration and temperature. Then, we explored the phase 
behaviour of dispersed cubic GMO/SPIONs particles (i.e., “magnetocubosomes”), which, 
due to their low viscosity, represent more easily injectable drug delivery formulations 
with respect to bulk materials 174. Finally, we addressed the magnetotropic behaviour of 
these hybrids, highlighting the promising possibility to control their structure and release 
properties through the magnetic responsiveness provided by SPIONs.  
 
 
Figure 3.19 a) SAXS profiles of GMO 50% w/w water liquid crystalline phases in the presence of 
different SPIONs amounts: from bottom to top, SAXS profiles of the samples with increasing SPIONs 
percentages (0; 0.32; 0.47; 0.94; 1.1% w/w with respect to GMO amount) are displayed with 
suitable offsets; b) SAXS profiles of the GMO/water system assembled with 0.47% w/w SPIONs and 
50% w/w water at 25–30–35–40–45–50 °C. Cubic to hexagonal phase transition is observed above 
35 °C. 
 
SAXS profiles in Figure 3.19 highlight that SPIONs induce a structural modification which 
is very similar to the one observed for Phyt/water system (section 3.3.1): at r.t. (Fig. 
3.19a), increasing amounts of SPIONs induce a progressive shrinkage of the GMO/water 
cubic phase, ultimately leading to the transition to the hexagonal arrangement. In 
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addition, increasing concentrations of SPIONs progressively lower the Pn3m-HII transition 
temperature of neat GMO/water assemblies, which is around 80°C 175. While the full 
structural analysis of the systems can be found in the SI of Paper VII, Figure 3.19b reports 
a very interesting example of this behaviour: specifically, the inclusion of 0.47% w/w of 
SPIONs is able to trigger the Pn3m-HII transition in the 30–40 °C range, i.e. close to 
physiological temperatures, envisioning the possibility to control the release of active 
principles in biological fluids (section 3.3.1). 
To explore the applicative potential of this hybrid, we adopted a twofold approach: i) we 
investigated the thermotropic behavior of the system at a dispersed level, i.e. in the form 
of an aqueous dispersion of GMO/water/SPIONs nanostructured particles 
(magnetocubosomes), representing a more suitable solution for drug delivery 
applications; ii) we performed an on-line investigation of the structural responsiveness of 
bulk GMO/water/SPIONs assemblies to alternating magnetic fields (AMFs): this allowed 
monitoring the magnetotropic response of the system, for potential application in 
magnetically modulated drug delivery. These two different investigations are separately 
reported in the following.  
 
 
Figure 3.20 a) SAXS curves of magnetocubosomes monitored in the 25 °C–49 °C temperature range 
with 2 °C temperature steps;  b) Detail on low-q range of SAXS curves of magnetocubosomes 
acquired in the 25–49 °C temperature range. A variation of the scattering intensity for magnetic 
nanoparticles was detected during the increase of temperature. At 49 °C, the self-organization of 
SPIONs into the lipid architecture shows a pearl-necklace like structure (q−1). 
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By dispersing the GMO/SPIONs bulk system though a steric stabilizer (Pluronic F-127)176, 
we obtained stable magnetocubosomes (200-250 nm of diameter) in water (see full text 
and SI of Paper VII for details on the preparation), preserving the inner cubic organization 
of the former bulk phases.  
Through Synchrotron SAXS (see Paper VII for details), we investigated the structure of 
magnetocubosomes within a temperature range of 25–49 °C: at 0.47% w/w SPIONs 
percentage (Figure 3.20a), we observed a Pn3m-HII phase coexistence even at 25 °C, while 
the cubic phase signature disappears above 35 °C, indicating a complete transition to the 
hexagonal arrangement. The larger stability range of the HII phase is thus preserved at a 
dispersed level, enabling a possible use of magnetocubosomes as drug carriers with a 
temperature-controlled release ability.  
In addition, a very interesting feature emerges in the low-q region of magnetocubosomes 
SAXS profiles, as temperature increases (Fig. 3.20b): starting from 42°C, a distinct and 
relatively extended q−1 scalar law appears beyond the Guinier region of single NPs (see 
Paper VII for details), consistent with a reorganization of SPIONs in pearl-necklace 
aggregates. 
This is probably due to a temperature-induced decrease in the viscosity of the lipid phase, 
enabling particle diffusion into the lipid hydrophobic domains and aggregation, driven by 
NP-NP magnetic dipolar interactions. The clustering of SPIONs can profoundly modify 
their magnetic properties and has been recently proposed as an effective way to enhance 
their heating power for magnetic fluid hyperthermia applications 177. With our results, we 
demonstrate that a fine control on the SPIONs arrangement can be achieved exploiting 
the polymorphic behaviour of a lipid scaffold, paving the way for a facile and inexpensive 
tailoring of the magnetic response for multiple technological purposes.  
As a last characterization, we explored the magnetic response of GMO/water/SPIONs 
assemblies for applicative purposes. As introduced in section 1.2.2, SPIONs relax their 
magnetization under the exposure to AMFs through the release of heat: this effect has 
been used in drug delivery to trigger the release of model hydrophilic drugs confined 
within liposomes 178,179 or magnetocubosomes 174,180.  
Here, for the first time, we report the structural effects of the AMF on the structure of 
the GMO/water/SPIONs cubic phase, monitored “live” through SAXS (see full text and SI 
of Paper VII for details on the experimental set-up and applied AMF). 
While the AMF does not induce structural changes in the neat GMO/water cubic phase 
(Fig. 3.21a), the appearance of an extra peak is observed when SPIONs are present (Fig. 
3.21b), whose intensity enhances increasing the AMF application time. 
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The position of this peak perfectly matches the first reflection of the H II phase (see Fig. 
3.19b), highlighting that the heat released by SPIONs effectively promotes a locally 
confined Pn3m-HII phase transition. Thus, this transition, occurring with expulsion of 
water and confined hydrophilic molecules, can be remotely triggered by an AMF, enabling 
a non-invasive approach for spatially and temporarily controlling the release of payloads 
from cubic hybrid assemblies. 
To summarize, here we investigated the thermotropic and magnetotropic behaviour of 
GMO/water/SPIONs assemblies, both in their bulk and dispersed form. SPIONs deeply 
affect the lipid phase behaviour, shifting the boundaries between mesophases. This effect 
can be harnessed to tune the structural response of the lipid scaffold to AMFs and drive 
the release of host molecules, envisioning the application of GMO/SPIONs mesophases 
as magnetoresponsive drug-delivery systems. In addition, lipid mesophases steer the 
organization of single NPs into magnetic supraparticles with preserved colloidal stability. 
This approach opens the way to control the spontaneous supraorganization of SPIONs in 
a lipid scaffold, with the possibility to tune and enhance the heating power of SPIONs for 
magnetic hyperthermia treatments.  
 
 
Fig. 3.21 SAXS curves of (a) GMO bulk cubic phase and (b) GMO bulk cubic phase with 0.47% SPIONs 
monitored during 10 minutes of AMF application at r.t. (a) A very mild shift of cubic phase Bragg 
peaks is present upon 10 minutes of AMF application, corresponding to an temperature increase 
of 0.6 °C; (b) An extra-peak at low-q occurs, attributable to the HII phase, proving the occurrence of 
a Pn3m/HII phase transition. 




The interaction of engineered nanomaterials with bio-inspired soft matter assemblies is 
gaining prominent relevance for fundamental and applied purposes. Nanoparticles, 
either intentionally administered or accidentally released into the environment, face 
biological barriers within living organisms. This interaction ultimately determines their 
biological fate and cytotoxicity: a physicochemical understanding of the nano-bio 
interface, essential to fully exploit NPs biomedical potential and limit adverse effects, can 
be achieved by combining NPs with organized synthetic lipid assemblies, enabling the 
investigation in highly controlled conditions. Besides, nanosized particles’ peculiar 
features elicit their use as nanoscale probes of biologically relevant properties of 
synthetic and natural soft matter materials. Finally, the combination of NPs with 
organized lipid architectures represents a leading strategy towards the development of 
smart engineered nanomedicines for multiple biomedical purposes.  
We combined inorganic NPs of different physicochemical properties with soft matter lipid 
assemblies, either based on lamellar or non-lamellar bilayers, to achieve these goals. 
With phosphocholine liposomes, we explored the aggregation of AuNPs@CT occurring on 
natural membranes (e.g., the ones of EVs), which might have relevant implications on 
NPs’ internalization and cytotoxicity. Combining an ensemble of optical (UV-Vis 
Spectroscopy), structural (SAXS, SANS, and AFM), and surface (XRR and QCM-D) 
techniques, we disentangled kinetic and thermodynamic factors underpinning this 
interaction, building-up a comprehensive mechanistic model. These results are not only 
relevant for a fundamental understanding of nano-bio interactions, but they also opened 
the door to the development of a simple optical assay to determine the mechanical 
properties of synthetic and natural membrane-enclosed compartments, e.g. biogenic 
nanovesicles. This “stiffness nanoruler” exploits the plasmonic shift of AuNPs@CT 
absorbed on the membrane of vesicles, monitored through UV-Vis spectroscopy, to 
directly probe their rigidity in a fast, low-cost and high-throughput way. 
In a second part of the work, we broadened the investigation on nano-bio interfaces by 
focusing on non-lamellar membranes encountered in cells under pathological conditions, 
whose biological function is largely unknown. 
Here for the first time, we systematically investigated the role of membrane curvature in 
nano-bio interactions: to this purpose, we directly compared lamellar with cubic 
membrane mimics in their interaction with a library of model AuNPs, endowed with 
different physicochemical properties. We combined Confocal Microscopy, allowing for 
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direct visualization of NP-membrane interactions at the micron scale level, with Neutron 
Reflectivity, providing information on the restructuring of the lipid membrane at the 
nanoscale. We highlighted that lamellar and cubic membranes interact with NPs 
according to well-distinct mechanisms. Importantly, we also pointed out an enhanced 
structural resilience of cubic phases towards NPs, suggesting a possible protective 
function of cubic arrangements arising in diseased cells.  
Finally, we addressed the structural modifications induced by SPIONs on GMO cubic 
mesophases as a function of NPs concentration, temperature, and the application of an 
alternating magnetic field. We then exploited our findings to design smart hybrid 
platforms, which elicit possible applications in controlled drug delivery.  
In conclusion, the investigation presented in this work advances our current 
understanding of nano-bio interfaces, relevant for the optimization of NPs therapeutic 
potential and important to limit unwanted side effects. In addition, these results can pave 
the way for developing new technological devices, arising from the combination of smart 
NPs with biocompatible lamellar and non-lamellar assemblies. 
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Nanoparticles and organized lipid assemblies:
from interaction to design of hybrid soft devices
Marco Mendozza, Lucrezia Caselli, Annalisa Salvatore, Costanza Montis *
and Debora Berti *
This contribution reviews the state of art on hybrid soft matter assemblies composed of inorganic
nanoparticles (NP) and lamellar or non-lamellar lipid bilayers. After a short outline of the relevant
energetic contributions, we address the interaction of NPs with synthetic lamellar bilayers, meant as cell
membrane mimics. We then review the design of hybrid nanostructured materials composed of lipid
bilayers and some classes of inorganic NPs, with particular emphasis on the effects on the amphiphilic
phase diagram and on the additional properties contributed by the NPs. Then, we present the latest
developments on the use of lipid bilayers as coating agents for inorganic NPs. Finally, we remark on the
main achievements of the last years and our vision for the development of the field.
1. Introduction
Lipid bilayers are ubiquitous structural motifs in natural and
synthetic soft matter assemblies. Their interaction with nanos-
tructured matter, and in particular with nanoparticles (NPs), is
therefore of interest both for natural and engineered systems.
In addition, the shared length and energy scales, combined
with the peculiar properties of inorganic matter at the nano-
scale, can be harnessed to use NPs to probe selected physical
properties of membranes or to modify the amphiphilic phase
diagram under external stimuli.
In this contribution we will review the state of the art
concerning research on hybrid soft matter assemblies
composed of inorganic NPs and synthetic lipid bilayers, either
in lamellar or non-lamellar arrangement.
This topic is currently a very active area of research, with
implications ranging from the design of smart nanostructured
hybrid devices, where nanoparticles are included or functionalized
with lipid bilayers, to the quest for mechanistic understanding
of events taking place at the nano–bio-interface, relevant for
nanomedicine and toxicity of nanomaterials.
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This review will focus on some selected classes of inorganic
nanomaterials, namely metals (Au and Ag), metal oxides
(like iron and zinc oxide) and silica NPs. The interaction of
several other kinds of nanomaterials with lipid bilayers has
been described in the literature and we refer the readers to
some excellent recent reports on these topics.1–8
In this contribution, particular attention will be devoted to
non-covalent interactions that take place when NPs and lipid
bilayers are put into contact. Understanding the nature and the
key determinants of these interactions is instrumental both for
fundamental and applied soft matter research.
This review is organized as follows: a short theoretical
section will introduce the main energetic contributions at stake
when NPs interact with lipid bilayers (Section 2). Then, we will
provide an overview of the most relevant studies which have
recently addressed the interaction of NPs with synthetic phos-
pholipid bilayers, meant as simplified and highly controllable
mimics of cell membranes (Section 3). In this section, we will
emphasize some examples where the investigation on model
systems contributed disclosing non-covalent interactions at
play in living systems. Then, we will review (Section 4) the
design of hybrid nanostructured materials composed of lipid
bilayers and inorganic nanoparticles, with particular emphasis
on the effects on the amphiphilic phase diagram and on the
additional properties contributed by the NPs. Then, we will
present the latest developments on the use of lipid bilayers as
coating agents for inorganic NPs (Section 5), whose aim is the
improvement of dispersibility, biocompatibility and pharmaco-
kinetic properties. Finally, a conclusive Section will remark the
main achievements of the last years and our vision for the
development of the field.
2. Interaction of nanoparticles with
lipid membranes: the role of non-
covalent forces
In this section we will consider the events following the exposure
of a free-standing synthetic lipid bilayer to NPs, by outlining the
different contributions to the total interaction energy.
2.1 Theoretical description of NPs–lipid membrane
interaction
The interaction between a NP and a lipid bilayer might lead
to NP’s adhesion on the bilayer, which can be followed by
partial or total engulfment by the membrane. In a well-defined
medium and at a given temperature, the NP docking to lipid
membranes is thermodynamically favoured if the adhesion
energy Eadh o 0, i.e., if the attractive terms overcome the repulsive
ones. Considering a prototypical model of a bioinorganic inter-
face, with a spherical NP of radius R1 interacting with a liposomal
membrane with curvature 1/R2, the energetic balance between
repulsive and attractive forces can be approximately described
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by a classical DLVO (Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek)
formalism, as in eqn (1), including only the electrical double
layer (EEL) and the London–van der Waals (ELW) contributions to
the total energy of adhesion:
Eadh = E
EL + ELW (1)
where the terms EEL, derived as a combination between the
linear Debye–Huckel and the Derjaguin approximations and
valid for surface potentials o25 mV, and ELW are described in
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2 are the surface potentials of the NP and the
membrane, d the NP–membrane distance, k the Debye length,
h the membrane’s thickness, and A is the Hamaker constant.
Although the DLVO theory generally succeeds in predicting the
colloidal stability of hard colloids (e.g., inorganic NPs) suspended
in a liquid medium, it often fails in describing the interaction
of NPs with free-standing bilayers; a more comprehensive
description for Eadh includes additional repulsive hydration
forces establishing at short NPs–membrane distances, as well
as hydrophobic NP–lipid chain attraction (the interested reader
is referred to a recent report for the analytical expression of the
these two supplementary energetic contributions9).
Once the NP is adsorbed onto the lipid surface (i.e., Eadh o 0),
the elastic properties of the membrane comes into play, and
their balance with the adhesion forces determines the degree
of membrane deformation and NP’s wrapping. Specifically,
the energetic gain due to the adhesion forces is maximized
by increasing the contact area between the NP and the lipid





with w adhesion energy per unit area and Sad the contact area
between the membrane and the NP. On the other side, the
NP’s wrapping is associated with a free energy cost of imposing
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(5)
with S the entire interfacial area.
As we can see from eqn (5), the deformation penalty depends
both on the membrane’s topology, through the mean H and
Gaussian K curvatures, and on the interface’s mechanical and
elastic properties, expressed by the surface tension g, bending
rigidity kB, spontaneous curvature c0 and Gaussian saddle splay
modulus %k. It is the fine interplay between Eadh and Eel that
ultimately defines the NP–membrane arrangement which
minimizes the system’s energy, ranging from completely
unwrapped NPs (e.g., for small nanoparticles and/or weakly
interacting with the lipid phase), to larger and/or strongly
adhered nano-objects, eventually fully engulfed by the lipid
membrane (see Fig. 1A).
Based on the above treatment, we will now discuss the several
NPs- and membrane-related factors implicated in this inter-
action, with particular attention on size, shape, surface coating
of NPs and NP–NP correlations; on the ‘‘membrane’’ side, we will
take into account some selected physicochemical properties and
the zero or non-zero curvature.
Depending on their size, the adhesion of NPs on a target
planar membrane can result in different effects: small NPs can
either remain embedded in the lipid membrane or directly
diffuse through it; relatively larger particles (410 nm) can be
wrapped by the membrane.11 This process is finely controlled
by the energetic balance between the adhesion forces (eqn (4))
and the membrane’s elastic deformation penalty (eqn (5)),
leading to an optimal size for wrapping, as first observed by
Roiter et al.12 In particular, two characteristic NPs’ limiting














within the bending-dominated regime (i.e., for relatively small
membrane’s deformation), the membrane tension can be
neglected, and the wrapping process is mainly controlled by
the competition between membrane’s bending and NP’s adhe-
sion strength, defining a critical radius Rkw. NPs with R o Rkw
remain unwrapped, while larger NPs (R 4 Rkw) are fully engulfed
inside the lipid scaffold. For larger membrane’s deformation
(e.g., induced by micron-sized particles), a characteristic length
scale l = (2kb/g)
1/2, which depends solely on membrane’s
properties, marks the crossover from the bending-dominated
to the stretching-dominated regime9,13 (Fig. 1B), where the
g-dependent wrapping extent gradually increases with NP’s size.
The full engulfment is reached for a second crossover NP’s
radius Rkg (eqn (7)), representing a larger NP’s limiting size,
which is required for the internalization in the case of finite
tension-membranes.
2.2 Key NPs features in the interaction with lipid membranes
Concerning NPs shape, the increase of the surface area/volume
ratio from spherical to asymmetrical NPs (e.g., nanorods,
nanoprisms and nanocubes), maximizes the surface available
for absorption onto lipid membranes (eqn (4)), enhancing their
reactivity;14 on the other side, the local particle’s surface
curvature is predicted to increase the energy barrier associated
to membrane’s deformation, stabilizing partial-wrapping states
also for tensionless membranes.9,10 Moreover, the interaction
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preferential wrapping orientations, to minimize the energy cost
for wrapping15,16 (see Fig. 1C). Eventually, the asymmetric shape
of NPs can drive peculiar self-assembly phenomena at the nano–
bio interface, some examples of which are given in Section 3.
The NPs surface functionalization represents another
important factor affecting the interaction with membranes; in
particular, NPs surface charge has a major impact on adhesion
both onto charged and zwitterionic interfaces, setting the sign
and magnitude of the electrostatic long-range contribution
of (eqn (1)).3,17–21 Furthermore, the adhesion of charged NPs
to a target membrane is also associated to an entropic gain,
deriving from the release of small counterions from the NP
surface22 (see Fig. 1D). On the other side, the presence of
polymeric steric stabilizers on the NPs surface, like for PEGylated
particles, often decreases the adhesion energy; this effect can be
understood considering the mobility loss experienced by the
polymer chains approaching the lipid surface, which entails
a considerable entropic penalty for membrane adhesion.
Moreover, NPs’ surface functionalization determines their polarity,
which is key in controlling their spontaneous localization when
challenging a free-standing lipid membrane: generally, hydrophilic
nanomaterials with size larger than 10 nm reside at the membrane
surface, with the possibility to be partially or fully wrapped by
the membrane. Conversely, depending on their hydrophobicity,23
small particles can either spontaneously cross24,25 or be entrapped24
within the lipid membrane, provoking an alteration of the
bilayer’s frustration packing energy.26–31
Eventually, interparticle forces between different membrane-
bound NPs may originate cooperative phenomena, ultimately
leading to the simultaneous wrapping and engulfment of multiple
NPs (see Fig. 1D), which will be discussed in detail in Section 3.
2.3 Key membrane features in the interaction with NPs
Membrane-related characteristics have a crucial role in the
interaction with NPs. In particular, the composition of lipid
bilayers determines specific physico-chemical, viscoelastic and
thermodynamic properties of relevance in the interaction with
NPs. Membrane’s surface potential, determined by the percen-
tage of non-ionic, anionic and cationic lipids, strongly affects
the electrostatic contribution to NPs adhesion (eqn (1)), while
the presence of specific components (e.g., cholesterol) and their
relative abundance, give rise to characteristic behaviours, which
will be extensively discussed in Section 3.
Equally important, the molecular geometry of the membrane’s
components determines the equilibrium arrangement of lipids
within the bilayer. The molecular packing represents the main
Fig. 1 Theory of NPs–lipid membranes interactions. Panel A: illustration of the three possible configurations for a NP interacting with a lipid membrane:
from left to right, (i) NP free in the environment (repulsive contribution to the NP–bilayer total interaction overcoming the attractive one), (ii) NP’s
adhesion to the membrane, causing NP’s partial wrapping and (iii) NP’s full engulfment (strong attractive NP–bilayer forces). Readapted from open access
ref. 13. Panel B: illustrative picture representing unwrapped, fully wrapped and different wrapping degree-intermediate configurations for a NP interacting
with a fluid interface. Reproduced from ref. 101 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. Panel C: ellipsoidal NP’s reorganization from a side-
oriented configuration, adopted during the wrapping process, to a tip-oriented configuration, minimizing the energy required for full NP’s engulfment
and internalization. Reproduced from ref. 16 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. Panel D: illustrative picture of (from left to right) a
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factor affecting both the physical state and the overall topolo-
gical curvature of membranes, which are two prominent deter-
minants in the interactions with nanomaterials.
In particular, the interactions at the nano-lipid interface is
extremely affected by the gel–liquid crystalline phase behaviour of
lipid membranes: by increasing temperature, lipid bilayers undergo
a main phase transition from the so-called ‘‘gel state’’ (Lb), where
hydrocarbon chains are tightly packed and almost locked in place,
to a ‘‘fluid state’’ (La), where lipids freely diffuse within the 2D
membrane’s plane. The ‘‘melting transition temperature’’ (Tm) is
specific for a given lipid composition and determines the elastic
response of membranes at a given temperature. In particular, gel
phase bilayers show a reduced reactivity with nanomaterials, mostly
due to the high value of their bending rigidity (kB) with respect to
the fluid phase,9 which strongly hampers the membrane’s bending
and wrapping around NPs (see eqn (5)–(7)). On the other side,
the interaction with NPs, which can proceed through polar
headgroups (hydrophilic NPs) or hydrophobic chains (hydro-
phobic NPs), might affect the lipid molecular packing, leading
to micro and macroscopic modifications in the membrane
structure and thermotropic behaviour (specific examples will
be provided in the following Section).
As predicted from eqn (5), the membrane’s topology plays a
crucial role in its elastic response to NP’s induced deforma-
tions. Although lipid membranes are generally visualized as flat
bilayers (H and G in eqn (5) equal to zero), both biomembranes
and synthetic lipid assemblies may fold into more organized
non-lamellar bilayered structures.32 The interaction of nano-
materials with such non-lamellar structures may have a noteworthy
relevance both for biomimetic and technological applications,33,34
(as discussed in details in the following Section) while it
remains, to date, a highly unexplored research area.
Differently from planar membranes, curved membranes are
defined by positive (direct phases) or negative (inverse phases)
mean curvature (H) and non-zero Gaussian curvature (K)35 in




c1 þ c2ð Þ (8)
K = c1c2 (9)
with c1 and c2 minimum and maximum values of curvature at a
specific point of membrane surface.
The non-zero values of H and K lead, as predicted from
eqn (5), to a modification of their Helfrich energy and elastic
response towards externally induced deformations (e.g., NPs’
wrapping) with respect to the case of lamellar membranes.
Moreover, different topologies are associated with a frustration
packing free energy (EP), which varies according to eqn (10):
36
EP = k(l  lr)2 (10)
with k stretching rigidity of lipid chains, l and lr hydrophobic
chain extension in the stretched and relaxed state, respectively.
Phase transitions between different geometries, including
changes in both elastic and frustration packing energies, have
high biological relevance, sharing similar energy barriers and
molecular re-arrangements with membrane fusion processes.37
Several recent studies, which will be addressed in Section 4,
demonstrated that both hydrophilic and hydrophobic NPs
can promote phase transitions between model mesophases
with different geometry,26,27,34,37–41 lowering the energy barrier
required to switch from low to high curvature phases. One of
the first attempts to elucidate this effect is represented by
recent works,26,42 where the transition temperature from cubic
to hexagonal phases in monoolein liquid crystals is demon-
strated to be finely controlled by inclusion of hydrophobic iron
oxide NPs (see Section 4). This behaviour was explained by
combining the Helfrich theory in eqn (5) with geometrical
considerations: NPs increase the frustration packing energy of
the cubic phase (eqn (10)), while they have a milder effect on
the hexagonal arrangement, by inserting into its hydrophobic
voids (see Fig. 2).
In the framework of this theoretical description, in recent
years the interaction of NPs with lipid membranes has been
explored with different approaches and for different purposes:
from fundamental studies employing lipid bilayers as biomi-
metic platforms of tuneable physicochemical feature for inves-
tigating the interaction with prototypical nanoparticles, aimed
at a better understanding of the efficiency and possible adverse
effects of nanomaterials designed for biomedical applications,
to applicative studies, where the interaction of NPs and lipid
membranes is exploited for analytical purposes; from the
engineering of lipid assemblies with NPs inclusion, in order to
form smart hybrid materials for applications in materials science,
to the functionalization of NPs with a lipid coating, to improve
their biocompatibility and pharmacokinetic properties.
In Section 3 we will review the interaction of NPs with
synthetic lipid bilayers, taken as simplified models of real
plasma membranes: in line with Section 2, we will consider
the main physicochemical factors, either related to NPs or to
the lipid membrane, affecting the interaction under simplified
conditions. We will provide relevant examples from the recent
Fig. 2 Effects of NPs on lipid mesophases architectures. Illustrative
scheme of the NP-induced modification of the Frustration Packing Energy
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literature, highlighting the connections, whenever they are
relevant, between the findings on cell models and the in vitro/
in vivo observations.
3. NPs/biomembrane interactions:
from biophysical studies of nano–bio
interfaces to applications
One of the main issues limiting the development of nanomedicine
and the translation of engineered nanomaterials into medical
practice, is the poor understanding of their fate in biological
fluids, and their short-term and long-term possible adverse
cytotoxic effects.37,43–49 Recent reports have also highlighted
how nanodevices designed for nanomedicine applications,
whose functionality/efficiency has been proved at the lab-scale,
completely fail reaching their biological targets once in a living
organism.50 As a matter of fact, to date, nano-therapeutics
available on the market are mainly limited to polymeric- and
liposomal-based formulations,51,52 while, apart from some iron
oxide NPs-based formulations, inorganic and metallic particles
are at research stage or in clinical trials.53 With the ultimate aim
to fill the gap between the design/synthesis/development of
nanomaterials for nanomedicine and their end use application,
it is necessary to improve our fundamental knowledge on the
interaction of nanomaterials with biologically relevant inter-
faces, particularly, cell membranes.
Plasma membrane, primarily composed by a mixed phospho-
lipid bilayer with embedded proteins, protects the cell interior
and ensures its communication with the external environment.
The mechanisms of cell signalling processes are extremely
complex and length scale-dependent, with smaller molecules
spontaneously crossing the lipid barrier and larger and/or polar
molecules harnessing protein-mediated transportations across
the membrane.13 The nanoscale, shared by engineered particles
and biologically relevant macromolecules (i.e., DNA, viruses,
surface proteins), is mostly associated with endocytic pathways,
where the internalisation of nano-objects is generally controlled
by the membrane through specific receptor–protein binding for
the case of biological species.54,55 However, it has been demon-
strated that synthetic NPs can be wrapped and internalized by
both model and real cell membranes in the absence of any
receptor-mediated interaction,43,55,56 under exclusive control of
non-specific interactions taking place at the nano–bio interface,
and membrane’s elasticity.
In this context, synthetic lipid membranes (together with
more complex systems, as organ-on-a-chip and 3D cells arrays,
mimicking an entire tissue57), are interesting biomimetic systems,
which, by mimicking the main structural unit of plasma mem-
branes, allow investigating phenomena at the nano–bio interface
in simplified and highly controlled conditions.44,45,58
In recent years, both experimental and theoretical studies
have addressed the interaction of NPs with synthetic lipid
membranes, aimed at establishing clear connections between
the results in simplified model systems and what observed in
real cells, in order to enabling predictive strategies for the
design of evermore efficient and non-toxic nanomaterials for
nanomedicine.
In the following sections recent relevant studies on NPs–
synthetic lipid membranes interactions, together with their
implications for the understanding of real nano–bio interfaces,
will be revised, particularly focusing on: the effect of NPs coating
(surface charge, exchangeability of the ligand, steric hindrance
of the coating, impact of the protein corona) (Section 3.1); the
effect of NPs size and shape (with particular interest on the
relevance of NPs clusterization in cell uptake) (Section 3.2);
the effect of NPs adhesion on the composition, integrity and
viscoelastic properties of the target membrane (Section 3.3). In
addition, the interaction of inorganic NPs and lipid membranes
has been exploited for analytical purposes, in order to label/
signal/probe selected properties of cells or lipid assemblies in
complex biological media, both exploiting specific and non-
specific interactions of NPs with the target membranes. This
latter research field will be reviewed in Section 3.4.
3.1 Biophysics of nano–bio interfaces: NPs coating
3.1.1 NPs surface charge. The intrinsic characteristics of
NPs (i.e., core composition, size, shape) often have a secondary
impact on the interaction with a target lipid membrane, which
is primarily mediated by the ligands coating the NP’s surface:
the surface characteristics of NPs determine polarity and inter-
facial properties, directly involved in the electrostatic and
London–van der Waals contributions to NPs’ adhesion to a
lipid interface (see Section 2.1 for the theoretical background).
The interaction of NPs with target membranes is primarily
affect by the charge of both components (see eqn (2)). In order
to closely resemble real plasma membranes, most of the
employed model bilayers in biomimetics are characterized by
a zwitterionic or slightly anionic nature. Therefore, negatively
charged NPs tend to be electrostatically repelled from the
membrane, undergoing to weaker interactions with respect to
cationic ones: remarkably, this is also observed for real cell
membranes, where the uptake is generally much lower for
anionic NPs than for cationic ones.59–61 However, the situation
of real cells is complicated by the presence of other interaction
pathways of specific nature, representing an alternative with
respect to non-specific forces. Several studies have highlighted
that nonionic, anionic and cationic NPs of similar sizes undergo
different internalization routes, from clathrin- or caveolae-
mediated endocytosis to non-endocytic pathways, like passive
diffusion.62,63 Even if characterized by limited interaction cap-
ability, yet anionic NPs are attractive for biomedical applica-
tions, due to limited adverse cytotoxic effects. In addition,
despite the dominantly repulsive electrostatic forces, several
reports have shown successful internalization of anionic NPs,
as silica or Gold NPs (AuNPs).63–65 Conversely, cationic NPs
have a strong tendency to interact with negatively charged
membranes: it has been shown that cationic NPs adhere and
clusterize onto synthetic target membranes, extract lipids from
the membrane, ultimately provoking localized membrane dis-
ruption or integrity loss.22,66,67 In line with this findings, they are
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above all, relevant toxic effects on real cells.13,68,69 Recently,
Lee et al.70 hypothesized, by means of a systematic study using
a charge library of modified AuNPs, that the magnitude of the
positive charge is not the sole factor determining the extent of
interaction with target membranes and, thereby cytotoxicity.
They conclude that spatial proximity of positively charged
functional groups within a hydrophobic moiety is a common
characteristic of toxic gold colloids.
3.1.2 NPs coated with steric stabilizers. A common strategy
to increase the colloidal stability of NPs in biological media
consists in the passivation of NPs with bulky ligands, to endow
them with steric stabilization. This kind of coating also
improves the pharmacokinetic properties of NPs: for instance, it
is well known that PEGylation prevents opsonisation, improving
the circulation time of the nanomaterial. This stealth effect of PEG
in preventing opsonisation depends on its steric hindrance: it has
been shown that both NPs uptake and circulation time depend on
the molecular weight of PEG coating the NPs.71 Moreover, thanks
to molecular dynamic simulations, Lin et al.72 elucidated the
effect of both the grafting density and polymer’s chain length
on the shielding ability of PEG layers bounded to gold NPs of
varying size. Similar examples of steric stabilization of NPs have
recently been proposed by Jiang and co-workers, who have
employed poly(zwitterionic)protein functionalization (for instance
poly(carboxybetaine)) to improve pharmacokinetic properties of
NPs,73,74 while other examples of polyzwitterionic coatings are
poly(acrylic acid) derivatives, poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-alkene)
derivatives or poly(sulfobetaine) derivatives, which offer several
advantages over PEGylation (see as a reference the Review from
Garcia et al.73).
PEGylation or steric stabilization affects the interaction of
NPs with synthetic target membranes, with possible implica-
tions also at the real membranes’ level. Indeed, the use of steric
stabilizers, like PEG, is theoretically predicted to decrease the
adhesion of NPs to lipid membranes, due to the high entropic
loss associated to the adsorption process (see Section 2).
In a recent study,75 through large scale molecular dynamic
simulations, Gal and coworkers extensively characterized the
interaction of PEGylated SPIONs of different size with both
synthetic membranes of different composition and real cancer
and kidney cells. In the frame of classic DLVO theory (Section 2),
they presented a direct comparison of NP–synthetic and real
membrane interactions, linking weak NP adsorption to anionic
lipid membranes, due to NP–bilayer electrostatic interactions,
with eukaryote cell uptake, without membrane penetration.
Moreover, they showed that the NP–membrane electrostatic
attraction is suppressed by increasing PEG molecular weight
and NP size, which they correlated with low cell uptake and no
cytotoxicity in two cell lines.
A common strategy to circumvent the poor ability of steric-
stabilized NPs to interact with cells via non-specific interac-
tions, limiting their cell uptake and therapeutic/diagnostic
efficiency, is to exploit the NP–membrane specific interactions,
which are available for the case of real plasma membranes:
endowing NPs surface with targeting moieties, might result in
promoting the effective docking of NPs on cell membranes and
improving the successful achievement of their biological target.
For instance, in a proof-of-concept study it was shown that
adding biotin or streptavidin moieties allows specific binding
of polymer-coated NPs to beads carrying the complementary
unit;76 Kaaki et al.77 highlighted the efficient targeting of
human breast carcinoma cells by folic acid-conjugated iron
oxide NPs with a PEG coating. However, partially contradictory
results were obtained by Krais et al. on similar system, where no
folate-dependent targeting was highlighted.78
3.1.3 NPs coating with exchangeable ligands. The binding
mode and strength between the NPs and the coating agent
determine both single NP–membrane interactions and collec-
tive NP–NP interactions at the nano–bio interface: physisorbed
ligands, which can be easily displaced from the NP’s surface
through ligand-exchange, are associated to enhanced reactivity
of NPs, which can be considered as ‘‘naked’’. Recently, hydro-
phobic physisorbed ligands, i.e., oleic acid/oleylamine coatings
on iron oxide NPs, have been associated to small NPs’ pearl-
necklace aggregation inside monoolein bilayers.26 Moreover it
has been shown that hydrophilic weakly absorbed ligands on the
surface of AuNPs can promote peculiar aggregation phenomena
occurring on the lipid membrane,18,19 which are particularly
significative also for the case of repulsive NPs/membrane
electrostatic interactions (e.g., between negatively charged
gold NPs and slightly anionic synthetic free-standing bilayers).
Moreover, weakly bound physisorbed ligand onto the NPs
surface can be easily replaced with other molecules establishing
covalent or stronger non-specific interaction with the bare NPs
surface: remarkably, it has been recently demonstrated by Wang
et al.,79 that weak ligands, as citrate and short DNA fragments
onto the gold surface, can be effectively replaced with lipid
components of cell membranes, resulting in unique interfacial
phenomena. Indeed, when ligand exchange processes occur at
the interface, NPs might aggregate into ordered monolayers on
the lipid membrane, which might affect membrane integrity and
cell internalization efficiency and pathway.
3.1.4 Protein corona coating of NPs. An interesting aspect is
the functionalization of NPs surface with the so-called protein
corona.14,55,80,81 From the pioneering studies of K. Dawson82–84
and coauthors, it has been progressively established that NPs in
biological fluids are spontaneously covered by a self-assembled
layer of proteins (an inner non-exchangeable layer and an
external exchangeable one), which determines a ‘‘biological
identity’’ of the NPs and, ultimately, their ability to interact with
cells.44,80,85,86 The composition of the protein corona depends on
the nature of NPs core, on their shape and on their surface
coating. In particular, the surface charge of NPs also affects
the adhesion of biomolecules present in biological media,
modifying the protein corona, in terms of composition and
orientation.62,87,88 It has also been highlighted that during
NPs internalization, the tendency of corona proteins is, at
least partially, to remain attached to NPs surface.83,89,90 Since
proteins are generally characterized by significant steric
hindrance and amphiphilic nature, they specifically mediate
the interaction of the NPs with plasma membranes. In this
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modifications of the proteins modify their binding and orienta-
tion on NPs, strongly affecting the biological uptake of NPs.91
Recently, the controlled formation of the protein corona has
been exploited both for application purposes (e.g., for applica-
tions in cancer vaccines92) and also to control in a predictable
way the protein-corona-mediated interaction of NPs with cell
membranes. For instance, pre-incubation of NPs with serum
has been exploited to prevent NPs aggregation in biological
media, improve their cell uptake and decrease their cytotoxic
effects.69 The comprehension, control and exploitation of protein
corona formation is therefore a key milestone in determining and
predicting NPs fate in living organisms.
3.2 Biophysics of nano–bio interfaces: NPs size and shape
As discussed in Section 2, when a NP adheres to a planar lipid
membrane, it locally imposes a curvature modification, which
depends on the size of NPs and on the viscoelastic properties
of the membrane (eqn (5)), which eventually controls the
occurrence and extent of NPs wrapping by the membrane;
therefore, NPs size also determines the response of the bilayer
to its adhesion and, ultimately, the effects on the target
membrane and the internalization pathway. NPs with size
comparable or smaller than the lipid bilayer thickness can
either be entrapped within the membrane30 or translocate
across the lipid bilayer by diffusing through25,93,94 or by
opening pores in the membrane,95 which is normally associated
to a high cytotoxicity in vivo.56,96 On the contrary, wrapping
represents the dominant mechanism for larger particles
(410 nm) interacting with bilayers, which is associated to their
entrance into cells in living organisms.11 Often, depending on
NPs size, adhesion to a target membrane might result in the NPs
clusterization: indeed, under specific conditions, membranes
actively drive the self-assembly of adsorbed NPs, as a result of
the tendency of the membrane to minimize the NP-induced
deformation and its associated elastic cost (eqn (5)).97 As a
result, small-sized NPs have been observed to preferentially
interact with membranes as clusters,67,98 while fluid membranes
have been theoretically predicted to mediate the asymmetric
aggregation of spherical nanoparticles onto lipid surface.99 This
aspect is particularly significant for medical application of
nanomaterials, since NPs uptake in model and real membranes
is often preceded by aggregation at the nano–bio interface.11
In addition, mathematical models and molecular dynamic
simulations have revealed that membrane-induced interactions
between bound particles can lead to collective NPs wrapping
and internalization: in particular, Zhang et al.100 revealed
that NPs translocation proceeds in a cooperative way, with a
key role played by NPs quantity, while Lipowsky et al.101,102
showed that spherical NPs can be cooperatively wrapped in
tubular membrane invaginations.
While the effect of NP’s size has been extensively investigated,
much less is known on the impact of NP’s geometry. Asymme-
trically shaped NPs, like nanorods, nanodisks and nanostars,
are particularly attractive materials, due to the peculiar proper-
ties (optical, magnetic, electronic and so on) arising from
anisotropy.103 Depending on their shape, anisotropic NPs can
efficiently interact with a target membrane and translocate
across it. MD studies on the interaction of NPs of different non-
spherical shapes highlighted reorientation of NPs in proximity to the
target membrane, to maximize the interaction, leading to strong
shape and orientational dependence on the translocation104 (see
Fig. 3A). In addition, it has to be considered that, from a
theoretical standpoint, it is thermodynamically more favourable
for a lipid membrane to wrap a spherocylinder than a sphere of
the same radius.105 Consistently with the theoretical predictions,
non-spherical NPs, from nanostars to nanorods, are efficiently
internalized by cells, in a shape and, for nanorods, aspect-ratio
dependent manner.106,107 Experimental studies on biomimetic
membranes have shown that the asymmetric shape of NPs
can drive peculiar self-assembly phenomena at the nano–bio
Fig. 3 Theoretical studies on nano–bio interfaces. Panel A: molecular
dynamics study to compute translocation rate constants of NPs of
different shapes through lipid membranes; (left) coarse-grained gold
nanoparticles setup; (right) analysis of rice NP translocation: potential of
mean force, PMF (kJ mol1) profile as a function of distance of the NP from
the lipid bilayer. Adapted with permission from ref. 104. Copyright (2012)
American Chemical Society. Panel B: lipid membrane modifications upon
interaction with cationic gold NPs: (left) lateral phase separation of 1 : 1
anionic (green) and zwitterionic (blue) lipids in the presence of gold NPs
(red); (right) trajectories of NP (green) and anionic lipid (blue) highlighting
the slaved diffusion of anionic lipids upon interaction with NPs. Adapted
with permission from ref. 22. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society.
Panel C: nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulations to investigate
photoporation of lipid membranes through the irradiation of AuNPs: the
NPs, stably bound to cell membranes, convert the radiation into heat; a
quantitative prediction of the temperature gradient around the NP upon
irradiation is evaluated. Adapted with permission from ref. 197 Copyright
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interface:10,37 as an example, we recently demonstrated that
gold nanorods (Au NRs) are wrapped by model and real cell
membranes as end-to-end NPs’ clusters,67 reducing the energy
penalty required for the membrane to bend around highly
curved edges. The induced tension due to the adhesion of
asymmetric NPs determines effects of lipid extraction, observed
both on model membranes and macrophage cells, eventually
provoking extensive disruption of the membrane, related to a
significant in vitro cytotoxicity.67
3.3 Biophysics of nano–bio interfaces: membrane
composition
Cell membranes are characterized by a high degree of composi-
tional heterogeneity, typically comprising of thousands of
different lipids, carbohydrates and proteins,108 which is repro-
duced, at different complexity levels, by model membranes. The
chemical composition of both synthetic and natural bilayers
strongly affects their elasticity, physical state and structure,
thereby determining their response towards external stimuli.
A clear example is the recent work of Lunnoo et al.,109 in which
model bilayers with different compositional complexity levels
correspond, as predicted by their proposed MD simulations, to
diverse cellular uptake pathways of neutral 10 nm gold NPs.
Going more into details, the presence of charges on the lipid
membrane emphasizes the interaction with oppositely charged
particles, as expected from eqn (2)96 in Section 2; however, it
has been demonstrated that electrostatic interactions play a
major role also for neutral zwitterionic lipids facing anionic
and cationic NPs.110,111 In addition, it has been observed that
the molecular structure of membrane’s lipid components (e.g.,
saturation degree of hydrophobic chains) represents another
factor to take into account, affecting the penetration level of
NPs inside the lipid region.112 Furthermore, cholesterol, one of
the most abundant sterols in real lipid membranes, deeply
affects the structure and fluidity of lipid bilayers; moreover, it is
involved in the formation of lipid rafts,113 which, for reasons
not yet fully understood, increase the extent of NPs–membrane
interactions: as an example, Melby et al.114 showed that positively
charged AuNPs bind significantly more to phase-segregated
bilayers with respect to single phase ones, while Hartono et al.115
associated higher cholesterol concentrations in lipid monolayers
to stronger interactions with protein-coated AuNPs, leading to
monolayer disruption.
3.4 Biophysics of nano–bio interfaces: NPs-induced
membrane modifications
The self-assembled nature and lateral fluidity of plasma mem-
branes determine a capability of the membrane to reorganize
and locally and transiently restructure itself in response to
biological stimuli. This is the case considering for instance
the transient formation of lipid rafts, in relationship with cell
trafficking phenomena, or considering ligand (drug)–receptor
interactions at cell surface, triggering complex biological responses.
In this respect, several studies have addressed the effects on
NPs on a target lipid membrane upon adhesion. A first effect
is the induced lateral phase separation within the target
membrane: theoretical studies on cationic NPs have high-
lighted their tendency to recruit anionic lipids in the adhesion
area, determining the formation of phase separated patches
within the membrane (see Fig. 3B).22,116 The alteration of
membrane’s phase behaviour induced by NPs is a growing
research topic, with several studies contributing building-up a
complex picture, which is far from being understood. As an
example, the group of Granick111 reported a different effect
of silica anionic117 and cationic particles on phospholipid
membranes, with negative NPs inducing gelation and positive
ones provoking fluidification. Considering anionic silica NPs
with different size, the group of Zhang et al.118 reports that the
gelation, or ‘‘freeze effect’’ on DOPC giant unilamellar vesicles
(GUV) is promoted by small NPs (18 nm), while large particles
(478 nm) promote membrane wrapping. By significantly
decreasing the phospholipid lateral mobility, the release of
tension through stress-induced fracture mechanics results in
a microsize hole in the GUVs after interaction. On the other
hand, membrane wrapping leads to increased lipid lateral
mobility and the eventual collapse of the vesicles.
Von White et al.30 registered an increase in the gel-to-liquid
crystalline transition temperature of synthetic lipid vesicles
induced by the embedding of hydrophobic AuNPs, while
Chakraborty et al.119 reported the opposite effect, i.e., phospho-
lipid bilayer softening, due to hydrophobic AuNPs inclusions;
on the other side, recent studies demonstrated that hydrophilic
(negatively and positively charged) AuNPs induce the same
effect at the nanoscale, promoting the formation of rigidified lipid
domains around the NPs’ surface, characterized by a reduced lipid
motion with respect to the surrounding fluid phase.21,22,120,121 Both
the induced lateral phase separation on a target membrane and
the induced modification of the viscoelastic properties might
represent, at the biological level, both biologically relevant
signals, activating cell entry pathways, or else might be of
relevance in inducing cytotoxic effects (Fig. 3C).
3.5 Analytical applications of NP–lipid membrane
interactions
An interesting research topic related to the interaction of
NPs with lipid membranes is its exploitation for analytical
purposes. Inorganic NPs are characterized by peculiar proper-
ties, making them suitable to provide a readout, generally an
optical (fluorescence, scattering) or magnetic signal, which can
provide qualitative or quantitative information of different
nature. Knowles and coworkers have shown how the sponta-
neous formation of a supported lipid bilayer on a polystyrene
NPs patterned support can be exploited to form membrane
regions of high curvature, due to NPs partial wrapping: these
areas spontaneously accumulate specific, single-tailed lipids, of
higher spontaneous curvature, and can be exploited to monitor
the interaction of biomolecules with membrane areas of high
curvature;122 Liu et al.123 have formed AuNPs patterned surfaces
(see Fig. 4B), for mechanical tension measurements in living
cells. Cho and coworkers124 have designed a nanoplasmonic
biosensor made of an array of gold, silicon oxide or titanium
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(see Fig. 4C), vesicles arrays, supported lipid bilayers or a coex-
istence of the two systems, spontaneously formed due to different
pathways of interaction between lipid vesicles and the nanodisks
of different material: localized surface plasmon resonance experi-
ments detecting a membrane-active peptide highlighted a strong
dependence of the interaction between the peptide and the
lipid bilayer, depending on the architecture of the lipid scaffold.
Limaj et al.125 designed an infrared biosensor to monitor the
molecular behaviour and dynamics of lipid membranes, based on
the adsorption of lipid vesicles on an engineered substrate
functionalized with gold nanoantennas for surface enhanced
infrared absorption (SEIRA) experiments. Suga et al.126 exploited
the interaction of hydrophobic (dodecanthiol-modified) AuNPs
with phospholipids and phospholipid assemblies, to investigate
the behavior of lipid membranes at a molecular length-scale
through Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS). The same
technique is employed by Bhowmik et al.,127 who exploited the
formation of a lipid coating wrapping Silver NPs (AgNPs) to probe
through SERS the molecular behavior of protein oligomers
spontaneously binding to the lipid coating of AgNPs (this example
will be also discussed in Section 5) (see Fig. 4A). Recently, we have
shown that synthetic Giant Unilamellar Vesicles of POPC promote
the clusterization of Turkevich–Frens citrated AuNPs on the lipid
membrane itself.121 This phenomenon, which has been investi-
gated by other groups, provokes a modification of the plasmon
resonance peak of AuNPs, which is visible also by naked eyes
as a colour change of AuNPs dispersion from red to blue.17,128
Interestingly, this effect is similarly observed when the same
AuNPs challenge biogenic natural vesicles (extracellular vesicles,
EVs)120,129 and it has been found as strongly dependent on the
concentration of EVs and on the presence of protein contaminant.
Therefore, an analytical method for EVs has been developed,
offering an easy and fast assay for purity and concentration of
EVs, based on nonspecific interactions between NPs and lipid
membranes130–132 (see Fig. 4D).
4. Engineering lipid assemblies:
inclusion of NPs in lipid scaffolds
Depending on their molecular structure and on the environ-
mental conditions, lipids in water self-assemble into very
Fig. 4 Analytical applications of NP–lipid membrane interactions. Panel A: SERS technique exploiting the spontaneous binding of proteins to lipid bilayer-
encapsulated AgNPs to probe lipid membrane-attached oligomers; (left) set-up of the technique (right) TEM micrograph of lipid-coated AgNPs; SERS
spectrum of melittin in the presence of AgNPs (black) and lipid-coated AgNPs (red). Adapted with permission from ref. 127. Copyright (2015) American
Chemical Society. Panel B: molecular tension fluorescence microscopy applied to the investigation of fibroblast cells layered on a substrate with an array of
precisely spaced functionalized AuNPs: cartoon summarizing the experimental set-up. Adapted with permission from ref. 123. Copyright (2014) American
Chemical Society. Panel C: self-assembly formation of lipid membranes on nanoplasmonic sensor platforms. Time-resolved extinction maximum
wavelength shift measurements (red) and corresponding time derivative (blue) for vesicle adsorption onto (left) silicon oxide-coated nanodisk surface,
(center) bare gold nanodisks on glass surface, and (right) titanium oxide-coated nanodisk surface. Adapted with permission from ref. 124. Copyright (2014)
WileyVCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. Panel D: (left) set-up of the nanoplasmonic assay for probing by eye protein contaminants (single and
aggregated exogenous proteins, SAP) in EV preparations; (right) Eppendorf tubes containing AuNPs in the presence of EVs (blue) or EVs + SAP (red),
highlighting the sensitivity of the assay to EVs protein contaminants; UV-visible absorbance spectra of AuNPs, in the presence of increasing amounts of EVs,
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diverse structures, from simple planar lamellar phases, as
vesicles, to non-lamellar curved bilayered structures (as cubic
mesophases),133–135 to inverse monolayered tubular arrange-
ments (as inverse hexagonal mesophases). These different struc-
tural arrangements, formed by spontaneous self-assembly, can
host hydrophilic-coated NPs in the aqueous regions and/or
hydrophobic-coated NPs in the hydrophobic domains.
NPs can spontaneously insert in the lipid scaffolds, due to
non-specific forces, such as hydrophobic, electrostatic and
van der Waals interactions (see Section 2), thus representing
a facile approach to obtain a complex hybrid material with
controlled structure and defined properties arising from the
combination of lipid and NP building blocks.
In particular, the inclusion of NPs in lipid scaffolds
allows obtaining materials with specific interesting features:
(i) the biocompatibility of the lipid scaffold (dependent on its
composition) allows envisioning the employment of these
hybrid materials for biomedical applications; (ii) the self-
organization and phase behavior of lipid mesophases is
generally responsive to the inclusion of external species, to
temperature, hydration and other experimental conditions,
which variations can be triggered, in a space and time con-
trolled manner, by external stimuli applied to the NPs included
in the lipid scaffold (e.g., magnetoliposomes). This is a very
interesting opportunity for several applications, for instance
the development of drug delivery systems (DDS) with controlled
release abilities; (iii) the inclusion and confinement of NPs in
lipid scaffolds has the effect to locally concentrate them and
to impose them a spatial arrangement. This localized NPs
concentration increase might be of relevance to enhance NPs-
related signals (for instance optical or MRI readout for diagnostic
applications); in addition, the increased concentration, together
with a defined structural architecture, might induce peculiar
collective properties of NPs, arising from the lipid scaffold-
imposed arrangement.
In the following sections we will revise this topic, in particular
focusing on the effect of NPs inclusion on the overall features of
lipid/NP hybrid materials (Section 4.1), and, subsequently, on
applicative examples of NP/lipid hybrids made of NPs included
in lamellar (Section 4.2) and non-lamellar (Section 4.3) lipid
mesophases.
4.1 NPs inclusion in lipid scaffolds: structural and
physicochemical effects
The hydrophobic or hydrophilic nature of NPs, which depends
on the coating agent, is the key factor in determining the
localization in a lipid assembly. Both lamellar (i.e., liposomes, Giant
Unilamellar Vesicles) and non-lamellar (i.e., cubic or hexagonal
structures) lipid assemblies are characterized by the coexis-
tence of hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains, capable to host
NPs of different nature. In all NPs–lipid hybrids, the inclusion
of NPs in the lipid architecture affects the physico-chemical
and structural properties of the lipid scaffold, modifying for
instance the fluidity and bending properties of the membrane,
its local thickness, the phase behavior and the viscoelastic
properties. For instance, it has been shown that the inclusion
of hydrophobic superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs (SPIONs) in
the lipid membrane of DPPC liposomes increases the average
thickness of the membrane and modifies the orientation of the
phospholipid chains, affecting the lipid melting temperature.136,137
In addition, depending on the chemical nature of hydrophobic
NPs embedded in a lipid bilayer, they can either stabilize or
destabilize the lipid ordering, causing opposite effects on the
phase behavior of the lipid scaffold; it has been shown that 4
and 5.7 nm AgNPs31 increase the fluidity of the membrane,
reducing the degree of ordering of the lipid tails, while 5 nm
maghemite NPs29 increase membrane rigidity. Finally, the
inclusion of nanoparticles can also modify the final structure
of the bilayer: for instance, a Cryo-TEM investigation of Chen
et al. on liposomes containing hydrophobic SPIONs has high-
lighted the formation of liposomes’ aggregates with SPIONs
clusters acting as bridging agents (see Fig. 5A and B). These
local perturbations highlight that some structural rearrange-
ment of a planar lipid membrane can be possible preserving
the overall lipid mesophase architecture; however, as reported
by Briscoe et al.,40 significant amounts of NPs inclusion might
promote, for defined lipid compositions and specific tempera-
ture/pressure conditions, a phase transition from lamellar to
hexagonal mesophases. In general, as already pointed out in
Section 2, the inclusion of NPs in a planar bilayer increases the
frustration packing energy of the lipid molecules eventually
promoting the re-organization in a different mesophase, char-
acterized by a more negative curvature; the mismatch between
the equilibrium curvature and the perturbed arrangement due
to NP inclusion, favors the transition to a more thermodyna-
mically stable structure.
These examples highlight how the effect of NPs on lipid
membranes is variable, but possibly predictable, on the basis of
minimum energy considerations; therefore, the physico-chemical
properties of the target lipid membrane and of the NPs to be
inserted in the lipid scaffold can be tuned in order to modify the
behavior of the membrane in a desired manner, engineering the
system for its final purpose.
4.2 Applications of NPs/lamellar lipid assemblies hybrids
Among hybrid nanostructures where NPs are included in lamellar
assemblies, particularly relevant are magnetoliposomes (MLs),
where hydrophobic SPIONs are included in the lipid bilayers of
lipid vesicles.138–140 Their responsivity to static (SMF) and alter-
nating magnetic fields (AMF) makes MLs good candidates in
nanomedicine as DDS,141 able to release drugs confined in the
lumen of liposomes in a time and space controlled manner,
upon application of external stimuli.142,143 Despite their poten-
tiality, the inclusion of small NPs in the bilayer can be exploited
only for drug delivery purposes, while generally, no bulk
heating effect can be induced by small NPs subjected to AMFs,
as shown in several studies:144 therefore, they cannot be applied
in hyperthermia therapies, for the thermal ablation of cells;
however, as reported by Di Corato et al.,145 using hydrophilic
SPIONs loaded in the vesicles’ lumen combined with a photo-
sensitizer, results in a synergistic effect, observed both in vitro
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nanomaterial, very promising for therapeutic applications.
Recently, MLs decorated both with hydrophobic and hydro-
philic SPIONs have been shown to release on-demand hydro-
philic or hydrophobic payloads, depending on the frequency
and application time of an AMF.127
Besides SPIONs, hydrophobic AuNPs were recently used146 to
build-up photoresponsive and thermosensitive hybrid liposomes.
In addition, multifunctional hybrid liposomes containing magneto-
plasmonic nanoparticles (SPIONs@Au), merging the possibility to
combine hypothermic and photothermal treatments were recently
shown147,148 for image-guided delivery of anti-HIV drugs to the
brain: generally, the successful delivery of antiretroviral drugs to the
brain is limited due to the presence of the blood–brain barrier
(BBB); in this case the authors reported an enhanced BBB
transmigration efficiency under AMF without its disruption;
moreover, the treatment of HIV virus with multifunctional
liposomes successfully reduced the viral replication.
Several studies have addressed the inclusion of quantum dots
in lipid assemblies: despite their unique optical properties, they
are characterized by significant acute cytotoxic effects. With the
aim to realize a contrast agent for imaging applications,138,149,150
several studies have shown that the confinement of CdSe dots in
lipid bilayers increases their biocompatibility, while preserving
their fluorescence features, making the system more suitable for
biomedical applications (see Fig. 5C).
4.3 Applications of NPs/non-lamellar lipid assemblies hybrids
As anticipated in Section 2, the inclusion of NPs into non-
lamellar lipid assemblies mostly affects the structure of the
mesophase, in terms of the lattice parameter and, consequently,
of the diameter of the nanochannels and amount of water
contained in the lipid architecture. If the size of NPs is similar
or smaller than the lattice parameter, NPs can be easily encap-
sulated in the architectures. Venugopaal et al.38 investigated
Fig. 5 Cryo-microscopies of lamellar and non-lamellar lipid membranes assembled with hydrophobic NPs. Panel A: cryo-TEM images highlighting the
structural changes induced by hydrophobic SPIONs interacting with liposomes: on the left, TEM image showing liposomes arranged in a multiwalled
configuration with SPIONs bridging; on the right, TEM image of liposomes’ aggregates bridged by SPIONs clusters embedded in the bilayer. Adapted with
permission from ref. 29. Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society. Panel B: DPPC liposomes decorated with dodecanethiol-capped AuNPs shown at
different magnifications. Adapted with permission from ref. 28. Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society. Panel C: TEM images of POPC/POPE
liposomes assembled with quantum dots (QDs) of different sizes embedded in the bilayer. The size increase of QDs (from 1 to 4 progressively) increases
the perturbation of the lipid membrane: lipid membrane appears sharp when small QDs are included (1 and 2), while with the larger ones the membrane
becomes fuzzier (3 and 4). Reproduced from ref. 150 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. Panel D: cryo-SEM of non-lamellar
mesophases interacting with Au NRs. On the left Phytantriol cubic mesophase, on the right Phytantriol hexagonal mesophase, both assembled with Au
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the encapsulation of hydrophilic Silica NPs of 8 nm diameter in
monolinolein mesophase: in this case, the NPs were too large to
be encapsulated in the nanochannels (of 3–3.8 nm diameter);
nevertheless, the addition of NPs determined the overall
dehydration of the lipid scaffold, eventually causing, for high
concentrations, the transition of the assembly geometry to
a gyroid cubic structure (Ia3d). The authors interpret this
behavior considering that, since the energy cost to include
the NPs in the nanochannels is extremely high (above
100kBT), the NPs tend to minimize their interfacial energy,
aggregating along the grain boundaries of the mesophase,
similarly to what reported concerning lamellar structures.151
The same authors investigated also the structural features of
monolinolein mesophases loaded with hydrophilic SPIONs.
Upon application of a static magnetic field, a reorganization
of the lipid domains along the direction of the field152,153 was
found, highlighting how the responsiveness of SPIONs to
magnetic fields can be exploited to induce structural modifica-
tions in the whole lipid mesophase. This effect has been
applied for instance to control the release of drugs confined
in the lipid mesophases152 or, as the same authors reported,154
for the application in optical memory storage.
The inclusion of hydrophobic NPs in non-lamellar meso-
phases can be easily achieved exploiting the hydrophobic
interactions that spontaneously drive the NPs localization in
the hydrophobic regions of the self-assembly. However, also in
this case, the size of NPs is of paramount importance, to avoid
the disruption of the lipid scaffold. Recently, the inclusion of
hydrophobic SPIONs into 1-monoolein diamond cubic phase
was reported, highlighting that the amount of included NPs,
together with temperature, controls the phase transition from
cubic to hexagonal phase. Since this transition is accompanied
by a significant dehydration of the mesophase, the structural
rearrangement is accompanied by the release of most of the
water content of the nanochannels. This thermoresponsive
hybrid material was also found to be responsive to AMFs,
representing, therefore, a promising system for the delivery of
hydrophilic drugs in a time and space-controlled manner.33
Recently, it was shown that this thermotropic effect of liquid
crystalline phases loaded with hydrophobic NPs is a general
phenomenon, highlighted also for cubic mesophases formed of
phytantriol and hydrophobic AuNPs.20
Very few examples in the literature address the inclusion of
non-spherical NPs in non-lamellar lipid assemblies: Boyd
et al.155 reported on hydrophobic NRs included in phytantriol,
selachyl alcohol and monoolein lipid mesophases, with the aim
to build-up photo-responsive hybrid materials (see Fig. 5D). The
authors investigated the effect of NRs on the cubic mesophases,
highlighting a slight reduction in the phase transition tempera-
ture and in the lattice parameter. Interestingly, similarly to
spherical hydrophobic NPs, gold NRs shift the cubic-to-
hexagonal boundaries to lower temperatures.156 For hexosomes
of selachyl alcohol, it was shown that the lattice parameter or
water volume fraction26,27 are not affected by the presence of
AuNRs; the authors suggested that NRs are positioned along
the direction of hexosomes, but, due to their large sizes
(55.5 nm in length and 16 nm in width) they are in close
proximity of the lipid bilayer, without being efficiently included
inside it. Nevertheless, the application of a NIR laser on the
hybrid structure promoted the phase transition from cubic to
hexagonal phase, similarly to what observed with the applica-
tion of AMF on monoolein-SPIONs hybrids.
5. Surface engineering of inorganic
NPs: functionalization of NPs with a
lipid coating
Recently, several research groups have addressed the function-
alization of inorganic NPs or clusters of NPs with lipids to form
lipid-coated NPs with a supported lipid bilayer (SLB and
liposomes3). The validity of this approach is twofold: first,
a lipid coating of appropriate composition might strongly improve
the biocompatibility of inorganic NPs: this is particularly
critical for the very toxic quantum dots. The second advantage
is the increased dispersibility in body fluids and improved
pharmacokinetic properties. As a matter of fact, without a
proper coating, bare NPs introduced by parenteral administra-
tion, are rapidly opsonized and removed by phagocytes from
the blood stream54 and accumulated in liver and spleen,157,158
often causing oxidative stress.159,160
Although this could be even convenient for those treat-
ments where the desired aim is to modulate local immune
responses,161 it is worth considering the use of a capping agent
that prevents leakage of the drug, protects the carriers from
degrading enzymes, and shields them from the immune system
avoiding side effects.162,163 Among several potential capping
systems, lipid bilayers are especially advantageous164 for several
reasons: (i) the escape from endosomal vesicles of the nano-
material and successful reaching of its biological target, upon
endocytic uptake, is strongly favoured in the presence of a lipid
coating, improving the ability of NPs to passively permeate
to the inner core of the cell;165,166 (ii) the presence of a
lipid coating is helpful in preventing NPs aggregation in
biological environment; (iii) lipid coating is highly tuneable
in composition (for instance PEGylated lipids, to further
improve nanoparticle pharmacokinetic properties,167 can be easily
incorporated, as well as cholesterol, added as a controlling fluidity
agent) and can be easily functionalized and designed to match
the specific requirements of the desired application.168–170 As
introduced in Section 2, the achievement of such a coating
depends on the size of the NP to be coated and on the
viscoelastic properties of the membrane. Generally, relatively
large NPs, imposing a low curvature to the target membrane,
can be successfully completely wrapped and coated by a lipid
membrane, while small particles need to be wrapped and
coated as clusters. In the following sections we will review
the most relevant examples and applications of lipid-coated
inorganic nanoparticles, considering one by one the different
types of nanoparticles, silica NPs (Section 5.1), gold and silver
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5.1 Lipid-coated silica NPs
Leveraging the pioneering works of Rapuano’s group,171,172
over the last years several research groups have addressed
the decoration of silica nanoparticles with SLBs.173 Recently,
Mousseau et al. showed an example of fluorescent silica NPs
covered by a pulmonary surfactant Curosurfs. They found that
a complete SLB coverage of silica nanoparticles is obtained only
through sonication, which disrupts lipid vesicles and promotes
full wrapping of the NPs. In vitro assays confirmed that the
presence of the SLB mitigated the particle toxicity and improved
internalization rates.174
Tada and co-workers tested the impact of a lipid coating
(using different types of lipid bilayers) on the cytolocalization of
silica NPs prepared with methylene blue, for applications in
Photodynamic Therapy (PDT).175,176
Mackowiak et al.177 showed an example of mesoporous silica
NPs surrounded by a cationic DOPC/DOTAP SLB with targeting
ligands on the surface of the nanoconstruct and a photosensi-
tizer molecule covalently attached to the surface of mesoporous
silica NPs, for controlled and targeted drug delivery applica-
tions. In this case, the presence of the SLB coating was also
aimed at improving the capability of the system to retain a drug
inside the mesoporous structure of NPs before photoactivation
to induce the release of the cargo.
An alternative route to obtain controlled release of drugs
from lipid-coated mesoporous silica NPs, based on the use of
thermo-responsive lipids, was recently presented by Zhang
et al.: they combined the high drug loading capacity of meso-
porous silica NPs with the thermal responsiveness of a mixture
of lipids, DPPC/DSPC/Chol/DSPE-PEG2000, allowing the possi-
bility to release on-demand the payload at hyperthermia tem-
perature, circumventing the premature leakage at physiological
temperature178 (see Fig. 6C).
5.2 Lipid-coated gold and silver NPs
Taking advantage of their antimicrobial properties, AgNPs have
been widely used in the last decades both in industrial and in
biomedical applications.179–181 Furthermore, due the localized
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of AgNPs, they can be
exploited for the development of biosensors. For this purpose,
Bhowmik and co-workers127 developed a method to determine the
conformation of membrane-bound proteins: unlike conventional
Fig. 6 Lipid-coated NPs. Panel A and B: TEM images of bare Au nanocages (A) and the same nanocages covered by a lipid bilayer (B) used as
nanovaccine for cancer immunotherapy. Reprinted with permission from ref. 187 r Elsevier; panel C: schematic overview of the procedure for the
fabrication of doxorubicin (DOX)-loaded SLB-mesoporous silica NPs. The thermal responsiveness of the lipids circumvents the premature leakage of
the payload. The insets show the related TEM images. Adapted and reprinted with permission from ref. 178 r Elsevier; panel D: schematic illustration of
the fabrication process of DOX-AuNR@mSiO2 covered by a lipid bilayer and the corresponding NIR laser-controlled intracellular DOX release. Reprinted
with permission from ref. 192 r RSC; panel E: model of the Ca2+-dependent liposome and lipid-coated AuNPs clustering in presence of synaptotagmin
(Syt). Reprinted with permission from ref. 185 r ACS; panel F: conceptual scheme of lipid-coated gold carriers for the release of paclitaxel and cisplatin.
Reprinted with permission from ref. 183 r Elsevier; panel G: schematic illustration of the preparation protocol of SPION@DSPE-PEG loaded with
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SERS, that requires immobilization of molecules, they exploited
the spontaneous binding of proteins to lipid bilayer-coated
AgNPs. In this way, they probed the behavior of membrane-
attached oligomers of Amyloid-b40 (Ab40), whose conformation
is of relevance in Alzheimer’s disease. AuNPs are the most
widely studied inorganic NPs, thanks to their facile synthetic
and functionalization routes, and their plasmonic properties
that can be harnessed in a plethora of applications, ranging
from optical imaging, spectroscopy and photothermal therapy.
Du et al. formed a liposomes–AuNPs hybrid system as a vector
for nucleic acids, for applications in gene therapy.182
England and co-workers183,184 (see Fig. 6F) prepared AuNPs
functionalized with multiple layers (two or three) of phospha-
tidylcholine, alkanethiol, high density lipoprotein and phos-
phatidylcholine/alkanethiol for the delivery of hydrophobic
and hydrophilic drugs for the treatment of solid tumours. By
exploiting the optical properties of AuNPs, Reed et al. developed
a novel hybrid for sensitive detection of proteins based on
apposition and aggregation of liposomes induced by Ca2+ ions
using Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) assays185 (see
Fig. 6E). Wang et al. recently proposed a novel approach to
overcome the low delivery efficiency of plasmids by condensing
them on peptide-modified AuNPs, successively covered with a
mixture of phospholipids.186
In addition to spherical NPs, liposomes-coated gold
nanocages187 (see Fig. 6A and B) have been reported as possible
nanovaccines for cancer immunotherapy: the authors demon-
strated that the hybrid carrier exhibited enhanced antitumor
effects, inhibiting tumour growth in lung metastasis models. In
addition, lipid-coated hollow gold nanoshells have been recently
developed for synergistic chemotherapy and photothermal
therapy for the treatment of pancreatic cancer.188 By taking
advantage of the unique structure of hollow gold nanoshells,
the authors successfully demonstrated the co-delivery of two
drugs, one loaded in the lipid bilayer and the other one loaded
in the hydrophilic interior of the nanoshell.
Furthermore, the possibility to extend lipid coverage to Au
NRs has been recently explored. Recent studies have addressed
the functionalization of Au NRs with a phospholipid bilayer,
composed of POPC189 and, more recently, DMPC,190 to increase
biocompatibility and bioavailability of NRs. In addition, lipid
capped Au NRs (obtained with DPPC vesicles containing lipids
with a thiol headgroup) have been demonstrated to be suitable
label-free biosensors191 for the detection of lipophilic drugs in
aqueous solutions or lipopeptides in serum. Finally, moving to
a more complex architecture, Han et al.192 (see Fig. 6D) demon-
strated the possibility to use silica and phospholipids to cover
AuNRs, coupling the photothermal and thermo-responsive
properties in the same nanoplatform.
5.3 Lipid-coated iron oxide NPs
SPIONs are among the most attractive NPs for biomedical
applications, ranging from applications in MRI to responsive
nanocarriers for drug delivery to therapeutic applications in
hyperthermia (see Fig. 6G). Bao et al.193 synthesized DSPE-PEG
coated SPIONs loaded with indocyanine green molecules as
superparamagnetic carriers capable to easily accumulate in
tumours sites and act as biodegradable nanotheranostic agents. In
the emerging field of nanovaccines, the group of Ruiz-de-Angulo194
presented a biocompatible multifunctional system designed to
both act as delivery vehicle and radiotracer for PET/SPECT
imaging: using lipid-coated magnetite nanoparticles, they efficiently
included in the construct 67Ga3+ as radiotracer, plus an antigen and
an adjuvant. In vivo imaging highlighted the efficient targeting
capability of the system and cell uptake. Recently, the same
authors presented bacteria-mimicking NPs, that is a similar
construct (i.e., lipid coated magnetite nanoparticles), coated
with lipooligosaccharides, which efficiently acts as adjuvants195
for application in cancer vaccine field.
Enveloping a magnetic iron oxide core with a lipid shell
facilitates bioconjugation, biocompatibility, and delivery, as well
reported by Wang et al.19: in their work they provide a general
solution for coating iron oxide and other metal oxides with a
simple mixing in water, facilitating applications in biosensing,
separation, and nanomedicine.
A multifunctional system for dual imaging (fluorescence
and MRI) of hepatocellular carcinoma was reported by Liang
et al.:196 through the thin film hydration method, they covered
magnetite NPs previously conjugated with a NIR fluorescent
dye; the lipid bilayer was decorated with a polymer targeting
tumour hepatocytes, able to steer the carrier to the specific site.
By flow cytometry and confocal laser scanning microscopy they
assessed the specific cellular uptake, followed by in vivo tests on
tumor-bearing mice.
6. Conclusions
In this contribution we have reviewed the latest developments
concerning the interaction of NPs with amphiphilic bilayers
arranged in lamellar and non-lamellar mesophases.
This area is a very lively research field, where efforts are
motivated by several scientific purposes. First of all, the applica-
tion of nanostructured materials in the biomedical field requires a
precise knowledge of the nano–bio-interface: bilayered synthetic
assemblies are a very convenient and simple platform to elucidate
the interactions with cell membranes and internalization of
nanomedical devices. In addition, the design of smart nanostruc-
tured hybrid devices, where NPs are included in soft matter
assemblies to contribute new properties and modulate their phase
diagram is a very relevant and active research field. Related to this
latter area is the use of lipid bilayers as coating shells for inorganic
nanoparticles, to improve their biocompatibility and interaction
with cell membranes.
In all cases, the mechanistic understanding of the main
thermodynamic parameters involved in this interaction and
their dependence on the physico-chemical features both of NPs
and of the bilayers, are a necessary prerequisite to engineer soft
matter hybrids and formulate NPs with potential applications
in the biomedical field. Soft Matter science represents therefore
the central discipline, whose scientific and methodological
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meaningful progresses in this field. If the promises held by this
approach will be fulfilled in the next decades, many of the
current hurdles that nowadays hamper the full development of
nanomedicine can be overcome.
Finally, a precise knowledge of the above-mentioned features
allows engineering NPs to probe the properties of complex bilayer
assemblies, both of natural and synthetic origin. This is a very
exciting and promising area, where fundamental and applied
efforts should be directed in the next decade.
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a b s t r a c t
The use of inorganic nanoparticles in biomedical and biotechnological applications requires a molecular-
level understanding of interactions at nano-bio interfaces, such as cell membranes. Several recent reports
have shown that gold nanoparticles (AuNP), in the presence of fluid lipid bilayers, aggregate at the lipid/
aqueous interface, but the precise origin of this phenomenon is still not fully understood. Here, by chal-
lenging synthetic lipid membranes with one of the most typical classes of nanomaterials, citrate-coated
AuNP, we addressed the cooperative nature of their interaction at the interface, which leads to AuNP clus-
tering. The ensemble of optical (UV–Vis absorbance), structural (small-angle neutron and X-ray scatter-
ing) and surface (X-ray reflectivity, quartz crystal microbalance, atomic force microscopy) results, is
consistent with a mechanistic hypothesis, where the citrate-lipid ligand exchange at the interface is
the molecular origin of a multiscale cooperative behavior, which ultimately leads to the formation of
clusters of AuNP on the bilayer. This mechanism, fully consistent with the data reported so far in the lit-
erature for synthetic bilayers, would shed new light on the interaction of engineered nanomaterials with
biological membranes. The cooperative nature of ligand exchange at the AuNP-liposome interface, pivotal
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in determining clustering of AuNP, will have relevant implications for NP use in Nanomedicine, since NP
will be internalized in cells as clusters, rather than as primary NP, with dramatic effects on their
bioactivity.
 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Understanding the behavior of nanomaterials in biological envi-
ronments is a longstanding research challenge, necessary to fully
harness the medical potential of nanomaterials and rationally
assess their cytotoxicity [1–3]. In particular, interactions at the
nano-bio interface are recognized as pivotal steps to determine
the fate of nanostructured materials in living systems [4–7]. In this
respect, the study of interactions of nanomaterials with synthetic
lipid membranes can contribute robust fundamental knowledge
and help identifying some of the main factors implied in the behav-
ior in biological systems [6–9].
Turkevich-Frens gold nanoparticles coated with a layer of
citrate anions (AuNP) are one of the most studied and explored
class of inorganic nanoparticles for biomedical applications. Upon
incubation with lipid membranes, they can exhibit an intriguing
behavior: the presence of lipid vesicles affects the optical proper-
ties of the AuNP, displayed as a shift of the surface plasmon reso-
nance, with a marked color variation of the dispersion [10–14].
This effect, a clear signature of membrane-templated clustering
of AuNP [13,15], is relevant both from a fundamental and from
an applicative perspective. The clustering of NP is a relevant fea-
ture that determines their cell internalization pathway [4,16];
moreover, some technological applications of this membrane-
induced aggregation are already in use, like in a recently developed
analytical assay to estimate the purity and concentration of extra-
cellular vesicles [17].
Despite the number of studies on citrated AuNP and the funda-
mental and applicative implications of their clustering, occurring
in the presence of natural and synthetic lipid membranes, this phe-
nomenon has started to be addressed only recently [12,13,18].
These investigations have provided evidence that AuNP aggrega-
tion on lipid membranes eventually leads to the formation of an
AuNP crust on the target membrane [13] and that the clustering
extent depends on membrane fluidity [10,14] and nature of the
coating agent [12]. However, a thorough mechanistic understand-
ing of the phenomenon, which reconciles the experimental obser-
vations reported so far, is still lacking.
In this study we present a comprehensive investigation of the
interaction of AuNP with synthetic free-standing and supported
bilayers composed of POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-glycero-3-
phosphocholine), which results in AuNP clustering. Combining
optical (UV–Vis absorbance), structural (small-angle neutron and
X-ray scattering) and surface (X-ray reflectivity, quartz crystal
microbalance, atomic force microscopy) techniques, we disentan-
gle the main probabilistic, kinetic and thermodynamic contribu-
tions. In addition, based on the ensemble of experimental results
here presented, we propose an original hypothesis on the molecu-
lar mechanism of the bilayer-driven clustering, whose key step is
identified as the POPC-citrate ligand exchange.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
Tetrachloroauric (III) acid (99.9%), trisodium citrate dihydrate
(99.9%), MeOH (99.8%), CHCl3 (99.9%), NaCl (99.5%), CaCl2
(99.999%) and D2O (99 atom % D) were provided by Sigma-
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The same for 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glyc-
ero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) (98.0%), tannic acid (99.8%) and 3-
mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) (99.0%). All chemicals were used as
received. Milli-Q grade water was used in all preparations.
2.2. Synthesis of AuNP
Citrated gold nanospheres of 16 nm diameter were synthesized
according to the classical Turkevich-Frens protocol [19,20], whose
details are reported in the SI (page S2 of Supplementary Materials
and Methods section). To obtain 16 nm MPA-capped AuNP the fol-
lowing method was adopted: 500 lL of an aqueous solution of 3-
mercaptopropionic acid (5  10-3 M) were added to 5 mL of freshly
prepared 16 nm-citrated AuNP (7.810-9 M). The mixture was stir-
red for 30 s and left at 4 C overnight. To obtain smaller citrated NP
(5 nm diameter), a slightly different procedure was adopted, with
addition of tannic acid traces to the inverse Turkevich method [21].
Briefly, 1 mL of HAuCl4 aqueous solution (25 mM) was injected into
150 mL of sodium citrate aqueous solution (2.2 mM), mixed with
0.1 mL of tannic acid (2.5 mM). The addition was carried out at
70 C under vigorous magnetic stirring and led to the instanta-
neous color change of the solution from transparent to dark grey.
After fewminutes, the solution turned orange, indicative of the for-
mation of sub-10 nm gold nanoparticles. The nanoparticles solu-
tion was then slowly cooled down to room temperature.
2.3. Preparation of POPC vesicles and supported lipid bilayers (SLB)
For POPC liposomes preparation, a standard method of dry film
rehydration was adopted, followed by freeze–thaw cycles and
extrusion (see page S3 of SI for details). For SLBs formation a sim-
ilar procedure was adopted: briefly, a dry lipid film of POPC was
suspended in warm (50 C) aqueous solution containing 100 mM
NaCl by vigorous vortex mixing and then tip-sonicated for
30 min. SLBs were prepared by adding 10 mM CaCl2 to the vesicles’
dispersion and subsequently depositing a droplet of the vesicles’
dispersion on a silicon wafer previously polished and activated in
a plasma cleaner. A stable SLB layered on the support was obtained
by rinsing the vesicles’ dispersion with pure milliQ water, after
incubation of the vesicles with the support for twenty minutes at
room temperature. Further details are reported in the SI (page S3).
2.4. Small angle X-ray scattering
SAXS measurements were carried out on a S3-MICRO SAXS/
WAXS instrument (HECUS GmbH, Graz, Austria) which consists
of a GeniX microfocus X-ray sealed Cu Ka source (Xenocs, Greno-
ble, France) of 50 W power which provides a detector focused X-
ray beam with k = 0.1542 nm Cu Ka line. The instrument is
equipped with two one-dimensional (1D) position sensitive detec-
tors (HECUS 1D-PSD-50 M system): each detector is 50 mm long
(spatial resolution 54 lm/channel, 1024 channels) and cover the
SAXS q-range 0.003 < q < 0.6 Å 1. The temperature was controlled
by means of a Peltier TCCS-3 Hecus. The analysis of SAXS curves
was carried out using Igor Pro [22]. Details on the measurements
and data analysis are reported in the SI (see page S10 of Supple-
mentary Characterization of Gold Nanoparticles).
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2.5. Small angle neutron scattering
SANS experiments were performed on D11 at the Institut Laue –
Langevin (Grenoble, France). All measurements have been done at
25 C in cylindrical quartz cuvettes of 1 mm path length. A neutron
beam size of 13 mm in diameter has been employed. Three instru-
ment settings were used, all with a neutron wavelength of 6 Å,
having a FWHM of 9%. The sample to detector distances were
1.5 m, 8 m and 39 m with corresponding collimation distances of
5.5 m, 8 m and 40.5 m respectively. Scattered intensities were col-
lected with a MWPC 3He detector with 128  128 pixels of 7.5 
7.5 mm2 size. Data were normalized with respect to the measure-
ment of a 1 mm path length MilliQ H2O cuvette, for which the dif-
ferential scattering cross section for 6 Å on D11 has been
determined to 0.983 cm1 via a cross calibration against h/d poly-
mer blends. Data reduction was done using the LAMP software
package available at the Institut Laue – Langevin. All data were cor-
rected for the scattering of a dark current, as a background the
scattering of an empty cell has been subtracted. In a second step
the data were radially averaged and the scattering from the back-
ground (D2O) has been subtracted. Transmissions were measured
at a sample to detector distance of 8 m with a collimation distance
of 8 m.
2.6. X-ray reflectivity
XRR experiments were performed at the ID03 surface diffrac-
tion beamline of the ESRF. The experiments were conducted using
the six-circle diffractometer with vertical scattering geometry of
experimental hutch 1. During the experiment, a drop of buffer
solution was maintained on the sample surface. In order to mini-
mize the beam damage, a 24 keV x-ray beam de-focused in the
horizontal plane has been used, with a resulting beam size of
45  600 lm2 at the sample position. These conditions have been
already successfully used to characterize similar samples in ana-
logue conditions [23,24]. The images were collected using a Max-
ipix camera (ESRF) (2  2 chips, 516  516 pixels) at a distance
of 772 mm from the sample. The software MOTOFIT was employed
for the analysis of the XRR curves. Details on data analysis are
reported in the SI (page S19 of Supplementary Data Analysis).
2.7. Atomic force microscopy liquid imaging
AFM experiments in liquid were performed at the SPM@ISMN
facility in Bologna using a Multimode VIII (Bruker, Santa Barbara,
CA, US) and at the Partnership for Soft Condensed Matter (PSCM)
in Grenoble using a Cypher S (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara,
CA, US). In the first case images were collected in peakforce tapping
using SNL Bruker cantilevers with nominal spring constant of
0.24 N/m and 2–10 nm curvature radius, in the second one Olym-
pus BL-AC40TS cantilevers were chosen to perform tapping mode
imaging. Details on samples preparation and image analysis are
reported in the SI (page S8 of Supplementary Materials and
Methods).
2.8. Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D)
QCM-D experiments were performed on a Q-Sense E4 instru-
ment (Q-Sense, Gothenburg, Sweden) in the Partnership for Soft
Condensed Matter Laboratory (PSCM) Grenoble (France) [25–27].
The instrument was equipped with four flow liquid cells (0.5 mL
internal volume), each containing a coated quartz sensor with
4.95 MHz fundamental resonance frequency, mounted horizon-
tally. The active surface of the sensors (~1 cm2) was coated with
a thin SiO2 layer (~100 nm thick). The sensors were cleaned prior
to use by ozone cleaning, bath sonication in chloroform, acetone
and ethanol and extensively rinsed with MilliQ water and ethanol.
The experiments were performed at 18 C and solvent exchange in
the measurement chamber was achieved with a peristaltic pump.
First, the sensors were placed in the chambers and water was
injected at a low flow rate (0.07 mL/min), the frequencies (f) and
corresponding energy dissipation factors (D) were measured for
the odd harmonics (1st–13th). A stable baseline for both f and D
of the different harmonics was ensured before the injection of
the vesicles. The QCM-D curves reported are normalized by the
overtone number. Details on data analysis are reported in the SI
(page S9 of Supplementary Materials and Methods).
3. RESULTS AND discussion
3.1. UV–Vis characterization of liposomes-induced clustering of AuNP
After mixing a 1.3 nM dispersion of negatively charged citrated
AuNP (16 nm diameter, zeta potential: 36 ± 2 mV,) with 100 nm-
sized zwitterionic POPC liposomes (zeta potential: 4.9 ± 0.4), we
monitored the spectral variations in the region of the plasmon res-
onance band of AuNP. Fig. 1 shows the observed changes, as sev-
eral factors and/or experimental conditions were varied, in
particular: (i) POPC liposomes/AuNP ratio (R) (Fig. 1a, 1b), (ii) mix-
ing sequence (Fig. 1c), (iii) volume of the solution (Fig. 1d, 1e) (see
pages S3-S6 of SI for details on the preparation of samples).
The reference sample is a 1.3 nM dispersion of AuNP in water,
where the negative charge of citrate coating provides electrostatic
stabilization (black curves, Fig. 1a, d) which prevents NP aggrega-
tion. In this sample, the absorbance is characterized by an intense
and defined surface plasmon band at 521 nm, typical of colloidally
stable gold particles of nanometric size. The addition of decreasing
amounts of liposomes causes a progressive broadening of the plas-
mon resonance peak and, eventually, the appearance of a red-
shifted shoulder (Fig. 1a). The observed shift, due to plasmon-
plasmon coupling, originates from the spatial proximity of NP
and is the hallmark of NP aggregation. This effect has been already
observed in several reports [10–12,14] showing that, for defined
experimental conditions, AuNP will cluster on the liposomal sur-
face. Here, in line with a recent study [12], we show that the extent
of clustering, also detectable by the naked eye as a red-to-blue
color change of the dispersion (Fig. 1b), strictly depends on the rel-
ative amounts of liposomes and AuNP (Fig. 1a). In contrast to salt-
induced aggregation of AuNP, which is maximized increasing the
ionic strength, this shift is maximum for the lowest amounts of
added liposomes. This is a clear indication that the clustering of
AuNP is a membrane-dependent phenomenon, which strictly
occurs on the liposomal surface, so that the lower the liposomal
surface extension available, the higher the aggregation extent of
AuNP.
Up to now, reports on membrane-induced clustering of citrated
AuNP have focused mainly on energetics. For instance, it has been
shown that the interaction is inhibited if the lipid membrane is
negatively charged, accounting for an electrostatic repulsive con-
tribution [10,15]; that the clustering depends on the phase proper-
ties of the target, i.e., the melting temperature of the composing
lipid bilayer [14,18]; that the chemical nature of the coating agent
affects the affinity of AuNP with the target membrane [11,15]; that
the adhesion of NP might affect the phase behavior of the target
membrane [13,28,29].
With respect to these previous contributions, the experimental
results shown here provide additional details: in particular, kinetic
effects are of prominent relevance. In fact, the mixing order of the
species (i.e., liposomes added to the AuNP dispersion (Fig. 1c) vs
AuNP added to the liposome dispersion (Fig. 1b)) determines
meaningful differences in the extent of NP clustering, which do
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not disappear even after one week incubation (data not shown),
suggesting that the membrane-induced aggregation of AuNP is
irreversible and does not evolve to a more thermodynamically
stable state, in the time frame of our experimental observations.
To strengthen this conclusion, we observed that a variation of
the volume at which AuNP and liposomes are initially mixed (see
page S3 of SI for the detailed preparation of samples) strongly
affects the extent of NP clustering in a similarly irreversible fash-
ion. Specifically, liposomes/AuNP hybrids of Fig. 1d-e were incu-
bated at different volumes, modifying liposomes and AuNP
concentrations during mixing, but not their relative numerical
ratio, and then diluted to the same final volume: the reduction of
the interaction volume is associated to larger variations of the
spectral properties which are not leveled after one week, providing
further evidence of the irreversible nature of the AuNP aggregation
process.
While it is clear from the recent literature that thermodynamic
contributions, as NP-membrane and NP-NP Van der Waals attrac-
tive forces, are involved in AuNP docking to the membrane and
AuNP-AuNP aggregation on the liposomal surface, both the kinetic
control and the irreversible nature of the process have been so far
unaddressed, to the best of our knowledge.
3.2. Structural characterization of AuNP-liposome aggregates
SAXS, SANS and AFM were used to investigate the structure of
AuNP-POPC liposome dispersions (Fig. 2). In recent studies, Cryo-
EM was also used to visualize AuNP clusters on liposomes
[12,14,18]. Here we provide an ensemble-averaged description,
combining solution ensemble techniques (SAXS and SANS) with
atomic force microscopy (liquid AFM). SAXS and SANS provide
complementary structural information at the nanoscale: the high
AuNP/H2O contrast in SAXS emphasizes the structural features of
the NP and of their aggregates, if present, whereas the high lipid/
D2O contrast in SANS provides access to structural details of the
NP effects on the lipid bilayer.
Fig. 2a displays the SAXS spectra obtained for R = 0.5 and
R = 0.25, i.e. with 2 and 4 AuNP per liposome on average. For both
samples the scattering due to liposomes is not distinguishable
from the water background at these concentrations (green curve),
and the signal is exclusively due to AuNP, either single or aggre-
gated. When liposomes are present, the scattered intensity shows
a clear q-2 trend in the low-q range, (Fig. 2a, inset), superimposed
to the form factor of primary AuNP, measured as a control sample.
A quantitative estimation of the low-q slope, obtained by fitting
the experimental AuNP-liposomes curves in Fig. 2 to a multiple
level Guinier-Porod model [30], can be found at Page S14 of SI.
The occurrence of this power-law behavior hints at a fractal
arrangement of the primary particles [31], not observed in the
absence of liposomes.
We also imaged the R = 0.25 sample with AFM in liquid [32].
Fig. 2b shows a representative example of a compact assembly of
AuNP on lipid vesicles (or vesicle aggregates), whose 2D or 3D nat-
ure is not clear. In agreement with the literature [33–35], we
would expect a SAXS power law with a decay exponent higher than
2 from a 3D compact aggregate of AuNPs. Therefore, the combina-
tion of AFM and SAXS results could be consistent with the forma-
tion of 2D clusters of AuNPs tightly packed on the liposomes
surface.
Since in these dispersions AuNP and liposomes have compara-
ble concentrations, the formation of membrane-confined extended
aggregates of AuNP on a single liposome implies a strongly uneven
distribution of AuNP: some liposomes will be extensively coated by
AuNP, while others will be devoid of particles.
This conclusion is supported at the ensemble level by SANS,
performed on the same AuNP-POPC liposome complexes (Fig. 2c).
No significant variations are observed in the scattering profiles
upon interaction with AuNP, in line with the hypothesis that the
vast majority of the liposomes remain ‘‘undressed”. On the other
hand, AFM provides proof of consistent aggregation at the level
of single complexes (Fig. 2b).
This phenomenon, i.e., a spontaneous aggregation of AuNP only
on a limited number of liposomes, is a key feature of membrane-
templated aggregation of AuNP, whose peculiar aspects will be
addressed in the next paragraph.
3.3. Distribution of AuNP among liposomes
We evaluated the distribution of AuNP among liposomes by
determining the relative abundancy of single and aggregated AuNP
from the UV–Vis spectra (Fig. 1); the analysis was performed con-
sidering the spectral profiles as the convolution of the original
Fig. 1. UV–Vis characterization of AuNP-POPC vesicles interaction. UV–Vis spectra of AuNP (1.3 nM) in the presence of different amounts of POPC liposomes (R = 8; 2; 0.5,
and 0.25) and visual appearance of the corresponding samples (b, c). (d) UV–Vis spectra of Liposomes/AuNP R = 2 complexes, initially mixed in different volumes, and then
diluted to the same final volume and visual appearance of the corresponding samples (e).
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plasmon resonance peak (centered at 521 nm) and an additional
red-shifted peak due to aggregated AuNP (see page S19 of Supple-
mentary Data Analysis for details) [36]. The relative area of each
peak can be considered as a rough estimate of the percentage of
single and aggregated AuNP. Interestingly, even for R > 1, with lipo-
somes in excess with respect to AuNP, this evaluation yields a high
percentage of aggregated AuNP: as an example, for R = 2, with a
number density of liposomes double with respect to AuNP (see
Fig. 1), we found a percentage of aggregated AuNP of 44% (see
pages S19-S22 of SI for details).
To frame this result from a statistical perspective, we tried to
estimate the probability of finding multiple AuNP on the same
liposome as a function of R. For simplicity, we considered AuNP
and liposomes as dimensionless objects that undergo irreversible
and complete association. This description, yet very simple, is of
general applicability and allows making no assumption on the nat-
ure of the interaction forces at stake.
In this scenario, the distribution probability of AuNP per lipo-
some (Pj, with j > 0 number of NP on the same liposome) is
described through a Poisson distribution, employed in the past to
describe the distribution of molecular probes in micellar disper-
sions [37] (see pages S15-S19 of SI for details):
Pj ¼ R
ð1jÞ  eð1=RÞ  j
j!
ð1Þ
where R is the liposomes/AuNP number ratio, as previously defined.
As described in Eq. (1), Pj represents the probability to find an AuNP
sharing the same liposomal surface with other j-1 gold nanoparti-
cles. Therefore, for each R experimentally investigated there is a
finite probability for multiple AuNP occupancy on the same vesicle,
whose relative weight strongly depends on the stoichiometry:
according to Eq. (1), the probability of finding two or more AuNP
on the same liposome increases with decreasing R, in line with
the UV–Vis results (Fig. 1a-c). Therefore, the qualitative dependence
of AuNP aggregation on R can be understood in terms of enhanced
probability of multiple occupancy.
However, the Poisson model definitively fails when a quantita-
tive analysis is attempted: specifically, the AuNP aggregation
extent, evaluated with Eq. (1), is systematically underestimated
for each R investigated.
For example, for R = 2 this model predicts that the majority of
liposomes (about 60%) will be unoccupied and that AuNP will dis-
tribute among the remaining 40% liposomes (See equation S1 and
Fig. S5 a) for details) either associating as a 1:1 or multiple:1 AuNP/
liposome complex.
More specifically, the majority of AuNP (61%) should associate
with liposomes in a 1:1 fashion, while 30% should occur as ‘‘pairs”,
and only 9% will exhibit j > 2 (see Eq. (1) and Fig. S5 b) for details).
This description is clearly not consistent with SAXS and UV–Vis
results, which point at marked multiple occupancy. In addition, the
Poisson-based model does not consider the finite sizes of lipo-
somes and AuNP, which would further drastically reduce the
expected percentage of aggregated AuNP (comprising of both
dimers and oligomers) to 1.6% for R = 2 (see pages S15-S19 of SI
for details).
To summarize the results so far, besides energetic contributions
for adhesion and clustering, two distinctive features emerge: (i) the
kinetic control of binding and aggregation, which results in irre-
versible clustering; (ii) the strongly uneven distribution of AuNP
aggregates on selected liposomes.
In order to better disentangle these aspects, we address more in
detail two ‘‘chemical” factors which might have a major impact
and, specifically, the nature of the AuNP coating (3.4) and the vis-
coelastic properties of the lipid membrane (3.5).
3.4. Role of ligand on AuNP-liposomes interaction
The nature of surface ligands mediates the interaction between
NP surface and lipid interfaces, both for synthetic and natural
membranes. It is well-established that a positively charged coating
agent will promote a dramatic interaction of NP with biological or
biomimetic interfaces [15,38–40]; likewise, it is known that
surface coatings with large steric hindrance (as PEG) will inhibit
Fig. 2. Structural characterization of AuNP-POPC liposome complexes. (a) SAXS
of POPC liposomes in the presence of different amounts of AuNP (R = 0.5 and 0.25);
comparison of the experimental curves with the power laws I(q) / q-1 and I(q) / q-2
(inset). (b) Representative AFM images of POPC liposomes after interaction with
AuNP (R = 0.25); magnification of the AFM image which highlights the AuNP
aggregates. (c) SANS profiles of POPC liposomes in the presence of different
amounts of AuNP (R = 1 and 0.25); the curve fit for liposomes according to a
polydisperse core–shell model is consistent with vesicles of a 45 nm radius and
polydispersity 0.3 according to a Schulz distribution (inset)”. SANS measurements
were performed at D11, ILL.
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interactions with lipid membranes [15,41,42]. For small anionic
ligands, the nano-bio interaction pathway strongly depends on
the chemical nature of the ligand itself. For instance, the phe-
nomenon here investigated has been observed specifically for the
citrate-coated AuNP. This suggests a possibly overlooked role of
the ligand in AuNP-membrane interactions, which should be
related to specific molecular features of citrate that discriminate
its behavior with respect to other small anionic ligands.
This capping agent is physisorbed on NP surface and can be
easily displaced through ‘‘ligand-exchange” reactions. The behav-
ior of citrate as an exchangeable capping agent is well-known:
citrate is often used as intermediate ligand to functionalize NP
[43,44], it is easily exchanged to thiolated ligands and, recently,
it has been also shown that it can be displaced by other non-
covalent capping agents [45], such, for instance, adenine [46].
To better address this point and its implications for the case
under study, we compared the behavior of citrate-capped AuNP
and AuNP capped with a thiolated ligand of similar size and charge
as citrate but poorly exchangeable (3-mercaptopropionic acid,
MPA).
To this purpose, we evaluated in a qualitative way the chemical
affinity of citrated and MPA-coated AuNP towards POPC, i.e. the
lipid component of vesicles, in a 1:1 (v:v) CHCl3/water biphasic
system. As a control experiment, we put in contact aqueous disper-
sions of MPA-capped AuNP or citrated AuNP with chloroform: even
after 24 h the organic phase is transparent, while the aqueous
phase maintains its vivid color (see Fig. S10 of SI for details). As
expected, AuNP will be localized in water, due to their high surface
charge density, imparted by the anionic ligands. If POPC is present
in the organic phase (dissolved as a monomer at 1 mg/ml concen-
tration), depending on the nature of ligands, we observe a dramat-
ically different behavior.
While no significant variation is observed for MPA-AuNP with
respect to the control experiment (Fig. 3b), for citrate-capped AuNP
the transfer of NP to the organic phase starts immediately and is
complete after 24 h (Fig. 3a). The spectral properties of the organic
phase indicate the presence of single primary AuNP (see Fig. S9 of
SI for details). The dispersion of NP in the organic phase is consis-
tent with stabilization provided by a monolayer of POPC, with the
hydrophilic zwitterionic headgroup on the particle surface and
hydrophobic tails pointing towards the solvent.
This opposite behavior is clearly due to the fact that MPA is not
exchanged with POPC, due to the strength of the Au-S bonds at the
Au surface, while citrate is easily displaced by the lipid at the
chloroform-water interface, where a monolayer of POPC is present,
eventually leading to complete extraction of AuNP to the organic
phase. This assay, even if qualitative, provides a clear andunambigu-
ous indication that the affinity ofAuNP for POPC stronglydependson
the chemical nature of the ligand originally present on the NP.
Remarkably, this finding is strongly related to the behavior of
AuNP when incubated with POPC liposomes in water: Fig. 3c and
3d show the UV–Vis spectra of AuNP (citrate-capped, 3c and
MPA-capped, 3d) added to liposome dispersions at R = 1. While
the citrated AuNP exhibit the already discussed spectral redshift,
the MPA-capped NP display a negligible variation of the absorption
profile, which might be related to the adsorption of the NP on lipo-
somal membrane [12], but definitely not to aggregation, occurring
for citrated AuNP.
We put forward the hypothesis that also in this case the citrate-
POPC exchange is a major player in the interaction between NP and
POPC liposomes and subsequent NP clustering. The ligand
exchange at AuNP-liposome interface, with partial substitution of
the citrate shell with POPC and release of citrate and counterions
in water, would represent an irreversible binding step.
Fig. 3. Role of citrate in the membrane-templated clustering of AuNP. (a, b) Photos of the two-phase system (NP + water)/(chloroform + POPC) of (a) AuNP@Ct and (b)
AuNP@MPA captured: soon after chloroform addition (t0), after 20 min (t1) and 24 h (t2). (c, d) Representative UV–Vis spectra of R = 1 (c) AuNP@Ct and (d) AuNP@MPA before
and after incubation with POPC liposomes.
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Therefore, the irreversible and kinetic nature of the lipid mem-
brane binding and induced clustering, which is an unexplored key
aspect in the liposomes/AuNP interaction, might find an explana-
tion at a molecular level in the irreversible nature of citrate-
POPC ligand exchange at the nano-bio interface.
3.5. Role of membrane elasticity on AuNP-liposomes interaction
Besides surface charge and composition [47,48], the phase state
of the bilayer (gel or liquid crystalline) strongly affects the vis-
coelastic properties of the membrane and its response to NP adhe-
sion. Recent studies addressed the interaction of citrated AuNP
with lipid vesicles of similar composition as the system here con-
sidered (i.e., phosphatidylcholine phospholipids): the interaction
of AuNP with lipid vesicles in gel and liquid crystalline phases
was compared, either employing DPPC vesicles below and above
the lipid membrane melting temperature (i.e., the gel to liquid
crystalline transition temperature) [10], or considering vesicles of
different lipid compositions at the same temperature (i.e. DOPC
liquid crystalline and DPPC gel phase vesicles) [14]. Depending
on the phase state of the membrane, aggregation of citrated AuNP
was either inhibited (gel phase) or promoted (liquid crystalline
phase). The authors have interpreted this result as due to a ham-
pered lateral diffusion of the adhered AuNP when the target mem-
brane is in the gel phase, which eventually limits aggregation.
Therefore, the membrane lateral fluidity is considered the crucial
factor to promote clustering of AuNP. Membrane fluidity modifica-
tions (particularly the formation of unstable lateral phase bound-
aries on fluid membranes upon citrated AuNP adhesion) are also
considered as a main driving force to AuNP clustering in another
recent study [14]. While membrane fluidity can definitely play a
role, other membrane viscoelastic properties might have been
overlooked. Specifically, membrane bending rigidity is increasingly
recognized as a key-factor which affects the reactivity of synthetic
and natural bilayers towards nanomaterials [49,50]. The ability of a
membrane to elastically deform and wrap around a NP, maximiz-
ing the interfacial contact area, is closely related to the balance
between NP-bilayer adhesion energy and membrane bending
energy (viz. elastic energy [49]), representing the energy cost for
the bilayer to modify its spontaneous zero curvature. This balance
determines the extent of NP wrapping and NP-membrane contact
area, controlling the strength of interactions at the nano-bio inter-
face [15,49–51].
Bending rigidity undergoes a dramatic variation passing from
gel to liquid crystalline bilayers (for instance the bending moduli
of fluid POPC and gel DPPC are  0.9  10-19J and  15.5  10-19J
at 25 C, respectively [52]), which might have a crucial role in the
interaction with AuNP.
To address this point, we determined the impact of membrane
bending on membrane-templated clustering by monitoring POPC-
AuNP interaction in systems where NP wrapping is hampered, due
to high bending costs. We monitored POPC-AuNP hybrids obtained
upon incubation of AuNP with POPC supported lipid bilayers
(SLBs), obtained through vesicle fusion on a silicon wafer. The close
interaction with the support prevents membrane bending, and in
turn hinders AuNP wrapping by the membrane. Conversely, the
Fig. 4. Wrapping contribution to membrane-templated AuNP clustering. (a) XRR profiles of a POPC SLB before and after incubation with AuNP, the curve fitting of the
experimental curve and derived SLD profile (inset). (b) UV–vis plasmon resonance spectra of small-diameter (5 nm) citrated AuNP in the absence and in the presence of POPC
liposomes for R = 0.1. (c) Liquid AFM of AuNP on a POPC SLB. (d) QCM-D experiment on the adsorption of AuNP on a POPC SLB: lines and filled circles represent the frequency
shifts, while lines and empty circles represent the dissipation factors; the curves are normalized for the overtone numbers. XRR measurements were performed at ID03, ESRF.
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lateral fluidity of POPC SLBs is retained or scarcely modified [53], as
they are in the same physical state (i.e. liquid crystalline (fluid)
state) as POPC vesicles. To rule out NP clusters formation due to
the possible presence of residual intact liposomes on the SLB, all
the samples were extensively washed after incubation.
Fig. 4a compares the XRR [23] profiles of POPC SLBs in the
absence and in the presence of AuNP. AuNP cause only a slight shift
in the XRR oscillations of the bilayer form factor to lower q values,
consistent with the adhesion of few NP on the lipid membrane (see
curve fitting results in Table S2 of SI and the resulting scattering
length density (SLD) profile along the bilayer thickness, Fig. 4a
inset) [54]. This finding is confirmed in real space with AFM
images, where AuNP are embedded in the membrane as single
objects or dimers (Fig. 4c); in addition, QCM-D data (Fig. 4d) show
that, after the formation of a stable POPC SLB (Fig. 4d, (1)) [27], the
AuNP injection (2) results in the stable adsorption of some NP on
the target membrane, with an overall coverage of approximately
3.5% of the SLB surface (see pages S9 of SI for details).
From these results, we conclude that AuNP adhere to the target
membrane, but membrane-templated clustering of AuNP is signif-
icantly or completely limited, which points out a key role of mem-
brane rigidity. We can conclude that the extent of NP wrapping by
the membrane is one of the main factors driving the clustering of
AuNP coated with citrate.
In order to further corroborate this result, we investigated the
effect of AuNP size in the interaction with POPC liposomes.
While the adhesion energy per unit membrane is, to a first
approximation, not dependent on the curvature locally imposed
by the NP to the wrapping membrane [55], the bending energy
per unit surface area of the bilayer (gbe) [55,56] depends on the





with kc the bending modulus of the bilayer and r the NP radius.
To investigate the effect of reducing NP size we challenged
POPC liposomes with significantly smaller citrated AuNP (5 nm
instead of 16 nm in diameter, see paragraph 2 and page S2 of SI
for details). Small AuNP impose an extremely high local curvature
to the lipid membrane, whose deformation involves a higher ener-
getic penalty with respect to 16 nm AuNP. Sharing the same
exchangeable ligand, i.e. citrate, as 16 nm AuNP, small AuNP show
the same affinity for POPC as bigger ones, as demonstrated by a
control experiment in the biphasic water/chloroform system (see
Fig. S11 of SI for details); thus, the only difference between the
two cases is then bending cost for unit area, which should result
in a consistently lower wrapping for small NP (see Eq. (2)).
Fig. 4b displays an UV–Vis experiment similar to the one in
Fig. 1a, apart from the particle size: the plasmon coupling is here
absent even for R = 0.1, suggesting that membrane adsorption
might even occur, but membrane-templated aggregation is pre-
vented. To summarize, 5 nm NP, which are expected to be wrapped
by the membrane to a lower extent (Eq. (2)), do not cluster, which
confirms a major role of membrane bending elasticity in the
citrated AuNP/liposome interaction.
To better interpret these results, we should consider that the
bending capacity of the membrane determines its ability to bend
and wrap around the NP, as highlighted in several recent studies
[49,50]. Therefore, the wrapping extent of the NP determines the
contact area between a NP and the membrane, where the citrate-
POPC ligand exchange can take place.
Remarkably, increasing the contact area extension maximizes
the portion of particle surface that will undergo citrate-POPC
exchange. This ligand substitution will reduce the interparticle
electrostatic repulsion on the membrane, enabling short-range
NP-NP Van der Waals interactions, which can lead to the formation
of 2D arrays of AuNP on the liposomal surface.
If wrapping is inhibited or limited by high bending costs, AuNP
clustering is not observed, for the same coating and the samemem-
brane:weattribute this effect to the lower POPC-citrate substitution
on the NP surface, which prevents short-range interactions.
3.6. AuNP-liposomes interaction: A mechanistic hypothesis
The ensemble of experimental results reported here can be
framed in a mechanistic hypothesis, which would account for the
irreversible adsorption and 2D-clustering of AuNP on liposomes,
and for the main driving energetic contributions.
(i) First adsorption of the AuNP drives bending of the lipid
bilayer, which, by wrapping the AuNP, triggers irreversible
POPC-citrate ligand exchange and, in turn, citrate and coun-
terions’ release in the NP immediate proximity.
(ii) the ligand exchange, decreasing NP-NP electrostatic repul-
sion, enables NP adhered to the same liposome to approach
to distances at which Van der Waals attraction becomes
effective, ultimately promoting AuNP ordered arrangement
on the lipid membrane.
If this description explains the results presented here and those
reported in the literature, one observation remains unclear, namely
the strongly uneven distribution of AuNP among liposomes, which
is not elucidated by statistical considerations (see paragraph 3.3)
or by the mechanistic hypothesis above reported. Such an uneven
distribution of AuNP membrane-confined clusters, present only on
selected vesicles, implies the presence of a specific driving force,
which acts cooperatively.
We put forward the hypothesis that a key contribution to this
statistically unbalanced distribution is the release of citrate (and
Stern counterions) at the liposome/NP interface, which follows
POPC ligand exchange.
If the multivalent citrate ligands are released from the wrapped
area of an AuNP (together with strongly-bound counterions), the
ionic strength at the interface will locally and transiently increase
to a significant extent. This local ionic strength increase will tran-
siently decrease the Debye length, lowering the kinetic barrier for
NP aggregation.
We can hypothesize that an iterative process takes place: the
first AuNP binds randomly to the membrane, releasing a sufficient
quantity of citrate anions to recruit another AuNP, which will
adhere to the membrane and undergo the same extent of ligand
exchange and citrate release, thereby trapping other AuNP. This
will establish a preferential trail for AuNP towards a selected lipo-
some and the distribution of NP will not be ruled by statistical
considerations.
Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge and expertise, it is
not possible to perform an experiment which could directly probe
a transient and localized increase of ionic strength in proximity of
the adhesion point of a 16 nm AuNP on a single 100 nm liposome.
However, this iterative mechanism would be fully consistent
with the experimentally observed connection between the extent
of NP membrane wrapping and NP aggregation.
As a matter of fact, the increase of wrapping would also imply
an increase of citrate release and, therefore, an increase in the effi-
ciency of AuNP recruitment on a selected liposome.
This hypothesis scheme of a ‘‘citrate-trail” recruitment of AuNP
would fit into a multistep model, such as the one sketched in Fig. 5.
Within the DLVO formalism, accounting for both a long-range
repulsive electrostatic potential and a short-range attractive
London-Van der Waals potential, we outline the following interac-
tion steps:
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(i) Adhesion (i.e., AuNP docking to the liposomal membrane).
The negative charge of AuNP, imparted by the citrate coating, pro-
vides a strong electrostatic repulsive contribution preventing
short-range Van der Waals NP-NP interactions, while the electro-
static barrier for the adhesion of AuNP to the bilayer is significantly
lower (POPC is zwitterionic, and liposomes have a slightly negative
zeta potential). Thermal fluctuations can easily bring AuNP close to
the bilayer, and eventually, adhesion driven by short-range
liposome-AuNP attraction occurs.
(ii) Wrapping. Due to docking, a locally high curvature is
imposed in the membrane. Depending on the NP size and on the
bending modulus of the membrane, the NP is partially wrapped
by the liposomal membrane and irreversible ligand exchange
between citrate and POPC occurs (which contributes to the
kinetic-irreversible nature of citrated AuNP-lipid vesicles interac-
tion). The extent of citrate displacement depends on the area
wrapped by the membrane and therefore on the balance between
the NP-membrane adhesion energy and the energy penalty due to
membrane bending.
(iii) Citrate-trail. Wrapping causes the release of citrate and
associated counterions, which determine a transient localized
increase in the ionic strength. This action in turn increases the
probability of the adhesion of another AuNP to the same liposome
followed by a synergistic cascade effect, where each adhered AuNP
partially releases its citrate coating to mark the membrane-
adhesion pathway for the following AuNP.
(iv) Membrane-templated aggregation. Once a relatively high
number of AuNP is present on the same liposome, the decreased
AuNP-AuNP electrostatic repulsion due to partial citrate release,
together with the tendency of the membrane to decrease the
locally imposed curvature due to AuNP adhesion, leads the forma-
tion of a curved membrane-confined AuNP aggregate on the lipid
membrane.
4. Conclusions
We addressed the mechanistic features of the aggregation of
citrate-coated gold nanoparticles on synthetic lipid membranes.
This phenomenon, although recently highlighted in some studies
on nano-bio interfaces [10,12,13,18] and even exploited for bio-
analytical assays [17], has never been fully disentangled and
explained. Combining optical spectroscopy (UV–vis absorbance),
bulk structural techniques (Small Angle Neutron and X-ray Scat-
tering) and surface analysis (X-ray Reflectivity, Atomic Force
Microscopy), we identified the main factors involved in the
interaction of AuNP with synthetic lipid vesicles and the subse-
quent aggregation of NP. This allowed proposing a mechanistic
hypothesis which would also explain and reconcile the data
reported in the recent literature [10,14]. We disclose how ther-
modynamic (i.e., electrostatic and Van der Waals interactions,
lipid membrane viscoelastic properties) and kinetic effects
(citrate-lipid exchange at the nano-bio interface) are intertwined.
For the first time, we suggest the key role of citrate and citrate-
lipid ligand exchange to drive aggregation. This mechanism
would imply that a small coating molecule, i.e., citrate, drives
the response of a target lipid membrane to NP adhesion, resem-
bling, in a very simple system, the mechanisms of small-
molecule-activated biological responses in cell signaling phe-
nomena. Moreover, the cooperative nature of ligand exchange
at the AuNP-liposome interface, pivotal in determining clustering
of AuNP, will have relevant implications for NP use in Nanome-
dicine, since NPs will be internalized in cells as clusters, rather
than as primary NP, with dramatic effects on their bioactivity.
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Supplementary Materials and Methods 
Synthesis of 16 nm-citrated AuNP  
Anionic gold nanospheres of 16 nm in size were synthesized according to the 
Turkevich-Frens method 1,2. Briefly, 20 mL of a 1mM HAuCl4 aqueous solution 
was brought to boiling temperature under constant and vigorous magnetic 
stirring. 2 mL of 1% citric acid solution were then added and the solution was 
further boiled for 20 minutes, until it acquired a deep red color. The nanoparticle 
dispersion was then slowly cooled down to room temperature.  
Synthesis of 5 nm-citrated AuNP  
Anionic gold nanospheres of 5 nm in size were synthesized by the addition of 
tannic acid traces to the inverse Turkevich method 3. Briefly, 1 mL of HAuCl4 
aqueous solution (25 mM) was injected into 150 mL of sodium citrate aqueous 
solution (2.2 mM), mixed with 0.1 mL of tannic acid (2.5 mM). The addition was 
carried out at 70°C under vigorous magnetic stirring and led to the instantaneous 
Poisson distribution for the interaction of dimensionless AuNP and liposomes S15 
Poisson distribution correction for AuNP and liposomes sizes S17 
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color change of the solution from transparent to dark grey. After few minutes, the 
solution acquired an orange color, indicative of the formation of sub-10 nm gold 
nanoparticles. The nanoparticles dispersion was then slowly cooled down to 
room temperature. 
Synthesis of 16 nm-MPA capped AuNP  
500 μL of an aqueous solution of 3-mercaptopropionic Acid (5·10-3 M) were 
added to 5 ml of freshly prepared 16 nm-citrated AuNP (7.8·10-9 M). The mixture 
was agitated for 30 s and left at 4°C overnight. 
Preparation of POPC liposomes 
The proper amount of lipid was dissolved in chloroform and a lipid film was 
obtained by evaporating the solvent under a stream of nitrogen and overnight 
vacuum drying. The film was then swollen and suspended in warm (50 °C) 
milliQ-water by vigorous vortex mixing, in order to obtain a final 4 mg/ml 
lipid concentration. The resultant multilamellar vesicles (MLV) in water were 
subjected to 10 freeze-thaw cycles and extruded 10 times through two stacked 
polycarbonate membranes with 100 nm pore size at room temperature, to 
obtain unilamellar vesicles (ULV) with narrow and reproducible size 
distribution. The filtration was performed with the Extruder (Lipex 
Biomembranes, Vancouver (Canada)) through Nuclepore membranes. 
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Preparation of POPC SLB  
For Small Unilamellar Vesicles preparation the proper amount of POPC was 
dissolved in chloroform/methanol 6:1 (v/v). A lipid film was obtained by 
evaporating the solvent under a stream of nitrogen and overnight vacuum drying. 
The film was then swollen and suspended in warm (50°C) 100 mM NaCl aqueous 
solution by vigorous vortex mixing. To prepare Unilamellar vesicles (ULV) with 
narrow distribution, the dispersion was then tip-sonicated for 30 minutes. SLB 
were prepared by adding 10 mM CaCl2 to the dispersion of vesicles and 
subsequently depositing a droplet of the dispersion of vesicles on a silicon wafer 
previously polished and activated in a plasma cleaner. A stable SLB layered on 
the support was obtained by rinsing the dispersion of vesicles with pure milliQ 
water, after incubation of vesicles with the support for twenty minutes at r.t.. 
Preparation of POPC/AuNP Hybrids 
The hybrid samples preparation procedure for each figure of the main text is 
reported below:  
− Figure 1a): Fixed volumes (787 µL) of dispersion of vesicles with 
variable liposomes concentrations (0 M for the black curve, while from 
the darkest to the lightest green curve: 1.3·10-9 M, 2.6·10-9 M, 9.8·10-9 M 
and 4.1·10-8 M) were placed inside 3 mL UV-Vis plastic cuvette. Then, 
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500 µL of 16 nm-citrated gold nanoparticles (7.8·10-9 M, see “Synthesis 
of 16 nm-citrated Gold Nanoparticles” and “Supplementary 
Characterization of Gold Nanoparticles” of SI) were added, in order to 
probe the effect of different liposomes/AuNP@CT molar ratios (from 8:1 
for the lightest green curve, to 1:4 for the darkest green curve) on the 
plasmonic features of hybrid mixtures, at a fixed interaction volume of 
~1.3 mL. Water was then added to reach a final volume of 3 mL inside 
the plastic cuvette and spectra recorded. 
− Figure 1b): the same preparation protocol of Figure 1a) was followed. 
From left to right: cuvette containing neat AuNP dispersion (in the 
absence of liposomes), 8:1, 2:1, 1:2 and 1:4 liposomes/AuNP@CT molar 
ratio samples. 
− Figure 1c): 787 µL of different concentration liposomes solutions (0 M, 
1.3·10-9 M, 2.6·10-9 M, 9.8·10-9 M and 4.1·10-8 M) were added to 500 µL 
of fixed concentration (7.8·10-9 M) 16 nm-gold nanoparticle dispersion. 
Water was added to reach a final volume of 3 mL inside the plastic cuvette 
and spectra recorded. From left to right: cuvette containing neat AuNP 
dispersion (in the absence of liposomes),, 8:1, 2:1, 1:2 and 1:4 
liposomes/AuNP@CT molar ratio samples. 
− Figure 1d): A fixed volume (190 µL) of 4.1·10-8 M liposomes dispersion 
(see “Preparation of POPC liposomes” in the current section of SI) was 
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placed in a 3 mL plastic cuvette and added with different water amounts 
(from 0 to 787 µL), in order to obtain colloidal suspensions with variable 
dilutions. Then, 500 µL of 16 nm-citrated gold nanoparticles dispersion 
(7.8·10-9 M) was added, in order to probe the effect of different 
interaction volumes (from 1.3 mL for the lightest blue curve, to 0.7 mL 
for the purple curve) on the plasmonic features of hybrid mixtures, at a 
fixed liposomes/AuNP@CT ratio of 2:1. Water was added to reach a final 
volume of 3 mL inside the plastic cuvettes and spectra recorded. 
− Figure 1e): the same preparation protocol of Figure 1d) was followed. 
From left to right: cuvette containing neat AuNP dispersion (in the 
absence of liposomes),, 1.3, 1.1, 1.9 and 0.7 mL interaction volume-
hybrid mixtures. 
− Figure 2a): The green curve in figure represents the SAXS profile of the 
4.1·10-8 M liposome dispersion (see “Preparation of POPC liposomes” in 
the current section of SI), while the AuNP@CT and hybrid mixtures 
SAXS profiles were recorded on samples prepared according to a 
previously described protocol (see Figure 1a)). All the samples were 
diluted 1:3 in water, in order to make the structure factor contribute to the 
total scattering intensity negligible and placed into sealed glass capillaries 
of 1.5 mm in diameter for the curves acquisition.  
− Figure 2b): The 1:8 liposomes/AuNP@CT molar ratio mixture was 
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prepared as previously described for Figure 1a). 10 µL of hybrid 
dispersion was then spotted onto freshly cleaved mica substrates and 
dried at room temperature. After ~ 2 hours, the AFM images were 
acquired. 
− Figure 3a, b): 3 mL of a 1.3·10-9 M aqueous dispersion of AuNP@CT 
(for Figure 3a)) and AuNP@MPA (for Figure 3b)) were added to 3 mL 
of POPC lipid solution in chloroform inside a 20 mL glass vial; a 
chloroform (bottom)/water (top) biphasic system was readily formed. The 
vial was sealed with parafilm and slightly shaken. 
− Figure 3c): The black curve is the absorbance spectrum of a 1.3·10-9 M 
AuNP@CT aqueous dispersion, while the blue curve was recorded from 
an hybrid mixture prepared as follows: the 787 µL of a 5·10-9 M 
liposomes solutions were placed inside a 3 mL UV-Vis plastic cuvette. 
Then, 500 µL of 7.8·10-9 M 16 nm-citrated gold nanoparticles dispersion 
was added, in order to obtain a 1:1 liposomes/AuNP@CT molar ratio. 
Water was then added to reach a final volume of 3 mL inside the plastic 
cuvette and the spectrum recorded. 
− Figure 3d): The black curve is the absorbance spectrum of a 1.3·10-9 M 
AuNP@MPA aqueous dispersion, while the blue curve represents the 
absorbance of an hybrid liposomes/AuNP@MPA mixture, prepared 
according to the same protocol followed for the liposomes/AuNP@CT 
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mixture in Figure 3c). 
− Figure 4a, 4c): Si wafer were cleaned prior to use by plasma cleaning, 
bath sonication in chloroform, acetone and ethanol and extensively rinsed 
with MilliQ water and ethanol. A SLB of POPC was obtained according 
to the previously described protocol. 20 μL of the as-synthesized 16 nm 
AuNP@CT aqueous dispersion were added as a single droplet on top of 
the SLB. After 20 minutes incubation the sample was extensively washed 
with milliQ water and the measurements acquired. 
− Figure 4b): The red curve is the absorbance spectrum of a 5 nm-neat 
AuNP@CT aqueous dispersion (9.5·10-8 M, see “Synthesis of 5 nm-
citrated Gold Nanoparticles” and “Supplementary Characterization of 
Gold Nanoparticles” of SI), while the blue curve was recorded from an 
hybrid mixture prepared as follows: 190 µL of a 4.1·10-8 M liposomes 
dispersion were placed inside a 3 mL UV-Vis plastic cuvette. Then, 2810 
µL of 9.5·10-8 M 5 nm-citrated gold nanoparticles dispersion were added, 
in order to obtain a ~1:36 liposomes/AuNP@CT molar ratio. The 
spectrum was recorded. 
UV-vis spectroscopy  
UV-Vis spectra were measured with a JASCO UV-Vis spectrophotometer. 
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Small Angle X-ray Scattering  
SAXS measurements on AuNP aqueous dispersions, liposomes dispersions 
and AuNP-liposomes hybrid systems were carried out in sealed glass capillaries 
of 1.5 mm diameter. To analyze gold nanospheres’ curves we chose a model 
function with a spherical form factor and a Schulz size distribution:4, it calculates 
the scattering for a polydisperse population of spheres with uniform scattering 
length density. The distribution of radii is a Schulz distribution given by the 
following equation: 




where Ravg is the mean radius, x = R/Ravg and z is related to the polydispersity. 
The form factor is normalized by the average particle volume, using the 3rd 








(𝑧 + 3)(𝑧 + 2)
(𝑧 + 1)2
 











where N0 is the total number of particles per unit volume, F(R) is the scattering 
amplitude for a sphere and ∆ρ is the difference in scattering length density 
between the particle and the solvent. Concerning AuNP- liposomes hybrids, 
SAXS curves were acquired on samples where the concentration of liposomes 
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was low enough to consider negligible their contribution to the overall scattered 
intensity (see the SAXS profile of Figure 2a in the main text, which intensity is 
in the range of the background in the whole q-range investigated); therefore, the 
measured SAXS profile could be considered only due to the AuNP contribution. 
In this respect, AuNP-liposomes hybrids were analyzed taking into account the 
form factor of AuNP (which can be analyzed as previously described), with an 
additional contribution (the appearance of a I(q) ≈ q-2 that can be attributed to the 
2D arrangement of AuNP). 
 
X-ray Reflectivity  
The images were collected using a Maxipix camera (ESRF) (2x2 chips, 516x516 
pixels) at a distance of 772 mm from the sample. The software MOTOFIT was 
employed for the analysis of the XRR curves. A five-layer model was employed 
to analyze the reflectivity profiles of neat SLBs, with scattering length density 
values calculated for each layer: a bulk subphase of Si, a superficial layer of SiO2; 
a second layer of hydration water; a third layer composed of the polar headgroups 
of the SLB of the inner leaflet; a fourth layer composed of the bilayer lipid chains; 
a fifth layer composed of the polar headgroups of the outer bilayer leaflet; a bulk 
superphase of solvent. The scattering length density values for the polar 
headgroups and lipid chains, which were estimated by taking into account the 
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chemical compositions and the submolecular fragment volumes of 
phosphatidylcholines as determined by Armen et al. through molecular dynamic 
simulations 5. The SLD values of the polar headgroup and the chain of the lipids 
were then considered as fitting parameters and varied, to take into account of 
possible SLD variations due to solvent penetration or due to AuNP presence. 
Atomic Force Microscopy liquid imaging 
AFM Images were processed with Gwyddion 6 (by simply plane-fitting). 
SLB were prepared according to the previously described protocol, while the 
AuNP-vesicles samples were previously incubated in solution, then dropped onto 
freshly cleaved mica and finally gently rinsed with the chosen imaging buffer. 
 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
Trasmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were acquired with a STEM 
CM12 Philips electron microscope equipped with an OLYMPUS Megaview G2 
camera, at CeME (CNR Florence Research Area, Via Madonna del Piano, 10 - 
50019 Sesto Fiorentino).  
Drops of 16 nm and 5 nm citrated AuNP, diluted ten times, were placed on 200 
mesh carbon-coated copper grids with a diameter of 3 mm and a thickness of 50 
μm (Agar Scientific) and dried at room temperature. Then, samples were 
analyzed at an accelerating voltage of 100 keV. 
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Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 
DLS measurements were performed using a Malvern Panalytical Zetasizer Nano 
ZS90 instrument which does DLS measurements at a fixed scattering angle of 
90°. A 4 mW laser of 633 nm wavelength is used as light source, the lag times of 
the correlator start from 25 ns as shortest and go up to 8000 s, using a maximum 
number of 4000 channels. After checking monomodality with a CONTIN fit, the 
Autocorrelation Functions were analyzed through the cumulant fitting limited to 
the second order, allowing an estimate of the hydrodynamic diameter and the 
polydispersity of POPC liposomes, which were found equal to: 100 ± 2 nm 
(hydrodynamic diameter) with a 0.11 (PDI). 
 
Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation Monitoring (QCM-D) 
In a QCM-D experiment the piezoelectric quartz crystal is excited at its 
fundamental resonance frequency and the variations both in resonance frequency, 
Δf, and energy dissipation factors, ΔD, are measured for several harmonics 
simultaneously. For a rigid film evenly distributed on the surface of the sensor 
and thin enough, as compared to the weight of the crystal, a linear relation, the 
Sauerbrey equation, connects the adsorbed mass (Δm) and the shift in resonant 







where C depends on the thickness and intrinsic properties of the crystal; the 
overtone number is represented by on (3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13). As discussed 
elsewhere 8, this model can be generally applied for SLBs and was employed in 
this work for the analysis of the QCM-D data for SLBs. The frequency shifts of 
the 3rd overtone were employed for the calculations. The same approach, i.e., 
Sauerbrey equation, was adopted to roughly evaluate the adsorption extent of 
AuNP on the SLB. Being c = 17.7 ng/cm2Hz, and the overall frequency shift due 
to AuNP adsorption on POPC SLB of approximately 40 Hz, the adsorbed AuNP 
mass per surface area can be estimated as: 708 ng/cm2. Taking into account a 15 
nm diameter for AuNP and a 19320 kg/m3 density of gold, the mass of a single 
AuNP is approximately equal to 3.4·10-8 ng. Therefore, the number of adsorbed 
AuNP on the SLB is approximately 2.08·1010 AuNP/cm2, which, taking into 
account the cross section of the single NP (A= πR2, with R= 7.5 nm), leads to an 
overall surface coverage of the SLB of about 3.5%. 
 
Supplementary Characterization of Gold Nanoparticles  
 




Figure S1 Representative Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of 16 
nm citrated gold nanoparticles (left) and 5 nm citrated golf nanoparticles (right).  
 
Small Angle X-ray Scattering  
The structural parameters (Table S1) of the two different batches of citrate gold 
nanoparticles  were evaluated from SAXS curves (Figure S2) according to the 
models reported in the Materials and Methods section of SI. 
 
Figure S2 Experimental SAXS curves (markers in each graph) obtained for 13 
nm AuNP@CT (left) and 5.4 nm AuNP@CT (right) and curve fit (solid black 
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line in each graph) according to the Schulz spheres model from the NIST package 
SANS Utilities. The size and polydispersity obtained from the fitting procedure 
are summarized in the Table S1 below.  
 
 Rcore (nm) poly 
13 nm AuNP@CT 6.5 0.3 
5.4 nm uNP@CT 2.7 0.2 
Table S1 Structural parameters of the nanoparticles obtained from analysis of 





Figure S3 UV-Vis absorption spectra of gold nanospheres: (a) 16 nm AuNP@CT 
dispersion (after 1:5 dilution in water) and (b) 5 nm AuNP@CT pure dispersion. 
The plasmon absorption peaks are highlighted in each graph and are around 521 





The size of the two different batches of citrate gold nanoparticles (16 and 5 nm 
in diameter) was further evaluated from UV-Vis Spectroscopy by the following 





with 𝑑 diameter of gold nanoparticles, 𝐴𝑠𝑝𝑟  absorbance at the surface plasma 
resonance peak, 𝐴450 absorbance at the wavelength of 450 nm and 𝐵1 and 𝐵2 
dimensionless parameters, taken as 3 and 2.2, respectively. The diameter values 
obtained are 17 nm and 4 nm for the bigger and the smaller nanoparticles, 
respectively.  
Evaluation of AuNP concentration  
The concentration of citrated gold nanoparticles was determined via UV-Vis 
spectrometry, using the Lambert-Beer law (E(λ) = ε(λ)lc) and  taking the 
extinction values E(λ) at the LSPR maximum, i.e. λ = 521 nm and λ = 510 for the 
bigger and the smaller AuNP, respectively. The extinction coefficient ε(λ) for the 
two different batches of gold nanoparticles was determined by the following 
equation 10: 
ln⁡(𝜀) = 𝑘𝑙𝑛(𝑑) + 𝑎 
with 𝑑  core diameter of nanoparticles, and 𝑘⁡and 𝑎  dimensionless parameters 
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(𝑘 = 3.32111 and 𝑎 = 10.80505). The arithmetic mean of the sizes obtained by 
both the optical and the scattering analyses was selected both for the smaller and 
for the bigger nanoparticles, leading to 4.8·108 M-1cm-1 and 4.6·106 M-1cm-1 for 
the 16 nm and the 5 nm AuNP, respectively . The final concentrations of citrated 
AuNP are ~7.8·10-9 M and ~9.5·10-8 M for the 16 nm and 5 nm AuNP, 
respectively.   
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Supplementary Characterization of POPC Liposomes  
 
Evaluation of liposomes concentration 
The lipid concentration in the starting colloidal dispersion was estimated to be 4 
mg/mL from the initial lipid and water amounts employed in the formation and 
swelling of POPC lipid films (see “Preparation of POPC liposomes” in the 
Materials and Methods section), assuming the absence of lipid loss due to the 
extrusion procedure. The liposomes concentration (~4.1·10-8 M) was easily 
calculated from the lipid concentration, considering that each liposomal vesicle 
comprises of ~125664 lipids. This latter value was calculated considering a lipid 
cross section of 0.5 nm2 and an average diameter of liposomes of 100 nm (from 
Dynamic Light Scattering measurements in the current section of SI), 
corresponding to a surface area of ~30000 nm2 (surface area=4πr2); the doubled 
surface area was divided by the lipid cross section in order to obtain the lipid 
number per liposome, assuming that approximately one half of the lipids is 
localized in the external leaflet of a liposome. Eventually, the liposomes 
concentration was simply obtained dividing the total lipid number, corresponding 




Supplementary Theoretical considerations on AuNP-membrane 
interaction 
Guinier-Porod fit model for AuNP aggregates on liposomes 
Experimental scattering profiles for AuNP-liposomes complex of Figure 2 (main 
text) were fitted to a multilevel Guinier-Porod model, developed by Boualem 
Hammouda (NIST)11, which models scattering as system of levels composed of 
Guinier and Porod (power law) areas. As evident from Figure S4, the 
experimental scattering profiles can be nicely fitted by considering two Guinier 
areas and two Porod power slopes, which is routinely done for two-dimensions 
objects (2D AuNPs aggregates in this case). By fitting the data, we obtained a 
quantitative estimation of the main parameters describing the system (see the box 
in Figure S4): Rg1 represents the gyration radius of single AuNP and is estimated 
as 6.95 ± 0.15 nm, in pretty good agreement with SAXS and UV-Vis 
characterization of AuNP, reported in previous sections of SI. Moreover, P 
(Porod exponent of single AuNP) was evaluated as 4.2 ± 0.05, as expected for 
smooth nanoparticles surfaces. While G is simply a Guinier scaling factor, S2 
(1.95 ± 0.01) represent the dimensionality of AuNP aggregates, as obtained from 
fitting the low-q region of the scattering profile. The background was kept fixed 




Figure S4 Experimental SAXS profile of AuNP-liposome complexes at R=0.25 
(red curve) and Model intensity according to Guinier-Porod fit model (black 
curve). The parameter in the box represent the quantitative estimation from the 
fitting for the AuNP gyration radius (Rg1), Porod exponent of AuNP (P) and 
dimensionality of AuNP aggregates (S2). G is a Guinier scaling factor. 
Poisson distribution for the interaction of dimensionless AuNP and 
liposomes 
To rationalize the liposomes-AuNP interaction, we can treat the NP binding event 
to the liposome surface from a probabilistic point of view, elaborating a statistic 
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model relying on some assumptions: 
i. Dimensionless nature of both nanoparticles and liposomes; 
ii. Random binding between AuNP and liposomes (absence of 
preferential interactions);  
iii. Irreversible bond between nanoparticles and liposomes; 
iv. Complete association of nanoparticles with liposomes (absence of 
free AuNP in the dispersion after mixing with liposomes); 
v. Each nanoparticle can only bind one liposome; 
vi. One liposome can virtually host an infinite number of 
nanoparticles. 
On the basis of these hypotheses, the probability (𝛱𝑗) of finding any liposome 
with a certain number (𝑗) of AuNP attached on its surface can be described by 
the Poisson distribution 12, which, for specific liposomes’ and AuNPs’ 





 with 𝑅  liposomes/AuNP molar ratio. Figure S5 a) reports the graphical 
representation of 𝛱𝑗⁡ for four different R values.  
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Figure S5 Poisson statistical distributions at different R. (a) 𝛱𝑗, probability to 
find a liposome with 𝑗 gold nanoparticles attached (b) 𝑃𝑗, probability to find a 
nanoparticle with 𝑗 as association number. 
As can be seen, variable percentages of bare and multiple AuNP covered 
liposomes must be taken into account for all the R values, with their relative 
weight exclusively dependent on R (eq.1). Considering 𝑅 = 2 (blue curve in 
Figure s5a)), more than the 60% of the total   ensemble of liposomes is composed 
of AuNP-free vesicles, ~30% of liposomes is associated with a single AuNP, 
while the remaining vesicles (less than 10%) are bound with more than one 
nanoparticle.  
Remarkably, the Poisson distribution can also be used to describe the distribution 
of gold nanoparticles (Pj) among liposomes as a function of the association 










 with 𝑗 = 1  representing the single AuNP on a liposome, 𝑗 = 2  the pair-
association of AuNP on the same liposome, etc.  
𝛱𝑗  and 𝑃𝑗  represent two well-distinct Poisson distributions: in particular, 𝛱𝑗 
describes the probability to find a liposome with 𝑗 gold nanoparticles attached on 
its surface, while 𝑃𝑗 represents the probability to find an AuNP sharing the same 
liposomal surface with other 𝑗 − 1 gold nanoparticles. 𝑃𝑗  as a function of 𝑗 is 
graphically represented in Figure S5b):  for 𝑅 = 2 about 60% of NP are likely to 
be found alone onto a liposome’s surface, while the ~40% share surface of the 
same liposome with other AuNP, with the latter percent value dramatically 
dropping down at higher 𝑅 (~12% for 𝑅 = 8).  
 
Poisson distribution correction for AuNP and liposomes sizes 
The previous considerations are valid for point liposomes, while the (i) 
assumption has to be relaxed in order to give a better description of the actual 
situation in the solution. Assuming a 2D nature of the aggregates on lipid 
membranes, the liposomes’ surface area (~30000 nm2, as evaluated from 
Dynamic Light Scattering) sets a limit to the number of nanoparticles which can 
be attached to the lipid surface; considering the AuNP projected area onto a 
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liposome’s surface (201 nm2 from UV-vis and SAXS analyses), one can easily 
fix the surface’s saturation value of a liposome at ~156 nanoparticles. However, 
these considerations do not substantially affect the Poisson distribution of eq.S2, 
since the 𝑃𝑗  values are substantially negligible for 𝑗 > 10 , for all the 
experimentally considered R.  
Taking a step forward to the rationalization of the experimental results, we should 
bear in mind that each particle absorbed at the lipid-water interface decreases the 
available area for the potential attachment of other AuNP and, consequently, the 
𝑃𝑗 values for 𝑗 > 1.  
Eventually, relaxing the point liposomes and nanoparticles condition leads to a 
further crucial consideration: even if the total percentage AuNP sharing the same 
liposome surface is far from being negligible for all the⁡considered R values, the 
coexistence of multiple AuNP onto the same lipid membrane does not necessarily 
imply a coupling of their plasmon resonances; on the contrary, the ~600 nm 
shoulder insurgence in absorbance spectra (Figure 1 a) and d) of the main text) 
indicates a strong coupling between near-touching nanoparticles, implying an 
average interparticle distance less than 1 nm, as determined from previous 
theoretical studies 13. Thereby, the probability of developing a strong plasmon 
coupling at the liposome surface  (𝑃𝐶)  depends not only on the previously 
described 𝑃𝑗, but also on the ratio between the coupling promoting-area (𝑆𝐶) and 
the total liposome’s surface (𝑆𝑇). This leads, for the simplest case of two AuNP 
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sharing the same lipid membrane, to the following equation: 




with the “near-touching probability” (𝑃𝑁−𝑇) of the two nanoparticles given by 
the ratio between 𝑆𝐶2 and 𝑆𝑇2, i.e., the coupling promoting surface (inside which 
a AuNP plasmon resonances coupling is promoted) and total area available for 
the binding of one particle, if a first particle is already fixed in any liposome 
surface’s position. To evaluate 𝑆𝐶  and 𝑆𝑇  a simple geometrical model was 
chosen, where 𝑆𝑇 is calculated subtracting the projected area of the first AuNP 
onto the lipid surface to the total liposome’s area, while 𝑆𝐶2 corresponds to the 
blue ring area in Figure S6, determined as follows: 
𝑆𝑇 = 𝜋(3𝑟)
2 − 𝜋𝑟2⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡(𝑆4) 
with 𝑟 AuNP radius. 
 
Figure S6 Graphical representation of the liposome’s surface (ST ) and the 
coupling promoting-area (𝑆𝐶, dark blue ring in the figure) for the case of two gold 
nanoparticles sharing the same lipid surface (red spheres in the figure).  
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From the combination of eq. (S3) with (S4), it is possible to evaluate 𝑃𝐶 for any 
R value: this leads, for the case of 𝑅 = 2 (mentioned in the main text),  to a 
probability of developing a strong plasmon coupling at the liposome surface 
(Pc) of 1.6% t for two AuNP sharing the same liposome’s surface (j=2).  
Supplementary Data analysis 
UV-Vis spectra analysis and deconvolution 
With the aim to compare the aggregated fraction of AuNP predicted by the 
Poisson model with the one experimentally observed, we performed a 
deconvolution procedure on the absorption spectra of POPC-AuNP hybrids with 
Fityk deconvolution software14, separating the single-nanoparticles contribution 
to SPR, to the one of the aggregated AuNPs. To this purpose, all the experimental 
spectra were firstly subtracted by a broad band, accounting for the interband 
transition of metallic nanoparticles and constituting a constant background signal 
for all the absorption spectra considered. For the construction of this baseline, we 
followed the procedure described below. 








with 𝑏⁡optical path (=1 cm), 𝑁 number of scattering objects for unit volume and 
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𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑡 extinction cross section of a single nanoparticle. The 𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑡 of eq. S6 can be 
described by a complex dielectric function that depends on the frequency of light 











with 𝑅  nanoparticles radius, 𝜆  wavelength and 𝜀𝑚  medium dielectric function 
(assumed constant and equal to 1.78 for water in the visible wavelength range). 
By the consideration of eq. (S7), eq. (S6) can be rewritten as a function of 𝜀’ and 











Both 𝜀’ and 𝜀’’ comprise of a bound electron contribution, arising from interband 
transitions, and a free electron contribution, determined by the intraband 
transitions of the conduction electrons; these two contributions are considered to 
be independent from each other, so that the real and imaginary parts of the 
dielectric function are given by 15: 
𝜀′(𝜔) = 𝜀′𝑏(𝜔) + 𝜀
′
𝑓(𝜔)⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡(𝑆9) 
𝜀′′(𝜔) = 𝜀′′𝑏(𝜔) + 𝜀
′′
𝑓(𝜔)⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡(𝑆10) 
The contribution of the bound electrons can be considered independent from the 
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NP structure adopted in dispersion 15 and all the absorbance changes observed 
should be related to the free electron contribution; therefore, the theoretical 
evaluation of this contribution allows establishing the nanoparticles background 
absorbance, against which all the recorded spectra must be compared.  












Being 𝑁, 𝜀𝑚 and 𝑏 known and 𝑅 determinable from the UV-Vis spectrum and 
SAXS analysis (see Supplementary Characterization of Gold Nanoparticles of 
the Supporting Information), 𝐴𝑏 theoretical value is unambiguously determined 
once the bound electrons contribution to the dielectric function as a function of 
frequency is evaluated. In the present case, the values obtained by Johnson and 
Christy 16 for 𝜀′′𝑏(𝜔) in the range 280-800 nm were used, while the 𝜀
′
𝑏(𝜔) values 
were obtained by subtracting the free electron value 𝜀′𝑓(𝜔) from Drude theory, 
including the core polarizability from the real part of the dielectric function which 
was experimentally measured by Johnson and Christy. The obtained baseline is 
shown in Figure S7 and was employed to deconvolve the experimental UV-vis 




Figure S7 Calculated background absorbance due to the bound electronic 
contribution to the dielectric function and used as a baseline for the 
deconvolution of all experimental UV-vis spectra.  
 
 
Figure S8 Deconvolution of the experimental spectrum of the 2:1 
liposome/AuNP@CT ratio sample, at the minimum interaction volume (violet 
curve in Figure 1d) of the main text): the violet curve is the baseline-corrected 
experimental spectrum, the pink-dotted curve is the logNormal fit, while those 
blue represent the primary (free nanoparticles) and the secondary (aggregated 
nanoparticles) simulated bands. The area under the two red curves (27.4 and 12.4, 
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respectively) is correlated to the relative weight of single and coupled AuNP. 
X-ray Reflectivity results 
 
Bilayer Parameters POPC SLB POPC SLB 
AuNP 
Inner Head 
d inner head (Å) 
7 ± 1 7± 1 
SLD inner head (10-
6 Å-2) 14.4 ± 0.5 14 .4 
Chains 
d chains (Å) 
29 ± 2 30.8 ± 2 
SLD chains (10-6 Å-
2) 7.7 ± 0.2 7.7 
Outer Head 
d outer headsup (Å) 6 ± 1 6 ± 1 
SLD outer headsup 
(10-6 Å-2) 14.4 ± 0.5 14 .4 




AuNP SLD AuNP (10-6 Å-
2) - 10.2 ± 0.5 
 
Table S2: Curve fitting results of XRR data measured for the "naked" POPC SLB and 
for the same SLB in the presence of AuNP (POPC SLB AuNP), obtained with 
MOTOFIT. Head parameters obtained for the lipid polar headgroups (inner heads are 
facing the support, outer heads are facing the solution), Chains parameters obtained for 
the lipid chains: SLD scattering length density of chains and polar headgroups (SLD 
were considered as fitting parameters, in order to take into account of solvent penetration 
effects, however, solvent penetration extent was found negligible both for the heads and 
for the chains layers).  For the samples with AuNP the SLD values for POPC SLD were 
fixed to the ones in the absence of AuNP, as well as the diameter of AuNP (150 Å), in 
order to obtain an estimate of the SLD of the AuNP layer and, therefore, evaluate the 
amount of adsorbed AuNP. Considering a scattering length density of 124·10-6 Å- 2 for 
AuNP, the adsorbed layer of AuNP contains around 99% water. A scheme of the bilayer 
is reported in the figure. 
 





Figure S9 Absorbance of the chloroform phase extracted from the biphasic 
(citrated AuNP + water)/(chloroform + POPC) system at different times from the 
preparation: soon after the mixing for the red curve, after 20 minutes for the blue 
curve and after 24 hours for the green curve. 
 
Figure S10 Images of the biphasic (NP + water)/(chloroform in the absence of 
POPC) system taken at different times from the preparation: (a, b, c) The two-
phase system (NP + water)/(chloroform) soon after chloroform addition, after 20 
minutes and 24 h for the case of citrated AuNP;  (d, e, f) The two-phase system 
(NP + water)/(chloroform) soon after chloroform addition, after 20 minutes and 





Figure S11 Picture of the two-phase system (5 nm citrated AuNP in water 
phase)/(chloroform phase) system:  the vial on the left represents the (5 nm 
citrated AuNP in water phase)/(chloroform phase)  system after 24 h from the 
mixing; the vial on the right represents the (5 nm citrated AuNP in water 
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A plasmon-based nanoruler to probe the mechanical properties of 
synthetic and biogenic nanosized lipid vesicles 
Lucrezia Casellia,b, Andrea Ridolfi a,b,c, Jacopo Cardellinia,b, Lewis Sharpnackd, Lucia Paolinib,e, Marco 
Brucaleb,c, Francesco Valleb,c, Costanza Montis*a,b, Paolo Bergeseb,e,f and Debora Berti*a,b 
Membrane-delimited compartments, as lipid vesicles, are 
ubiquitous in natural and synthetic systems. The mechanical 
properties of such vesicles are crucial for several physical, chemical, 
and biological processes. However, their accurate determination is 
still challenging and requires sophisticated instruments and data 
analysis. Here we report the first evidence that the surface plasmon 
resonance (SPR) of citrated gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) adsorbed on 
synthetic vesicles is finely sensitive to the vesicles’ mechanical 
properties. We leverage this finding to demonstrate that the 
spectrophotometric tracking of the SPR provides quantitative 
access to the stiffness of vesicles of synthetic and natural origin, 
such as extracellular vesicles (EVs). This plasmon-based “stiffness 
nanoruler” paves the way for developing a facile, cost-effective, 
and high-throughput method to assay the mechanical properties of 
vesicles of nanometric size and unknown composition. 
Introduction 
Membrane-delimited compartments (e.g., cells, organelles, 
enveloped viruses, biogenic vesicles, etc.) are among the basic 
units of living organisms and widespread structural motifs in 
bio-inspired nanomaterials, such as liposomes. Their 
mechanical properties, which regulate the response to external 
deformations, are crucial in a host of biologically-relevant 
interactions at the nanoscale 1–5. The deformability of liposomes 
or polymeric vesicles for drug delivery affects their 
pharmacokinetics in the bloodstream and their internalization 
mechanisms 6. The mechanical properties of cells and 
membrane bound-organelles are key in numerous biological 
processes (e.g. cell fusion, growth and differentiation, endo- 
and exocytosis, uptake of nanoparticles or viruses 7–9, etc.) and 
in the onset of pathological cell conditions 10–13. Recent reports 
have highlighted that the mechanical response of extracellular 
vesicles, (EVs, membrane-delimited nanoparticles secreted by 
all cell types and essential mediators of cell signalling 14–16) is a 
biomarker for malignant conditions of parental cells 17,18. In 
addition, the nanomechanics of pathogens, including viruses 
with a lipid envelope (e.g. Moloney murine leukemia virus and 
HIV 19) was recently connected to their infectivity 20.  
Although central in several research areas, the accurate 
assessment of the mechanical properties of synthetic or natural 
vesicles still poses a challenge 21,22. Traditional methods provide 
insights into biologically-relevant descriptors of the mechanical 
response of the lipid membrane, such as the bilayer’s bending 
rigidity 23–27. However, these techniques are cost- and time-
consuming, and often yield discrepant results, as pointed out in 
several reports 21,22,28–30. More recently, techniques that 
actively probe the mechanical properties at a whole-vesicle 
level, rather than those of the lipid shell (e.g. Atomic Force 
Microscopy-based Force Spectroscopy (AFM-FS), optical 
tweezers, etc.) are gaining the central stage 31. These methods 
allow determining the overall mechanical response of the 
vesicle to applied deformations, i.e., its “stiffness”. The 
measured stiffness includes contributions both from the 
membrane shell and the enclosed volume, accounting for the 
mechanical properties of the internal pool, volume variations 
upon deformation, osmotic imbalance, etc. Unfortunately, the 
experimental methods proposed so far probe a single particle 
at a time and require sophisticated instruments or/and highly 
experienced users 31. 
Here, we propose AuNPs as nanoprobes of the stiffness of 
membranous nano-objects, with typical submicron sizes. This 
approach overcomes many limitations of the currently available 
methods, measurements can be performed with an UV-Vis 
spectrophotometer and limited data analysis is required. In the 
following, this communication will (i) explore how the stiffness 
of liposomes modulates the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of 
AuNPs adsorbed on their membrane and (ii) propose this 
previously unnoticed relationship as the working principle of a 
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new, accessible and robust spectrophotometric method to 
evaluate the stiffness of both synthetic and natural lipid vesicles 
of unknown composition. 
The SPR of AuNPs is finely sensitive to the chemical 
environment and the interparticle distance, which underpins 
their application as nanoscale probes 32. The coupling between 
the SPR of proximal AuNPs, which results from AuNPs close 
approach or aggregation, was exploited for the first time by El-
Sayed and co-workers as a plasmon ruler 33 and is nowadays 
used in a number of bioanalytical assays 34,35. The CONAN 
(COlloidal NANoplasmonic) assay is a recent example, where 
the AuNPs SPR shift upon incubation with EVs is exploited to 
determine their purity and concentration 36–38; in this latter 
case, the SPR shift arises from the spontaneous aggregation of 
AuNPs on the lipid membrane of vesicles (of both synthetic and 
natural origin, as EVs). This membrane-induced aggregation has 
been the focus of several recent investigations 39–44. Specifically, 
the membrane-induced aggregation of AuNPs has been 
interpreted as on-off mechanism to date 45,46, switchable by the 
physical state of the membrane: fluid-phase bilayers, 
characterized by free lipid diffusion and low rigidity, would 
promote aggregation, resulting in a marked change of AuNPs 
SPR profile. Conversely, the aggregation of AuNPs would be 
completely inhibited on tightly packed gel-phase membranes, 
characterized by a higher rigidity. Here we demonstrate instead 
that the SPR shift of AuNPs shows a functional dependence on 
the stiffness of synthetic vesicles, which allows defining a 
“stiffness nanoruler”. In analogy with the plasmon nanoruler, 
introduced as distance-sensor 33, this plasmon-based descriptor 
leverages the unique sensitivity of AuNPs SPR to determine the 
mechanical properties of lipid vesicles. As a proof-of-principle 
of applicability to complex natural systems, we tested the assay 
on EVs, whose stiffness is of prominent relevance in cellular 
adhesion and uptake 47 and a characteristic that distinguish EVs 
deriving from malignant and nonmalignant cells 17,18. 
Results and Discussion 
We prepared a library of unilamellar liposomes having a similar 
average diameter (  ̴ 100 nm) and low polidispersity indexes (see 
Supporting Information for details on preparation and 
characterization) from a set of synthetic phosphatidylcholines 
(PC) differing for length and/or degree of unsaturation of the 
acyl chains (Figure 1a). The free-standing bilayers, either in the 
gel or fluid phase at room temperature (Figure 1a), display 
different rigidities 48–51. Given their very similar size 
distributions and the absence of any osmotic imbalance 
between the lumen and the external medium, the rigidity of the 
Figure 1. AFM characterization of vesicles stiffnesses. a) Chemical formulas of the four lipids used for the preparation of liposomes 
(1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC), 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC)); depending on the molecular 
composition, the lipid bilayer enclosing a liposome exhibits a different degree of molecular packing at room temperature, which 
determines the phase (i.e., fluid or gel) of the membrane. b) AFM force-distances curves for the different vesicles batches, together 
with graphical representation of vesicles deformation induced by the AFM tip at two different separation distances. Liposomes 
samples are DOPC; POPC, POPC/DPPC (50/50 mol%), DPPC, DPPC/DSPC (50/50 mol%) and DSPC vesicles; c) Stiffness values (N/m) 
of the different vesicles, determined through AFM-FS; All error bars represent the uncertainties obtained by bootstrapping (1000 
repetitions of 5 draws, with replacement).  
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lipid shells can be considered the sole responsible for the overall 
stiffnesses of the vesicles. 
Figure 1b reports representative AFM-FS force/distance plots of 
single-vesicle indentation events for each lipid 52,53. The slope of 
the linear regime occurring immediately after the contact point 
represents the stiffness of the vesicles; the stiffnesses in Figure 
1c were obtained by averaging the values for multiple vesicles 
(see Supporting Information for further details). Taken 
together, the entire series of stiffness values measured on the 
selected library of synthetic PC standards can be regarded as a 
stiffness gauge in which the rigidity monotonically increases 
from DOPC to DSPC vesicles, in line with the literature 21,54. This 
set will be used to validate the stiffness plasmon nanoruler. 
The vesicles were then challenged with a water dispersion of 
negatively charged citrated AuNPs (13 ± 0.6 nm diameter, zeta 
potential: -36 ± 2 mV), and the changes in the SPR profile 
monitored after 15 minutes (Figure 2a). 
The AuNPs dispersion in the absence of lipid vesicles shows a 
well-defined SPR peak centred at 522 nm (red curve); upon 
mixing with liposomes, an immediate colour change is visible to 
the naked eye (inset, Figure 2a), which clearly depends on the 
composition of the target membrane. Going from DSPC to 
DOPC, we observe colour shifts from red to increasingly dark 
shades of violet and blue. The variation in the SPR profile 
gradually increases as the stiffness of vesicles decreases. 
Specifically, from the stiffest vesicles (DSPC) to the softest ones 
(DOPC), the progressive emergence of a high-wavelength 
shoulder can be observed, eventually resulting in a secondary 
plasmon peak at about 625 nm (see Figure 2a). 
This new spectral feature is the hallmark of the aggregation of 
AuNPs, whose spatial proximity produces the coupling of the 
individual AuNPs plasmons. 
To get insights into the structure of AuNPs aggregates, we 
performed Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) for DOPC, POPC, 
DPPC and DSPC liposomes challenged with AuNPs (Figure 2b).  
The power-law dependence in the low-q region highlights the 
presence of AuNPs clusters on fluid-phase bilayers, with a 
fractal dimension which increases as the stiffness of vesicles 
decreases (Figure 2b, inset, and Supporting Information) 55. The 
spatial correlation between AuNPs was determined from the 
structure factor S(q), inferred from the high-q region of the 
scattering profiles (Figure 2b, inset, and Supporting 
Information). The position of the S(q) correlation peaks for fluid-
phase liposomes is consistent with NP-NP center-to-center 
distances comparable with the particle diameter and 
decreasing with vesicles stiffness (14.5 nm and 14.1 nm for 
POPC and DOPC, respectively). For liposomes in the gel phase, 
no low-q upturn of intensity was detected and the positional 
correlation corresponds to significantly higher NP-NP distances 
(i.e., 30.5 nm and 30.2 nm for DSPC and DPPC, respectively), 
hinting at the presence of multiple AuNPs adsorbed on the 
same liposomal surface, but not aggregated.  
According to recent reports, the aggregation of AuNPs on 
lecithin vesicles is switched on and off by the membrane phase 
45,46: aggregation is inhibited on gel-phase bilayers (e.g. DPPC 
and DSPC at r.t.) and promoted by fluid-phase membranes (e.g. 
DOPC and POPC at r.t.), with no dependence on the molecular 
composition for bilayers in the same phase 45,46. Conversely, the 
UV-Vis and SAXS data here shown provide additional insights, 
Figure 2. AuNPs interaction with lipid bilayers of different stiffness. a) UV-Vis spectra of AuNPs (1.3 nM) incubated with synthetic 
vesicles (0.2 nM) (liposomes/AuNPs number ratio 1/100). Inset: visual appearance of the same samples. b) SAXS profiles of NPs 
with and without vesicles (1:8 vesicles/NPs ratio). Under these conditions, the scattering from vesicles (subtracted from the 
scattering of AuNPs-vesicles mixtures) is negligible and the observed signal is only due to AuNPs. The power law dependence at 
low-q is connected to the presence of AuNPs clusters and to their morphology. The power-law exponents for DOPC and POPC, i.e. 
-1.54 and -1.5 respectively (see Supporting Information), are consistent with an increasing fractal dimension of clusters as the 
stiffness of vesicles decreases. The absence of such power-law for gel-phase liposomes is related to non-aggregated AuNPs, 
preserving their original diameter. The right inset is the structure factor (S(q)) vs q, extracted from the high-q range of vesicles/NPs 
profiles (see Supporting Information). 
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highlighting that -in these experimental conditions- AuNPs 
clustering on lipid vesicles is not abruptly switched-on by 
varying the membrane physical state, but is rather modulated 
by the membrane stiffness in a “continuous fashion”.  
This dependence can be exploited to set-up a UV-Vis 
spectroscopic assay to probe the mechanical properties of lipid 
vesicles. With this aim, we analysed the optical spectra to 
extract a quantitative descriptor. The so-called “stiffness index”, 
S.I., (see Figure 3a), accounting for the main variations in the 
AuNPs SPR profile, was used to build-up an empirical ‘AuNPs 
spectral response’ vs ‘vesicles’ stiffness’ scale. The S.I. for each 
AuNPs/vesicles hybrid is calculated dividing the area subtended 
by the absorbance spectrum in the 560-800 nm range by the 
area relative to the total spectral range (350-800 nm). The 
results are then normalized for the S.I. of neat AuNPs (which is 
then equal to 1 by definition) to obtain positive integer values 
of S.I., which gradually increase with increasing AuNPs 
aggregation extent.  
Figure 3b reports the S.I. (blue dots) obtained for the liposome 
set plotted as a function of vesicles stiffness, obtained from 
AFM-FS measurements (Figure 1). Each point represents the 
average value obtained from five independent batches, which 
highlights a particularly high reproducibility. 
The dependence of the S.I. on stiffness can be expressed by a 








+  𝑎     (1) 
 
with S the stiffness obtained from AFM-FS and a, b, c and d 
constant fitting parameters (see red profile in Figure 3b for the 
best fitting curve and Supporting Information for further 
details). 
For this set of synthetic vesicles, having superimposable size 
distributions and a luminal content identical to the external 
medium, the stiffness differences observed in AFM-FS are only 
due to a membrane contribution, which results from the 
different composition of the bilayers. As it is well-stablished, the 
mechanical response of a lipid bilayer is mainly controlled by its 
bending rigidity 21, quantified by the bilayer bending modulus. 
Therefore, in these experimental conditions, it is the bilayer 
bending modulus that determines the overall stiffness of the 
vesicles and in turn the extent of AuNPs aggregation (i.e. the 
S.I.). 
Interestingly, in a recent simulation Lipowsky and co-authors 56 
report a sigmoidal correlation between the wrapping efficiency 
of spherical NPs interacting with model membranes and the 
bilayer bending modulus. This relation holds for fixed NPs radius 
and membrane-NPs adhesion energy, which perfectly matches 
our experimental conditions (i.e. NPs of defined size and 
vesicles with fixed PC headgroups). 
This finding is fully in line with a recent report 44, where AuNPs 
wrapping, modulated by the membrane bending modulus, is 
recognized as the main driver for the membrane-templated 
aggregation of AuNPs, through the mechanism sketched in 
Figure 3c.  
The dependence of the S.I. on the stiffness of vesicles (eqn. 1) 
allows a quantitative estimate of the mechanical properties of 
membrane-enclosed compartments of unknown composition. 
The method here proposed possess high sensitivity and 
reproducibility. In fact, it is able to robustly discriminate 
systems with very close stiffnesses, as POPC and DOPC vesicles, 
whose mechanical properties are usually not distinguishable 
with many other techniques 54,57. 
Figure 3. Quantification of Liposomes-induced variation in the AuNPs SPR profile. a) Visual description of the stiffness index (S.I.); b) S.I. 
values (blue spots) with relative errors bars plotted as a function of membrane stiffness. The red curve is the sigmoidal curve fit, 
while the grey dashed curve is the first derivative of the sigmoidal curve fit with respect to stiffness (see Supporting Info for details 
on fitting parameters). c) Mechanism of interaction between AuNPs and vesicles characterized by different stiffness. The adhesion of an 
AuNP on a soft membrane is followed by a significant AuNP wrapping by the membrane, resulting into AuNPs aggregation on the vesicle 
surface. The AuNP docking on a stiffer membrane results in a lower wrapping extent, preventing AuNPs clustering.  
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In addition, the presence of a sigmoidal law, which exhibits the 
highest variation of S.I. in the central region of the selected set 
of stiffnesses (see grey dashed curve of Figure 3b, representing 
the first derivative of the sigmoidal fit) provides maximum 
sensitivity in the region where the rigidities of natural 
membranes usually fall (i.e. 0.02-0.025 N/m 58).  
We chose EVs to further validate the method and to provide 
evidence of its applicability on membranous nanoparticles 
which are more challenging both in terms of compositional and 
structural complexity, as well as in analyte availability. 
Specifically, we assayed a sample EVs from the murine cell line 
TRAMP-C2, with size and z-potential similar to the PC synthetic 
liposomes (see Supporting Information for details). The EVs 
were separated from the cell culture medium and characterized 
at the best of the current state of the art 59, by the protocols 
described in Paolini et al. (medium EVs) 60. The morphology of 
EVs was investigated by liquid imaging AFM (see Figure 4a), 
showing the characteristic spherical cap shape of EVs adhered 
onto a substrate and an average diameter of 74.3 nm (refer to 
Supporting Info for further details).  
The stiffness of EVs, determined through AFM-FS as previously 
described for PC liposomes, falls in the middle of the stiffness 
interval defined by the synthetic standards used for calibration 
(0.025 ± 0.004 N/m), in between the values obtained for DPPC 
and DPPC/POPC vesicles (see Figure 1c). EVs were mixed with 
AuNPs in the same conditions (AuNPs/vesicles number ratio, 
incubation time and temperature) previously employed for 
synthetic liposomes and the SPR profile change of AuNPs was 
recorded through UV-Vis spectroscopy (right inset of Figure 4b). 
In full agreement with the AFM analysis, this SPR profile 
variation, S.I. = 1.23 ± 0.01, is intermediate between the ones of 
DPPC, S.I. = 1.16 ± 0.01, and DPPC/POPC, S.I.= 1.377 ± 0.005. 
This result demonstrates that the correlation between AuNPs 
aggregation and vesicles stiffness, observed in liposomes, also 
holds for the case of far more complex nanosized vesicles of 
biological origin. More importantly, the value of stiffness 
estimated from the S.I. of the AuNPs/EVs hybrid according to 
the calibration trend (i.e., 0.0259 ± 0.0005 N/m) falls right in the 
middle of the EVs stiffness range determined through AFM 
(Figure 4b): this striking agreement proves the predictive ability 
of this new optical method, showing that the nanoplasmonic 
properties of AuNPs can be effectively harnessed to assess the 
stiffness of membrane-confined objects with high sensitivity.  
Conclusions 
The determination of the stiffness of synthetic and natural 
vesicles is particularly challenging. Here, we show that the SPR 
of AuNPs can be exploited to quantify this property: combining 
UV-Vis spectroscopy, Small Angle X-ray Scattering and AFM-
based force spectroscopy, we prove that AuNPs aggregation, 
induced by the interaction with lipid membranes and quantified 
by an empirical index S.I., exhibits a clear dependence on the 
mechanical properties of synthetic vesicles. This dependence, 
expressed by a sigmoidal law, can be used to estimate the 
stiffness of biological membrane compartments, e.g. EVs, of 
unknown composition and properties. Similarly to the plasmon 
ruler developed by El-Sayed et al.33, where the SPR of AuNPs are 
used to probe their mutual distance, we define a “stiffness 
nanoruler”, where the plasmon resonance is applied to probe 
the nanomechanics of a target membrane. This method, 
proposed here for the first time, requires commonly available 
instrumentation, is very reproducible and sensitive, and permits 
the analysis on sample quantities as small as 15 μl (with a 
concentration of EVs in the 10-8 M range), which represents a 
game-changer for precious biological samples, otherwise 
intractable. Moreover, differently from other methods (e.g., 
AFM, micropipette) which probe the stiffness of single objects, 
it allows for the determination of ensemble-averaged stiffness, 
where possible variability across the population is considered. 
Figure 4. Quantification of Liposomes-induced variation in the SPR profile of AuNPs. a) Representative AFM image of EVs; b) Sigmoidal 
trend of the S.I. as a function of membrane stiffness. The EVs’ S.I. (1.23), evaluated through UV-Vis spectroscopy, and stiffness, predicted by 
the sigmoidal law (0.026 N/m), are reported as green points in the graph. The green error bar represents the stiffness interval obtained 
through AFM-FS for EVs. The right inset reports the UV-Vis spectra of AuNPs (1.3 nM) in the presence of synthetic PC vesicles (dashed curves) 
and natural EVs (solid green curve) at a lipid concentration of 0.04 mg/ml. 
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Supplementary Materials and Methods 
 
Materials 
Tetrachloroauric (III) acid (≥ 99.9%) and trisodium citrate dihydrate (≥ 99.9%) for 
the synthesis of AuNPs were provided by Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). 1,2-
dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) (>99%), 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) (≥ 98.0%), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DPPC) (>99%) and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DSPC) (>99%) for the liposomes preparation were provided by 
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). All chemicals were used as received. Milli-Q 
grade water was used in all preparations. 
Synthesis of citrated AuNPs  
Anionic gold nanospheres of 16 nm in size were synthesized according to the 
Turkevich-Frens method 1,2. Briefly, 20 mL of a 1mM HAuCl4 aqueous solution 
was brought to boiling temperature under constant and vigorous magnetic 
Supplementary Characterization of liposomes/AuNPs hybrids S22 
Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering S22 





stirring. 2 mL of 1% citric acid solution were then added and the solution was 
further boiled for 20 minutes, until it acquired a deep red color. The nanoparticles 
dispersion was then slowly cooled down to room temperature.  
Preparation of liposomes 
The proper amount of lipid was dissolved in chloroform and a lipid film was 
obtained by evaporating the solvent under a stream of nitrogen and overnight 
vacuum drying. The film was then swollen and suspended in warm (50 °C) 
milliQ-water by vigorous vortex mixing, in order to obtain a final 4 mg/ml 
lipid concentration. The resultant multilamellar liposomes in water were 
subjected to 10 freeze-thaw cycles and extruded 10 times through two stacked 
polycarbonate membranes with 100 nm pore size at room temperature, to 
obtain unilamellar liposomes with narrow and reproducible size distribution. 
The filtration was performed with the Extruder (Lipex Biomembranes, 
Vancouver (Canada)) through Nuclepore membranes. 
 
Preparation of liposomes/AuNPs hybrids 
The hybrid samples preparation procedure for Figure 2a of the main text is the 
following: 20 µL of liposomes (previously diluted to a final lipid concentration 
of 0.04 mg/ml) or extracellular vesicles were placed inside a 500 µL UV-Vis 
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plastic cuvette. Then 100 µL of citrated gold nanoparticles (6.7·10-9 M, see 
“Synthesis citrated Gold Nanoparticles” and “Supplementary Characterization of 
Gold Nanoparticles” of SI) were added, in order to have a final concentration 
(inside the cuvette) of ~5·10-11 M and of ~5·10-9 M for liposomes and AuNPs, 
respectively, and AuNPs/liposomes number ratio of ~100. Samples were 
incubated for 15 minutes, then the UV-Vis spectra were recorded.  
The hybrid samples preparation procedure for Figure 2b of the main text is the 
following: fixed volumes (768.9 µL) of AuNPs dispersion (6.7·10-9 M) were 
added to 20 µL of liposomes (see Table S4 of SI for liposomes concentration), in 
order to have a final AuNPs/liposomes number ratio of ~8.  Samples were 
incubated for 15 minutes, then placed in glass capillaries of 1 mm diameter and 
Small-Angle X-Ray profiles acquired. 
UV-vis spectroscopy  
UV-Vis spectra were measured with a JASCO UV-Vis spectrophotometer. 
 
Small Angle X-ray Scattering  
SAXS measurements for the characterization of AuNPs were carried out on a 
S3-MICRO SAXS/WAXS instrument (HECUS GmbH, Graz, Austria) which 
consists of a GeniX microfocus X-ray sealed Cu Kα source (Xenocs, Grenoble, 
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France) of 50 W power which provides a detector focused X-ray beam with λ = 
0.1542 nm Cu Kα line. The instrument is equipped with two one-dimensional 
(1D) position sensitive detectors (HECUS 1D-PSD-50 M system). Each detector 
is 50 mm long (spatial resolution 54 μm/channel, 1024 channels) and covers the 
SAXS q-range (0.003< q <0.6 ̊Å −1). The temperature was controlled by means 
of a Peltier TCCS-3 Hecus. The analysis of SAXS curves was carried out using 
Igor Pro.3 SAXS measurement on AuNPs aqueous dispersion was carried out in 
a sealed glass capillary of 1.5 mm diameter. To analyze gold nanospheres’ curves 
we chose a model function with a spherical form factor and a Schulz size 
distribution:4, it calculates the scattering for a polydisperse population of spheres 
with uniform scattering length density. The distribution of radii is a Schulz 
distribution given by the following equation: 




where Ravg is the mean radius, x = R/Ravg and z is related to the polydispersity. 
The form factor is normalized by the average particle volume, using the 3rd 
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where N0 is the total number of particles per unit volume, F(R) is the scattering 
amplitude for a sphere and ∆ρ is the difference in scattering length density 
between the particle and the solvent.  
SAXS measurements for the characterization of AuNPs/liposomes hybrids were 
collected at beamline ID02 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility 
(ESRF, Grenoble, France) 5. A scattering vector (of magnitude q) range of 0.007≤ 
q ≤ 0.2 nm−1 was covered with two sample–detector distances (1 and 10 m) and 
a single-beam setting for an X-ray monochromatic radiation wavelength with a 
wavelength of λ = 0.10 nm (12.46 keV). The beam diameter was adjusted to 72.4 
μm in the horizontal (x) direction and 42.3 μm in the vertical (y) direction (full 
width at half-maximum at the sample). Assuming a Gaussian distribution, the 
portion of the beam that is hitting outside the channel can be estimated. When the 
channel is centered, this is ∼0.3% but closer to the edge and more beam overlaps 
the edge. The beamstop diameter was 2 mm. As a detector, a 2D Rayonix MX-
170HS with a pixel size of 44 × 44 μm2 was used, which was housed in an 
evacuated flight tube, at a sample-to-detector distance of alternatively 10 m 
(leading to an available q-range of 0.007-0.02 nm-1) or 1 m (leading to an 
available q-range of 0.07-0.2 nm-1). The exposure times for the background- and 
sample measurements were 0.5 s for the case of 1 m sample-to-detector distance 
and 0.3 s for the case of 10 m sample-to-detector distance. Measured scattering 
patterns were normalized to an absolute intensity scale after applying standard 
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detector corrections and then azimuthally averaged to obtain the one-dimensional 
intensity profiles, denoted by I (q).  
 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
Surface Preparation and Sample Deposition 
All AFM experiments were performed on poly-L-lysine (PLL) coated glass 
coverslips. All reagents were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich Inc 
(www.sigmaaldrich.com) unless otherwise stated. Microscopy borosilicate glass 
slides (15mm diameter round coverslips, Menzel Gläser) were first immersed in 
a 3:1 mixture of 96% H2SO4 and 50% aqueous H2O2 (‘oxidising piranha’) 
solution for 2 h in order to remove any organic residue present on their surface; 
after that, they were cleaned in a sonicator bath (Elmasonic Elma S30H) for 30 
minutes in acetone, followed by 30 minutes in isopropanol and 30 minutes in 
ultrapure water (Millipore Simplicity UV). Clean slides were incubated overnight 
in a 0.0001% (w/v) PLL solution at room temperature, thoroughly rinsed with 
ultrapure water and dried with nitrogen. A 10 μl-droplet of the vesicle-containing 
solution under study was deposited on a PLL-functionalized glass slide and left 
to adsorb for 10 minutes at 4°C, then inserted in the AFM fluid cell (see below) 
without further rinsing. The concentration of each vesicle-containing solution 
was adjusted in order to maximize the surface density of isolated, individual 




All AFM experiments were performed in ultrapure water at room temperature on 
a Bruker Multimode (equipped with Nanoscope V electronics, a sealed fluid cell 
and a type JV piezoelectric scanner) using Bruker SNL-A probes (triangular 
cantilever, nominal tip curvature radius 2-12 nm, nominal elastic constant 0.35 
N/m, calibrated with the thermal noise method. 
AFM Imaging 
Imaging was performed in PeakForce mode. In order to minimize vesicle 
deformation or rupture upon interaction with the probe, the applied force setpoint 
was kept in the 150-250 pN range. Lateral probe velocity was not allowed to 
exceed 5μm/s. Feedback gain was set at higher values than those usually 
employed for optimal image quality in order to ensure minimal probe-induced 
vesicle deformation upon lateral contact along the fast scan axis (please refer to 
Ridolfi et al. 6 for further details). The average height value of all bare substrate 
zones was taken as the baseline zero height reference. Image background 
subtraction was performed using Gwyddion 2.53.16 7. 
AFM-based Force Spectroscopy (AFM-FS) 
The mechanical characterization of vesicles via AFM force spectroscopy was 
performed by first scanning the sample (see previous paragraph) to locate 
individual vesicles. The chosen vesicles were then imaged reducing the scan size 
for achieving higher accuracy. We recorded a series of force/distance curves at 
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multiple XY positions (typically around 64-100 curves arranged in a square array 
covering the vesicle initial location) for each individual vesicle. In most cases, 
only a few curves showed the mechanical fingerprint of an intact vesicle response 
to indentation: a linear deformation upon applied pressure during probe 
penetration. Of these, we first discarded those curves with probe-vesicle contact 
points occurring at probe-surface distances below vesicle height as measured by 
imaging. Remaining traces (typically 1-3 per vesicle) were analyzed to calculate 
vesicle stiffness (kS). 
 
Transmission Electron Microscopy  
Trasmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were acquired with a STEM 
CM12 Philips electron microscope equipped with an OLYMPUS Megaview G2 
camera, at CeME (CNR Florence Research Area, Via Madonna del Piano, 10 - 
50019 Sesto Fiorentino). A drop of citrated AuNPs, diluted ten times, was placed 
on 200 mesh carbon-coated copper grids with a diameter of 3 mm and a thickness 
of 50 μm (Agar Scientific) and dried at room temperature. Then, the sample was 
analyzed at an accelerating voltage of 100 keV. 
 
Dynamic Light Scattering  
DLS measurements at θ = 90° were performed using a Brookhaven Instrument 
90 Plus (Brookhaven, Holtsville, NY). Each measurement was an average of ten 
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repetitions of one minute each and repeated ten times. The autocorrelation 
functions were analyzed through the cumulant fitting stopped to the second order 
or with Laplace inversion according to CONTIN algorithm, allowing an estimate 
of the hydrodynamic diameter of particles. 
 
Z-Potential Measurements 
Zeta potential measurements were performed using a Zeta Potential Analyzer 
(Zeta Plus, Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, Holtsville, NY). Zeta 
potentials were obtained from the electrophoretic mobility u, according to 
Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation: ζ = (η⁄ε) × u with η being the viscosity of 
the medium, ε the dielectric permittivity of the dispersing medium. The Zeta 












Supplementary Characterization of Gold Nanoparticles  
Transmission Electron Microscopy 
 
Figure S1 Representative Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of 
citrated gold nanoparticles acquired with a STEM CM12 Philips electron microscope, at 
CeME (CNR Florence Research Area, Via Madonna del Piano, 10 - 50019 Sesto 
Fiorentino). The sample was placed on a 200 mesh carbon-coated copper grid.  
 
Small Angle X-ray Scattering 
The analysis of SAXS curves was carried out using Igor Pro.3 SAXS 
measurements on AuNPs aqueous dispersion were carried out in sealed glass 
capillaries of 1.5 mm diameter. To analyze gold nanospheres’ curves we chose a 
model function with a spherical form factor and a Schulz size distribution:4, it 
calculates the scattering for a polydisperse population of spheres with uniform 
scattering length density. The distribution of radii is a Schulz distribution given 
by the following equation: 
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where Ravg is the mean radius, x = R/Ravg and z is related to the polydispersity. 
The form factor is normalized by the average particle volume, using the 3rd 
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where N0 is the total number of particles per unit volume, F(R) is the scattering amplitude 
for a sphere and ∆ρ is the difference in scattering length density between the particle and 
the solvent. The structural parameters (Table S1) of citrated gold nanoparticles 
were evaluated from the SAXS profile of their water dispersion (Figure S2) 




Figure S2 Experimental SAXS curve (red markers) obtained for AuNPs and 
curve fit (solid black line) according to the Schulz spheres model from the NIST 
package SANS Utilities. The size and polydispersity obtained from the fitting 
procedure are summarized in the Table S1 below.  
 
 Rcore (nm) poly 
AuNP 6.5 0.3 
 
Table S1 Structural parameters of the nanoparticles obtained from the analysis 
of SAXS curves according to the the Schulz spheres model. 
 
Dynamic Light Scattering and Z-Potential 
AuNPs hydrodynamic diameter and surface charge in MilliQ water were 
evaluated through Dynamic Light Scattering and Zeta-Potential, respectively, 
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and reported in Table S2. 
 Dh (nm) Z-Potential (mV) 
AuNPs 15.8 ± 0.3 -36 ± 2 
 
Table S2 Hydrodynamic diameter obtained from Dynamic Light Scattering and 




Figure S3 UV-Vis absorption spectra of AuNPs after 1:5 dilution in water. The 
plasmon absorption peak is at around 521 nm.  
 
The size of AuNPs was further evaluated from UV-Vis Spectroscopy by the 







with 𝑑 diameter of gold nanoparticles, 𝐴𝑠𝑝𝑟  absorbance at the surface plasma 
resonance peak, 𝐴450 absorbance at the wavelength of 450 nm and 𝐵1 and 𝐵2 are 
dimensionless parameters, taken as 3 and 2.2, respectively. The diameter value 
obtained is of 13.5 nm.  
The concentration of citrated gold nanoparticles was determined via UV-Vis 
spectrometry, using the Lambert-Beer law (E(λ) = ε(λ)lc), taking the extinction 
values E(λ) at the LSPR maximum, i.e. λ = 521 nm. The extinction coefficient 
ε(λ) of gold nanoparticles dispersion was determined by the method reported in 
literature 9, by the following equation: 
ln⁡(𝜀) = 𝑘𝑙𝑛(𝑑) + 𝑎 
with 𝑑  core diameter of nanoparticles, and 𝑘⁡and 𝑎  dimensionless parameters 
(𝑘 = 3.32111 and 𝑎 = 10.80505). The arithmetic mean of the sizes obtained by 
optical and scattering analyses was selected, leading to a ε(λ) of 2.8·108 M-1cm-1. 





Supplementary Characterization of Liposomes  
Dynamic Light Scattering and Zeta-Potential 
 
 Dh (nm) Zeta P 
DOPC 118.6 ± 0.2 -16 ± 1 
POPC 103.8 ± 0.1 -19 ± 3 
POPC/DPPC 92.1 ± 0.2 -22 ± 1 
DPPC 115.7 ± 0.1 -13 ± 1 
DPPC/DSPC 104 ± 0.2 -10 ± 1 
DSPC 127.7 ± 0.2 -19 ± 1 
 
Table S3 Hydrodynamic diameter obtained from Dynamic Light Scattering and 
Zeta Potential values of synthetic liposomes.  
 
Evaluation of Liposomes concentration 
The lipid concentration in the starting colloidal dispersion was estimated to be 4 
mg/mL from the initial lipid and water amounts employed in the formation and 
swelling of lipid films (see “Preparation of liposomes” in the Materials and 
Methods section), assuming the absence of lipid loss due to the extrusion 
procedure. The liposomes concentration in the final dispersion was subsequently 
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calculated considering the hydrodynamic diameter of each liposomal batch 
(Table S3 of SI). In particular, from the liposomes’ average diameter, the 
liposomal surface area (surface area=4πr2) can be calculated; the doubled surface 
can be subsequently divided by the lipid cross section (0.5 nm2) in order to obtain 
the lipid number per liposome, assuming that approximately one half of the lipids 
is localized in the external leaflet of a liposomes, since the bilayer thickness, 
about 4-5 nm, is negligible with respect to the liposomes’ average diameter. 
Eventually, the total weighted lipid concentration was divided by the total 
number of lipids per liposome, yielding the real liposome concentration, which 
is reported in Table S4 for each liposomes’ dispersion. 












Supplementary Characterization of EVs 
Zeta Potential 
The Zeta Potential of EVs dispersion in milliQ water was measured as described 
in the “Material and Methods” section of SI and is equal to -21 ± 3 mV. 
AFM characterization of synthetic and natural lipid vesicles 
AFM Mechanical Characterization 
According to the Canham-Helfrich theory, the mechanical response of a vesicle 
to an applied force is elastic; this behavior is reflected in the linear relationship 
between the force and tip penetration, in the AFM force-distance curves, right 
after the contact point (see Fig.1b in the main text). Calculating the slope of this 
linear part, gives the value of the vesicle stiffness, a mechanical parameter that 
accounts for multiple contributions, the most relevant being the intrinsic 
membrane rigidity (the bending modulus) and the vesicle luminal, i.e. internal, 
pressure. The latter contribution describes the vesicle pressurization following 
the deformation applied by the AFM tip. This deformation generates a volume 
variation that increases the pressure within the vesicle.  While the bending 
modulus is an intrinsic descriptor of the lipid membrane bending rigidity, the 
internal pressure and hence the stiffness depend on the size of each vesicle. 
Indeed, the volume variation associated with a given tip penetration varies with 
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the vesicle size (i.e. the same penetration will result in higher volume variations 
for smaller vesicles); as a consequence, vesicles that are heterogenous in size will 
be subjected to different pressurizations following similar indentation events. 
However, both the measured liposomes and EVs are characterized by low 
polydispersity, this allows considering the stiffness a size-independent 
parameter. Moreover, since all the tested liposomes were characterized by similar 
size distributions and same polar headgroups, they will experience similar 
pressurizations and electrostatic attractions to the substrate; as a result, we can 
assume that changes in their stiffness are entirely ascribable to differences in their 
membrane rigidity, which can be recapitulated by the bending modulus. 
Membrane rigidity may vary depending on the phase behavior of the lipid bilayer, 
a temperature dependent parameter. All the measurements were performed at 
28°C, where neat DOPC and POPC vesicles are in the fluid phase, while DPPC 
and DSPC ones are in the gel phase. In fluid-state membranes, lipid molecules 
can diffuse freely within the bilayer plane, while in gel- state membranes lipids 
are more tightly packed and their motion is more constrained. As a consequence, 
gel- phase bilayers are expected to be stiffer than fluid- phase ones. Our results 
from the Force Spectroscopy FS analysis (Figure 1c, main text) confirms this 
behavior, with DPPC and DSPC vesicles being substantially stiffer than DOPC 
and POPC ones. Two other important parameters that can affect the stiffness of 
a lipid bilayer are the chain length and its degree of saturation; e. g. DSPC 
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possesses two fully saturated chains, longer than all the other measured ones, 
resulting in the highest measured stiffness. Overall, the obtained stiffness values 
for neat DOPC, POPC, DPPC and DSPC vesicles (Figure 1c, main text) are in 
good agreement with results from recent AFM-FS investigations on similar 
vesicles 10. Another interesting aspect to highlight is that the stiffnesses measured 
for the hybrid lipid vesicles (POPC/DPPC and DPPC/DSPC) have intermediate 
values with respect to liposomes made of the two pure components. 
 
AFM-based characterization of EVs size distribution and concentration  
AFM imaging was employed to obtain the size distribution of the EVs sample. A 
total of 179 EVs were imaged; from the topography of the AFM images, 
assuming the vesicle surface area conservation and by applying simple geometric 
consideration (see Ridolfi et al.11 for further details) it is possible to obtain the 
values of the diameter that the vesicles would have had in solution, prior to their 
adsorption to the surface (we refer to this parameter as “Size”). Figure S4 displays 
the size distribution for the EVs sample used in this study. The measured EVs 




Figure S4: EVs size distribution obtained from the AFM imaging analysis. The 
size of the EVs (reported in the horizontal axis), indicates the diameter that the 
vesicles would have had in solution, prior to their adsorption.  
 
AFM imaging was also used to estimate the starting concentration of the EVs 
sample. To do this, we compared the number of DPPC liposomes (coming from 
a solution with a known concentration and having a size distribution similar to 
the EVs) adsorbed on the glass surface with the number of EVs adsorbed on the 
same glass surface. This represents only a qualitative procedure and it is based 
on different assumptions: i) the interactions of DPPC liposomes with the glass 
surface are similar to the EVs ones, ii) the recorded images are representative of 
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both the vesicles samples, iii) the size distributions of the two samples are similar 
to each other. The concentration of the DPPC starting solution is 0.02 mg/ml; 
analysing the AFM images, we recorded a total of 329 vesicles in 4 different 
images, giving an average of 82.25 vesicles per image. Measuring EVs from 
TRAMP cells, we sampled 5 images, obtaining a total number of 166 EVs; 33.20 
EVs per image. From proportionality considerations, it is possible to estimate the 
concentration of the EVs, spotted on the glass coverslips, using the following 
expression: 
DPPC concentration (mg/ml)∶DPPC liposomes per image=EVs concentration 
(mg/ml) ∶EVs per image  
From the expression we obtained a concentration of 0.008 mg/ml for the EVs 
sample. Since the EVs starting solution have been diluted six times before being 
spotted on the glass surface, the starting concentration is ̴ 0.048 mg/ml.  
 
Supplementary Characterization of liposomes/AuNPs hybrids 
Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering 
SAXS measurements on liposomes/AuNPs hybrids were recorded at ID02 
beamline, ESRF (Grenoble, France), using a sample-to-detector distance of 10 
m. The analysis of SAXS curves was carried out using Igor Pro3. SAXS 
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measurements on liposomes/AuNPs aqueous dispersion were carried out in 
sealed glass capillaries of 1 mm diameter.  
The SAXS profiles of DOPC liposomes/AuNPs and POPC liposomes/AuNPs in 
Figure 2b were fitted according to a linear fit in the 0.0695-0.1142 nm-1q-range, 
to obtain the slope values reported in the main text (-1.5404 ± 0.00297 for DOPC 
and -1.4987 ± 0.00612 for POPC). The fitting yielded a chisquare of 
0.000239052 and 0.00106975, for DOPC/AuNPs and POPC/AuNPs 
respectively. 
The SAXS results of inset of Figure 2b were collected at ID02 beamline, ESRF 
(Grenoble, France), using a sample-to-detector distance of 1 m.  
The scattering intensity (I(q)) is defined by the following equation: 
𝐼(𝑞) = 𝐾𝑁𝑝𝑉𝑝
2(∆𝜌)2𝑃(𝑞)𝑆(𝑞) + 𝐵 
With k instrumental constant, Np scattering nanoparticles’ number per unit 
volume, Vp nanoparticle’s volume, ∆𝜌 contrast of the experiment, B background 
intensity, P(q) e S(q) form and structure factors, respectively. 
In order to obtain the structure factor of the liposome/AuNPs complex, we 
divided the scattering intensity of the liposomes/AuNPs hybrid by the scattering 
intensity of the neat AuNPs dispersion (at a suitable dilution of 1:10):  
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For a diluted AuNPs dispersion the structure factor can be considered equal to 1. 
In addition, in the high-q region (0.1-1.6 nm-1), the form factor of 
liposomes/AuNP hybrids can be approximated to the one of neat AuNPs, leading 
to the following: 
𝐼(𝑞)𝐻𝑦𝑏
𝐼(𝑞)𝑁𝑃
= 𝑆(𝑞)𝐻𝑦𝑏                                           
The mean interparticle distance between the AuNPs within the aggregates (d) can 
be obtained from the S(q) vs q (nm-1) plot (see inset of Figure 2b of the main 
text), by the following equation:  
                                                       𝑑 =
2𝜋
𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥
                                                    
With qmax q value corresponding to the maximum of the correlation peaks 
reported in  the inset of figure 2b (main text). 
 
UV-Vis Spectroscopy 
The S.I. mean values for each liposomes/AuNPs mixtures are reported in Table 
S5, together with the relative standard deviation obtained from five repeated 
measurements on different samples (see “Preparation of liposomes/AuNPs 
hybrids” of SI).  
 S.I. 
DOPC 1.456 ± 0.002 
POPC 1.438 ± 0.001 
POPC/DPPC 1.377 ± 0.005 
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DPPC 1.16 ± 0.01 
DPPC/DSPC 1.127 ± 0.003 
DSPC 1.026 ± 0.006 
 
Table S5 S.I. mean value and standard deviation for each liposomes/AuNPs 
hybrid. 
The fitting parameters describing the sigmoidal best fit (eqn. 1 of the main text) 
for the S.I. values of liposomes plotted versus the AFM-determined stiffness, 
reported in Figure 3b of the main text, are the following:  











Table S6 Fitting parameters obtained by fitting the S.I. vs stiffness values of 
Figure 3c (main text) through the sigmoidal best fit (refer eqn 1 of main text for 
description of parameters). 
The extent of AuNPs aggregation was also evaluated using different optical 
indexes, both taken from literature and defined in our lab.  
In particular, as an alternative to the bending index defined in the main text, 
which is based on the determination of the area under the absorbance curve 
associated to AuNP aggregation, we defined another optical parameter (S.I. (2)). 
This alternative bending index allows evaluating AuNPs aggregation extent by 
calculating the intensity difference between the free AuNPs primary plasmon 
band (at 521 nm) and the aggregated AuNPs secondary plasmon peak, whose 
maximum is located at about 625 nm (see Figure S4). This result is then divided 
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by the wavelength interval (Δλ) between the two peaks and normalized for the 
S.I. of neat AuNPs. 





Figure S4 Visual description of the S.I. (2) evaluation. 
We also selected another optical index from literature (𝐴. 𝐼.𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐴𝑁) 
12,13, which is 
commonly used to describe the aggregation of AuNPs on natural and synthetic 





with 𝐼521 , 𝐼650  and 𝐼800  UV-Vis absorbances at 521, 650 and 800 nm 
respectively.  
Both the S.I. (2) and the 𝐴. 𝐼.𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐴𝑁 show a sigmoidal behaviour as a function of 
membrane stiffness, as reported in Figure S5 and Table S7.  
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 S.I. (2) A.I. CONAN  
DOPC -0.1965 ± 0.0004 0.785 ± 0.014 
POPC - 0.14 ± 0.03 0.83 ± 0.17 
POPC/DPPC 0.12 ± 0.03 1.02 ± 0.05 
DPPC 0.71 ± 0.06 1.99 ± 0.24 
DPPC/DSPC 0.76 ± 0.01 2.36 ± 0.05 
DSPC 1.04 ± 0.02 3.28 ± 0.24 
 




Figure S5 S.I. (2) and A.I. CONAN mean values and as a function of membrane 
stiffness. The sigmoidal fit curve is shown in black, together with the 
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Summary
Inorganic nanoparticles (NPs) represent promising examples
of engineered nanomaterials, providing interesting biomedi-
cal solutions in several fields, like therapeutics anddiagnostics.
Despite the extensive number of investigations motivated by
their remarkable potential fornanomedicinal applications, the
interactions of NPs with biological interfaces are still poorly
understood. The effect of NPs on living organisms is mediated
by biological barriers, such as the cell plasma membrane,
whose lateral heterogeneity is thought to play a prominent
role in NPs adsorption and uptake pathways. In particular,
biological membranes feature the presence of rafts, that is
segregated lipid micro and/or nanodomains in the so-called
liquid ordered phase (Lo), immiscible with the surrounding
liquid disordered phase (Ld). Rafts are involved in various bi-
ological functions and act as sites for the selective adsorption
of materials on the membrane. Indeed, the thickness mis-
match present along their boundaries generates energetically
favourable conditions for the adsorption of NPs. Despite its
clear implications in NPs internalisation processes and cyto-
toxicity, a direct proof of the selective adsorption of NPs along
the rafts’ boundaries is still missing to date. Herewe usemulti-
component supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) as reliable synthetic
models, reproducing the nanometric lateral heterogeneity of
cell membranes. After being characterised by atomic forcemi-
croscopy (AFM) and neutron reflectivity (NR), multidomain
SLBs are challenged by prototypical inorganic nanoparticles,
that is citrated gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), under simplified
and highly controlled conditions. By exploiting AFM, we
demonstrate that AuNPs preferentially target lipid phase
∗ Authors A. Ridolfi and L. Caselli contributed equally to this work.
Correspondence to: A. Ridolfi, Consorzio Interuniversitario per lo Sviluppo dei Sis-
temi a Grande Interfase (CSGI), via della Lastruccia 3, 50019, Florence, Italy. Tel:
+39-051-6398519; e-mail: andrea.ridolfi@ismn.cnr.it
boundaries as adsorption sites. The herein reported study
consolidates and extends the fundamental knowledge on
NPs–membrane interactions, which constitute a key aspect to
considerwhen designingNPs-related biomedical applications.
Introduction
Despite the impressive technological advancement in the
design of ‘smart’ inorganic nanoparticles (NPs), their impact
on biological systems and related toxicity are still poorly
understood (Nel et al., 2009; Henriksen-Lacey et al., 2017),
limiting their effective clinical translation. The interaction of
engineered nanomaterials, either intentionally or inadver-
tently released into the environment, with living organisms
is mediated by biological barriers, such as cell plasma mem-
branes, which primarily determine NPs biological fate and
cytotoxicity (Beddoes et al., 2015). Therefore, the interaction
of NPs with biological interfaces is a key research topic, aim-
ing at the safe use of nanotechnology and maximisation of
its potential in therapeutics and diagnostics (Mendozza et al.,
2019; Zendrini et al., 2020).
In this framework, lipid-based synthetic model membranes
are useful platforms to mimic biological interfaces under sim-
plified conditions, allowing for the identification of key deter-
minants regulating nano-bio interactions (Gkeka et al., 2013;
Simonelli et al., 2015; Su et al., 2018). Supported lipid bilayers
(SLBs) are often used as 2D biomembrane models (Richter
et al., 2006; Hardy et al., 2013), enabling to precisely tune
their physicochemical properties and avoiding the complica-
tions related to the 3D nature of biological membranes. They
also represent versatile and promising platforms for the devel-
opment of biosensors (Nikoleli et al., 2018) and technological
assays for biological applications (Worsfold et al., 2006).
In addition, multicomponent SLBs models allow studying
the lateral compositional heterogeneity that characterises
© 2020 Royal Microscopical Society
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most biological membranes. The existence of discrete lipid do-
mains in natural membranes was questioned for a long time
before its direct experimental assessment (Munro, 2003). Re-
cently however, advanced experimental techniques have pro-
vided convincing evidence that the self -organisation of lipids
and proteins can induce subcompartmentalisation in cell
membranes (Lingwood & Simons, 2010), which is thought to
have a profound impact on their biological function (Sezgin
et al., 2017). A specific case of lateral organisation is repre-
sented by lipid rafts, defined as micro and/or nanodomains,
enriched in lipids such as cholesterol, sphingomyelin, sat-
urated glycerophospholipids and glycosphingolipids: these
lipids segregate in the so-called liquid-ordered phase (Lo),
which is immiscible with the surrounding liquid-crystalline
(disordered, Ld) phase (Koynova & Tenchov, 2013). This
phase heterogeneity induces a thickness mismatch between
neighbouring domains and the consequent, ergonically
unfavourable, exposure of hydrocarbon regions to water,
which results in an energetic cost, due to interfacial energy
(Heberle et al., 2013). Rafts are thought to participate in the
formation and targeting of nano-sized biogenic lipid vesicles
(e.g. extracellular vesicles, EVs) (Busatto et al., 2020). They
are also actively involved in multiple membrane processes,
for example, they act as structural platforms for organising
protein machinery (Lingwood & Simons, 2010), they can
preferentially associate with specific membrane proteins
(Simons & Ikonen, 1997) and represent centres for the as-
sembly of signalling molecules. From a mechanical point of
view, the presence of phase boundaries and, hence, bilayers
thickness mismatches, generates deformations and increases
membrane permeability (Kuzmin et al., 2005; Rawicz et al.,
2008; Sheikh & Jarvis, 2011). All these structural pertur-
bations promote the selective adsorption of materials on the
membrane; indeed, as pointed out by Hamada et al. (2012),
lateral heterogeneity, promoted by the presence of micro-sized
lipid rafts, regulates the adsorption of nano/microparticles,
with the larger ones preferring the Ld phase-domains and the
smaller ones being localised in the Lo phase-domains of cell-
sized lipid vesicles. These selective NPs adsorption pathways
are also present in the case of nano-sized lipid segregated
domains and can be studied exploiting liposomes with tune-
able rafts size (Heberle et al., 2013). However, investigating
the interaction of NPs with nanometric lipid rafts remains
a major challenge, mainly hindered by the small size of the
segregated domains, which makes standard optical tech-
niques not suitable for the task. Recent studies demonstrated
that gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) adsorb more strongly to
phase-separated multicomponent lipid bilayers; in particular,
they are believed to preferentially target phase boundaries,
due to the intrinsic negative curvature that characterises
these regions (Melby et al., 2016; Sheavly et al., 2019).
To the best of our knowledge, this behaviour has only been
investigated by computational studies (Sheavly et al., 2019)
andexperiments involvingquartz crystalmicrobalance (QCM)
(Melby et al., 2016), which provide important but indirect ev-
idences. In summary, the preferential adsorption of AuNPs
along the boundaries of nano-sized lipid domains has never
been directly observed.
To fill this gap, we exploit Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM), to directly visualise the preferential adsorption of
AuNPs on the phase boundaries of multicomponent SLBs,
presenting both an Ld and an Lo phase-like domains and
previously characterised by neutron reflectivity (NR). The Ld
domains are mainly composed of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DOPC) with two unsaturated hydrocarbon
chains that hinder molecular packing, while the Lo do-
mains are mainly composed of 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DSPC) lipids; cholesterol molecules occupy
the free volume between the lipid acyl chains (Toppozini et al.,
2014; Sezgin et al., 2017). The quantitative localisation and
morphometry of AuNPsadsorbedon the SLB reveal important
information regarding their interaction with the lipid matrix.
The study corroborates the already theorised differential NPs-
lipid interaction taking place at the phase boundaries of lipid
rafts. The presented results could help the development of
futureNPs-based applications that involve their adsorption on
membranes characterised by nanoscale phase segregations.
Materials and methods
Materials
Tetrachloroauric (III) acid (≥99.9%), trisodium citrate dihy-
drate (≥99.9%), methanol (99.8%), CHCl3 (≥99.9%), NaCl
(≥99.5%) and CaCl2 (99.999%) were provided by Sigma-
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). The same for 1,2-dioleoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) (≥98.0%), cholesterol
(≥99.5%) and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DSPC) (≥98.0%). All chemicalswere used as received.Milli-Q
grade water was used in all preparations.
AuNP preparation
Anionic gold nanospheres of 16 nm in size were synthe-
sised according to the Turkevich-Frens method (Turkevich
et al., 1951; Frens, 1973). Briefly, 20 mL of a 1 mM HAuCl4
aqueous solution were brought to boiling temperature under
constant and vigorous magnetic stirring. Two millilitres of
1% citric acid solution were then added and the solution was
further boiled for 20 min, until it acquired a deep red colour.
The nanoparticles solution dispersion was then slowly cooled
down to room temperature.
Vesicle preparation and SLB formation for neutron reflectivity
measurements
Vesicle preparation. The proper amount of a DOPC/DSPC/
cholesterol mixture (39/39/22 mol%) was dissolved in
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chloroform and a lipid film was obtained by evaporating the
solvent under a stream of nitrogen and overnight vacuum
drying. The film was then swollen and suspended in warm
(50°C) 100 mM NaCl water solution by vigorous vortex mix-
ing, in order to obtain a final 0.5mgmL–1 lipid concentration.
The resultantmultilamellar vesicles (MLVs)were tip sonicated
with a Digital Sonifier Model 450 (Branson, Hampton, NH,
USA), provided with a Horn Tip (diameter 25.4 mm), in an
intermittent-pulse mode (5 s), with a power of 400W (ampli-
tude 50%), for 15min to obtain a homogeneous dispersion of
unilamellar vesicles (ULVs).
Surface cleaning procedure. DOPC/DSPC/cholesterol single
lipid bilayers were formed on 50 × 80 × 15 mm3 Silicon mir-
rors (AndreaHolmGmbH, Tann,Germany; roughness≤5Å).
Substrates were preliminary rinsed in either ultrapure water
and ethanol, in order to remove organic residues. After that,
they were bath sonicated treated for 30 min in ethanol with a
Bandelin DL 102 3L bath sonicator (Bandelin Ultraschall seit
1955, Berlin, Germany), followed by other 30 min in ultra-
pure water (Millipore Simplicity UV). The surfaces were then
cleaned with a Novascan PSD-UV8 UV/ozone plasma (Boone,
IA,USA) for30minand rinsed inultrapurewater. Finally, they
were dried with nitrogen gas and stored in ultrapure water,
ready for the deposition.
Vesicle fusion and SLB formation. CaCl2 was added to the
vesicle dispersion, reaching a final concentration of 10 mM,
just before the injection in the NR measuring cell. This was
performed in order to promote their adhesion to the support
and their subsequent disruption. Vesicles were left incubating
for 30min; then, the saline buffer was switched to D2O to pro-
mote the vesicle disruption and SLB formation. The use of D2O
instead of ultrapure water ensures a better resolution of the
lipid structures for the NRmeasurements.
Vesicle preparation and SLB formation for AFMmeasurements
Vesicle preparation. The proper amount of a DOPC/DSPC/
cholesterol mixture (39/39/22 mol%) was dissolved in chlo-
roform and a lipid film was obtained by evaporating the
solvent under a stream of nitrogen and overnight vacuum
drying. The film was then swollen and suspended in warm
(50 °C) ultrapure water solution by vigorous vortex mixing,
in order to obtain a final 0.5mgmL–1 lipid concentration. The
resultant multilamellar vesicles in water were subjected to 10
freeze-thawcycles and extruded10 times through two stacked
polycarbonate membranes with 100 nm pore size at room
temperature, to obtain unilamellar vesicles with narrow and
reproducible size distribution. The filtration was performed
with the Extruder (Lipex Biomembranes, Vancouver, Canada)
through Nuclepore membranes.
Surface cleaning procedure. All reagents were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich Inc (www.sigmaaldrich.com, St. Louis,
MO, USA). DOPC/DSPC/Chol supported lipid bilayers were
formed on microscopy borosilicate glass coverslips (Menzel
Gläser). Glass slides were first immersed in a 3:1 mixture of
96% H2SO4 and 50% aqueous H2O2 (‘oxidising piranha’) so-
lution for 2 h in order to remove any organic residue present
on their surface. Then, the slides were cleaned in a sonicator
bath (Elmasonic Elma S30H, Distrelec, Lainate, MI, Italy) for
30 min in acetone, followed by 30 min in isopropanol and 30
min in ultrapure water (Millipore Simplicity UV). Glass slides
were then cleaned with air plasma for 15 min (air plasma
cleanerPELCOeasiGlow,TedPella Inc.,Redding,CA,USA)and
incubated in ultrapure water for 10 min in order to maximise
the number of reactive silanols present on the surface. Finally,
theywere driedwith nitrogen gas and stick to amagnetic disk,
ready for the lipid solution deposition.
Vesicle fusion and SLB formation. A 100 µL droplet of buffer
solution was first spotted on the SiO2 slide. The buffer solu-
tion consisted of CaCl2 200 mM diluted 1:10 in KCl 100 mM.
A 10 µL droplet containing the lipid mixture was then added
to the buffer droplet and left incubating at room temperature
for 30 min in order to promote the vesicle adsorption on the
surface. After that, the droplet was removed and replaced by
a 100 µL droplet of ultrapure water which was then left in-
cubating for other 15 min. AuNPs deposition on the SLB was
obtained by adding 5 µL of a 7.8 nM AuNPs dispersion to the
ultrapure water droplet and leaving it to incubate for 10 min.
After the system equilibrated, the large droplet was gently re-
moved and the slide was inserted in the AFM fluid cell for the
measurements.
Neutron reflectivity measurements. NR measurements were
conducted at the REFSANS Horizontal TOF reflectometer
of the Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht located at the Heinz
Maier-Leibnitz Zentrum in Garching, Germany (Kampmann
et al., 2006; Moulin & Haese, 2015). Neutrons in the wave-
length range 3.0–21.0 Åwere used to carry out themeasure-
ments. Two incident angles, namely 0.60° and 3.00°, allowed
collecting data in the range 0.007 ≤ Q/Å−1 ≤ 0.22. The ar-
rival times and positions of scattered neutrons were detected
on a Denex 2D 500× 700mm2 multiwire 3He detector (pixel
size 2.1× 2.9 mm2, efficiency 80% at 7 Å, gamma sensitivity
<10−6) positionedat 4.5m from the sample. The detectorwas
installed in a liftable vacuum tube in order to reach exit an-
gles up to 5.2° at themaximum elongation. In order to receive
sufficient statistics, a counting time of about 4 h for the mea-
surementwas chosen. The softwareMOTOFIT (Nelson, 2006)
was employed for the analysis of the NR curve. Details on data
analysis are reported in the SI.
AFMmeasurements
AFM setup. All AFM experiments were performed at
room temperature on a Bruker Multimode 8 (equipped with
© 2020 Royal Microscopical Society, 00, 1–10
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Nanoscope V electronics, a sealed fluid cell and a type JV
piezoelectric scanner) using Bruker SNL-A probes (triangular
cantilever, nominal tip curvature radius 2–12 nm, nominal
elastic constant 0.35Nm–1) calibratedwith the thermal noise
method (Hutter & Bechhoefer, 1993). The AFM fluid cell was
filled with a saline buffer solution, consisting of KCl 100 mM,
which has the main effect of reducing the Debye length that
characterises the electrical double layer (EDL) interaction
region between AFM tip and SLB (Müller et al., 1999). In this
way, better image resolution can be achieved.
AFM imaging. Imaging was performed in PeakForce mode.
In order to minimise deformations or rupture events induced
by the scanning probe, the applied force setpoint was kept
under 200 pN range. Feedback gain was set on values high
enough to obtain optimal image quality but low enough to
prevent the introduction of noise signals thatwould otherwise
interfere with the resolution of the different lipid domains,
having a height difference of ∼1 nm. The average height
value of all bare substrate zones was taken as the baseline
zero height reference. Image background subtractionwas per-
formed using Gwyddion 2.53.16 (Nečas & Klapetek, 2012).
In order to map the edges of lipid rafts and AuNPs, height
ranges were manually optimised to define two image masks,
the first only containing all Lo domains, the second singling
out all NPs. Once both types of objects were correctly selected
by appropriately chosen masks, a Gwyddion built-in function
was used to automatically detect edges, and the resulting im-
ages were exported. Finally, the exported images containing
the edges of either Lo domains orNPs, originally present in the
same AFM image, were superimposed to reveal all NPs–lipid
domains edge overlaps. To estimate the degree of preferential
adsorption of NPs along the rafts’ edges, we calculated the ra-
tio between the number of NPs adsorbed along the boundaries
and the total amount of NPs present in the images.
Results and discussion
Formation of supported lipid bilayers containing lipid rafts
The formation of a continuous planar bilayer [DOPC/DSPC/
cholesterol (39/39/22 mol%)], covering the vast majority of
the supporting surface, was achieved through vesicle fusion
and characterised by NR. Briefly, as described in the Mate-
rials and Methods section, liposomes in a saline buffer were
mixed with a low amount of CaCl2, injected within the mea-
surement chamber and left adsorbing on the support (a clean
Si crystal). The presence of Ca2+ ions in solution promotes
the crowding of vesicles on the surface by reducing the repul-
sive interactions between liposomes with surface charge. As
reported by Richter et al. (2006), when a critical vesicle cover-
age is reached, the stress on the vesicles becomes sufficient to
induce their rupture; in our case the phenomenon was also
favoured by the additional osmotic shock, coming from the
replacement of the saline buffer with ultrapure water. The
edges of the newly-formed SLB are energetically unfavourable
and cause the rupture of other surface-bound vesicles. If
the density of adsorbed vesicles is sufficiently high, these cas-
cade phenomena can lead to the complete surface coverage.
Given its ability to probe large sample areas (tens of millime-
tres), neutron reflectivity (NR)was herein applied to probe the
effective formation of a homogeneous SLB and its structure
along the normal to the SLB plane. Figure 1(A) shows a
representative NR profile measured for the SLB in D2O (green
circles), together with the fitting curve (red continuous line).
The curve was analysed with MOTOFIT and, consistently
with the literature (Montis et al., 2016, 2020; Luchini et al.,
2019), it was possible tomodel the profile of the SLB as a stack
of five layers (see scheme in Fig. 1B): the silicon oxide layer,
a layer of solvent (D2O), a layer for the polar headgroups in
contact with the support (inner heads), a layer for the lipid
chains (chains) and, finally, a layer for the polar headgroups
in contact with the solvent (outer heads). Each layer is char-
acterised by a defined contrast (the scattering length density,
SLD), thickness (d), roughness (ρ) and hydration (solvent %).
The curve fitting results are reported in Table 1. The overall
thickness of the bilayer is ∼ 5 nm (given by the sum of the
thickness values related to the inner and outer heads, plus
the lipid chains). The negligible hydration (0.1%) of the lipid
chains layer indicates that the surface was almost completely
covered by a homogeneous lipid bilayer. The analysis of the
experimental data allowed reconstructing the entire profile of
the SLB along the normal to the surface (see Fig. 1B).
While NR provides information on the average structure
with respect to the bilayer normal, AFM can be used to resolve
in detail the in-plane rafts morphology (Milhiet et al., 2001;
Yuan et al., 2002; Mingeot-Leclercq et al., 2008; Cai et al.,
2012). The SLB was formed on functionalised borosilicate
glass coverslips, by injecting the liposomes (this time sus-
pended in ultrapure water) in the buffer solution where they
experienced an osmotic imbalance across the membrane,
decreasing their pressurisation (please refer to ‘Materials and
methods’ section for the details). As a result, following the
adhesion to the substrate, liposomes will deform adopting
more oblate shapes (Ridolfi et al., 2019), increasing the area
occupied by each vesicle and favouring the previously de-
scribed vesicle fusion mechanism. As shown in Figure 1(C),
consistently with NR data the surface is almost completely
covered by a lipid bilayer, which presents nanometric domains
of different heights, with the brighter areas corresponding to
thicker membrane regions and the darker ones to thinner SLB
portions. Accordingly, the height distribution of Figure 1(D)
confirms the presence of two distinct lipid phase-like domains,
with height values of hd = 3.7 nm and ho = 4.7 nm, in good
agreement with the results obtained by Heberle et al. (2013)
on the same vesicle preparation. This thickness mismatch can
be ascribed to the coexistence of two lipid phases of different
composition, dictating variations in the membrane’s height
© 2020 Royal Microscopical Society, 00, 1–10
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Fig. 1. Characterisation of the multicomponent SLB formed from DOPC/DSPC/cholesterol (39/39/22 mol%) liposomes by vesicle fusion. (A) Neutron
Reflectivity profile (green circles) and best fit (continuous red line) corresponding to the SLB in D2O; from the fitting analysis the average bilayer thickness
is∼ 5 nm. (B) Scattering length density (SLD) profile, describing variations of the SLD along the direction perpendicular to the bilayer. (C) Representative
AFM topography of the SLB. The bilayer uniformly covers the surface, displaying both the Lo (brighter thicker regions) and Ld phases (darker thinner
regions) as segregated domains. The reported scalebar is 1 µm. The 500 × 500 nmmicrograph (bottom inset) displays the small hole in the bilayer that
allowed flattening the image with respect to the SiO2 surface. Two perpendicular height profiles were traced, horizontally and vertically, across the whole
image (top inset); the profiles confirm the presence of the two distinct lipid phases covering the surface. (D) Height distribution obtained from the AFM
image; the two distinct peaks, centred at hd = 3.7 nm and ho = 4.7 nm, describe the different heights that characterise the Ld and Lo phase, respectively.
(Lewis & Engelman, 1983; Petrache et al., 2000; Bleecker
et al., 2016): in particular, membrane thickness was found
to increase with length or degree of saturation of the lipid
tails (Lewis & Engelman, 1983; Petrache et al., 2000). Here
the thicker domains can be associated with the Lo phase,
which is enriched with cholesterol and DSPC, that is a fully
saturated long chain lipid. On the contrary, thinner regions
correspond to the Ld lipid phase mainly composed of DOPC,
which is characterised by a shorter tail length and two chain
unsaturated bonds. After having properly flattened the image,
by the application of amask (see Fig. S4), it is possible to deter-
mine the area fractions occupied by each of the two phases.
Heberle et al. (2013) reported the area fraction correspond-
ing to the Ld phase-like domains for liposomes of the very
same composition to be 0.52 (at a temperature of 20°C); our
calculations on SLBs at 28°C are in line with those findings,
giving a Ld area fraction of 0.50. Results also suggest that
the SLB formation did not significantly modify the amount
of Ld and Lo lipids, originally present in the unfused vesicles
and that the lipid phase behaviour is not affected by the pres-
ence of the solid support. The presented results strengthen
the essential role of AFM in providing comprehensive mor-
phological details on structure of rafted membranes. In the
following paragraph, we extend the existing literature on
AFM-based rafts characterisations (Milhiet et al., 2001; Yuan
et al., 2002;Mingeot-Leclercq et al., 2008; Cai et al., 2012), by
studying the structure of lipid rafts following their interaction
with AuNPs.
© 2020 Royal Microscopical Society, 00, 1–10
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Table 1. Curve fitting results of NR data obtained with MOTOFIT. The
reported fitting parameters are referred to the three layers composing the
bilayer [inner heads referred to the layer of polar headgroups in contact
with the support, lipid chains referred to the hydrophobic region of the
SLB, outer heads referred to the layer of polar headgroups in contact with
the solvent (i.e. D2O)]. For each layer four parameters are reported: d (Å),
the thickness of the layer; ρ (Å), roughness of the layer; SLD (10−6 Å−2),
scattering length density of the layer (calculated from the layer composi-
tion); solvent % D2O penetration in each layer.
Layer name d (Å) ρ (Å) SLD (10−6 Å−2) Solvent %
Inner heads 5 ± 2 2 ± 1 1.87 5 ± 1
Lipid chains 38 ± 3 1 ± 1 −0.18 0.1 ± 0.1
Outer heads 6 ± 2 2 ± 1 1.87 16 ± 4
Interaction of AuNPs with lipid rafts: localisation of AuNPs
at the boundaries
In order to investigate the interaction of 16 nm citrated
AuNPs (please refer to Materials and Methods for AuNP syn-
thesis and to SI for AuNPs characterisation details) with the
lipid rafts present in the SLB, 5 µL of the NPs dispersion were
injected in the ultrapure water buffer. Different literature
reports connect the presence of phase segregation within
the lipid bilayer to the selective adsorption of NPs along the
domains boundaries (Melby et al., 2016; Sheavly et al., 2019);
however, a direct proof of this interaction is still missing to
date. AFM represents one of the few techniques that could
provide the sufficient resolution to simultaneously resolve the
height difference between the two lipid domains ( ∼ 1 nm)
and the morphology of AuNPs. Despite the high resolution
provided by AFM, the measurement remains challenging,
as the spontaneous attachment of AuNPs to the probe (Fig.
S5) can often lead to imaging artefacts. In order to overcome
this problem, the AFM fluid cell was filled with the same
saline buffer used for SLB formation and the force SetPoint
was kept on very low values (lower than ∼ 200 pN). The use
of the saline buffer as imaging solution should compensate
the tip-sample electrical double-layer repulsion (Müller et al.,
1999) and limit the attachment of the NPs to the probe. In
order to identify the portions of lipid bilayer characterised
by the presence of AuNPs, images of 5 × 5 µm regions were
initially acquired. Figure 2(A) shows a representative AFM
topography of the SLB following the NPs injection. The bigger
spherical objects represent vesicles that still have to fuse
within the bilayer, while the smaller ones are the AuNPs,
which seem to be homogeneously distributed above the SLB.
From a simple AFM topography, small lipid vesicles can be
confused with AuNPs or AuNPs clusters; this could intro-
duce statistical noise to the localisation and morphometrical
analysis. We recently developed an AFM-based nanomechan-
ical characterisation able to discriminate lipid vesicles from
objects with the same morphology but different mechanical
behaviour (Ridolfi et al., 2019). This method evaluates the
deformation that lipid vesicles undergo once adsorbed on a
surface, by calculating their contact angle (α). Through the
measurement of α and by assuming that the surface area of
the vesicles is preserved upon adsorption, it is also possible to
evaluate the diameter that characterises theunperturbed vesi-
cles in solution (called Diameter in solution). As described in
Figure 3, lipid vesicles are characterised by a narrow distribu-
tion of contact angles over a wide range of sizes (Diameter in
solution), while AuNPs present a narrow size distribution and
Fig. 2. (A) Representative AFM topography of the SLB following the interaction with AuNPs. Lipid rafts are still visible as differently shaded areas. The
larger and heterogeneous spherical objects represent unfused vesicles while the smaller ones are the AuNPs that have been homogeneously adsorbed
on the lipid bilayer. Scalebar is 1 µm. (B) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of the AuNPs that were used in the experiments, scalebar is
100 nm (please refer to the SI for details regarding TEM characterisation).
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Fig. 3. Plot representing the distributions of contact angle vs solution diameter of either vesicles (blue circles) and AuNPs (yellow circles). Vesicles data
have been obtained from the liposomes present in Figure 2(A) while the AuNPs data come from micrographs like the ones reported in Figure 4(A). Even
though adsorbed on the SLB, liposomes show their nanomechanical fingerprint: a narrow contact angle distribution over a wide range of sizes. Their
average contact angle is∼54°hence describing highly deformed shapes, possibly due to the SLB formation procedure. AuNPs display narrowdistributions
for both their size and contact angle, with average values of 14 nm and 109°, respectively.
higher contact angle values. This enables the easy singling
out of the AuNPs and their exclusive inclusion in the next
analysis.
In order to precisely determine whether the NPs targeted
specific locations on the lipid matrix, the size of the scanned
region was further reduced. In Figure 4(A), representative
images, with sizes of ∼ 600 × 600 nm, illustrating the SLB
decorated by AuNPs have been reported. The micrographs of
Figure 4(A) constitute the direct proof of the AuNPs selective
adsorption along the segregated phase boundaries.
Fig. 4. (A) Representative AFMmicrographs that clearly display the selective adsorption of AuNPs along the boundaries of the lipid rafts (brighter regions
of the SLB that correspond to the Lo lipid phase). From the images it is also possible to distinguish between isolated and clustered NPs. All scalebars are
100 nm. (B) Contour images obtained from themicrographs. Black lines represent the rafts edges while gold circles define the contours of the AuNPs. The
gold NPs edges are always in contact with at least one of the lines describing the lipid segregated phase boundaries.
© 2020 Royal Microscopical Society, 00, 1–10
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the configuration used to evaluate, from a conceptual point of view, the contact angle that would characterise an
AuNP with a diameter of 14 nm, adsorbed on a rigid flat surface and surrounded by a ∼ 5 nm lipid bilayer.
In the free image processing software Gwyddion 2.53.16,
the sequential application of differentmasks allowedmapping
the edges of either the lipid rafts andNPs shown in Figure 4(A)
and, hence, obtaining a clearer indication of their relative po-
sitions. In Figure 4(B) the contour images of NPs and rafts
have been superimposed with different colours, to highlight
that AuNPs preferentially targeted the boundaries of the two
lipid phases; indeed, the lines describing their shapes are al-
ways in contactwith the edges of the lipid rafts. To estimate the
degree of preferential adsorption of NPs along the rafts’ edges,
we calculated the ratio between the number of NPs adsorbed
along the boundaries and the total amount of NPs present on
the SLB, finding that 91% of the NPs were located along the
edges. These results prove the hypothesis that phase bound-
aries represent energetically favourable niches for lipid–NPs
interactions. As previously discussed elsewhere (Sheavly et al.,
2019), NPs adsorption induces bilayer bending, which entails
an energy penalty that increases the free energy associated
with the overall process. This energy penalty is almost com-
pletely reduced along the phase boundaries, where the local
negative curvature of the membrane, caused by the thickness
mismatchbetween the two lipid phase-like domainsminimises
the free energy associated with the NPs adsorption (Sheavly
et al., 2019).
Inclusion of AuNPs within the lipid bilayer
AuNPs have a diameter of 16 nm (refer to SI for details),
which is close to the average height measured with AFM
imaging (14 ± 2 nm). This suggests that after adsorbing on
the SLB, AuNPs probably penetrate the bilayer and reach the
SiO2 surface. This result further extends the characterisation
of NPs–lipid interaction and corroborates our vision of rafts’
boundaries as regions of increased permeability (Kuzmin et al.,
2005; Rawicz et al., 2008; Sheikh & Jarvis, 2011), where the
membrane can easily wrap around the adsorbed NPs. Re-
cent findings (Montis et al., 2020) confirm these results,
suggesting that free-standing lipid bilayers can bend around
the AuNPs surface, guided by citrate-lipid ligand exchange
at the interface. All the above hypotheses are confirmed by
the evaluation of the AuNPs contact angle with respect to
the SLB. As suggested by Vinelli et al. (2008), the contact
angle of a perfectly spherical, non-deformable (under the
considered forces) object should be 180°, while we measured
a substantially lower value. These apparent discrepancies can
be rationalised by a carefulmorphological analysis, as detailed
below.
The size of AuNPs is comparable with the tip radius; hence,
the effect of tip convolution should be taken into account.
Thiswas performed by assuming theNPs as perfectly spherical
and non-deformable objects with heights that coincide with
their actual diameters. This is a reasonable assumption given
that, during an AFMmeasurement, the error along the verti-
cal direction is negligible compared to the ones in the scan-
ning plane. As a consequence, all the measured radii were
then corrected by ∼ 6 nm (corresponding to half the differ-
ence between the average NPs height and diameter measured
by AFM). The NPs average contact angle, calculated with re-
spect to the SLB and by using the corrected radii, gave a value
of 109°, which is in very good agreement with the result that
can be obtained from a simple geometrical model (Fig. 5), fea-
turing a 14 nm spherical and undeformable NP immersed in
a∼5 nm lipid bilayer. For that case, α would be equal to 107°;
this last result confirms thatAuNPspenetrated the lipid bilayer
and reached the underlying substrate.
Conclusion
The presence of lipid rafts within the cell membrane has
been linked with multiple important biological functions, like
the formation and targeting of lipid nanovesicles. The thick-
ness mismatch that originates between the different immis-
cible segregated domains is thought to generate mechanical
stresses that enhance themembrane permeability along these
regions.Weherein exploited atomic forcemicroscopy to inves-
tigate the preferential adsorption of AuNPs along the phase
boundaries of SLBs, generated from DOPC/DSPC/cholesterol
(39/39/22 mol%) liposomes. Different works in the literature
suggested a selective adsorption of AuNPs along the bound-
aries of lipid segregated domains, but a direct observation of
this phenomenon is still missing to date. AFM allowed us to
probe the existence of nanometric lipid rafts on the newly
© 2020 Royal Microscopical Society, 00, 1–10
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formed SLB and to spot the presence of NPs along their edges,
hence providing a direct proof of this preferential adsorption
pathway. In addition, we provided useful details about the ex-
perimental procedures that could significantly improve the re-
liability of AFM imaging; indeed, one of the major challenges
hindering this type of measurements is the frequent tip con-
tamination, caused by the attachment of the NPs to the AFM
probe. We showed that the use of a saline buffer as imag-
ing solution within the AFM fluid cell leads to optimal im-
age quality and strongly reduces tip contamination events.
Then, through the application of an AFM-based morphome-
tric nanomechanical characterisation, it was also possible to
further investigate the reorganisation of the lipid bilayer, as a
consequence of the AuNPs adsorption. We found out that the
lipid matrix wrapped around the NPs, allowing them to pen-
etrate within the hydrophobic region until reaching the rigid
SiO2 surface of the slides. The theoretical calculation of the
morphological parameters describing this phenomenon is in
perfect agreement with the experimental results and further
corroborates our interpretation. Further studies will focus on
extending this characterisation to membranes with varying
compositions and employingNPs of different core and/or size.
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1. TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
 
Trasmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were acquired with a STEM CM12 Philips 
electron microscope equipped with an OLYMPUS Megaview G2 camera, at CeME (CNR 
Florence Research Area, Via Madonna del Piano, 10 - 50019 Sesto Fiorentino). Drops of 
citrated AuNP, diluted ten times, were placed on 200 mesh carbon-coated copper grids with 
a diameter of 3 mm and a thickness of 50 μm (Agar Scientific) and dried at room 
temperature. Then, samples were analyzed at an accelerating voltage of 100 keV. 
 
2. SMALL ANGLE X-RAY SCATTERING (SAXS) 
SAXS measurements were carried out on a S3-MICRO SAXS/WAXS instrument (HECUS 
GmbH, Graz, Austria) which consists of a GeniX microfocus X-ray sealed Cu Kα source 
(Xenocs, Grenoble, France) of 50 W power which provides a detector focused X-ray beam 
with λ = 0.1542 nm Cu Kα line. The instrument is equipped with two one-dimensional (1D) 
position sensitive detectors (HECUS 1D-PSD-50 M system), each detector is 50 mm long 
(spatial resolution 54 μm/channel, 1024 channels) and cover the SAXS q-range (0.003< q 
<0.6 Å̊−1). The temperature was controlled by means of a Peltier TCCS-3 Hecus. The 
analysis of SAXS curves was carried out using Igor Pro1. SAXS measurements on AuNP 
aqueous dispersions, was carried out in sealed glass capillaries of 1.5 mm diameter. To 
analyze AuNPs profiles, we chose a model function with a spherical form factor and a Schulz 
size distribution2, which calculates the scattering for a polydisperse population of spheres 
with uniform scattering length density. The distribution of radii (Schulz distribution) is given 
by the following equation: 




where Ravg is the mean radius, x = R/Ravg and z is related to the polydispersity of the 
dispersion. The form factor is normalized by the average particle volume, using the 3rd 
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where N0 is the total number of particles per unit volume, F(R) is the scattering amplitude 
for a sphere and ∆ρ is the difference in the scattering length density between the AuNP and 
the solvent. 
The structural parameters of citrated gold nanoparticles were evaluated from the SAXS 
profile of Figure S1 according to the above model. 
 
 
Figure S1 Experimental SAXS profile (markers) obtained for citrated AuNPs and curve fit (solid black line) according to 
the Schulz spheres model from the NIST package SANS Utilities. The size and polydispersity obtained from the fitting 
procedure are 13 nm and 0.3, respectively. 
3. UV-VIS SPECTROSCOPY 
UV-Vis spectra were measured with a JASCO UV-Vis spectrophotometer. 
The size of citrate gold nanoparticles was further evaluated from UV-Vis Spectroscopy by 





with d diameter of gold nanoparticles, Aspr absorbance at the surface plasmon resonance 
peak, A450 absorbance at the wavelength of 450 nm and B1 and B2 dimensionless 
parameters, taken as 3 and 2.2, respectively. The obtained diameter value is 16 nm.  
 
Figure S2 UV-Vis absorption spectra of citrated AuNP dispersion (after 1:5 dilution in water). The plasmon absorption 
peak is located at 521 nm. 
 
The concentration of citrated gold nanoparticles was determined via UV-Vis spectrometry, 
using the Lambert-Beer law (E(λ) = ε(λ)lc) and considering the extinction values ⁡𝜀 (λ) at the 
LSPR maximum, i.e. λ = 521 nm. The extinction coefficient ε(λ) was determined by the 
following equation4: 
𝑙𝑛⁡(𝜀) = 𝑘𝑙𝑛(𝑑) + 𝑎 
with d core diameter of nanoparticles, and k and a dimensionless parameter (k = 3.32111 
and a = 10.80505). The arithmetic mean of the size, obtained by both the optical and the 
scattering analyses, leads to an ε(λ) value of 4.8·108 M-1cm-1. Consequently, the final 
concentration of citrated AuNP is ~7.8·10-9 M. 
 
4. ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY 
Preliminary AFM images of AuNPs adsorbed on bare mica substrates were performed in 
order to test the effect of using a saline buffer as imaging solution, to prevent the attachment 
of NPs to the AFM tip (please refer to the Materials and Methods section for details regarding 
the imaging setup and parameters). 
 
Figure S3 AFM topography representing AuNPs either isolated or clustered, adsorbed on a bare mica substrate. As 
reported in the Materials and Methods section, AFM imaging was performed using a saline buffer as imaging solution, in 
order to obtain better image quality and avoid tip contamination due to the attachment of the NPs to the probe. As can be 
seen from the image, isolated AuNPs get faithfully described by nearly perfect spherical shapes with an average contact 




Neutron Reflectivity measurements 
The software MOTOFIT was employed for the analysis of the NR curves. A five-layer model 
was employed to analyze the reflectivity profiles of neat SLBs, with scattering length density 
values calculated for each layer: a bulk subphase of Si (SLD = 2.07 * 10-6 Å-2), a superficial 
layer of SiO2 (SLD = 3.47 * 10-6 Å-2); a second layer of D2O (SLD = 6.393 * 10-6 Å-2); a third 
layer composed of the polar headgroups of the SLB of the inner leaflet (SLD = 1.87 * 10-6 Å-
2); a fourth layer composed of the bilayer’s lipid chains (SLD = -0.18 * 10-6 Å-2); a fifth layer 
composed of the polar headgroups of the outer bilayer’s leaflet (SLD = 1.87 * 10-6 Å-2); a 
bulk superphase of solvent (D2O, SLD = 6.393 * 10-6 Å-2). The scattering length density 
values for the polar headgroups and lipid chains were estimated by taking into account the 
chemical compositions and the submolecular fragment volumes of phosphatidylcholines as 




Table S1. Chemical formula, molecular volumes and corresponding scattering length 
densities of species relevant to this study 
 
Molecule Chem. Formula Volume (Å3) SLD(10-6 Å-2) 
PC headgroups C10H18NO8P 321.9 1.866 
DSPC chains C34H70 1004.6 -0.357 
DOPC chains C34H66 982.2 -0.212 
cholesterol C27H46O 630 0.210 
 
   
 
 
Figure S4 AFM topography of the SLB obtained from DOPC/DSPC/Chol (39/39/22 %w/w) liposomes. Using Gwyddion 
2.53.16 it was possible to apply a mask to selectively cover the Lo phase (characterized by higher height values) and 
estimate the area fraction of each phase. The area fractions of the Lo and Ld phases are approximately 0.50, confirming 
the results obtained by Heberle et al.6 on the very same vesicles preparation. 
 
 
Figure S5 AFM topography showing the effects of tip contamination on the imaging of AuNPs adsorbed on the lipid bilayer. 
While the SLB gets correctly imaged, all the NPs appear in “clusters” characterized by similar shapes (same protrusions 
in all the directions). This is a clear indicator that the AFM probe has been contaminated by the attachment of one or 
multiple NPs which lead to the generation of imaging artifacts. Scalebar is 400 nm. 
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The interaction of engineered nanostructured materials with biological matter 
proceeds through an intricate balance of energetic contributions 1–3, which occur 
at the nano-bio-interface, where nanomaterials, e.g. nanoparticles, meet 
biological fluids or interfaces. This set of interactions is crucial for the fate of the 
nanoparticles in living systems or the environment and determines the toxicity 
or therapeutic efficiency of the nanomaterial itself, depending on if the contact is 
unwanted or engineered on purpose 4–9. The curvature of the nanoparticle (i.e. 
the inverse of its radius for a spherical particle) is one factor that determines the 
interaction with biological interfaces, regulating, for instance, the endocytic 
pathway which leads to NPs’ internalization in cells 4,10–14. 
“Curvature” in a three-dimensional space refers to surfaces 15: for NPs, this is 
simply the NPs’ surface, while for a lipid membrane, we usually consider the 
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lipid/water interface (i.e. the region where the lipid polar headgroups are in 
contact with the aqueous medium) 15,16.  
Considering the normal vector in a given point on a surface in 3D, we define two 
principal curvatures (k1 and k2) as the maximum and minimum value of the 
curvature in the considered point 15,17. k1 and k2 can be combined to give two  
useful measures of the curvature of a surface, i.e. the Mean (H) and Gaussian 




(𝑘1 + 𝑘2)  (1) 
 
𝐾 =  𝑘1𝑘2   (2) 
The 3D shape of a surface can be univocally determined by defining H and K for 
all its points 15. 
Flat surfaces always have zero H and K, since both k1 and k2 are zero. Non-flat 
surfaces can have 15: i) k1 and k2 equal in sign (e.g. the surfaces of spheres), 
leading to positive H and K for each point of the surface; ii) k1 and k2 of opposite 
sign (e.g. saddle-shaped surfaces), resulting in positive or negative H 
(depending on the absolute values of k1 and k2) and negative K throughout the 
surface; iii) one (k1 or k2) non-zero curvature (e.g. body cylinders), yielding 
positive or negative H and zero K. 
Spherical NPs have constant and uniform H and K; more complex nanomaterials 
with asymmetric shapes (e.g., nanocubes, -stars, and -rods) will exhibit non-
uniform H and K over their surface. 
Lipid bilayers, the building blocks of biological membranes, usually assemble in 
flat lamellae, characterized by zero H and K across their interface. However, 
biological membranes can also assume non-lamellar configurations, where the 
bilayer bends in the 3D space: precisely, a “direct” geometry of the membrane 
corresponds to the outer lipid leaflet (i.e., the one in contact with the external 
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medium) bending towards the hydrocarbon chain region, while an “inverse” 
geometry determines an opposite bending 17. In the first case, H is positive, while 
K can assume positive (e.g., the membranes of vesicles), negative (e.g., non-
lamellar membranes with a direct cubic geometry), or zero (e.g. non-lamellar 
membranes with a hexagonal geometry) values. At the same time, for inverted 
assemblies, both H and K are always negative. 
The NPs’ curvature, defined by size and shape, strongly affects their reactivity 
and interaction with lipid membranes. Specifically, it determines the area 
available for NPs adsorption on lipid surfaces 18, modulating the strength of NP-
membrane adhesion forces; moreover, a high surface curvature, either uniformly 
distributed on the surface of NPs (e.g., small NPs with sizes of a few nm) or 
localized at the sharp edges of asymmetric NPs (e.g., nanorods), is associated 
to higher energetic costs in terms of wrapping and internalization by membranes 
3,11,13,14. Finally, curvature plays a significant role in the surface functionalization 
of NPs (e.g., ligand surface density), affecting their chemical identity 19. For these 
reasons, NPs curvature has been intensively investigated as a critical 
determinant in the interaction with natural and synthetic membranes. 
On the contrary, the role of membrane interfacial curvature, connected with 
membrane geometry, represents a less unexplored research field, which could 
potentially have a similar impact on interactions at the nano-bio interface. A flat 
configuration of the lipid bilayer is the most commonly encountered geometry in 
membranes of healthy cells; however, curved membrane configurations, as 
cubic bicontinuous arrangements, are known to occur in cells under pathological 
conditions (e.g., drug detoxification, starving, infection, oxidative stress, and 
cancer disease) or during certain phases of cell life (e.g. membrane fusion) 20–
22. Up to now, the investigations related to cubic membranes have been limited 
to a descriptive level, while the biological function of membrane arrangements 
with non-zero interfacial curvature remains unexplored 21,22. This is mainly due 
to the transient nature of non-lamellar biological membranes, which makes their 
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investigation in natural systems (e.g., through cryo-Transmission Electron 
Microscopy) very challenging 22. 
In this framework, lipid models of synthetic nature, mimicking cubic membranes' 
structure, can be used to simplify the investigation. Our recent findings 23,24 show 
that it is possible to obtain solid-supported lipid model surface layers of cubic 
symmetry, with controlled physicochemical and structural features, enabling the 
study of NPs-cubic membranes interactions at the nano-bio interface.  
Here, we will directly compare the interaction of lamellar and cubic model films 
of similar composition with hydrophilic gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) of similar size 
and surface coating, but different shapes, i.e., spheres (AuNSs) vs. rods 
(AuNSs); this way, we will explore the effect of varying curvature from both the 
NPs- and the membrane-side. 
By combining structural techniques with nanoscale resolution (i.e., Neutron 
Reflectivity (NR) and Grazing-Incidence Small-Angle Neutron Scattering 
(GISANS)) with Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CSLM) with a micron-
scale resolution, we will characterize the structural modifications induced by NPs 
on model membranes at two different length scales. In addition, the combination 
of static with kinetic NR investigation will provide access to NPs-induced 
restructuring processes of lipid membranes, occurring on different time frames. 
Our results represent one of the first attempts to systematically explore 








2.Materials and Methods 
2.1 Materials 
Tetrachloroauric (III) acid (≥ 99.9%), (11-Mercaptoundecyl)-N,N,N-
trimethylammonium bromide (≥ 90%), Cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide 
(99%), octanethiol (98.5%), ascorbic acid (98%), AgNO3 (99%), HCl, toluene 
(99.8%), MeOH (99.8%), EtOH (99.8%), CHCl3 (99%), Tetraoctylammonium 
bromide (98%), NaBH4 (98%), n-hexane (), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DOPC) were provided by Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). 
Glycerol monooleate (GMO) (99%) was provided by Danisco (Copenhagen, 
Denmark), while Nile Red (≥ 98%) was supplied by Sigma Aldrich. All chemicals 
were used as received. Milli-Q grade water was used in all preparations.  
 
2.2 Synthesis of Gold nanospheres (AuNSs) 
Gold nanospheres functionalized with the cationic derivative N,N,N-trimethyl(11- 
mercaptoundecyl)ammonium bromide (TMA) were synthesized as described by 
McIntosh et al. 25,26. First, octanethiol-capped spherical gold nanoparticles (NSs) 
were prepared following the two-phase method developed by Brust et al. 27,28: 
an aqueous solution of HAuCl4 (15 ml, 30 mM) was mixed with a solution of 
tetraoctylammonium bromide (TOAB) in toluene (40 ml, 50 mM). The two-phase 
mixture was vigorously stirred until all the HAuCl4 was transferred from the 
aqueous solution into the organic phase; TOAB acts as the phase-transfer 
reagent. Octanethiol (7.81 μl) was then added to the organic phase. A freshly 
prepared aqueous solution of sodium borohydride (12.5 ml, 0.4 M) was slowly 
added with vigorous stirring. On addition of the reducing agent, the organic 
phase changed color from orange to deep brown within a few seconds. After 
further stirring for 3 hours, the organic phase was separated, evaporated to 5 ml 
in a rotary evaporator and mixed with 200 ml ethanol to remove excess thiol. 
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The mixture was kept for 4 hours at -18°C until a dark brown precipitate was 
formed, and the supernatant was removed with a pipette; the precipitate was 
washed with 200 ml of ethanol and put again in the freezer. After 4 hours, the 
ethanol was removed with a pipette and completely evaporated in a rotary 
evaporator, obtaining octanethiol-capped gold nanoparticles. NSs capped with 
TMA were prepared by stirring 100 mg of octanethiol-capped NSs and 150 mg 
of N,N,N-trimethyl(11- mercaptoundecyl)ammonium bromide in 20 ml of 
degassed tetrahydrofuran under argon for two days at room temperature. The 
black precipitate of the gold nanoparticles was purified by repeated suspension, 
centrifugation, and decantation with dichloromethane. NSs capped with TMA 
were then dissolved in pure water without the need for pH adjustment. 
 
2.3 Synthesis of Gold Nanorods (AuNRs) 
Gold NRs were synthesized according to a newly developed seedless growth 
protocol by El-Seyed 29. Briefly, HAuCl4 (5.0 mL; 1.0 mM) was added to 5.0 mL 
of Cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB, 0.2 M) at 27°C, under magnetic 
stirring. Then, AgNO3 (250 µL; 4.0 mM) was added. Subsequently, HCl (8.0 µL, 
37%) was added to obtain a pH of 1-1.15. Then, we added 70 µL ascorbic acid 
(78.8 mM) under magnetic stirring and waited until the solution was clear. 
Immediately afterward, Ice-cold NaBH4 (15 µL; 0.01 M) was added and allowed 
to react overnight. The final dispersion of AuNRs capped with CTAB was 
characterized by a dark pink colour. The excess of CITAB was removed from 
the dispersion by 10 cycles of centrifugation, each followed by precipitation of 






2.4 Preparation of lamellar and cubic lipid films 
We obtained lamellar and cubic lipid films from GMO/DOPC 50/50 % mol/mol 
and pure GMO, respectively. The lipid solutions in n-hexane (30/70 lipid/hexane 
% w/w) were spin-coated onto a solid substrate for 10 s at 700 r.p.m and then 
for 60 s at 2000 r.p.m. Most of the solvent evaporates during this procedure. The 
lipid-coated substrate was then immediately immersed in excess Milli Q water, 
leading to lamellar or cubic lipid films by hydration. For the case of lipid films 
prepared for CLSM analysis, lipid formulations were labelled with hydrophobic 
Nile Red (0.1 mol% with respect to the total lipid amount), enabling the 
visualization of lipid layers; 100 μL of the lipid solution in n-hexane were 
deposited onto a hydrophilic round glass substrate (diameter of 15 mm) prior to 
spin-coating. Lipid films formed onto the glass substrate were then sealed into a 
single-well sample holder and hydrated with 2 mL of water before imaging. For 
the case of NR analysis, samples were formed by depositing 1 mL of n-hexane 
lipid solution on 50 x 80 x 15 mm3 Silicon mirrors (Andrea Holm GmbH, Tann, 
Germany; roughness ≤ 5 Å) to cover almost the whole surface. After spin-coating 
and hydration, the substrate was sealed into a flow-cell type sample holder. To 
remove any excess contamination and the remaining n-hexane, an excess of 
water (at least 25 times the sample cell volume) was flushed through the sample 
cell. Silicon substrates were preliminary rinsed in either ultrapure water and 
ethanol, in order to remove organic residues. After that, they were bath sonicated 
for 30 minutes in ethanol with a Bandelin DL 102 3L bath sonicator, followed by 
other 30 minutes in ultrapure water (Millipore Simplicity UV). The surfaces were 
then cleaned with a Novascan PSD-UV8 UV/ozone plasma for 30 min and rinsed 
in ultrapure water. Finally, they were dried with nitrogen gas and stored in 





2.5 Neutron Reflectivity (NR) 
Static NR measurements (section 3.2) were carried out at the OFFSPEC 
reflectometer 30 (Isis Neutron and Muon Source, Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory, UK).  
Neutrons in the wavelength range 1.0–14.5 Å were used to perform the 
measurements. Two incident angles, 0.50° and 2.00° allowed collecting data in 
the range 0.008 ≤ Q/Å-1 ≤ 0.3. The arrival times and positions of scattered 
neutrons were detected on a 3He 1 x 300 mm linear scintillator detector (1.2 mm 
pixel size) positioned at 3.5 m from the sample. The set-up allows for a resolution 
of 2-5% ΔQz/Qz. In order to achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio, a counting time 
of about 5 hours for the measurement was chosen.  
NR kinetics (section 3.3) were performed at the REFSANS Horizontal TOF 
reflectometer of the Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht, located at the Heinz Maier-
Leibnitz Zentrum in Garching, Germany 31. Neutrons in the wavelength range 
3.0–21.0 Å were used to perform the measurements. A horizontally smeared out 
beam of up to 80 mm width was used to maximise intensity. An incident angle 
of 3.00° allowed collecting data in the range 0.03 ≤ Q/Å-1 ≤ 0.22. The arrival times 
and positions of scattered neutrons were detected on a Denex 2D 500 × 700 
mm2 multiwire 3He detector (pixel size 2.1x2.9 mm2, efficiency 80% at 7 Å, 
gamma sensitivity < 10-6) positioned at 4.5 m from the sample. The detector was 
installed in a liftable vacuum tube in order to reach exit angles up to 5.2° at the 
maximum elongation. Neutron Reflectivity was acquired at time intervals of 






2.7 Grazing Incidence Small Angle Neutron Scattering (GISANS)  
GISANS measurements were performed at the REFSANS Horizontal TOF 
reflectometer of the Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht, located at the Heinz Maier-
Leibnitz Zentrum in Garching, Germany 31. Different wavelength of the neutron 
beam (ranging from 2.7 to 18.1 Å) were selected to perform the measurements, 
corresponding to different penetration depths within the sample. 13 point beams 
are impinged on the sample and point focused on the 2D position sensitive 
detector (Denex 2D 500 × 700 mm2 multiwire 3He detector (pixel size 2.1x2.9 
mm2, efficiency 80% at 7 Å, gamma sensitivity < 10-6)), placed at a distance of 9 
m. For a given wavelength, the two-dimensional intensity data sets describe 
different (Qy, Qz) ranges.  
GISANS was employed to investigate films’ properties along the directions 
perpendicular and parallel to the substrate. The in-plane film structure can be 
studied from the scattering patterns on the (Qy, Qz) plane (GISANS). For low 
angles, αi and αf are the angles of incidence and reflection, respectively, of the 
neutron beam. The associated wavevector in the xz plane is |k| = 2π/λ. The total 
scattering vector is the difference between the wave vector of the incident beam 
ki and the scattered beam kf: 






cos𝛼𝑓 cos 2𝜃𝑓 −cos𝛼𝑖
cos 𝛼𝑓 sin 2𝜃𝑓
sin𝛼𝑖 + sin𝛼𝑓
] 
The wavelength is denoted with λ, while 2θf indicates the angle in the xy plane, 
which is relevant to determine lateral correlation lengths. The angle of incidence 





2.7 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy 
A Leica CLSM TCS SP8 confocal microscope, operating in inverted mode, with 
a 63 x 1.3 numerical aperture water immersion objective, was used to image the 
lipid-based surface structures in excess water. The fluorescence of Nile Red lipid 
was excited at 561 nm and the fluorescence was acquired in the 571 nm - 650 
nm emission range, with a PMT.  Images were taken with a resolution of 512 x 
512 pixels using a 400 Hz bidirectional scan with each scanning line averaged 
four times. Leica software was used to create three-dimensional reconstructions 





3.1 Characterization of gold nanoparticles and lipid films of different 
curvatures 
Figure 1 summarizes the main features of the systems under investigation: 
AuNPs (Panel A) and lipid films (Panel B) characterized by different curvatures.  
Cationic gold nanospheres (AuNSs) and nanorods (AuNRs) were prepared as 
described in the Materials and Methods section, according to well-known 
synthetic routes 25–28. Figure 1, Panel A shows SAXS profiles and TEM images 
of both AuNSs and AuNRs. The main physicochemical features of AuNPs are 
summarized in the Table. According to the SAXS results, analyzed with a form 
factor for spheres with a Schultz polydispersity profile (see SI for details), AuNSs 
are polydisperse spheres with a metal core of a few nm, in perfect agreement 
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with TEM analysis. The capping agent mearcaptoundecyl-N,N,N-trimethyl 
ammonium bromide (TMA) produces an overall positive charge in water, as 
determined by Z-potential measurements (see SI for details).  
The SAXS profile of AuNRs was analysed with a form factor for cylinders with a 
polydisperse cross section fit model (see SI for details), that yielded 4.5 aspect 
ratio (length/width) gold nanorods, in line with the TEM analysis; similarly to 
AuNSs, the presence of Cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) as capping 
agent determines a net positive charge of AuNRs in water.  
 
Figure 1 Panel A) Physicochemical characterization of NPs. Left: SAXS profile of AuNSs in 
water (1:3 dilution) and corresponding curve fitting according to the Schultz polydisperse spheres 
model from the NIST package SANS Utilities. The inset reports a TEM image of AuNSs; middle: 
diameter values of AuNSs and cross section and length of AuNRs, determined by TEM and SAXS 
analyses. SAXS results are obtained from the fitting procedures (see SI), providing polydispersity 
values (i.e., “P” in the Table). Right: SAXS profile of AuNRs in water and curve fitting according to 
the Cylinder poly radius model from the NIST package SANS Utilities. The inset reports a TEM 
image of AuNRs; Panel B) physicochemical characterization of lipid films. Left part: Three-
dimensional reconstruction of a confocal fluorescence z-stack of images of the lamellar film (tilted 
surface area of 150 x 150 μm). The inset reports the inner Lα structure; middle part: Table reporting 
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composition, inner structure and average thickness of lipid films; right part: three-dimensional 
reconstruction of a confocal fluorescence z-stack of images of the cubic film (tilted surface area of 
150 x 150 μm). The inset reports the inner cubic Pn3m structure.  
 
Both AuNSs and AuNRs are characterized by a net positive charge, which is 
known to determine a strong interaction even with zwitterionic lipid membranes, 
characterized by a slightly negative zeta potential 1,32. In addition, spherical NPs 
are characterized by a diameter similar to the rods’ cross section, close to the 
typical thickness of a lipid bilayer; therefore, the main difference between AuNSs 
and AuNRs is the strong asymmetry of AuNRs, with two curved surfaces (the 
poles) of similar positive H and K as AuNSs, separated by a cylindrical body, 
with reduced H (i.e. one half of that of AuNSs) and zero K. We will then 
investigate how this curvature difference of NPs affects the interaction with lipid 
interfaces of different interfacial curvature.  
Lipid films of different liquid crystalline structure were prepared by spin-coating 
n-hexane lipid solutions of 1-monoolein (GMO) for the cubic phase and of 
GMO/DOPC (1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) (50/50 mol %) for the 
lamellar phase, on glass coverslips (see Materials and Methods for details on 
samples’ preparation); a fluorescent hydrophobic dye (Nile Red, 0.1 mol % with 
respect to total lipid amount) was added to allow their visualization in CLSM. The 
lipid films were then dried in vacuum to completely remove the solvents and 
hydrated with excess water. Figure 1, Panel B, displays the 3D reconstructions 
of GMO and GMO/DOPC films. The morphology of the films at the micron-scale 
appears very similar: a 3D reconstruction highlights a homogeneous thickness 
at the micron scale with low roughness (see Table in Figure 1B). These lipid 
mesophases are characterized by a different structural arrangement at a 
nanometric length scale: for GMO films, lipid molecules arrange in a curved lipid 
bilayer, folded to form a bicontinuous mesophase (see the scheme of Pn3m 
phase, sketched in Figure 1B). This assembly is characterized by negative H 
and K in each point of the lipid/water interface. On the contrary, for GMO/DOPC 
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films the mesophase is characterized by stacked infinite planar lipid bilayers of 
zero curvature (see the scheme of Lα phase sketched in Figure 1B). This 
structural arrangement will be further confirmed in the following section (Neutron 
Reflectometry data).  
3.2 Structural effects of gold nanoparticles on lipid films 
We investigated the internal nanostructure of lipid films, with or without AuNSs 
and AuNRs through NR. GMO and GMO/DOPC films were prepared on silicon 
blocks as described in the Materials and Methods and hydrated with excess D2O. 
Samples were left equilibrating for 12 hours before recording their reflectivity. 
Subsequently, NPs in D2O were pumped in the measurement cell, to reach a 
final Au concentration of 0.12 mg/mL. After 8 hours incubation, the reflectivity of 
lipid films in the presence of AuNPs was recorded.  
The reflectivity profiles of GMO/DOPC (Figure 2a) and GMO (Figure 2b) films 
without NPs (red curves) are consistent with the formation of highly ordered 
mesophases, with multiple Bragg reflections. 
The reflectivity profile of the GMO-DOPC film (red curve of Figure 2a) evidences 
a high structural order, with two prominent Bragg peaks located at 0.099 and 
0.192 Å-1, corresponding to the first two reflexes of the lamellar Lα arrangement 
(i.e., with hkl Miller indices (100) and (200)). As sketched in Figure 2a (left inset), 
the lamellar structure of the micrometric film consists of a stack of flat lipid 
bilayers, i.e. characterized by zero interfacial curvature, separated by water 
layers. The unit cell spacing was calculated using the q-position of the maximum 
intensity reflex (i.e. hkl (100)) through 𝑑 = 2𝜋(ℎ2 + 𝑘2 + 𝑙2)1/2/𝑞100 
33, yielding a 
value of 6.3 nm, in line with previous results obtained for bulk GMO/DOPC 
assemblies 34. Considering a thickness of about 3.4-3.7 nm for the GMO/DOPC 
bilayer (the literature values are 3.7 nm and 3.4 nm for DOPC and GMO bilayers 
35,36, respectively), the water interlayers will have a thickness of 2.6-2.9 nm. 
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On the other side, the reflectivity profile of the GMO lipid film (red curve in Figure 
2b) presents multiple Bragg peaks, indicating also in this case a highly ordered 
internal structure. The two peaks at 0.093 and 0.115 Å-1 identify an inverse cubic 
diamond phase with crystallographic space group Pn3m and correspond to 
(110) and (111) Bragg reflexes typical of this arrangement. As sketched in the 
right inset of Figure 2b, this structure is characterized by a bicontinuous nature, 
featuring a single lipid bilayer with negative interfacial curvature, which divides 
the inner space into two sets of interwoven aqueous channels. The lattice 
spacing d, calculated from the higher intensity reflex (i.e. hkl (111)), is 9.7 nm, 
from which a water channel radius of 2.2 nm was calculated 37.  
When AuNSs are added to the GMO/DOPC film, the reflectivity (green curve in 
Figure 2a) still shows Bragg reflexes typical of the lamellar arrangement, whose 
positions are unchanged with respect to the case of the neat GMO/DOPC 
assembly. However, the presence of AuNSs produces a significant reduction in 
the peaks’ intensity (see green curve as compared to red one), connected to a 
partial disruption of the bilayer arrangement. An alternative interpretation, 
foreseeing the removal of lipid material as a consequence of the liquid flow 
through the sample cell, was previously ruled out with a control experiment, 
aimed to check the stability of model film towards rinsing. 
 
Figure 2 a) Reflectivity profiles of the GMO/DOPC lamellar film in the absence (red curve) and in 
the presence of AuNSs (green curve) and AuNRs (blue curve). The reflectivity of the bare silica 
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support is also reported (gray curve). The inset sketches the inner Lα structure of the lipid film; b) 
Reflectivity of the GMO cubic film in the absence (red curve) and in the presence of AuNSs (green 
curve) and AuNRs (blue curve). The reflectivity of the bare silica surface is also reported (gray 
curve). The inset sketches the inner cubic Pn3m structure of the lipid film. Measurements acquired 
at OFFSPEC 30, ISIS Neutron and Moun Source (United Kingdom). 
 
 
At variance from what observed for lamellar layers, AuNSs seem to have 
negligible impact on the cubic lipid film: indeed, the presence of AuNSs does not 
significantly modify neither the position nor the intensity of the Bragg peaks in 
Figure 2b (green curve), with respect to the neat GMO film. This suggests that 
the cubic Pn3m architecture is stable and completely preserved, even after 13 
hours of incubation (8 h of incubation + 5 h of measurement) with the AuNSs. 
This result was further confirmed by NR measurements performed at REFSANS 
31 (Heinz Maier-Leibnitz Zentrum in Garching), on the same system and under 
the same experimental conditions (e.g., incubation time, temperature etc.), 
highlighting a Pn3m structure which is unmodified by AuNSs (see Fig. S3 of SI 
for details). 
We further investigated the structure of AuNSs/cubic phase hybrid films by 
means of Grazing Incidence Small Angle Neutron Scattering (GISANS), with the 
aim of pointing out possible effects of AuNSs on cubic phases, occurring  in a 
longer time frame (8 h of incubation + 24 h of measurement, for a total number 
of AuNSs-membrane interaction of 32 h). This technique allows also 
investigating the in-plane lipid arrangement and its alteration due to the AuNPs 
injection 38. Consisting of multiple parallel lamellae, lamellar films only have 
structural order with respect to the film normal, while cubic phases are also 
characterized by high lateral ordering, whose possible modifications can be 
easily detected by GISANS.  
We performed GISANS on a neat GMO cubic film in D2O, previously equilibrated 
for 12 h (Figure 3A). Then, we added AuNSs at the same concentration used for 
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NR measurements and left incubating for 8 h. The 2D GISANS pattern was 
subsequently recorded in D2O (Figure 3B). GISANS patterns were collected at 
different wavelengths of the neutron source (see Materials and Methods and 
Figure S1 of SI), corresponding to different penetration depth of the beam within 
the sample: here, we report representative patterns acquired at intermediate λ 
(i.e. 3.3 Å). 
 
Figure 3 A) GISANS pattern of GMO cubic Pn3m films, in the absence of NPs; B) GISANS pattern 
of the GMO cubic Pn3m phase in the presence of AuNSs. Measurements acquired at REFSANS, 
Heinz Maier-Leibnitz Zentrum, Garching, Germany. 
 
The Qz/Qx GISANS pattern of the GMO film in the absence of AuNSs shows 
isolated spots, which represent the (110) and (111) Bragg reflections of the 
Pn3m arrangement. By averaging the position of these highest intensity points 
within Qz/Qx plots obtained for different neutron wavelengths (see Figure S2 of 
SI for details), we found that the corresponding q values describe a Pn3m 
arrangement with a lattice parameter of 100 Å, in perfect agreement with the NR 
analysis. 
Interestingly, the presence of a spot-like pattern, instead of arcs or rings, 
indicates a highly oriented material 39, i.e. with low mosaicity, and reveals an 
important difference with respect to bulk GMO assemblies. Bulk cubic phases 
present multiple, randomly oriented, micron-sized domains of cubic symmetry, 
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resulting in an isotropic material 40; instead, these films consist of a cubic 
arrangement, with spatial orientation along a preferential direction. This 
phenomenon has already been observed for non-lamellar films of different 
composition and nano or micron-sized thickness 39,40, formed through spin-
coating. 
The addition of AuNSs (Figure 3B) produce an almost complete loss of the spot-
like pattern, with clusters of higher intensity points barely distinguishable from a 
continuous ring-shaped background. This effect hints at a significant increase of 
structural disorder within the mesophase, which can be either due to a partial 
disruption of the cubic symmetry or to a loss of spatial orientation: indeed, the 
presence of AuNSs can both partially destroy the cubic arrangement (as already 
observed for lamellar phases) and/or perturb it, introducing defects within the 
cubic film, which promote the formation of different randomly oriented domains. 
Thus, differently from NR, GISANS analysis reveals a non-negligible impact of 
AuNSs on the cubic structure, when observed on longer time scales. This points 
out an important role of curvature in the structural stability of model membranes, 
with cubic membranes preserving their structural stability for longer times than 
lamellar ones, when exposed to AuNSs. 
The impact of AuNRs is dramatically stronger for both lamellar and cubic lipid 
mesophases (Figure 2a-b). Differently from AuNSs, AuNRs completely destroy 
both the lamellar (blue curve of Figure 2a) and cubic (blue curve in Figure 2b) 
arrangements, as evident from the absence of Bragg reflexes in the 
corresponding reflectivity profiles: this hints to a dramatic effect of NPs shape 
asymmetry in the interaction with model lipid films. 
At a variance with the case of AuNSs, this severe interaction with AuNRs does 
not allow discriminating between the structural response of lamellar and cubic 
phases, in the time frame of our experimental observations. To gain insight on 
this fast disruption process, we performed Neutron Reflectivity kinetics studies, 
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allowing for monitoring the structural alteration produced by AuNRs on shorter 




3.3 NPs/lipid films Interaction: kinetics of structural modifications 
Neutron Reflectivity Kinetics were performed at REFSANS Horizontal TOF 
reflectometer of the Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht (Heinz Maier-Leibnitz 
Zentrum in Garching, Germany) 31 and allowed monitoring the progressive 
disruption of the lamellar and cubic films by AuNRs. To the purpose, we 
measured the reflectivity of lipid films in H2O, just before and after the injection 
of AuNRs within the measuring cell, at time intervals of 2.5 minutes; in order to 
cover the same measuring time of static NR acquisitions (section 3.2), the NR 
kinetics were acquired over a time period of 5 hours (see Materials and Methods 
for further details). In Figure 4, we report the (Qz,Qx) representations of NR data, 
along with the corresponding NR detector screens (right insets), for the lamellar 
(Panel A) and cubic film (Panel B), before and at different times from the addition 




Fig.4 Panel A: (Qz,Qx) representations of the off-specular scattering of a lamellar film in the 
absence of AuNRs and at different times from the injection of AuNRs. The insets represent the 
corresponding images of the NR detector; Panel B: (Qz,Qx) representations of the off-specular 
scattering of a cubic  film in the absence of AuNRs and at different times from the injection of 
AuNRs. The insets represent the corresponding images of the NR detector. 
(Qz,Qx) representations enable the analysis both of the specular and the off-
specular reflectivity of the samples 41: the integrated intensity along the specular 
reflectivity line (see blue line in the left (Qz,Qx) plot of Panel B) gives the specular 
reflectivity profile of lamellar and cubic films: these profiles are analogous to the 
ones of Fig. 2a-b (see Fig. S4 of SI, as an example), except for the lower intensity 
due to the reduced measuring time and the different medium (i.e., H2O instead 
of D2O).  
In addition, the (Qz,Qx) maps of both lamellar and cubic films in the absence of 
NPs show pronounced off-specular patterns, i.e. out of the specular reflectivity 
line, consisting in marked “Bragg sheets” (see the red line in the left (Qz,Qx) plot 
of Panel B, as an example).  
These off-specular features are also visible in the corresponding detector 
screens, as higher intensity stripes. Bragg sheets are characteristic of highly 
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ordered samples and provide information on the internal nanostructure: indeed, 
they are found following the lines 𝑄𝑧 = (ℎ
2 + 𝑘2 + 𝑙2)1/22𝜋/𝑑 41. These features 
coincide with the Bragg peaks from the specular reflectivity, distinguishing the 
Lα and Pn3m structures of lamellar and cubic films, respectively.  
Due to their particularly high intensity, off-specular Bragg sheets allow 
monitoring the impact of AuNRs on the structure of lipid films over time. Panels 
A and B highlight a strong effect of AuNRs on both lamellar and cubic 
arrangements, which can be identified in the smearing out of their characteristic 
Bragg sheets; this effect advances with time and ultimately leads to the complete 
loss of the off-specular signal, hinting to the total disruption of the films’ 
architecture. Interestingly, lamellar films completely lose their structural 
organization significantly faster than cubic ones, with Braggs sheets completely 
vanishing within 12 minutes. On the contrary, cubic phase off-specular signal is 
still detectable after more than 2 h of incubation with AuNRs. Thus, cubic phases 
show an enhanced structural resilience towards the action of rods with respect 
to lamellar ones, perfectly in line with the previous findings on spherical particles 
(section 3.2).This hints to a general role of membrane curvature on nano-bio 
interactions, with highly curved membranes showing an enhanced structural 
stability towards the interaction with nanomaterials. In addition, the slower 
disruption process allowed us to appreciate subtler details of the restructuring 
action of NRs on cubic phases; specifically, specular reflectivity profiles (Figure 
S4) show that AuNRs produce a non-negligible shrinkage of the cubic phase 
lattice parameter (i.e., 2 Å), after only 2’30’’ of incubation (Figure 4, middle (Qz, 
Qx) plot of Panel B); this shrinking might be the driving process for the 
subsequent progressive collapse of the mesophase.  
In summary, the NR and GISANS analysis allowed characterizing NPs-lipid films 
interactions at a nanoscale level: giving access to the alterations induced by NPs 
on the films’ nanostructure. The results highlighted that curvature, of either the 
membrane or NPs, plays a crucial role on nano-bio interactions.  
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To connect this nanoscale structural information with the global impact of NPs 
on model membranes, we further characterize NPs-films interaction through 
real-time direct observation, by means of Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy 
(CLSM). This technique enables to follow the morphological modification 
induced by NPs on lipid films at larger scale (i.e. micron-scale), for a 
comprehensive view of the phenomenon. 
 
3.4 NPs/lipid films Interaction: real-time morphological effects at the 
microscale 
We performed CLSM, monitoring the effects induced by NPs on the membrane 
morphology, over the same time frame of Neutron kinetics measurements. To 
this purpose, fluorescently labelled lamellar and cubic phases (Figure 1, panel 
B) were imaged before and after the injection of NPs. Figure 5 gathers 
representative side-view confocal microscopy images of a lamellar film 
challenged by AuNSs (Figure 4a) and AuNRs (Figure 4b).  
 
Figure 5 a) Representative confocal microscopy images (side view) of a GMO/DOPC lamellar 
surface layer interacting with AuNSs. From left to right: lamellar film before (t=0’), after 20’, 60’, 
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180’ from the addition of AuNSs. b) Representative confocal microscopy images (side view) of a 
GMO/DOPC lamellar surface layer interacting with AuNRs. From left to right: lamellar film before 
(t=0’), after 1’, 5’, 10’ from the addition of AuNRs. 
 
From Figure 5a), the action of spherical AuNSs (added at the same 
concentration employed in previous analyses) produces an initial swelling of the 
film (20’), which increases the distance between the different lamellae 
composing the structure; this process leads to the progressive peeling-off of the 
lamellar film (60’), with a gradual detachment of the outer surface layers. Once 
removed from the original matrix, these lipid layers start to bend and fold, 
ultimately rolling up in closed onion-like vesicular structures (180’), which get 
partially adsorbed on the film surface. After 180’ of incubation, only a thin layer 
of the original lamellar film is preserved onto the glass surface, partially covered 
by micron-sized multilamellar vesicles.  
The addition of asymmetrically shaped AuNRs (Figure 5b) has a similar impact 
on the film morphology, which evolves according to the very same steps 
previously described for the case of AuNSs. However, the overall process is 
faster, consisting of an initial massive swelling of the lamellar membrane, which 
is observed after just 1’ from the AuNRs addition. Moreover, the peeling-off of 
the film starts already after 5’ and, differently from the case of AuNSs, leads to 
the complete disruption of the lamellar film within 10’, with only polydisperse 
vesicular structures remaining adsorbed onto the glass surface. 
A completely different behaviour is observed when the same gold nanoparticles 




Figure 6 a) Representative confocal microscopy images (side view) of a GMO cubic surface layer 
interacting with AuNSs. From left to right: lamellar film before (t=0’) and after 30’, 180’ from the 
addition of NSs. The right inset represents the top view of cubic film after 180’ incubation with 
AuNPs, showing the presence of micron sized holes within the lipid film. b) Representative 
confocal microscopy images (side view) of a GMO cubic surface layer interacting with AuNRs. 
From left to right: lamellar film before (t=0’) and after 20’, 50’, 51’ from the addition of AuNRs. The 
bottom right inset collects three top view images of a lipid droplet acquired at 0’’, 5’’ and 10’’ from 
its formation. The final pictures were obtained from the overlay between the absorption of AuNRs 
(gryscale) and the fluorescence of Nile Red, labelling the lipid hydrophobic matrix (red color). 
 
Spherical NPs added at the same concentration (Figure 6a) seem to “excavate” 
the cubic membrane, producing an initial thinning of the film over selected areas 
(30’). The progressive excavation leads to the formation of cavities, whose depth 
increases with time, eventually reaching the glass surface. After 180’ of 
incubation, the lipid film, although mostly intact, presents micron-sized holes, 
which can be visualized from both the side and top view images, reported in 
Figure 6a.   
As previously observed for the case of lamellar membranes, the addition of 
AuNRs produces faster and more profound morphological modifications (Figure 
6b): AuNRs initially increase the film’s roughness (20’), with the formation of “hills 
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and hollows” across the micrometric membrane. Similarly to what previously 
observed for spherical AuNSs, the lipid film is progressively excavated, showing 
micron-sized cavities, whose depth increases with time. However, in this case 
the erosion process is faster and, within few minutes, produces the complete 
retraction of the cubic film in localized areas of the glass, giving rise to thick lipid 
droplets, in which the lipid matrix is selectively accumulated (50’).  After 50’, the 
lipid film is completely de-wetted, leaving only isolated lipid droplets onto the 
glass substrate. Then, these lipid droplets get readily destroyed by the action of 
AuNRs. The disruption process, occurring within few seconds from their 
formation, can be analysed in detail, following the temporal evolution of an 
optical (horizontal) section of the droplet. To this purpose, top-view images of a 
lipid droplet at 0’’ and different times from its formation have been acquired in 
fluorescence and transmission mode, in order to simultaneously capture the 
fluorescence of Nile Red, labelling the lipid matrix, and gold nanoparticles. 
Representative images acquired at 0’’, 5’’ and 10’’ from the droplet’s formation 
are reported in Figure 6b (bottom right inset) as the overlay between the 
transmission (grayscale) and the lipid membrane label fluorescence (red) 
contributions. At the beginning of the process (left image in the inset), AuNRs, 
which can be visualized as black spots in the image, are located as micron-sized 
clusters at the of the lipid droplet’s edges, encircling it. Then (central image in 
the inset), they start to excavate and unroll the lipid droplet by starting from its 
edges, i.e. their accumulation points, leading to its complete collapse within 10’’ 
(right image in the inset).  
Overall, the results gathered lead to two main conclusions: i) in agreement with 
the NR analysis, the impact of AuNRs on both lamellar and cubic model films is 
stronger and leads to faster structural and morphological modifications with 
respect to NSs; ii) NPs interact with lamellar and cubic phases according to two 
different and well-defined mechanisms, i.e. the peeling-off of the lamellar 
assembly and the excavation of the cubic one. As these two phenomena has 
been observed for both spherical and cylindrical NPs, i.e. independently from 
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their nature, membrane curvature seems to be the main factor determining the 





The ensemble of results gathered contributes to the description of NPs-model 
membrane interactions at multiple length scales and highlights that this 
phenomenon is deeply affected by both membrane interfacial curvature 
(connected to the geometry of the lipid phase) and NPs surface curvature (which 
defines NPs shape).  
4.1 The effect of NPs shape 
Both NR and CLSM results point out a major role of NPs asymmetric shape in 
the interaction with model membranes; in particular, NR measurements show 
that AuNRs have a profound impact on the structure of both lamellar and cubic 
films, inducing a complete loss of their structural order in less than 15’ and 2 h 
for Lα and Pn3m phases, respectively. On the contrary, the combination of NR 
and GISANS analyses highlights that AuNSs act on a completely different time 
frame: indeed, we only detected a partial disruption of lamellar and cubic 
structures after 13 h and 32 h of incubation, respectively. These observations 
are perfectly in line with CLSM findings, highlighting a direct connection between 
the micron-scale morphological alteration and the nanoscale restructuring of 
lipid films, induced by NPs. Indeed, CSLM analysis shows that the morphology 
of lipid films is only partially altered by AuNSs within our experimental time frame 
(i.e., 3 h), while AuNRs fully destroy lamellar and cubic films within the same 
time interval.  
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The impact of NPs surface functionalization, composition and size on lipid 
membranes have been widely investigated in the last decades and are 
recognized as key determinants in NPs cytotoxicity 1,5,32,42–45. On the contrary, 
much less is known on the effect of NPs shape on both model and natural 
membranes, with multiple controversial observations, of either theoretical or 
experimental nature, reported in literature. Asymmetric NPs have higher surface 
area/volume ratio, which is theoretically predicted to maximize the surface 
available for their adhesion onto membranes (driven by Van der Waals and 
possible electrostatic attractive forces 1,18). This has been often connected to a 
high reactivity towards lamellar model 32 and natural membranes 46 and to an 
enhanced uptake by cells 47,48.  On the other side, the high surface curvature at 
the edges of non-spherical NPs is predicted to increase the energy barrier for 
NPs wrapping and internalization by lamellar membranes 3. In line with this 
observation, recent findings reported lower cellular uptake for asymmetric NPs 
with respect to spherical ones 13,14. In addition, to the best of our knowledge, the 
impact of NPs shape on non-lamellar membranes represents a completely 
unexplored field to date. 
Here, employing spherical and rod-like AuNPs of comparable diameter and 
surface charge (see section 3.1), we isolated the effect of NPs shape in the 
interaction with membranes. We found that, when NPs size is similar to the lipid 
bilayer thickness, shape is a major player, with asymmetric geometries 
producing more destructive effects. Importantly, this behavior holds for both 
lamellar and non-lamellar models, highlighting a universal effect of NPs 
asymmetry on membranes of different curvature. 
4.2 The effect of membrane geometry 
Beside NPs shape, we found that membrane geometry, connected to its 
interfacial curvature, represents another key factor at stake in NPs-films 
interactions: NR and CLSM analyses highlighted that, for a given NP type, 
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membrane geometry determines both the strength and the pathways of 
interaction with NPs. 
Specifically, our NR results show that, independently from their shape, NPs 
induce a faster disruption of the nanostructure of lamellar membranes with 
respect to cubic ones, which results into more rapid morphological modifications 
at the micron-scale, observed through CSLM. 
By combining the NR and CSLM data, we defined two different mechanisms that 
describe the interaction of NPs with lamellar and cubic phases and are 
responsible for their different stability towards nanomaterials. 
The faster structural modification of Lα films induced by both AuNSs (section 
3.2) and AuNRs (section 3.3) is associated with an initial swelling, followed by 
progressive exfoliation of the multilamellar arrangement (section 3.4), 
proceeding from the outer lamellar layers. We can hypothesize that, after their 
injection, NPs start to penetrate the outer part of the lamellar arrangement, i.e. 
the one exposed to the water external medium. This penetration would primarily 
occur via electrostatic and dipolar interactions between the cationic coating of 
NPs and the polar headgroup of lipids composing the membrane, directly 
exposed to the water phase: this interaction would enable the insertion of NPs, 
together with their hydration shell, within the hydrophilic domains of the phase, 
i.e. the water layers separating the different lamellae. Then, the mismatch 
between the thickness of the water layers (around 2-3 nm, see section 3.2 for 
details) and NPs hydrodynamic size (see Dynamic Light Scattering results in the 
SI) would be responsible for the initial swelling of the lamellar film, observed 
through CSLM (Fig. 5). The increasing inter-lamellar distance would reduce the 
interactions between different lamellae, producing the detachment of the outer 
lamellar layers, i.e. the first ones to be in contact with NPs. Indeed, lipid bilayers 
of equal composition are held together only by weak Van Der Waals forces, in 
equilibrium with repulsive electrostatic and entropic contributions 49. Thus, inter-
bilayer interactions are easily overwhelmed by attractive single bilayer-NPs 
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forces of electrostatic nature. The thinning of the film favors the penetration of 
NPs within its deeper part, i.e. the one closer to the solid support, provoking its 
progressive peeling-off. The loss of the lamellar periodicity as the layers are 
being detached can be connected with the progressive smearing out of the Lα-
structural features, observed through NR (Figure 2 and 4). 
On the other side, a different interaction mechanism can be outlined for the case 
of cubic membranes, connected with their higher structural stability. NR data 
highlight a progressive disruption of the cubic Pn3m nanostructure by NPs, 
which starts from the shrinkage of its lattice parameter (section 3.3); this 
nanoscale phenomenon parallels a progressive excavation of the film observed 
at the micron-scale (section 3.4), leading to its de-wetting; interestingly, this 
phenomenon proceeds from NPs clusters, which, acting like micron-sized 
“diggers”, progressively erode and unroll the lipid matrix. We can hypothesize 
that, in this case, NPs are not able to fully penetrate the internal aqueous region 
of the film, i.e. the aqueous nanochannels of around 4.4 nm in diameter (see 
section 3.2 for details), due to its peculiar nanostructure. Indeed, cubic phases 
represent a 3D highly interconnected network, where a single lipid bilayer folds 
in the space originating bicontinuous aqueous and lipid domains 21; this robust 
3D architecture would impede a full insertion of NPs within the aqueous channels 
of smaller size (which would provoke its collapse), preventing a fast unfolding. 
Instead, the attractive NPs-lipid headgroups forces would result in the absorption 
of NPs, residing onto the film surface as clusters. As highlighted by NR analysis, 
their presence induce an immediate shrinking of the phase, leading to local water 
expulsion and subsequent dehydration of the phase: we can speculate that this 
phenomenon drives the progressive collapse of the cubic arrangement, which 
would proceed from the different NPs accumulation points across the 
membrane, ultimately leading to isolated lipid droplets onto the solid substrate.  
The enhanced stability of cubic phases with respect to lamellar ones might have 
important biological implications. As already introduced, curved membranes of 
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cubic symmetry are known to occur in cells under pathological conditions (e.g., 
viral infection, oxidative stress, starving or other diseases). However, cubic 
membrane-related investigations has been limited at a descriptive level, while 
the biological function of these arrangements remains unexplored 21. In 
particular, it is still unknown whether their formation is solely a result of aberrant 
processes within diseased cells or represent a functional response to these 
pathologies.   
Engineered NPs share their size range with biologically relevant entities (i.e., 
DNA, surface proteins, biogenic extracellular vesicles, and viruses), often 
resulting in similar interaction pathways with cells 1. Thus, we might connect the 
higher resilience exhibited by cubic membranes towards NPs with a similar 
behavior towards natural nano-objects, such as viral pathogens. Within this 
perspective, our results seem to suggest a possible “protective role” of the cubic 
architecture, occurring in critical cell conditions to minimize the membrane 
response towards harmful external perturbations.   
To summarize, we found that NPs-lipid membrane interactions depend both on 
the nanostructure of the membrane and the shape of NPs. These two variables 
represent two sides of the same coin, as a single parameter, i.e. curvature, can 
describe their variations. In these terms, we can state that NPs with a non-
uniform surface curvature promote a stronger interaction with the lipid matrix. 
On the other hand, when referring to the lipid membrane interfacial curvature, 
we observed that flat membranes experience more substantial disruptive effects 
than curved ones when exposed to NPs. Importantly, we also pointed out that a 
variation in NPs curvature only affects the strength of interaction with lipid films, 
but not the interaction pathway; on the contrary, membranes with different 
curvatures determine completely different interaction mechanisms, responsible  





Curvature effects are crucial for interactions occurring at the nano-bio-interface. 
The impact of NPs’ curvature on their effects on natural and synthetic lipid 
membranes has been addressed by several reports, lately. On the other side, 
the curvature of membranes represents an almost unexplored factor, which 
could potentially be of similar impact at the nano-bio interface. 
In this contribution, we explored the impact of curvature on nano-bio interactions 
focusing on the NPs or on the membrane. Specifically, we investigated the 
impact of AuNPs of similar size and surface coating but different shapes 
(spheres vs. rods) on model lipid films of different geometry (flat lamellar phase 
vs. curved cubic membranes, encountered in diseased cells). Combining 
structural techniques with nanoscale resolution, i.e., NR and GISANS, with 
Confocal Microscopy, which enables the observation of phenomena at the 
micron-scale, we connected structural and morphological modifications of lipid 
films induced by NPs, occurring at different length scales. We observed a 
prominent role of NPs surface curvature in the interaction with both lamellar and 
non-lamellar films, with sharp-edged AuNRs inducing a prompter disruption of 
model membranes. On the contrary, -here for the first time- we spotted 
enhanced structural stability of lipid films towards the action of NPs, promoted 
by an increase of membrane curvature. We hypothesize that this is due to the 
different inner structure of lamellar and cubic membranes: indeed, the bilayers 
composing the lamellar films are only held together by weak Van der Waals 
interactions and get easily detached the one from the other by the action of NPs. 
On the other hand, cubic phase films consist of a single 3D architecture which 
offers a much broader resistance against the NPs disruptive effect. These new 
findings suggest a possible “protective role” of cubic membranes, which occurs 
in infected, stressed or starved cells; in this perspective, they would represent 
biological barriers with enhanced structural resilience, occurring in cells as a “last 
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Small Angle X-ray Scattering  
SAXS measurements were carried out on a S3-MICRO SAXS/WAXS 
instrument (HECUS GmbH, Graz, Austria) which consists of a GeniX 
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microfocus X-ray sealed Cu Kα source (Xenocs, Grenoble, France) of 50 W 
power which provides a detector focused X-ray beam with λ = 0.1542 nm Cu Kα 
line. The instrument is equipped with two one-dimensional (1D) position 
sensitive detectors (HECUS 1D-PSD-50 M system), each detector is 50 mm long 
(spatial resolution 54 μm/channel, 1024 channels) and cover the SAXS q-range 
(0.003< q <0.6 ̊Å −1). The temperature (25°C) was controlled by means of a 
Peltier TCCS-3 Hecus. The analysis of SAXS curves was carried out using Igor 
Pro (Kline, 2006). SAXS measurements on AuNPs aqueous dispersions, were 
carried out in sealed glass capillaries of 1.5 mm diameter. AuNSs dispersion was 
diluted 1:3 with MilliQ water prior measurement.  
To analyze AuNSs scattering profile we chose a model function with a spherical 
form factor and a Schulz size distribution: (Kotlarchyk and Chen, 1983), it 
calculates the scattering for a polydisperse population of spheres with uniform 
scattering length density. The distribution of radii is a Schulz distribution given 
by the following equation: 




where Ravg is the mean radius, x = R/Ravg and z is related to the polydispersity. 
The form factor is normalized by the average particle volume, using the 3rd 
























where N0 is the total number of particles per unit volume, F(R) is the scattering 
amplitude for a sphere and ∆ρ is the difference in scattering length density 
between the particle and the solvent.  
The SAXS profile of AuNRs was fitted by the Cylinder poly radius model from 
the NIST package SANS Utilities Cylinder-Polydisperse; it calculates the form 
factor for a polydisperse right circular cylinder with uniform scattering length 
density and a Schulz polydispersity of the cylinder length is considered. The 
function calculated is the orientationally averaged cylinder form factor which is 
then averaged over a Schulz distribution of the cylinder length. The size averaged 
form factor is thus: 
 
𝑃(𝑄) = ∫ 𝑓(𝑅)𝑑(𝑅)
∞
0




where f(R) is the normalized Schulz distribution of the length. The limits of the 
integration are adjusted automatically to cover the full range of length. The 
scattering amplitude, F, is: 






Where 𝐽1(𝑄𝑅 sin 𝛼)  is the first order Bessel function, 𝑉𝑐𝑦𝑙 = 𝜋𝐿𝑅
2 , 
𝑗0(𝑄𝐻 cos 𝛼) =
sin(QHcos 𝛼)
QHcos 𝛼
, with α defined as the angle between the cylinder 
axis and the scattering vector (Q) and ρcyl and ρsolv the scattering length density 
of the nanorod and the solvent respectively. The integral over averages the form 
factor over all possible orientations of the cylinder with respect to Q. 
 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
Trasmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were acquired with a STEM 
CM12 Philips electron microscope, at CeME (CNR Florence Research Area, Via 
Madonna del Piano, 10 - 50019 Sesto Fiorentino). The sample was placed on a 
200 mesh carbon-coated copper grid.  
 
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 
DLS measurements were performed using a Malvern Panalytical Zetasizer Nano 
ZS90 instrument which does DLS measurements at a fixed scattering angle of 
90°. A 4 mW laser of 633 nm wavelength is used as light source, the lag times of 
the correlator start from 25 ns as shortest and go up to 8000 s, using a maximum 
number of 4000 channels. After checking monomodality with a CONTIN fit, the 
ACFs were analyzed through the cumulant fitting stopped to the second order, 
allowing an estimate of the hydrodynamic diameter and the polydispersity of 
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AuNSs and AuNRs, which were found equal to: 25.6 ± 0.2 and 37.6 ± 0.1 nm 
(hydrodynamic diameter) with a 0.3 and 0.21 (PDI), respectively. 
 
Z-Potential  
Zeta potential measurements were performed using a Zeta Potential Analyzer 
(Zeta Plus, Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, Holtsville, NY). Zeta 
potentials were obtained from the electrophoretic mobility u, according to 
Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation: ζ = (η⁄ε) × u with η being the viscosity of 
the medium, ε the dielectric permittivity of the dispersing medium. The Zeta 
Potential values are reported as averages from ten measurements. 
 
Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES) 
This analysis was kindly done by Dr. Mirco Severi, in order to define the 
concentration of NPs dispersions, with an ICP-AES Varian 720-ES. For the 
analysis, 200 μL of NPs dispersion were placed in a vial, then the solvent was 
evaporated under slight nitrogen flow. The sample, consisting of a dry film of 
nanoparticles, was diluted to 5 mL with 0.1% super pure nitric acid, obtained by 
distillation under boiling, then, to the sample, 1 ppm of Ge was added, as internal 
standard; the sample thus treated was analysed. 
The operating conditions for the ICP-AES analysis have been optimized to obtain 
the maximum signal intensity and are as follows: 
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Instrument: Varian 720-ES 
Power R.F: 1.20 KW 
Flow rate of Argon Plasma: 16.5 L min-1 
Auxiliary Argon flow rate: 1.50 L min-1 
Argon nebulizer flow rate: 0.75 L min-1 
Replicated reading time: 5 seconds 
Instrument stabilization time: 30 seconds 
Sample introduction settings: 
Sample uptake: 30 seconds 
Flow rate: 1 mL min-1 
Rinse time: 70 seconds 
Fast Pump (sample delay / rinse): active 
Smart rinse: active 
Replicates: 3 
From the ICP-AES data, it results that the quantity of gold in 200 μL of AuNSs 
and AuNRs dispersions is equal to 259 μg and 278 μg; as a result, the 
concentrations of AuNSs and AuNRs are 1.3 mg/mL and 1.4 mg/mL, 






Grazing-Incidence Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (GISANS) 
In order to obtain the lattice parameter of the Pn3m cubic architecture, we 
selected from the GISANS images shown in Figures S1 and S2 the ones that 
displayed the spots characteristic of the cubic arrangement. Those selected 
images were then radially integrated using the software PyMca to produce the 
radial profiles from which the q-values related to the spots of the Pn3m phase 
were calculated. The q-value of a spot on the Qy Qz plot is identified by the 
following equation: 
𝒒𝟐 = 𝒒𝒚
𝟐 +  𝒒𝒛
𝟐 
The lattice parameter is evaluated from the q value as described in the main text.  
Figure S1 displays all the obtained GISANS Qy,Qz plots of the GMO cubic phase 





Figure S1: GISANS Qy Qz plots obtained for the GMO cubic phase lipid film at different 
wavelengths. Images obtained with wavelengths of: 2.7 Å, 2.98 Å, 3.3 Å and 3.65 Å 






Table S1: q positions obtained from the selected GISANS Qy Qz plots of Figure S2. The 
lattice parameters were calculated for each Bragg reflex and then averaged to obtain the 
one that is representative of the examined Pn3m cubic phase.   
 
 q position (Å
-1)  average q position 
Å-1 
√2 reflex √3 reflex 

















0.1101      




     
0.0890      
 
 
Figure S2 displays all the obtained GISANS Qy,Qz plots of the GMO cubic phase 





Figure S2: GISANS Qy Qz plots obtained for the GMO cubic phase lipid film after 
AuNSs injection, at different wavelengths. Images obtained with wavelengths of: 2.98 
Å, 3.3 Å and 3.65 Å were radially integrated to obtain the position of the spots describing 







Table S2: q positions obtained from the selected GISANS Qy Qz plots of Figure S2. The 
lattice parameters were calculated for each Bragg reflex and then averaged to obtain the 
one that is representative of the examined Pn3m cubic phase.  
 q position (Å
-1)  average q position 
Å-1 

















3.3 Å 0.0852 
0.1105      
3.65 Å 
0.0888      




Figure S3 reports the reflectivity for the cubic film in the absence and in the 
presence of AuNSs. The (110), (111) and (200) Bragg reflections, which identify 
the cubic Pn3m phase are highlighted in the graph. Measurements were 
performed at REFSANS Horizontal TOF reflectometer of the Helmholtz-
Zentrum Geesthacht, located at the Heinz Maier-Leibnitz Zentrum in Garching, 
Germany. The experimental conditions (sample preparation, incubation time, 
AuNSs concentration, temperature, etc.) and the AuNSs’ batch were the same as 
NR measurement performed at OFFSPEC Reflectometer (see main text for 
details).  The measurement time was 8 h. 
The incubation with AuNSs does not modify the intensity of the Pn3m phase, 
indicating that the structure is not destroyed by nanoparticles. On the other side, 
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AuNSs produce a high-q shift of the Bragg reflections of the Pn3m phase, which 
corresponds to a reduction in the lattice parameter of 2 Å (see main text for details 
on the calculations), in perfect agreement with Neutron Reflectivity Kinetics (see 
main text and Figure S4).  
The reflectivity profile of GMO lipid film, both in the absence and in the presence 
of AuNSs, shows other peaks, which were ascribed to the (110) and (200) Bragg 
reflection of the cubic Im3m phase, coexisting with the Pn3m one. 
 
Figure S3 Reflectivity vs q profile of GMO cubic phase film in the absence (red 
curve) and after 13 h of incubation with AuNSs. The arrows indicate the (110), 
(111) and (200) Bragg reflexes of the cubic Pn3m phase and the () and () of the 
Im3m cubic phase. which appear shifted at higher-Q after the addition of AuNRs. 
Mesurements aquired at REFSANS Horizontal TOF reflectometer of the 





Figure S4 reports representative specular reflectivities (Panel A), along with the 
corresponding (Qz,Qx) representations of the off-specular scattering, for the 
cubic film in the absence and at different times from the addition of AuNRs. The 
(110) and (111) Bragg reflections, which identify the cubic Pn3m phase and its 
AuNRs-induced shrinkage, are highlighted in the graph (Panel A). 
 
 
Figure S4 A) Reflectivity vs q profiles of GMO cubic phase film in the absence 
(red curve) and at different times from the addition of AuNRs. The arrows 
indicate the (110) and (111) Bragg reflexes of the cubic Pn3m phase, which 
appear shifted at higher-Q after the addition of AuNRs. B) Corresponding 
(Qz,Qx) representations of the off-specular scattering of the cubic film in the 
absence of AuNRs and at different times from the injection of AuNRs. 
Mesurements aquired at REFSANS Horizontal TOF reflectometer of the 
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a b s t r a c t
The inclusion of inorganic nanoparticles (NPs) within organized lipid assemblies combines the rich poly-
morphism of lipid phaseswith advanced functional properties provided by the NPs, expanding the applica-
tive spectrum of thesematerials. In spite of the relevance of these hybrid systems, fundamental knowledge
on the effects of NPs on the structure and physicochemical properties of lipid mesophases is still limited.
This contribution combines Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) and Rheology to connect the structural
properties with the viscoelastic behavior of liquid crystalline mesophases of Phytantriol (Phyt) containing
two kinds of hydrophobic NPs of similar size, i.e., gold NPs (AuNPs) and Superparamagnetic Iron Oxide NPs
(SPIONs). Both types of NPs spontaneously embed in the hydrophobic domains of the liquid crystalline
mesophase, deeply affecting its phase behavior, as SAXS results disclose. We propose a general model to
interpret and predict the structure of cubic mesophases doped with hydrophobic NPs, where the effects
on lipid phase behavior depend only onNPs’ size and volume fraction but not on chemical identity. The rhe-
ological measurements reveal that NPs increase the solid-like behavior of the hybrid and, surprisingly, this
effect depends on the chemical nature of the NPs. We interpret these results by suggesting that the long-
range dipolar interactions of SPIONs affect the viscoelastic response of the material and provide an addi-
tional control parameter onmechanical properties. Overall, this study discloses new fundamental insights
into hybrid liquid crystalline mesophases doped with hydrophobic NPs, highly relevant for future applica-
tions, e.g. in the biomedical field as smart materials for drug delivery.
 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The inclusion of inorganic nanoparticles into organized lipid
assemblies has the potential to combine the properties of the
two components to produce smart materials and nanodevices for
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcis.2019.01.091
0021-9797/ 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Abbreviations: LLCs, lyotropic liquid crystals; DDS, drug-delivery systems; Phyt,
phytantriol; SPIONs, superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles; AuNPs, gold
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a variety of diverse applications in the biomedical field. For
instance, gold nanorods have been embedded in lipid vesicles for
applications in hyperthermia [1,2]; quantum dots-loaded lipo-
somes have been proposed for diagnostic purposes [3–6]; super-
paramagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) have been
included in liposomes, to form magnetoliposomes, applied both
for MRI [7,8] and as drug delivery systems that can release their
payload in a space- and time-controlled manner, thanks to respon-
sivity to static and alternating magnetic fields [9–11]. The most
explored amphiphilic scaffolds are lipid vesicles, but more recently
some studies have addressed the insertion of inorganic NPs [12,13]
into non-lamellar lipid assemblies formed through self-assembly
of polymorphic lipids. While some applicative examples have been
reported, a fundamental understanding of the impact of NPs on
lipid phase behavior, necessary to design these materials for a
specific biomedical application is, to date, very limited.
It is well known that lipid self-assembly in water gives rise to a
richphasediagram,with a complex varietyof architectures andmor-
phologies, as in the case of glyceryl-monooleate (GMO) and Phy-
tantriol (Phyt). For these latter systems, the phase diagrams have
been thoroughly investigated over the years [14]. Depending on
the water content, lamellar structures (Lc and La) and bicontinuous
cubic mesophases (gyroid Ia3d and diamond Pn3m) are observed at
roomtemperature,whilehexagonal structuresand invertedmicelles
are formed at higher temperatures. The presence of additives modi-
fies and controls the geometry of these lipid architectures. This is the
case for fatty acids [15,16], photo-switchablemolecules [17–19], and
proteins [20] that can be even crystallizedwithin the lyotropic phase
[21,22]. Recently, Briscoe et al. [23,24] investigated the effects of
hydrophobic silica NPs on dioleoyl-phosphatidylethanolamine
mesophases, highlighting a temperature and pressure-dependent
lamellar to hexagonal phase transition. Mezzenga and coauthors
studied the inclusion of hydrophilic SPIONs in monolinolein assem-
blies, observing the structural responsiveness of the lipid-SPION
hybrids to static magnetic fields [25,26]. In a previous work, we
showed that the addition of hydrophobic SPIONs to a GMO Pn3m
cubic phase induces a transition to hexagonal phase, which can be
understood as a balance between the free energies of membrane
elastic curvature and lipid frustration packing [27]. Additionally,
we highlighted that the same phase transition occurs by applying a
low frequency alternating magnetic field (AMF), due to the local
heating produced by the magnetic relaxation of NPs [27,28].
The central purpose of this study is the separation of thermody-
namic effects, due to insertion of hydrophobic hard spheres with a
given curvature into locally bilayered structures, from functional
effects, specifically originating from the chemical nature of the
NPs. To this aim, we leverage our previous studies on hybrid lipid
cubic mesophases [27,28] to investigate two kinds of hydrophobic
NPs and map the phase and flow behavior with SAXS and Rheology.
Phytantriol (Phyt), endowed with lyotropic and thermotropic poly-
morphism, was doped with NPs characterized by the same size and
similar hydrophobic coating, but different core, i.e., AuNPs and
SPIONs.
The ensemble of results here gathered, besides providing funda-
mental knowledge on the phase behavior of such hybrid systems,
discloses new insights on the interaction between nanomaterials
and non-lamellar biomimetic interfaces at the molecular level, fos-
tering the applicative potentials of these smart materials in the
biomedical field [29–32].
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
Fe(III)-acetylacetonate (97%), 1,2-hexadecanediol (90%), oley-
lamine (70%), oleic acid (90%), diphenylether (99%), denatured
ethanol and hexane mixture of isomers employed for the synthesis
of hydrophobic SPIONs, were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St.
Louis MO), the same for Gold-(III) tetrachloride (99.995%) and
tetraoctylammonium bromide (TOAB 98%). Phytantriol (Phyt)
was a gift of Royal DSM. The synthesis of AuNPs and SPIONs is
reported in the SI.
2.2. Preparation of bulk cubic mesophases
Bulk cubic phases with or without SPIONs and AuNPs were
prepared according to the following procedure: 30 mg of Phyt
were weighted in 2 mL glass vessels in the absence (for neat
Phyt mesophases) or in the presence (for NPs-loaded Phyt
mesophases) of appropriate volumes of SPIONs and AuNPs dis-
persions in hexane. About 1 mL of hexane was used to solubi-
lize the mixtures, then the solvent was removed under a
gentle nitrogen flux. The dry films were left under vacuum
overnight, then hydrated with 50 lL Milli-Q water and cen-
trifuged ten times, 5 min each time, at 9000 rpm, alternating
a run with the cap facing upward with another with the cap
facing downward.
2.3. Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS)
SAXS measurements were performed on a S3-MICRO SAXS/
WAXS instrument (HECUS GmbH, Graz, Austria) which consists
of a GeniX microfocus X-ray Sealed Cu Ka source (Xenocs,
Grenoble, France) with power 50 W. The source provides a
focused X-ray beam with k = 0.1542 nm Cu Ka line [33,34]. The
instrument is equipped with two one-dimensional (1D) position
sensitive detectors, (HECUS 1D-PSD-50M system) each detector
is 50 mm long (spatial resolution 54 lm/channel, 1024 channels)
and covers a q-range of 0.003 < q < 0.6 Å1 (SAXS) and
1.2 < q < 1.9 Å1, (WAXS). The temperature was controlled by
means of a Peltier TCCS-3 Hecus. SAXS curves of bulk cubic
phases were recorded at 25, 35 and 50 C in a solid sample-
holder. The hexane dispersions of SPIONs and AuNPs were
inserted in a glass capillary to record SAXS profiles. NPs dry films
were prepared as follows: the NPs dispersion in hexane was
placed in a glass capillary and dried under vacuum overnight
to remove the solvent.; SAXS profiles were then recorded. SAXS
data analysis is detailed in the SI.
2.4. Rheology
All rheology tests were performed using a Physica-Paar UDS 200
rheometer, equipped with a plate-plate geometry measuring sys-
tem (diameter of the upper plate 20 mm, measuring gap:
200 mm). The temperature was controlled with a Peltier device.
All the oscillatory measurements were performed within the linear
viscoelastic range (1 Hz about the amplitude sweep curves). For all
the measurements, once the samples were deposited on the sur-
face of the measuring plate, a delay time of 10 min was set in order
to ensure the complete equilibration of the sample; in that way no
loading effect was observed for all the investigated samples. In
order to minimize the evaporation of water, silicone oil was
applied to the rim of the samples when temperature was varied
in 25–50 C. The instrumental setups for the rheology tests are
the following:
i. Frequency sweep test: frequency range 100–0.001 Hz;
amplitude 0.1% strain;
ii. Amplitude sweep test: strain % from 0.001% to 10%; fre-
quency 1 Hz.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. Structure of Phyt mesophases doped with hydrophobic NPs
Fig. 1 summarizes the physicochemical characterization of the
NPs (AuNPs and SPIONs) employed in the study. Briefly, AuNPs
with a dodecanethiol coating in hexane were synthesized accord-
ing to Brust et al. [35] (see SI for details), leading to slightly poly-
disperse nanospheres, as visible from the TEM images (Fig. 1d).
The analysis of the NPs’ SAXS profile yielded an average core diam-
eter of 3.0 nm and a polydispersity index of 0.28, as estimated
through a Schultz distribution [36] (see Fig. 1c): a similar value
was obtained from TEM (average diameter 2.8 nm, see SI for
details). Hydrophobic SPIONs were synthesized according to Wang
et al. [37], leading to a stable hexane dispersion of magnetite nano-
spheres coated with oleic acid/oleylamine, with slightly larger size
than AuNPs, as visible from TEM images (Fig. 1b) and from SAXS
(Fig. 1a) curve fitting results: core diameter of 3.6 nm (3.8 nm by
TEM) and polydispersity 0.30. The two different NPs’ samples are
therefore characterized by a hydrophobic coating, which is
expected to drive their inclusion in the hydrophobic domains of
the mesophase, and by relatively small core size, which is a neces-
sary prerequisite to determine a minimum local perturbation to
the bilayered arrangement of Phyt, of 2.8 nm thickness [38].
The effects of increasing amounts of hydrophobic NPs (SPIONs
and AuNPs) on the structure of the liquid crystalline mesophases
of Phyt in water excess at 25 C were monitored with SAXS
(Fig. 2b, 2c).
It is well known that the binary system Phyt/H2O with excess
water at room temperature is a Pn3m cubic mesophase, with the
amphiphilic Phyt molecules assembled as bilayers folded in
a tridimensional cubic structure [39]. Accordingly, the Bragg peaks
of the cubic phase are clearly recognizable in the corresponding
SAXS profile (Fig. 2b, Fig. 2c, blue dashed lines).
Before discussing the phase behavior of hybrid NPs/Phyt sys-
tems, some consideration should be made about the Phyt bilayer
thickness as compared with NPs’ size. While the former is 2.8 nm
[39], the overall sizes of magnetic and gold nanoparticles, consid-
ering their shell composed by oleic acid (chain length 2 nm [40])
and dodecanethiol (1.4 nm [41]), are 7.6 nm and 5.8 nm respec-
tively. In the hypothesis of interdigitation between Phyt and the
coating alkyl chains, it is mainly the hindrance of NPs’ cores to
determine a local perturbation in the bilayer (see the sketch in
Fig. 2d). Dodecanethiol is covalently bound to the surface of AuNPs
(the excess is removed during the synthesis work-up, see SI for
details), while oleic acid and oleylamine are in excess in SPIONs
dispersion. Therefore, to better compare Phyt/SPIONs and Phyt/
AuNPs data without coating effects, Phyt/AuNPs samples were pre-
pared adding the same quantity of SPIONs stabilizing agent (see
sections S-4 and S-5 in SI for details).
The addition of increasing amounts of both SPIONs and AuNPs
results in a clear modification of the mesostructure. Even small
amounts of NPs (1  105 NPs/Phyt) causes the appearance of an
additional peak, broad and centered at 0.18 Å1 for AuNPs and
more intense and centered at 0.06 Å1 for SPIONs. These peaks
are present for all Phyt/NPs SAXS profiles (see Fig. 2b, 2c), without
any significant shift of the maximum, irrespectively of the amounts
of NPs. To gain more insight on this effect, we recorded SAXS pro-
files of dry NPs films (see Section 2 for details on samples prepara-
tion). The dry AuNPs film (Fig. 2b, red curve) exhibits a broad peak,
centered at 0.18 Å1, which perfectly matches the q-value of the
extra-peak in the mixed mesophase (see Fig. 2b). The SAXS profile
Fig. 1. Structural characterization of hydrophobic AuNPs and SPIONs: (a, c) Small-Angle X-ray Scattering profiles of SPIONs (a) and AuNPs (c) in hexane: the continuous lines
represent the best fitting curves according to a Schultz polydisperse spheres distribution; (b, d) representative TEM images of (b) SPIONs and (d) AuNPs. The scale bar in TEM
images is 50 nm.
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of dry SPIONs (Fig. 2c, red curve) is characterized by an intense
peak (centered at 0.07 Å1), which is slightly shifted at higher scat-
tering vectors with respect to the extra-peak in the corresponding
mixed mesophase. We attribute the peaks observed for the dry
films as arising from interparticle correlations, thereby ascribing
the extra-peaks in the hybrid samples to a partial clusterization
of NPs along the grain boundaries of the polycrystalline meso-
phases, as previously shown for similar systems in other studies
Fig. 2. (a) Chemical structure of Phyt; (b, c) SAXS of Phyt/H2O mesophases as the concentration (1  105, 2  105, 4  105 per Phyt molecule) of (b) AuNPs and (c) SPIONs
increases, compared to the SAXS profile of Phyt/H2O in the absence of NPs (blue dashed line) and with the spectra measured for a dry film of (b) AuNPs and (c) SPIONs (dashed
red lines); the Miller indexes assignments (hkl) of the Pn3m and hexagonal phase are reported in the graphs. In (d) is reported the nanoscale visualization of NPs encapsulated
in the bilayer. (For interpretation of the references to colours in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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[13,42,43]. The difference in the correlation length of SPIONs and
AuNPs in the dry film might be both related to the core differences
or to the slightly different hydrophobic coating of NPs, which
might lead to a different arrangement of the alkyl chains between-
neighboring NPs. The shift of the correlation peak from 0.07 Å1
(dry film) to 0.06 Å1 (NPs inside Phyt) observed for SPIONs, which
corresponds to a variation in the NP-NP correlation distance from
8.90 to 10.5 nm, hints at the coexistence of SPIONs at the grain
boundaries with particles effectively embedded in the mesophase.
The same effect is clearer for AuNPs, where an additional correla-
tion peak at 0.097 Å1 is detected, which can unambiguously
attributed the appearance of the peak to AuNPs embedded inside
the lipid architecture. Interestingly, the estimated correlation dis-
tance (6.5 nm) closely matches the nanometric organization of
the mesophase.
Upon increasing the NPs amount, a phase transition from cubic
(Pn3m) to hexagonal (HII) phase is detected. In particular, at the
lowest NPs amount (light blue lines, Fig. 2b, c), both mixed meso-
phases retain the Pn3m cubic structure; the intermediate amount
of SPIONs (2  105 NPs/Phyt, Fig. 2b, green curve) is sufficient to
induce the phase transition, while the same number of AuNPs
induces a partial transition to the hexagonal phase, highlighted
by the coexistence of the typical Bragg reflections of both phases
(Fig. 2c, green curve); finally, at the highest amount of NPs
(4  105 NPs/Phyt) (Fig. 2b, c, yellow curve), both mesophases
are HII. In a recent study we reported the same Pn3m-HII phase
transition induced by hydrophobic SPIONs on GMO mesophases,
ascribing it to the balance between free energies of elastic curva-
ture and frustration packing [27]. The results here gathered extend
our previous findings to a different lipid (Phyt vs GMO), addition-
ally showing that the effect of the hydrophobic nature of SPIONs
and AuNPs is similar; it has to be pointed out that even if NPs’
number is the same, their different size results in a difference in
volume fractions (see SI for details). This value, higher for SPIONs,
fully justifies the less pronounced phase transition of Phyt/AuNPs
with respect to the SPIONs mesophase with lower and intermedi-
ate amount of NPs. We can conclude that the structural arrange-
ment of the hybrid lipid/hydrophobic NPs mesophases is
dependent on: (i) the equilibrium structure of the lipid binary
phase; (ii) the hydrophobic nature of the coating of the NPs, lead-
ing to their preferential partition in the hydrophobic domains of
the lipid scaffold; (iii) the size of NPs, which determines the degree
of perturbation of the bilayer curvature at the NPs inclusions,
thereby affecting the frustration packing energy of the lipid scaf-
fold [27]. The relevance of this latter parameter is also suggested
by the slight variation between SPIONs and AuNPs amounts
required to completely trigger the phase transition, fully in line
with the slight size and polydispersity difference between the
two NPs types.
We then fixed the NPs/Phyt ratio to 1  105 and varied the
temperature from 25 C to 50 C, to explore the thermotropic phase
behavior of the hybrid mesophases (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3a displays the profiles of the binary Phyt/H2O system in
excess water, which shows the characteristic Pn3m-HII transition
at 50 C, in full agreement with the literature [39].
Upon loading with the same number of SPIONs and AuNPs,
(Fig. 3b and 3c, respectively) the Pn3m phase persists at room tem-
perature (blue curves); a temperature increase to 35 C partially
promotes the phase transition to the hexagonal phase, both for
SPIONs (more pronounced) and for AuNPs (Fig. 3b, c green curves).
Therefore, the Pn3m-HII transition can be induced both by increas-
ing the amounts of NPs and, at a fixed amount of NPs, by raising
the temperature up to a value which is considerably lower than
the transition temperature of thebinaryphase. The correlationpeak,
observed for higher NPs concentrations (see Fig. 2), also appears
increasing the temperature for the sample with the lower amount
of nanoparticles (Fig. 3c) and the sharp signal is preserved after
24 h of the thermal cycle (see SI for details). This effect might be
related to a reorganization of the NPs which, at higher temperature,
are characterized by a highermobility inside themesophase. Never-
theless, the present results further prove that this behavior is not
specifically related to a defined lipid molecule or NP kind but can
be considered as a general phenomenon. In addition, in this descrip-
tion, the nature of the NPs core does not show major impact.
Fig. 3. SAXS profiles of Phyt/H2O mesophases in the absence (a) and in the presence of (b, c) 1  105 NPs ((b) SPIONs and (c) AuNPs) per Phyt molecule at 25 C (blue), 35 C
(green curves) and 50 C (red curves); the Miller indexes assignments (hkl) of the Pn3m and hexagonal phase are also reported. (For interpretation of the references to colours
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3.2. Rheological behavior of Phyt mesophases doped with hydrophobic
NPs
In order to understand the effect of NPs on the viscoelastic
properties of Phyt/NPs systems, rheological experiments were per-
formed on the same hybrid mesophases.
Amplitude sweep measurements at a fixed frequency of 1 Hz
and at T = 25 C are shown in Fig. 4, where the storage modulus
G0 (the elastic component of the complex modulus G*) and the loss
modulus G00 (the dissipative component of G*) of the different liq-
uid crystalline mesophases are displayed as a function of the
applied strain. The curves measured for the hybrid Pn3m meso-
phases doped with 1  105 NPs per Phyt molecule (red markers,
SPIONs in Fig. 4a, AuNPs in Fig. 4c) are compared to those mea-
sured for Phyt/H2O in the absence of NPs (blue markers). Fig. 4b,
d show the profiles measured for hybrid HII mesophases doped
with increasing amounts (light blue markers 2  105 NPs per Phyt
molecule, green markers 4  105 NPs per Phyt molecule) of NPs
(SPIONs in Fig. 4b, AuNPs in Fig. 4d).
It is known that different structural arrangements of liquid
crystalline mesophases are characterized by markedly diverse rhe-
ological responses [42,44]. Accordingly, the inclusion of NPs (both
SPIONs and AuNPs) in the Phyt/H2O cubic mesophase, which
induces a cubic-to-hexagonal phase transition, is associated with
a striking variation in the rheological behavior: as a matter of fact,
for Phyt/H2O system and for low NPs loading, the amplitude sweep
curves (Fig. 4a, c) are characterized by the typical behavior of a 3D
isotropic network, with no preferential directionality, e.g., similarly
to Xantan Gum [45] and PVA [46]-based gels. In particular, G00
shows a non-monotonic behavior: after an initial increase for low
strain values, it reaches a maximum, above which a strain increase
causes the disruption of the network, resulting in the decrease of
both G0 and G00, previously interpreted by McLeish and coworkers
with a ‘‘slip-plane” model, where the local cubic order is disrupted
along the direction of applied shear, while the bulk connectivity of
the 3D network is preserved [47,48].
As discussed in the previous section, NPs promote the Pn3m to
HII phase transition (see Fig. 2). The 1D-directional nature of the
hexagonal phase, whose domains are able to align along the shear
direction [49], determines a very different behavior, with mono-
tonic decrease of both moduli with increasing strain (Fig. 4b, d).
In summary, the arrangement of the lipid scaffold appears as
the main factor affecting the rheological behavior, as inferred from
amplitude sweep measurements. Within the same structural
arrangement (Pn3m or HII), increasing the NPs number density
does not have major effects. This evidence also suggests an overall
structural integrity of the mesophase, where lipid assembly per-
sists in the presence of NPs embedded in the hydrophobic
domains.
To gather additional insight into the flow behavior, we investi-
gated the dependence of the storage and loss moduli of the mate-
rial on the frequency of the applied shear perturbation, by
performing frequency sweep measurements in the linear vis-
coelastic regime (strain 0.1%, see Materials and Methods for
details). The main results are reported in Fig. 5.
In line with the amplitude sweep profiles, the results highlight a
different dependence of both G0 and G00 on the frequency of the
applied strain for Pn3m (Fig. 5a, c) and HII (Fig. 5b, d) mesophases.
Fig. 4. Amplitude sweep analysis performed at 1 Hz and 25 C for: (a, c) Phyt/H2O Pn3m mesophase in the absence (blue markers) and in the presence (red markers) of
1  105 SPIONs (a) and AuNPs (c) per Phyt molecule; (b, d) Phyt/H2O HII mesophase in the presence of 2  105 (light blue markers) and 4  105 (green markers) SPIONs (b)
and AuNPs (d) per Phyt molecule. (For interpretation of the references to colours in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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As a first observation, the transition from Pn3m to HII induces a
decrease of G0, highlighting the lower rigidity of the hexagonal
phase [50,51], which can be again attributed to the transition from
a 3D-to-1D geometry, as confirmed by the trend of tand (tand = G00/
G0) reported in the SI.
The Pn3m mesophases (Fig. 5a, c) behave as a viscoelastic fluid:
for x > xc (with xc crossover frequency between G0 and G00 curves),
G0 is higher than G00, which indicates a predominantly elastic
behavior, while the viscous character is dominant for x < xc. Con-
cerning the HII mesophase (Fig. 5b, d), the material is characterized
by a solid-like behavior, with G0 higher than G00 in the whole range
of investigated frequencies. In this region of the phase diagram,
increasing the number density of NPs does not significantly affect
the viscoelastic properties, probably due to the alignment of
nanoparticles along the hexagonal domains.
Conversely, the inclusion of nanoparticles in a Pn3m meso-
phase, significantly modifies its rheological behavior. In particular,
although the same general trend described for the binary phase is
preserved for the cubic phases doped with SPIONs (Fig. 5a, red
markers) and AuNPs (Fig. 5c, red markers), the crossover frequency
between G0 and G00 is shifted to lower x values. This effect is par-
ticularly marked for SPIONs, with the crossover frequency located
outside the accessible frequency range of our rheometer.
The crossover frequency marks the transition from the rubbery
plateau to the viscous regime and corresponds to the longest relax-
ation time (smax ¼ 1=xc) of the system, i.e. the longest characteris-
tic time required to relax back to the equilibrium configuration.
According to the model proposed by Mezzenga et al. [44,52], the
physical meaning of this relaxation time smax ¼1/xc can be attrib-
uted to the diffusion time of the lipid molecules at the water-lipid
interface; this value provides therefore a characteristic order of
magnitude for the diffusion processes occurring at the interface
and can be used as an indication for the release kinetics of the
active molecules through the hydrophobic/hydrophilic interface
[52]. The smax value markedly increases in the presence of
1  105 NPs/Phyt, passing from 3.1 s to 10 s for AuNPs and to
>10 s for SPIONs, accounting for a slower response of the material
to the applied stress, which is a clear signature of an enhanced
solid-like behavior.
To rule out that this effect is caused by the partition of the
SPIONs coating agents in the bilayer (added also to Phyt/AuNPs,
to better compare the two systems, see SI for details), we per-
formed a control experiment where the same amount of oleic acid
and oleylamine was directly added to Phyt without NPs (see SI for
details). This results in a negligible shift in the crossover frequency
with respect to the neat binary phase. Therefore, the possible com-
positional change of the lipid scaffold determined by these
hydrophobic molecular additives, does not substantially affect
the lipid/water interface relaxation time.
Moreover, as discussed in the SAXS section, NPs affect the lat-
tice parameter of the mesostructure, shrinking the water channels.
Since it has been reported [51] that the swelling of the cubic phase
has a major impact on the crossover frequency values, as a further
control experiment we performed rheological experiments on
Phyt/oleic acid/oleylamine Pn3mmesophases, tuning the composi-
tion to match the lattice parameter of NPs/Phyt (see SI). The
Fig. 5. Frequency sweep curves measured at 25 C for: (a, c) Phyt/H2O Pn3m mesophase in the absence (blue markers) and in the presence (red markers) of 1  105 SPIONs
(a) and AuNPs (c) per Phyt molecule; (b, d) Phyt/H2O HII mesophase in the presence of 2  105 (light blue markers) and 4  105 (green markers) SPIONs (b) and AuNPs (d)
per Phyt molecule. (For interpretation of the references to colours in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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variation of the frequency sweep profile is indeed negligible and
therefore possible effects due to a different degree of swelling of
the cubic phase can be safely ruled out.
In summary, the presence of NPs is the main factor that tunes
the viscoelastic relaxation of the cubic mesophase. To better appre-
ciate this point, the frequency sweep curves were transformed in
continuum relaxation spectra [44,51] (Fig. 6, see SI for the different
inversion methods tested). The behavior of Pn3m cubic meso-
phases can be described with a monomodal distribution of relax-
ation times: the main term is identified with the characteristic
diffusion time of lipids at the water-lipid interface, i.e. smax:
With NPs, the relaxation mode distribution broadens and the
spectrum complexity increases, indicating a higher polydispersity
[51]. For both kinds of NPs, the main relaxation mode splits into
a multimodal distribution, suggesting a non-trivial effect on the
rheological properties of lipid bilayer. This feature can be inter-
preted in terms of the coexistence of lipids freely diffusing at the
lipid/water interface, with a slower relaxation time, i.e. smax,
ascribable to a hampered lipid diffusion at the NPs’ surface.
Interestingly, this is a similar effect highlighted through Fluores-
cence Correlation Spectroscopy [53,54], for hydrophilic AuNPs
interacting with free-standing lipid membrane. Moreover,
although the NPs’ diameter is comparable, the concentration iden-
tical and the effects on phase behavior similar (as highlighted from
SAXS measurements), the addition of SPIONs is related to a signif-
icantly higher smax value with respect to AuNPs (9.1 s vs 37.9 s), as
the comparison between Fig. 6a and b, highlights. Therefore, the
chemical nature of NPs might be critical for the rheological
response of the material. This significant effect is, we believe, well
beyond what can be expected considering the slight difference in
NPs sizes, therefore hinting to a ‘‘core” effect in the viscoelastic
response. A working hypothesis is that the long-range dipolar
interactions between the SPIONs, which are absent in the AuNPs-
doped systems, act as a structuring factor on the material, increas-
ing the elastic over viscous response of the material upon the
applied stress. This stiffening effect likely originates at the nanos-
cale level, where dipolar interactions between SPIONs inside the
bilayer may additionally hamper the free diffusion of lipids.
Indeed, while AuNPs do not significantly influence the diffusion
times of lipid molecules at the lipid/water interface, corresponding
to the higher-s peak in the relaxation spectrum (Fig. 6b, light blue
dashed line), SPIONs cause a substantial shift in the ‘‘free-
diffusion” time of lipids, suggesting an alteration of molecular
mobility in the whole bilayer.
4. Conclusions
In this contribution we explored the structural and rheological
effects of the insertion of hydrophobic SPIONs and AuNPs of similar
size in liquid crystalline mesophases of Phytantriol at maximum
water swelling. SAXS results highlighted that both types of NPs
are embedded in the liquid crystalline mesophase and that their
presence promotes a cubic to hexagonal phase transition, with
no noteworthy dependence on the type of NPs, but only on their
number density, in line with previous data on glycerol-
monooleate/SPIONs hybrid mesophases [27]. These results are con-
sistent with the fact that simple thermodynamic considerations,
related to the mesophase geometry, the coating and size of NP,
can describe in general terms the phase behavior.
The rheological response of such architectures, addressed here
for the first time, reveals that the presence of NPs enhances the
solid-like behavior of the material. Interestingly, this effect is sig-
nificantly more pronounced for SPIONs, evidencing possible long-
range dipolar interactions between SPIONs that may constitute
an additional structuring factor for the material, decreasing its
deformability upon stress deformation.
Overall, the comparison of structural and rheological results
highlights that different features of the NPs are relevant in affect-
ing the properties of the mesophase: NPs surface (i.e., hydrophobic
nature of the coating, driving localization in the lipid scaffold) and
size, modulate the local perturbation of the lipid assemblies and
affect the phase behavior at rest, while the core composition
(AuNPs vs SPIONs) seems to become relevant for the rheological
response and for the relaxation to mechanical perturbation.
These results shed light on the structural and physicochemical
properties of lipid/NPs mixed liquid crystalline mesophases, dis-
closing new fundamental knowledge for future biomedical
applications.
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Materials and Methods 
S.1- Synthesis of SPIONs 
Iron oxide nanoparticles were synthesized according to the protocol 
reported by Wang et al.[1]. Briefly, 0.71 g Fe(acac)3 (2 mmol) were 
dissolved in 20 mL of phenyl ether with 2 mL of oleic acid (6 mmol) and 
2 mL of oleylamine (4 mmol) under nitrogen atmosphere and vigorous 
stirring. 1,2-hexadecanediol (2.58g, 10 mmol) was added into the solution. 
The solution was heated to 210 °C, refluxed for 2 h and then cooled to RT. 
Ethanol was added to the solution and the precipitate collected, washed 
with ethanol and redispersed in 20 mL of hexane in the presence of 75 mM 
each of oleic acid and oleylamine. A stable dispersion of the magnetic 
SPIONs with a hydrophobic coating of oleic acid and oleylamine in hexane 
was obtained. 
 
S.2- Synthesis of AuNPs 
Hydrophobic gold nanoparticles are synthesized according to the 
protocol reported by Brust et al.[2] Briefly, an aqueous solution of HAuCl4 
(30 ml, 30 mM) was mixed with a solution of tetraoctylammonium 
bromide (TOAB) in toluene (80 ml, 50 mM). The two-phase mixture was 
vigorously stirred until all the Gold-(III) compound was transferred into 
S4 
 
the organic layer. Then, dodecanethiol (l70 mg) was added to the organic 
phase. A freshly prepared aqueous solution of sodium borohydride (25 ml, 
0.4 M) was slowly added with vigorous stirring. After 3 h stirring the 
organic phase was separated, evaporated to 10 ml in a rotavapor and mixed 
with 400 ml ethanol to remove excess thiol. The mixture was kept for 24 
h at -18°C and the dark brown precipitate was filtered off and washed with 
ethanol. The crude product was dissolved in 10 ml toluene and again 
precipitated with 400 ml ethanol. Then, the twice washed precipitated was 
dispersed in 20 mL hexane. 
S.3- SAXS data analysis 





) √ℎ2 + 𝑘2 + 𝑙2        (1) 
where (hkl) are Miller index related to the considered structures. In a Pn3m 
structure are (110), (111), (200), (211), (220)… while in HII mesophases 
are (100), (111), (200)… Eq. (2)[3] was used to calculate water channel 
radii rw in Pn3m cubic phase while Eq. (3)[3] was used to calculate volume 
water fraction 𝜑𝑤: 
𝑟𝑤 = √(−𝐴0/2𝜋𝜒)𝑑 − 𝑙𝑐          (2) 











          (3) 
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where A0 and 𝜒 are topological parameters respectively the ratio of the area 
of the minimal surface in a unit cell to (unit cell volume)2/3 and the 
Euler−Poincaire characteristic, that for the diamond cubic mesophase 
(Pn3m), are 𝐴0=1.919 and 𝜒=-2. Equation (4)[4] and (5)[5] describe water 










         (5) 
We assumed that chain length lc into the range of 25-50 °C, is constant 
and assume value of about 9 Å calculated by the data reported in literature 
through Eq.(2-3) [6]. Moreover, we assumed that %w/w of Fe3O4 and Au 
was negligible to evaluate water fraction both for cubic and hexagonal 
phase. 
 
To Fit SAXS curves of both dispersed gold and iron oxide nanoparticles, 
we used Sphere-Schulz Model by NIST[7,8]. This model calculates the 
scattering for a polydisperse population of sphere with uniform Scattering 
Length Density (SLD). The distribution of radii is a Schulz distribution as 
in Eq. (6): 
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𝑓(𝑅) = (𝑧 + 1)𝑧+1𝑥𝑧
exp [−(𝑧 + 1)𝑥]
𝑅𝑎𝑣𝑔Γ(z + 1)
          (6) 
Where Ravg is the mean radius, x=R/Ravg, z is related to the polydispersity, 
p=𝜎/𝑅𝑎𝑣𝑔, by z=1/p
2-1. 𝜎2 is the variance of distribution. The scattering 










          (7) 
where N0 is the total number of particles per unit volume, and ∆𝜌 is the 
difference in scattering length density, F(qR) the scattering amplitude for 




          (8) 





S.4- ICP-AES analysis of SPIONs, AuNPs and TEM image analysis 
The ICP-AES analyses were performed to determine the weight 
concentration of both types of NPs and the results are 2.19 mg/mL and 
3.78 mg/mL for SPIONs and AuNPs respectively. Thus, considering the 
density of Fe3O4 and Au, which are 5.17 g/cm
3 and 19.31 g/cm3 
respectively, the amounts of NPs added in the Phyt mesophase in order to 
have the same number of AuNPs or SPIONs in each samples are reported 
in table S1: 
 
Table S1: Percentage in weight of nanoparticles with respect to lipid, mg of oleic acid and 




























 6* 1.7x10-3 7.9x10-4 
* dispersed as stabilizer agent in SPIONs or added to lipids with the appropriate 
amount of AuNPs dispersion 
# calculated as ratio of the NPs and phytantriol volumes, taking into account that 




In order to further prove that NPs are included in the hydrophobic 
regions of the mesophase, the following control experiment was 
performed: 100 mg of a Phyt mesophase was prepared as described in the 
experimental section with the addition 0.234 mg of SPIONs and 0.15 mL 
MilliQ water. The sample was kept at 50 °C for 1 h to promote the cubic 
to hexagonal phase transition with shrinkage of the lattice parameter and 
water release from the aqueous domains. The released water was analyzed 
with ICP-AES to determine iron content (SPIONs released from the 
mesophase). The magnetite concentration was found equal to 1.29x10-4 
mg/mL in 0.15 mL of analyzed water, corresponding to 8.35x10-3% 










Figure S1: Size distribution of SPIONs estimated from three different 




Figure S2: Size distribution of AuNPs estimated from three different TEM 
images through Image J.   
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S.5- SAXS of Phytantriol mesophases loaded with Oleic Acid/Oleylamine 
 
Figure S3: SAXS curves of phytantriol assembled with 1 mg of a mixture 
Oleic Acid/Oleylamine at 25-35-50 °C (respectively blue, cyan, green, and 




Table S2. Lattice parameters, water channel radii and water volume fraction 









25 67 17 0.505 
35 63 16 0.476 






Figure S4: SAXS curves of phytantriol assembled with 3 mg of a mixture 
Oleic Acid/Oleylamine and Miller index on qmax to determine variation of 
lattice parameter both for cubic (blue) and hexagonal phase (cyan, green, 




Table S3. Lattice parameters, water channel radii and waer volume 
fraction of phytantriol assembled with 3 mg of a mixture 50:50 of 
Oleic acid and oleylamine. 






25 62 15 0.468 
35 42 13 0.347 





Figure S5: SAXS curves of phytantriol assembled with 6 mg of a mixture 
Oleic Acid/Oleylamine and Miller index on qmax to determine variation of 
lattice parameter of hexagonal phase with temperature into the range from 




Table S4. Lattice parameters, water channel radii and water volume 
fraction of phytantriol assembled with 6 mg of a mixture 50:50 of oleic acid 
and oleylamine. 






25 42 13 0.347 
35 40 12 0.326 
50 39 12 0.326 
 
S.6- SAXS: Thermal reversibility of phytantriol with SPIONs and AuNPs 
 
Figure S6. Lattice parameter of phytantriol assembled with 1x10
-5
 
SPIONs/Phyt of Pn3m mesophase at 25 °C (blue curve) and hexagonal 





























Table S5. Lattice parameters, water channel radii and water volume 
fraction of phytantriol assembled with 1x10
-5
 SPIONs/Phyt (data 
showed in main text) 






25 64 16 0.484 
35 42 13 0.347 









Figure S7. SAXS curves of phytantriol assembled with 2x10
-5
 
SPIONs/Phyt and Miller index on qmax to determine variation of lattice 














































Table S6. Lattice parameters, water channel radii and water volume 
fraction of phytantriol assembled with 2x10
-5
 SPIONs/Phyt 






25 43 (HII) 14 0.384 
35 41 (HII) 13 0.347 






Figure S8. SAXS curves of phytantriol assembled with 4x10
-5
 
SPIONs/Phyt and Miller index on qmax to determine variation of lattice 










































Table S7. Lattice parameters, water channel radii and water volume 
fraction of phytantriol assembled with 4x10
-5
 SPIONs/Phyt 






25 41 (HII) 13 0.347 
35 39 (HII) 12 0.326 
50 38 (HII) 11 0.324 
 
 
Figure S9. Qmax as function of Miller Index to calculate lattice parameter 
















Table S8. Lattice parameters, water channel radii and water volume 
fraction of phytantriol assembled with 1x10
-5
 AuNPs/Phyt (data 
showed in main text) 






25 66 17 0.505 
35 63 16 0.476 




Figure S10: Lattice parameter of phytantriol mesophases assembled with 
2x10
-5





Table S9. Lattice parameters, water channel radii and water volume 
fraction of phytantriol assembled with 2x10
-5
 AuNPs/Phyt varying the 
temperature. 












35 42 13 0.347 




Figure S11: Lattice parameter of phytantriol mesophases assembled with 
4x10
-5
 AuNPs/Phyt and lattice parameter into the range 25-50 °C. 
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Table S10. Lattice parameters, water channel radii and waer volume 
fraction of phytantriol assembled with 4x10-5 AuNPs/Phyt varying the 
temperature. 






25 43 14 0.384 
35 41 13 0.347 




















S.7 SAXS: Thermal reversibility of phytantriol with SPIONs and AuNPs 
  
Figure S12. SAXS profiles of Phytantriol assembled with 1x10
-5 (a) 
SPIONs/Phyt and (b) AuNPs/Phyt before and after the thermal cycle of 50 
°C to detect the recovery of the lipid structures. Phyt/SPIONs assemblies 
shows a recovery of Bragg reflex after 3h and 30 minutes, while 















Figure S13. Amplitude sweep curves at 25 °C (blue), 35 °C (green) and 
50 °C (red) for (a) phytantriol binary matrix, (b) 1x10




-5 SPIONs/Phyt, (e) 2x10-5 AuNPs/Phyt, (f) 
4x10






















Figure S14. Frequency sweep curves at 25 °C (blue), 35 °C (green) and 
50 °C (red) for (a) phytantriol binary matrix, (b) 1x10




-5 SPIONs/Phyt, (e) 2x10-5 AuNPs/Phyt, (f) 
4x10
-5 SPIONs/Phyt and (g) 4x10-5 AuNPs/Phyt. 
 
Frequency Sweep curves were fitted with three terms Maxwell Model, 





















Figure S15. Three terms Maxwell model fitting of storage and loss 
modulus of Phyt/H2O at 25°C. 
 
The curve fitting of Phyt/H2O rheological profiles with this model are 
displayed in Figure S13. Clearly, the adopted model does not fully describe 
the system, that is likely to be characterized by a high polydispersity. A 
suitable approach to describe polydisperse systems the continuum 
spectrum H(t) of relaxation times, which depends from G’ and G’’ through 
the following equations (11-12): 







          (11) 







          (12) 
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H(t) can be extracted according to different algorithms for the inversion of 
the equation (11-12) [9]. In the following section the continuum relaxation 
spectra of the experimental frequency sweep curves are displayed. 
 
S.10-Continuum time relaxation spectra: 
 
Figure S16: Continuum time relaxation spectra of Phyt/H2O assemblies 












-5 SPIONs/Phyt (b) and 
4x10
-5
 SPIONs/Phyt (c) at 25 (blue curves), 35 (green curves) and 50 °C 
(red curves). The curve of cubic mesophase at 25 °C doped with 1x10
-5 







Figure S18. Continuum time relaxation spectra of phytantriol mesophases 
assembled with 1x10
-5 AuNPs/Phyt (a), 2x10-5 AuNPs/Phyt (b) and 4x10-
5
 AuNPs/Phyt (c) at 25 (blue curves), 35 (green curves) and 50 °C (red 
curves). The curve of cubic mesophase at 25 °C doped with 1x10
-5 












Figure S19: Loss and storage modulus ratio as function of frequency at 25 
°C relative to mesophases doped with different amount of both 
nanoparticles; (a) shows tanδ curves of Phyt/NPs cubic mesophases to the 
lower amount of nanoparticles 1x10-5 NPs/Phyt, (b) shows tanδ curves of 
Phyt assembled with 2x10-5 NPs/Phyt and (c) Phyt hexagonal mesophases 




S.12 Frequency Sweep curves and relaxation spectra of Phytantriol 






Figure S20: Storage (G’) and Loss (G’’) moduli of phytantriol assembled 
with different amount of stabilizer agents (oleic acid and oleylamine 50:50 
ratio). (a) G’ (purple full markers) and G’’ (purple empty markers) of 
Phyt/1 mg of the mixture; (b) G’ (cyan full markers) and G’’ (cyan empty 
markers) of Phyt/3 mg of the mixture; (c) both relaxation spectra extracted 
by frequency sweep curves of (a) Phyt/1 mg and (b) Phyt/3 mg. 
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On the thermotropic and magnetotropic phase
behavior of lipid liquid crystals containing
magnetic nanoparticles†
Marco Mendozza, a Costanza Montis, a Lucrezia Caselli, a Marcell Wolf,b
Piero Baglionia and Debora Berti *a
The inclusion of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) in lipid mesophases is a promising
strategy for drug-delivery applications, combining the innate biocompatibility of lipid architectures with
SPIONs’ response to external magnetic fields. Moreover, the organization of SPIONs within the lipid
scaffold can lead to locally enhanced SPIONs concentration and improved magnetic response, which is
key to overcome the current limitations of hyperthermic treatments. Here we present a Small-Angle X-ray
Scattering (SAXS) structural investigation of the thermotropic and magnetotropic behavior of glyceryl
monooleate (GMO)/water mesophases, loaded with hydrophobic SPIONs. We prove that even very low
amounts of SPIONs deeply alter the phase behavior and thermotropic properties of the mesophases, pro-
moting a cubic to hexagonal phase transition, which is similarly induced upon application of an
Alternating Magnetic Field (AMF). Moreover, in the hexagonal phase SPIONs spontaneously self-assemble
within the lipid scaffold into a linear supraparticle. This phase behavior is interpreted in the framework of
the Helfrich’s theory, which shows that SPIONs affect the mesophase both from a viscoelastic and from a
structural standpoint. Finally, the dispersion of these cubic phases into stable magnetic colloidal particles,
which retain their liquid crystalline internal structure, is addressed as a promising route towards magneto-
responsive drug-delivery systems (DDS).
Introduction
Lipid self-assembly into lamellar and non-lamellar architec-
tures is ubiquitous in natural systems,1 the most prominent
example being the lamellar structural unit of cell membranes.
Synthetic lipid assemblies have been used to model and
understand membrane-related processes in simplified archi-
tectures2,3 and to engineer compartmentalized systems that
can have numerous applications, especially in the biomedical
field. Based on their molecular architecture and on experi-
mental conditions, lipids show a rich polymorphism, with
structures where both hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains
occur. The volume fractions and the morphology of these
domains depend on the phase structure and phase transitions
can be promoted by tuning control parameters, such as temp-
erature, pressure and water content.
Several features of lipid assemblies lend themselves to the
development of nanostructured vehicles for the encapsulation
and release of drugs4–6 or nucleic acids.7,8 Structural change in
lipid mesophase is caused by some external stimuli like temp-
erature, pH9 and magnetic field10,11 or, in other case, adding
additives that modify lipid assembly.12,13
Glyceryl monooleate (GMO) has been extensively studied for
its biocompatibility, biodegradability and variegate phase
structure, which depends on water content and temperature.
At room temperature, the GMO/H2O mixture displays a lamel-
lar phase Lc for low water amounts and a bicontinuous cubic
phase gyroid (Ia3d ) and diamond (Pn3m) at relatively higher
water contents. These mesophases have a high degree of sym-
metry and periodical water nanochannels,14 whose geometry
can be described using infinite periodical minimal surfaces
(IPMS) or, in other words, a triply periodically surface with
zero mean curvature. The three possible IPMSs described by
Schoen and Schwartz are the gyroid (G), diamond (D) and
primitive (P), with spatial groups Ia3d, Pn3m and Im3m,
respectively, all of them observed for GMO cubic phases,
depending on the experimental conditions. While the phase
†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Detailed Materials and
methods section, additional SAXS data, derivation of principal equation and
DLS analysis. See DOI: 10.1039/c7nr08478a
aDepartment of chemistry and CSGI, University of Florence, Via della Lastruccia 3,
Sesto Fiorentino, 50019 Florence, Italy. E-mail: debora.berti@unifi.it
bInstitute of Inorganic Chemistry, Graz University of Technology, Stremayrgasse 9/IV,
8010 Graz, Austria
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diagram of GMO/H2O binary system is well-established, the
structural effects of additives on GMO-based systems have
been the subject of more recent studies addressing the rele-
vant phenomena connected with the topological variations of
GMO mesophases designed for drug delivery, e.g., in drug
loading-release processes15 or protein crystallization.16,17
Concerning this topic, the inclusion of magnetic nano-
particles (SPIONs) in lipid mesophases is of particular inter-
est, giving the possibility to endow the lipid matrix with
responsiveness to magnetic fields. Recently, it has been
shown that hydrophilic SPIONs embedded in monolinolein
liquid crystals control the structural organization of the lipid
mesophase when exposed to an external static magnetic
field.18–20
A prominent relevance, particularly for biomedical appli-
cations, is SPIONs responsiveness to alternating magnetic
fields (AMF). In this respect, the inclusion of SPIONs into lipid
scaffolds is interesting from at least two different standpoints.
First, as a possible way to overcome the necessity of high
SPIONs concentration in tissues, to abide by the so-called
Brezovich criterion, i.e., the exposure safety limit to magnetic
fields for the application of SPIONs in hyperthermia-based
medical treatments.21–23 Secondly, as a promising strategy for
the development of biocompatible smart lipid-based drug
delivery systems (DDS) responsive to static and alternating
magnetic fields.
The responsivity of SPIONs to alternating magnetic fields
(AMF) has been extensively addressed for applications in
hyperthermia-based therapies. SPIONs concentrated into
tumor tissues, e.g. thanks to a DDS or to simple enhanced per-
meability and retention (EPR) effect, act as local heaters, if
subjected to AMF, due to Brownian and Néel relaxations, even-
tually causing the ablation of cells or tissues that need to be
removed. To reach a sustainable efficiency, the local concen-
tration of SPIONs in the target tissues should reach a level
which is virtually unachieaveble.21 This limitation has been
tackled either by modifying the morphology of NPs22 or by
employing clusters of NPs,24 rather than separated NPs. The
spontaneous organization of SPIONs in lipid scaffolds of
different architectures represents a strategy to achieve a locally
enhanced SPIONs’ concentration, maintaining a fine control
on the particle arrangement and, thus, on their overall mag-
netic response.
The inclusion of SPIONs in lipid assemblies, particularly
liposomes to form magnetoliposomes,25–27 has been reported
in the literature. When embedded in DPPC (dipalmitoyl-phos-
phatidylcholine) liposomes, SPIONs act as local heaters upon
application of a low-frequency alternating magnetic field
(LF-AMF) and induce a gel-to-liquid-crystalline transition of
the bilayer, with enhanced permeability and consequent
release of molecules entrapped in the lumen.
In a previous work,10 whose findings were also confirmed
by Szlezak et al.,4 we demonstrated that a GMO cubic phase
doped with hydrophobic SPIONs displays a similar AMF-
responsivity, showing burst release of a model hydrophilic
drug contained in the water channels of the mesophase when
exposed to a LF-AMF. At variance from the gel to liquid crystal-
line phase transition occurring in DPPC magnetoliposomes,
the structural variations on the cubic lipid scaffold implied in
the controlled release of hydrophilic drugs from water chan-
nels are not yet clear.
A fundamental comprehension of the effect of SPIONs on
phase behavior of lipid mesophases is key to fully explore the
potential of these hybrid devices, both for hyperthermia and
for controlled release applications.
In this contribution, we investigate the structural effects of
the inclusion of hydrophobic SPIONs towards the polymorphic
behavior of GMO assemblies in water excess. The phase behav-
ior of GMO/H2O/SPIONs is investigated as a function of the
SPIONs percentage with respect to GMO and as a function of
temperature. The arrangement of the SPIONs in lipid scaffolds
of different geometries is investigated as well. The structure of
GMO/H2O/SPIONs hybrid architectures in different conditions
(SPIONs amount and temperature) is interpreted according to
simple thermodynamic considerations in the framework of
Helfrich’s theory, to understand the effect of SPIONs on the
structural and viscoelastic features of the lipid assemblies and
devise a simple predictive model for SPIONs–lipids interaction.
Finally, to explore the applicative potential of these hybrid
architectures, we investigate the thermotropic behavior of dis-
persed GMO/water/SPIONs assemblies (magnetocubosomes),
and we perform an on-line investigation on the structural
responsiveness of bulk GMO/water/SPIONs assemblies to
LF-AMF, monitoring the magnetotropic response of the
system.
Results and discussion
SPIONs inclusion in GMO mesophases
Hydrophobic Fe3O4 magnetic nanoparticles (SPIONs) passi-
vated with oleic acid and oleylamine were synthesized accord-
ing to a well-established protocol28,29 (see ESI for details†).
The SAXS curves of the as-prepared dispersions (2.19 mg mL−1
Fe3O4 from ICP-AES) were diluted 1 : 3 in hexane and measured
to infer the nanoparticle size with two different approaches, a
model-free Guiner fit (radius 18 ± 3 Å30) and a Schulz polydis-
perse spheres form factor fit (radius 20 ± 2 Å, see ESI†).
Generally, lipid bilayers have thicknesses around 40 Å; some
theoretical reports identify a threshold of 60 Å for nano-
particles’ diameter not to destroy the lipid architecture,31 even
if the final effect is strictly dependent on hydrophobic/hydro-
philic nature of NPs.32 The synthesized SPIONs have therefore
an ideal size to be embedded in a lipid membrane without dis-
rupting the bilayer.
GMO cubic phases (50% w/w lipid–water fraction) were pre-
pared, as described in the Experimental section (see ESI†),
with different amounts of SPIONs, ranging from 0.23% w/w to
1.1% w/w with respect to GMO quantity. If expressed as
number of nanoparticles per lipid unit surface, or as number
of lipid molecules per nanoparticle (considering for the cubic
phase a specific area of 400 m2 g−1 (ref. 33), see Table 1) these
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quantities result in relatively low NP concentrations, for all the
investigated samples.
Fig. 1 shows the SAXS profiles of the mesophases in water
at 25 °C in the absence and in the presence of increasing
amounts of SPIONs. GMO 50% w/w is a Pn3m coexisting with
water excess and represents the maximum swelling of this
lipid at room temperature. When SPIONs are inserted in the
liquid crystalline (LC) phase at 0.23–0.47% w/w SPIONs/GMO,
the scattering peaks that describe the spatial correlation of the
diamond cubic structure are preserved, but shifted to higher
scattering vectors with respect to the binary system, indicating
a shrinking of the liquid crystalline phase. At 0.94% w/w
Fe3O4, the scattering profile shows the coexistence of the
diamond cubic and another phase, whose nature, inverted hex-
agonal (HII), becomes clear for higher amounts of magnetic
nanoparticles. It has been reported that a Pn3m-HII phase tran-
sition might occur upon perturbation of the lipid arrangement
due to addition of alkanes or alkenes,12 or inclusion of
peptides.34–36 To rule out that this transition is due to the par-
titioning of the NPs’ coating agents (oleic acid and oleylamine)
into the GMO bilayer, we performed a control experiment
where the maximum amount of oleic acid and oleylamine was
directly added to GMO without NP at 25 °C, yielding the
profile of the diamond phase (see ESI† for details). No other
components are present in GMO-SPIONs samples, since the
SPIONs dispersions are separated from precursors (see
Materials and methods section, ESI†) and milliQ water is
employed for sample preparation.
Therefore, the structural transition observed for GMO is
due to the insertion of SPIONs in the lipid scaffold; this NP-
promoted transition could be relevant in the framework of a
better understanding of nano-bio interfaces and possible toxic
effects caused by SPIONs.37 This finding is also consistent
with recent works of Briscoe and coworkers,38 who demon-
strated a noteworthy effect of silica nanoparticles in shifting
the phase boundaries between hexagonal HII and lamellar Lα
phases in phospholipids assemblies.
As clearly shown in Fig. 1, the SAXS curves in the presence
of SPIONs display an additional peak at low q, attributable
to spatial correlations of the SPIONs in the lipid matrix,10
whose intensity increases as the amount of nanoparticles
increases. The existence of a correlation distance, of about
110–120 Å if calculated as 2π/qmax, implies that SPIONs exhibit
a quasi-ordered arrangement within the lipid scaffold. The
relatively large correlation distance can be justified taking into
Table 1 GMO/H2O/SPIONs samples composition: SPIONs weight per-
centage with respect to GMO amount (w/w% SPIONs); number of
SPIONs per GMO/H2O cubic phase area unit (NSPIONs/AGMO) and volume









0.23 ∼46 ∼17 312 ∼91 743
0.47 ∼93 ∼35 000 ∼45 248
0.94 ∼188 ∼70 313 ∼22 522
1.1 ∼217 ∼81 250 ∼19 493
Fig. 1 (a) SAXS profiles of GMO 50% w/w water liquid crystalline phases in the presence of different SPIONs amounts: from bottom to top SAXS
curves of the samples with increasing SPIONs percentages (0; 0.32; 0.47; 0.94; 1.1% w/w with respect to GMO amount) are displayed with suitable
offsets; (b) (c) (d) schemes representing the effect of the SPIONs on the packing frustration energy: (b) when inserted in a lipid bilayer, the SPIONs
increase the packing frustration and bring an energy penalty caused by the stretch of lipid chains to fill the voids along the equatorial position of
nanoparticles, (c) in the hexagonal phase the chain ends would fall on the circles. As a result, the major packing frustration is localized in the void
spaces of the cylindrical structure, (d) hexagonal phase with SPIONs: the previous frustration packing is released, with the hydrophobic nanoparticles
localized in the void spaces.
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account a contribution due to the spatial organization
imposed by the lipid phase geometry and, probably, an
additional contribution due to magnetic dipolar and van der
Waals interactions between the SPIONs, similarly to what
observed for concentrated dispersions of magnetic nano-
particles upon solvent evaporation.39 GMO/H2O/SPIONs
systems are peculiar both in terms of the polymorphic behav-
ior of the GMO lipid matrix induced by the presence of
SPIONs and in terms of SPIONs ordered arrangement within
the lipid scaffold imposed by GMO phase geometry in water
excess.
In order to rationalize the Pn3m-HII phase transition
induced by the NPs from a thermodynamic point of view, we
can write the total free energy of a lipid bilayer gT as composed
of three terms:33 gC free energy of elastic curvature, gP frustra-
tion packing free energy and ginter interaction energy term,
that is generally negligible.
gT ¼ gC þ gP þ ginter ð1Þ
Considering the energy difference between the hexagonal
(final) and cubic (initial) phase, the variation of the total free
energy of the bilayer, connected with the cubic to hexagonal
phase transition ΔgT is:
ΔgT ¼ gHII  gPn3m ¼ ΔgC þ ΔgP ð2Þ
It is known that the hexagonal phase40 is characterized by a
higher frustration packing energy than the bicontinuous cubic
phase (ΔgP > 0), and by a lower energy of elastic curvature
(ΔgC < 0).41 Taking into account that, in the absence of SPIONs,
the cubic to hexagonal phase transition is already favored
according to the elastic contribution (gC), we can hypothesize
that a major effect of the SPIONs on the free energy of the
bilayer in the hexagonal phase is a decrease in the frustration
packing energy. In fact, above a relatively low NP concentration
threshold, we observe only a hexagonal phase. In a simplistic
approach, gP can be described with a harmonic oscillator-like
equation:40 its contribution arises from lipid chains that are
stretched or compressed with respect to their relaxed state. In
the presence of NPs embedded in a Pn3m structure, the lipids
close to a NP experience a packing frustration due to the fact
that their hydrocarbon chains stretch to fill the hydrophobic
cavities (Fig. 1b). The increase of frustration packing contri-
bution is thus a possible driving force to the cubic to hexag-
onal phase transition: NPs can fill the voids of cylindrical
structure (Fig. 1d), without any stretching penalty for the lipid
hydrocarbon chains (Fig. 1c). It has been shown that larger
hydrophilic nanoparticles dramatically impact the organiz-
ation of lipid mesophases, eventually driving completely
different structural effects.42 Clearly, in the above-described
behaviour, the hydrophobicity of the SPIONs and their size
matching with the lipid bilayer thickness, have a major role.
Thermotropic behavior of GMO-SPIONs assemblies
Fig. 2a reports the well-known phase diagram of GMO as temp-
erature and water percentage are varied (readapted with per-
mission from ref. 33) compared to the phase behavior of GMO/
SPIONs/water 50% w/w (Fig. 2b), as temperature and SPIONs
content are varied. In the absence of SPIONs, the Pn3m to HII
transition occur at 90 °C; in the presence of SPIONs, the tran-
sition temperature, Fig. 2b, decreases proportionally to the
amount of NPs, down to 25 °C, for the highest Fe3O4% w/w.
To interpret this behavior, we first focus on the binary
system. In the range 25 °C–50 °C, GMO 50% w/w H2O system
keeps a bicontinuous diamond cubic phase structure, with the
characteristic peaks progressively shifted to higher scattering
vectors, with lattice parameters of 104 ± 2 Å, (25 °C), 96 ± 2 Å
(35 °C), 84 ± 1 Å (50 °C), which fully match the literature
results43 (see ESI† for details). If we adopt the previously
described thermodynamic approach (eqn (2)), in this case ΔgT
represents the variation of the free energy of GMO cubic phase
between 50 °C (final state) and 25 °C (initial state). In the
absence of a phase transition, ΔgP dependence on temperature
is minor.41 Thus, ΔgT can be considered in first approximation
as only dependent on the variation of the free energy of elastic
curvature ΔgC. The Helfrich’s free energy of elastic curvature
gC
44 adapted for a lipid bilayer can be expressed as:
gC ¼ 2κBðH  H0BÞ2 þ κBGK ð3Þ
with H0
B and H mean spontaneous and mean curvatures
respectively, in this case equal to zero,45 κB and κBG bending
and Gaussian elastic moduli and K Gaussian curvature. gC can
be thus considered dependent on K and κBG, which are related
Fig. 2 (a) Phase diagram of GMO (readapted with permission from ref.
33). (b) Phase diagram of GMO/SPIONs at 50% w/w water content:
structural dependence on temperature (°C) and on SPIONs content
(% w/w with respect to GMO amount).
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to the viscoelastic properties of the lipid membrane. The
Gaussian curvature K can be related to the experimentally
observed lattice parameters d of the Pn3m cubic phase through
the Gauss–Bonnet theorem1 〈K〉0 = 2πχ/σd2, where K0 is the
mean Gaussian curvature to the mid-plane of lipid bilayer, χ is
the Euler–Poincare parameter (χPn3m = −2) and σ is a topologi-
cal constant (σPn3m = 1.919).
1 In the absence of SPIONs, a
linear decrease of the GMO Pn3m lattice parameter d with
temperature increase, with slope −0.8 Å °C−1 (see ESI† for
details) is observed, which, taking into account eqn (3) in com-
bination with the Gauss–Bonnet theorem, is with a concomi-
tant decrease in free energy of elastic curvature gC. Thus, in
the absence of any constraint due to SPIONs, as temperature
increases the hydrophobic chains splay out from each
other45,46 and adopt a new curvature, due to a higher flexibility
of the membrane, that leads to a decrease of lattice
parameters.
If we consider the ternary sample containing the lowest
amount of SPIONs (0.23% w/w), in the range 25 °C–50 °C the
Pn3m lipid structure is preserved (see Fig. 2). The same
thermodynamic considerations discussed are thus applied.
Interestingly, in this case a milder dependence of the lattice
parameter on temperature is observed, with a slope of
−0.25 Å °C−1 (see ESI† for details). The lower sensitivity of the
lattice parameters to temperature means that, in the presence
of SPIONs, the decrease of the free energy of elastic curvature
gC is lower. Clearly, the SPIONs do not have effect only on the
frustration packing free energy, as discussed in the previous
paragraph, but affect also the viscoelastic properties of the
membrane, through gC. The effect of nanoparticles on the
elastic properties of lipid mono-bilayer has been recently
addressed, highlighting either softening or stiffening effects
on the lipid phases depending on physico-chemical properties
of NPs, generally considered with a hydrophilic coating.47 In
this case the modifications of the viscoelastic properties of the
membrane are provoked by hydrophobic SPIONs embedded in
the membrane.
Finally, we focused our attention on the sample whose
phase transition is in the range 30–40 °C, close to physiologi-
cal temperature, 0.47% w/w of SPIONs.
In Fig. 3 the SAXS profiles of 50% w/w GMO (25–35–50 °C
Fig. 3a) and this latter sample (at 25–30–35–40–45–50 °C,
Fig. 3b) are displayed. For GMO/SPIONs 0.47% w/w, the
diamond cubic phase, which is the only present at 25 °C, is
preserved at 30 and 35 °C, with a minor sensitivity of the
lattice parameter on the temperature and the appearance of
some extra peaks. Due to the coexistence with an inverse hex-
agonal phase HII, these extra peaks are not ascribable to the
Pn3m structure. The cubic phase signature completely dis-
appears in the range 35–40 °C and since 40 °C only the HII
phase can be observed. With the same thermodynamic con-
siderations, the total free energy of lipid bilayer ΔgT can be
written in terms of ΔgP and ΔgC contributions, which can be
separately considered. As already pointed out, in the absence
of phase transition gP exhibits a minor temperature
dependence.41
Thus, ΔgP (HII-Pn3m) can be considered as a temperature
independent, positive value. Concerning ΔgC, the difference in
the free energy of elastic curvature between the hexagonal
(final) and the cubic (initial) phase,48 can be expressed through
a relatively simple equation (eqn (4), whose extended derivation
is reported in the ESI†), being the elastic moduli of the mono-
layers κ and κG related to the corresponding parameters of sym-
metric bilayers40 through κB = 2κ and κBG = 2(κG − 2H0κlc), and
Fig. 3 (a) SAXS curves of bulk cubic phase of GMO assembled in water
at 25–35–50 °C with 50% w/w water. Water channel shrink enhancing
temperature. (b) SAXS curves of GMO cubic phase assembled with
0.47% w/w SPIONs and 50% w/w water at 25–30–35–40–45–50 °C
Phase transition from cubic to hexagonal phase was observed above
35 °C.
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taking into account that K = 0 for HII while H = 0 for Pn3m at
the bilayer mid-plane.
ΔgC ¼ 4κHHII 2  2KPn3mðκG  2H0κlcÞ: ð4Þ
Due to the previous considerations, ΔgC for a Pn3m to HII
transition is always negative. Thus, being the Δgp term positive
and practically invariant in the 25–50 °C temperature range,41
the occurrence of Pn3m-HII phase transition can only be
ascribed to the free energy of elastic curvature compensating
and overcoming the frustration packing free energy at a
defined temperature (eqn (5)):
jΔgpj < jΔgCðTÞj ð5Þ
By combining eqn (4) and (5) we can write (eqn (6)):
ΔgP
κ






κ, κG, H0 decrease if temperature increase. κ and κG are related
to the membrane elasticity while H0 depends on the molecular
geometry. Ultimately, the prevalence of a HII or a Pn3m phase
depends on the balance between these two contributions, H0
and κG/κ. In the GMO cubic phase without NPs, the phase tran-
sition to the hexagonal phase is promoted at 90 °C. In the
presence of SPIONs, as already discussed, an overall increase
of the spontaneous curvature occurs, also at room tempera-
ture, determining an overall decrease of ΔgP, which, thus,
decreases the minimum value of free energy of elastic curva-
ture necessary to observe the phase transition (see eqn (5)).
Thus, the presence of the SPIONs acts in the thermotropic be-
havior of the GMO liquid crystalline phase having influence
both on the free energy of elastic curvature and on the free
energy of packing frustration.
Overall, these energetic considerations are useful to high-
light the potential of GMO/NPs systems; the thermotropism
can be finely tuned through SPIONs content in lipid structure
considering that magnetic nanoparticles affect both frustration
packing and elastic curvature free energies.
Thermotropic behavior of GMO-SPIONs nanoparticles
The hybrid bulk cubic phase of GMO/SPIONs with 0.47% w/w
SPIONs was dispersed with Pluronic F127 as stabilizer as
described in the Experimental section, to give cubosomes with
a hydrodynamic radius in the range 2000–2500 Å (ref. 49) (see
ESI† for details). The structure and thermotropic behavior of
the cubosomes dispersion was investigated with SAXS within a
temperature range of 25–49 °C. For GMO cubosomes, the
structure is a primitive cubic phase Im3m50,51 (Fig. 4a), i.e., a
more hydrated phase than Pn3 m, characterized by larger
water channels, which size, as in the Pn3m, decreases with
temperature (from 26 Å at 25 °C to 20 Å at 49 °C in the Im3m
and from 24 Å at 25 °C and 16 Å at 50 °C in the Pn3m). In the
same temperature range the lattice parameter d decreases by
2 nm (see ESI†), following a sigmoidal-like trend with inflec-
tion point at 36 °C, close to physiological temperature, making
cubosomes interesting for drug delivery of both hydrophobic
and hydrophilic therapeutics.
The SAXS profiles of magnetocubosomes, in the same
temperature range (Fig. 4b) are consistent with a less hydrated
diamond cubic phase with respect to bare cubosomes, coexist-
ing with a HII even at 25 °C. The cubic phase signature dis-
appears above 35 °C and the hexagonal phase is the only one
at 37 °C. The larger stability range of HII phases for
GMO-SPIONs hybrid systems is consistent with what was
observed for the bulk cubic phase and is indeed very interest-
Fig. 4 SAXS curves of (a) cubosomes and (b) magnetocubosomes monitored in the 25 °C–49 °C temperature range with 2 °C temperature steps.
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ing in order to design temperature responsive drug delivery
systems: in fact, the transition to hexagonal phase implies a
shrinking of the lipid nanoparticles, with water expulsion.
This structural modification implies therefore a huge release
of the aqueous content of the aqueous channels with possible
release of the confined active principles.
A very interesting feature emerges in the low-q region of
the SAXS spectra of magnetocubosomes (see Fig. 4b com-
pared to Fig. 4a and 5): at 25 °C, the main feature of low-q
region is the structure factor corresponding to a correlation
length of the nanoparticles embedded in the lipid architec-
ture, observed in the same position as in the bulk cubic
phase. This structure factor peak is preserved up to 40 °C.
From 42 °C on, this peak disappears and a different struc-
tural feature occurs, consisting on a reorganization of the
NPs. We can hypothesize that a decrease in viscosity of the
lipid phase allows particle diffusion into the hydrophobic
domain and the magnetic dipolar interaction drives a pearl-
necklace organization.39 In Fig. 5 the low-q SAXS range is
highlighted, showing at 49 °C a distinct and relatively
extended q−1 scalar law beyond Guiner region. We can infer
the radius of the pearls (18 Å), corresponding to the NPs
radius and the length of the necklace (281 Å); from these
values, we can hypothesize that 5–6 nanoparticles align in the
lipid structure. Recently, modulation of nanoparticles shape
or their aggregates have been proposed to overcome the so-
called Brezovich effect. NPs controlled aggregation might
enhance the heating power of SPIONs,52 and/or modulate
their magnetic properties.53 With our results, we demonstrate
that a fine control on the SPIONs arrangement can be
achieved exploiting the polymorphic behavior of a lipid
scaffold. The spontaneous controlled arrangement in linear
structure can profoundly modify magnetic properties, as pre-
dicted in some computational studies54,55 and finally alter
magnetic properties.
Fig. 5 Detail on low-q range of SAXS curves of magnetocubosomes
acquired in the 25–49 °C temperature range (see Fig. 4b). Variation of
scattering intensity for magnetic nanoparticles was detected during the
increase of temperature. At 49 °C self-organization of SPIONs into the
lipid architecture shows a pearl-necklace like structure (q−1).
Fig. 6 SAXS curves of (a) GMO bulk cubic phase and (b) GMO bulk cubic phase with 0.47% SPIONs monitored during 10 minutes LF-AMF appli-
cation at r.t. (a) A very mild shift of cubic phase Bragg peaks in present upon 10 minutes AMF application, corresponding to an temperature increase
of 0.6 °C; (b) the appearance of an extra-peak at low q occur attributable to a HII phase proves the occurrence of a Pn3m/HII phase transition.
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Magnetotropic behavior of GMO-SPIONs assemblies
It is well known that SPIONs are responsive to an alternating
magnetic field: their magnetic relaxation causes local heating.
This effect is used in drug delivery systems to trigger the
release from vehicles as liposomes11,26,27 or magnetocubo-
somes4,10 of model drug confined in the hydrophilic domains.
For the first time, we report the structural effects of the AMF
monitored “live”, i.e. during the AMF application, on the struc-
ture of a GMO cubic bulk phase self-assembled in the presence
or in the absence of SPIONs (Fig. 6). With a dedicated experi-
mental setup, we monitored through SAXS the structural
changes in the bulk cubic phase during the application of an
alternating magnetic field. As we can see from Fig. 6a, the
AMF applied to GMO cubic phase (without SPIONs) does not
induce structural changes, apart from a mild Joule Effect of
the coil, which causes an overall minor shift (∼4.4 × 10−4 Å−1)
of the profile, consistent with a temperature increase of 0.6 °C.
Conversely, when SPIONs-loaded Pn3m GMO mesophases
are subjected to AMF, Fig. 6b, the appearance of an extra peak
is highlighted, which position is identical to the first reflection
of the HII phase (see Fig. 2b). During 10 minutes application,
the intensity of the peak increases, though the transition is
not complete. However, complete absence of phase transition
and negligible temperature increase when NPs are not present
and the perfect correspondence of this peak with the hexag-
onal phase allows us attributing it unambiguously to the local
heating effect of the SPIONs that, probably due to the very
localized effect, provoke a locally confined phase transition of
the lipid scaffold.
Conclusions
Hydrophobic magnetic nanoparticles endow GMO cubic meso-
phases with responsiveness to alternating magnetic fields,10
allowing spatio-temporal control of the release of small mole-
cules confined in their lipid bilayers or in the water channels.
The mechanistic aspects of this process, of particular relevance
in the field of controlled drug-delivery, were not yet elucidated.
In this contribution, we have explored and interpreted the
structural effects of SPIONs on the thermotropic and lyotropic
phase behaviour of bulk and dispersed cubic lipid phases. As
the concentration of SPIONs in the lipid scaffold increases, a
Pn3m-HII phase transition is promoted. For Pn3 m GMO/
SPIONs/water systems, the transition temperature to an HII
phase is lowered with respect to GMO/water (90 °C). The ther-
motropic properties of magnetocubosomes were also investi-
gated, and the same structural effects were detected. We
explain this phase behaviour in terms of changes of frustration
packing and elastic features of the lipid bilayer. The same tran-
sition was induced applying an alternating magnetic field, due
to local heating operated by the NPs. The structural change
causes a shrinking of the mesophase, responsible for the
release of hydrophilic molecules, initially confined in the
water channels. Additionally, we detected in the hexagonal
phase a spontaneous re-organization of the NPs into a pearl-
necklace supraparticle. This result is fully in line with our
hypothesis on the NPs-induced frustration packing of the
mesophase as the driving force of the transition.
These data and their interpretation open new perspectives
both from fundamental and applicative standpoints.
Concerning the first aspect, the results here presented contrib-
ute to the elucidation of NPs’ interactions with synthetic or
natural lipid membranes, demonstrating that NPs affect the
viscoelastic properties of lipid bilayers, shifting the meso-
phases’ phase boundaries. This effect can be harnessed to
tune the mesophase response to AMF and drive the release of
host molecules, with numerous applications in the field of
drug delivery. In addition, lipid mesophases steer the organiz-
ation of single NPs into magnetic supraparticles with pre-
served colloidal stability. This approach opens the way to
control the spontaneous supraorganization of SPIONs in a
lipid scaffold, possibly overcoming the Brezovich limit, which
nowadays hampers clinical applicability of magnetic
hyperthermia.53
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Fe(III)acetylacetonate, 1,2-hexadecanediol, oleylamine, oleic acid, diphenylether, ethanol and 
mixture of hexane employed for the synthesis of SPIONs, were purchased from Sigma Aldrich 
(St. Louis MO), the same for Glyceryl Monooleate (GMO) and Pluronic F-127. 
S.2- Synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles
Iron oxide nanoparticles were synthesized according to the protocol reported by Wang et al.1. 
Briefly, 0.71 g Fe(acac)3 (2 mmol) were dissolved in 20 mL of phenyl ether with 2 mL of oleic 
acid (6 mmol) and 2 mL of oleylamine (4 mmol) under nitrogen atmosphere and vigorous 
stirring. 1,2-hexadecanediol (2.58g, 10 mmol) was then added. The solution was heated at 210 
°C, refluxed for 2 h and then cooled down to RT. Ethanol was added to the dispersion and the 
precipitate collected, washed with ethanol to remove residual precursors and side products from 
the synthesis and redispersed in 20 mL hexane in the presence of 75 mM of both oleic acid and 
oleylamine. A stable dispersion of the SPIONs with a hydrophobic coating of oleic acid and 
oleylamine in hexane was obtained.
S.3- Preparation of bulk and disperse cubic phase
The preparation of bulk cubic phase with or without SPIONs was carried out according to the 
following procedure. First, 30 mg of GMO were weighted in a 2mL glass vial. For 
GMO/SPIONs systems, the appropriate volume of SPIONs dispersion was then added. About 1 
mL hexane was used to solubilize the mixture and then the solvent was removed with a gentle 
S3
nitrogen flux. GMO or GMO/SPIONs systems were left under vacuum overnight sheltered from 
light. The dry film was then hydrated with 30 L Milli-Q water and the sample was then 
centrifuged at least 5 times altering a cycle with cap facing upward with another with cap facing 
downward.
For the preparation of cubosomes, first GMO or GMO-SPIONs film was obtained, as 
previously described. 8 mg of Pluronic F-127 were then added to the dry film and the mixture 
was heated in a water bath at 70 °C for 5’ to melt the Pluronic F-127 and then vortexed for 5’. 
Five cycles of heating-vortexing were carried out and then 500 µL of preheated H2O at 70 °C 
were added. The dispersion was then sonicated in a bath-sonicator at 59 kHz and 100% power 
for 6 h, to homogenize the system.
S.4- Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) Hecus
SAXS measurements were carried out on a S3-MICRO SAXS/WAXS instrument (HECUS 
GmbH, Graz, Austria) which consists of a GeniX microfocus X-ray Sealed Cu Ka source 
(Xenocs, Grenoble, France) power 50 W which provides a detector focused X-ray beam with k = 
0.1542 nm Cu Ka line. The instrument is equipped with two one-dimensional (1D) position 
sensitive detectors, (HECUS 1D-PSD-50 M system) each detector is 50 mm long (spatial 
resolution 54 lm/channel, 1024 channels) and cover the SAXS q-range (0.003 < q < 0.6 Å-1) and 
the WAXS q-range (1.2 < q < 1.9 Å-1). The temperature was controlled by means of a Peltier 
TCCS-3 Hecus. SAXS curves of bulk cubic phase were recorded at 25-30-35-40-45-50 °C in a 
solid sample-holder. Dispersion of SPIONs were recorded in a glass capillary.
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S.5- Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) Elettra Synchrotron
Analysis of cubosomes and magnetocubosomes were carried out at SAXS beamline of 
synchrotron radiation Elettra, Trieste, Italy operated at 2 GeV and 300 mA ring current. The 
experiments were carried with  Å and SAXS signal was detected with Pilatus 3 1M 𝜆 = 1.5𝑎
detector in q-range from 0.008 Å-1 to 0.45 Å -1. Thermic behavior of colloidal dispersion of 
cubosomes and magnetocubosomes were carried out through thermostat from 25 °C to 49 °C 
increasing the temperature of 2 °C each step. Equilibration time at each temperature was 5 
minutes. SAXS curves were recorded in a glass capillary for cubosomes and magnetocubosomes 
dispersions and in a solid sample-holder for the cubic phases.
S.6- SAXS analysis
Equation (1) was used to calculate lattice parameter of cubic and hexagonal phase:
𝑞 = (2𝜋𝑑 ) ℎ2 + 𝑘2 + 𝑙2        (𝑆1)
Eq. (2) was used to calculate water channel radii rw in cubic phase while eq (3) was used to 
calculate volume water fraction:
𝑟𝑤 = ( ‒ 𝜎/2𝜋𝜒)𝑑 ‒ 𝑙𝑐          (𝑆2)
𝜑𝑤 = 1 ‒ 2𝐴0(𝑙𝑐𝑑) ‒ 43𝜋𝜒(𝑙𝑐𝑑)3          (𝑆3)









         (𝑆5)
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We assumed that lc into the range of 25-50 °C, is constant and assume value of about 17 Å. 
Moreover, to evaluate water fraction both for cubic and hexagonal phase we assumed that %w/w 
of Fe3O4 negligible.
S.7- LF-AMF specifications
A sinusoidal magnetic field was generated in the gap of a broken toroidal magnet carrying a 
solenoid through which an alternating electric current (AC) from a tone generator was led as 
described elsewhere4. The samples to be treated with LF-AMF were placed in the middle of the 
gap. Due to the design of the experimental apparatus, the magnetic field inside the cell is not 
isotropic. During the experiments, the field frequency was set at 6.22 kHz. Magnetic field values 
of magnet range from 100-330 mT with 10 V and 8 A.
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Supplementary Figures
S.8- SAXS characterization of magnetic nanoparticles
Figure S1: SAXS curve of magnetic nanoparticles disperse in hexane diluted 1:3 (red) fitted by 
polidisperse Shultz Sphere model (black line). 
Figure S2: SAXS curves of magnetic nanoparticles with linear fit in Guiner region.
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To investigate the dimension of magnetic nanoparticles synthesized as reported in S.2 section, 
we diluted 1:3 in hexane magnetic nanoparticles. We employed “SphereSchultz Model” by NIST 
to estimate the radius and polidispersity of SPIONs, which were found equal to 20±3 Å and 0.35 
respectively. Moreover, the SAXS curve was analyzed with the Guiner limit law finding a 
gyration radius of 24 Å. In the hypothesis of spherical and monodisperse nanoparticles, the 
average radius of the SPIONs derived from Guinier plot is R= 31 Å. This result, corrected for the 
polidispersity of the colloidal dispersion5, is about 18 Å, and this is fully consistent with the 
radius obtained from the “SphereSchultz Model” analysis. 
S.9- Lattice parameters of GMO/H2O systems and SAXS curves of GMO/H2O/oleic acid-
oleylamine
Figure S3: SAXS analysis of GMO/H2O mesophases at 25 °C (blue line and markers), 35 °C 
(green line and markers) and 50 °C (red line and markers): square root of the sum of the h,k,l 
Miller indexes of each peak vs q-peak position (blue, green, red circles); linear fit of the 
experimental data to calculate lattice parameters the different mesophases (blue, green, red line).
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Figure S4: SAXS curves of GMO assembled with 1 mg of a mixture Oleic Acid/Oleylamine at 
25-30-35-40-45-50 °C (respectively violet, blue, cyan, green, yellow and red) and Miller index 
on Qmax to determine the trend of Pn3m lattice parameter with temperature. No phase transition 
was observed in this system.
Table S1. Lattice parameters, water channel radii and water volume fraction of GMO assembled 
with 1 mg of a mixture 50:50 of Oleic acid and oleylamine
T (°C) Lattice parameter (Å) Water channel radii (Å) Water volume fraction
25 103 23 0.40
30 95 20 0.36
35 94 20 0.36
40 91 19 0.34
45 86 17 0.31
50 83 15 0.29
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Figure S5: SAXS curves of GMO assembled with 3 mg of a mixture Oleic Acid/Oleylamine and 
Miller index on Qmax to determine the trend of the lattice parameter both for cubic (violet, blue, 
cyan, green and yellow) and hexagonal phase (yellow and red line) with temperature in the 25-50 
°C temperature range. At 45°C the coexistence of cubic and hexagonal phases was detected. 
Only at 50 °C a pure inverse hexagonal phase was detected.
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Table S2. Lattice parameters, water channel radii and waer volume fraction of GMO assembled 
with 3 mg of a mixture 50:50 of Oleic acid and oleylamine.
T (°C) Lattice parameter (Å) Water channel radii (Å) Water volume fraction
25 86 17 0.31
30 82 15 0.28
35 82 15 0.28







50 50 9 0.13
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Figure S6: SAXS curves of GMO assembled with 6 mg of a mixture Oleic Acid/Oleylamine and 
Miller index on Qmax to determine the trend of the lattice parameter both for cubic (violet, blue 
and cyan) and hexagonal phase (cyan, green and yellow and red line) with temperature in the 25-
50 °C temperature range. At 35°C the coexistence of cubic and hexagonal phases was detected. 
From 40 °C a pure inverse hexagonal phase was detected.
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Table S3. Lattice parameters, water channel radii and waer volume fraction of GMO assembled 
with 6 mg of a mixture 50:50 of oleic acid and oleylamine.
T (°C) Lattice parameter (Å) Water channel radii (Å) Water volume fraction
25 85 16 0.3







40 51 9.8 0.14
45 51 9.8 0.14
50 49 8.8 0.12
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S.10- SAXS curves of GMO/H2O/SPIONs
Figure S7: SAXS curves of GMO assembled with 0.23% w/w Fe3O4 (mixture of OAc/Ol is 1.33 
mg) and Miller index on Qmax to determine the variation of the lattice parameter for cubic phase 
with temperature in the 25-50 °C temperature range. No phase transition with this amount of 
SPIONs was detected. 
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Table S4. Lattice parameters, water channel radii and waer volume fraction of GMO assembled 
with 0.23% SPIONs at increasing temperatures.
T (°C) Lattice parameter (Å) Water channel radii (Å) Water volume fraction
25 88 17 0.32
30 88 17 0.32
35 86 16.6 0.31
40 84 15.8 0.29
45 84 15.8 0.29
50 82 15 0.28
Table S5. Lattice parameters, water channel radii and waer volume fraction of GMO assembled 
with 0.47% SPIONs at increasing temperatures.
T (°C) Lattice parameter (Å) Water channel radii (Å) Water volume fraction













40 53 (HII) 11 0.15
45 52 (HII) 10 0.14
50 51 (HII) 9.8 0.14
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Figure S8: SAXS curves of GMO assembled with 0.93% w/w Fe3O4 (5.33 mg of a mixture 
OAc/Ol) and Miller index on Qmax to determine the trend of the lattice parameter for the inverse 
hexagonal phase with temperature in the 25-50 °C temperature range. 
Table S6. Lattice parameters, water channel radii and water volume fraction of GMO assembled 
with 0.93% SPIONs at increasing temperatures.
T (°C) Lattice parameter (Å) Water channel radii (Å) Water volume fraction
25 53 11 0.15
30 52 10 0.14
35 51 9.8 0.13
40 50 9.3 0.13
45 49 8.8 0.12
50 49 8.8 0.12
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Figure S9: SAXS curves of GMO assembled with 1.1% w/w Fe3O4 (6.13 mg of a mixture 
OAc/Ol) and Miller index on Qmax to determine the trend of the lattice parameter for the inverse 
hexagonal phase with temperature in the 25-50 °C temperature rang. 
Table S7. Lattice parameters, water channel radii and water volume fraction of GMO assembled 
with 1.1% SPIONs at increasing temperatures.
T (°C) Lattice parameter (Å) Water channel radii (Å) Water volume fraction
25 50 9.3 0.13
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30 51 9.8 0.14
35 49 8.8 0.12
40 49 8.8 0.12
45 49 8.8 0.12
50 47 7.7 0.1
S.11- Temperature dependence of GMO/H2O/SPIONs lattice parameters
Figure S10: Linear fit of lattice parameters in GMO/H2O system (green line) and 
GMO/H2O/SPIONs (0.23% w/w) (blue line) on temperature. Both the systems have the same 
cubic structure (Pn3m).
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S.12- DLS analysis of cubosomes and magnetocubosomes
Figure S11: Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) curves of cubosomes and magnetocubosomes 
water dispersion diluted 1:500 before the measurement. 
Table S8. Hydrodynamic diameter and polydispersity of cubosomes and 
magnetocubosomes. DLS curves analyzed through a cumulant analysis stopped to the 
second order. 
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S.13- Temperature dependence of cubosomes and magnetocubosomes lattice parameters
Figure S12:  Trend of lattice parameters of cubosomes and magnetocubosomes with temperature 
in the 25-50°C temperature range, estimated from SAXS data. The lattice parameter d decreases 
following a sigmoidal-like trend. The overall lattice parameter decrease is of about 2 nm for 
cubosomes and 3 nm for magnetocubosomes in the 25°C-50°C temperature range. 
Magnetocubosomes present a phase transition Pn3m-HII very close to the physiological 
temperature. 
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S.14- Derivation of Equation 4 of the main text




2 + 𝜅𝐵𝐺𝐾     (𝑆6)
where  and  are the bending and Gaussian elastic moduli respectively, H and K are the mean 𝜅𝐵 𝜅
𝐵
𝐺
and Gaussian curvatures and  is the spontaneous curvature of the bilayer. Considering that for 𝐻
𝐵
0
a symmetric lipid bilayer , the HII phase is characterized by a Gaussian curvature K=0 and 𝐻
𝐵
0 = 0
that the mean curvature for a Pn3m at the mid-plane H=0, we can write equation (6) for the 
hexagonal and cubic phases as follows:
𝑔𝑐(𝐻𝐼𝐼) = 2𝜅𝐵𝐻2     (𝑆7)
𝑔𝐶(𝑃𝑛3𝑚) = 𝜅
𝐵
𝐺𝐾     (𝑆8)
If we express the bending and Gaussian elastic moduli for a bilayer in terms of the corresponding 
terms for a monolayer, we obtain:
𝜅𝐵 = 2𝜅     (𝑆9)
𝜅𝐵𝐺 = 2(𝜅𝐺 ‒ 2𝐻0𝜅𝑙𝑐)     (𝑆10)
and can rewrite (7) and (8) as follows:
𝑔𝑐(𝐻𝐼𝐼) = 4𝜅𝐻2     (𝑆11)
𝑔𝐶(𝑃𝑛3𝑚) = 2(𝜅𝐺 ‒ 2𝐻0𝜅𝑙𝑐)𝐾     (𝑆12)
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‒ 2𝐾𝑃𝑛3𝑚(𝜅𝐺 ‒ 2𝐻0𝜅𝑙𝑐)     (𝑆13)
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